BOUNDARY COMMITTEE REVIEW OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT STRUCTURES IN
NORFOLK SUFFOLK AND DEVON

REVIEW TO TEST WHETHER AFFORDABILITY
CRITERIA ARE LIKELY TO BE MET
COMPILATION OF BACKGROUND INFORMATION

This compilation incorporates a number of key documents which have informed the
independent assessment of the affordability of the proposed patterns of local government
submitted to the Boundary Committee.
For each of the 16 submissions, this document contains:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Acknowledgement letter;
Requests for information and responses;
Affordabilty – key indicators;
Sensitivity analysis;
Comparison of council tax figures.

This is followed by:
a statement of S151 officer certifications;
the log of issues raised by lead officers and the advice given in response by the
independent financial consultants;
a section highlighting the key areas of additional costs arising from the
reorganisations – presenting them graphically
a tabular summary of the detail of additional expenditure and expenditure
reductions for all 16 submissions.
For all 2 unitary submissions prepared by Norfolk County council there is a response
supplied in answer to our questions which is common to all of them and that is attached
as the final appendix to this document.

Chris Wheeler CPFA, Tony Hall CPFA, Ken Bell CPFA
November 2008.
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BOUNDARY COMMITTEE REVIEW OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT STRUCTURES IN NORFOLK
SUFFOLK AND DEVON

REVIEW TO TEST WHETHER AFFORDABILITY
CRITERIA ARE MET
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT LETTER
Name of Unitary pattern
Authorities involved

Lead Contact officer and contact number and
e mail

Norfolk County Unitary with Adjusted
Lowestoft
Breckland, Broadland, Great Yarmouth
,Kings Lynn and West Norfolk, North
Norfolk, South Norfolk, Waveney (part),
Suffolk County , (part), Norfolk
Paul Britain Norfolk County Council
paul.brittain @norfolk.gov.uk
workbooks being completed by Anna
Allison anna.allison@norfolk.gov.uk
01603222816

We acknowledge receipt of the financial workbook in relation to the above mentioned unitary
pattern.
We have allocated resources and timescales in order to complete the review of all 16 workbooks
and supporting documents within the timescales set by the Boundary Committee, to achieve the
overall timescales set by the Secretary of State.
Our initial reviews of the all the workbooks and supporting documents will be completed by mid
October. Our process will be finally completed in mid November at which time we will present
reports to the Boundary Committee. Our understanding is that these reports will then be made
publicly available by the Boundary Committee. An external ‘peer’ review of our reports will take
place by early December.
Where appropriate, we may need to seek additional information at any time, and any issues we
feel will need further information or clarification will be raised as soon as possible. We will do this
initially through the contact officer shown above if we think that appropriate.
Our immediate review shows that all data requested has been provided / the following
information requested is missing and should be provided to us as soon as possible
I note that the certifications from all S151 officers are at present missing and this has been the
subject of discussions with your officers, and was indicated as a possibility – would you be
good enough to indicate which S151 statements will be coming later, even if these are
qualified, and which you understand will not be coming
Tues 16 Sep - emailed copy of BC email agreeing deferral to Fri 19 Sep

Thank you for attaching a copy of the LG Futures report on grant disaggregation
I cannot readily see a copy of any other external advice that you have sought on any other
issue, and would appreciate you directing me to that or sending me a copy of it if it exists
query with PA/DB

I have reviewed the Item 4 - Revenue balances document and find it helpful. However , as
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discussed, we had hoped to see a simple schedule showing for each constituent authority the
percentage of retained balances against net expenditure they would recommend in their
current budgets to help inform us as to the reasonableness of your statement at Item 4 – if
that is elsewhere please direct me to it , or let me know if such a statement will be forthcoming
and when
See Item 4 – Appendix A – emailed F 19 Sep
I have noted that the base budget for Norfolk County changes from £487.652 in the Norfolk
County unitary with Lowestoft workbook to £460.727 in Patten A and Pattern B workbooks.
There are consequential effects on external finance and net budgets. I appreciate that the
setting up of the Combined Fire Authority will contribute to the effect on these figures. Could
you direct me to a working paper which reconciles these three base figures for each of the
affected Norfolk workbooks, or if it is not provided could you please provide that to me.
Email sent Tues 16 Sep
See Schedule Item 2H.2 CFA from set of Items for Pattern A remainder county, which
contains this reconciliation.
The same schedule is in all the packs, except the County Unitary pack as the County unitary
would not involve the creation of a CFA.

. Revised workbooks and related Items sent Tues 16 Sep
We have also initially reviewed the workbook to see if it has been properly or fully completed. We
have noted the following issues
We have discussed the treatment of council tax equalisation and have agreed that you will be
representing the workbook ( and other Norfolk workbooks) with the agreed adjustment and
revised supporting schedules that are affected
These are initial comments only - further comments and requests may be made when further
detailed review takes place
May we take this opportunity to thank you and your colleagues for the extensive work you have
undertaken to meet the deadline at this stage of the process
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BOUNDARY COMMITTEE REVIEW OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT STRUCTURES IN NORFOLK
SUFFOLK AND DEVON

REVIEW TO TEST WHETHER AFFORDABILITY CRITERIA
ARE MET
REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION OR CLARIFICATION
Name of Unitary
proposal

Norfolk County Unitary with Adjusted Lowestoft

Authorities involved

Breckland, Broadland, Great Yarmouth ,Kings Lynn and West Norfolk,
North Norfolk, South Norfolk, Waveney (part), Suffolk County , (part),
Norfolk
Paul Britain Norfolk County Council paul.brittain @norfolk.gov.uk
workbooks being completed by Anna Allison
anna.allison@norfolk.gov.uk
01603222816

Lead Contact officer
and contact number
and e mail
Document reference
number

01

Additional Information or Clarification requested
– please provide an answer to this request or a reference to a supporting document, in the adjacent
box
1. Split of External Finance
– figures have been calculated by
Email sent 17 Sep
LG Futures
None of the figures shown in the “GLA” line in any of the
There are however generally minor
workbooks are GLA. They all represent the surplus on the
differences from those calculated by collection fund.
LG Futures compared to those used The full title for this line in CIPFA stats is “GLA and other items”,
in the workbooks for Pattern A and
made up of line 858 GLA grant , from the RA form, and 880
Pattern B – though they do not
other items (including “amounts in respect of collection fund
affect the County unitary– is this
surpluses/deficits” ).
because of GLA grant ( which is
We have disaggregated this surplus in proportion to tax base.
also described as Council Tax
surplus elsewhere) or some other
Ignoring the “GLA” figures, the totals of the RSG and NNDR
reason
lines agree to the LGF report (subject to rounding differences
only)
There is a significant difference
between the Norwich figure used in
Greater Norwich and Pattern A Norwich Gt Yarmouth and
Lowestoft (£15.378m) and that
used in the LG Futures paper
(£15.149m) – what is the reason for
this?
Email sent 19 Sep
2
Council Tax is said to equalize at the
level of Kings Lynn , which the 20078 base data sheet shows at
£1192.99 – but the Transitional plan
actually equalizes at £1199 even
though it shows a reduction from the
average base 2007-8 CT of £1207

See Norfolk CC County Council paper of 15 September
http://www.norfolk.gov.uk/consumption/groups/public/documents/
committee_report/council150908item3pdf.pdf
This expresses the assumption on Council Tax equalisation in
terms of a reducing the 2008/09 Council Tax (excluding parish
precepts, which the unitary could not influence) to the Kings Lynn
level, which would cost £5.2m. This is an estimate of the likely
actual impact of equalisation on Council Tax bills and the actual
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Item 2A.2 says
, the following assumptions have
been made and included in the
affordability workbooks:

charge to reserves

Parish and Town Council’s precepts
have been excluded from the
District Council’s council tax figures.
The reason for this is that they are
unaffected by the proposals.

Including this figure in the workbook means that, as you point
out, the CT calculation in the Transition Plan does not appear to
demonstrate the equalisation approach explained in the text at
2A.2. This is because the workbook CT figure includes parish
precepts – although the new unitary would not have power to
equalise parish precepts.

This doesn’t appear correct as the
base figures preset in the
workbooks included parish
councils – for clarification could
you let me know which is correct

To achieve this effect in relation to 2007/08 CT bills would have
required a £5m call on reserves (the figure in the workbook).

On the other hand, we believe the figure we have used
represents a better estimate of the actual cost to reserves (and
therefore better illustrates the affordability of the Council Tax
proposal)
A similar approach has been taken across all the workbooks.

2. Throughout the additional cost
and cost reductions shown in the
workbooks there are references to
‘James Pratt schedule’ and ‘PWC
figures’ – would you be good
enough to let me have a copy of
this work, or direct me to a
supporting paper if it has already
been supplied

4
ICT
There are references to ‘The
Shared Services business case’ –
could you give me a simple
explanation of what this is, and if
possible an extract which indicates
the ‘need for investment of
£1.089m+ Lowestoft at £250k’ on
the face of it for such a large
reorganisation this figure looks low–
would you be good enough to let
me know if Norfolk share services
presently with districts an dif so
,what?

There was an oversight in not updating the narrative in the
workbook
See Items
2B.1
2B.2
2C
2E

Email sent 22 September 2008
The Shared Services Business Case is the result of a piece of
work commissioned by Norfolk County Council into the feasibility
of bringing together all services in the County Council and the 7
Districts into a new delivery vehicle which would be a trading
company wholly owned by the County Council joining the highly
successful Norse Group of Companies already owned and run
by the County Council.
The services involved are Finance, HR, ICT, Procurement,
Customer Services and Revenues and Benefits Services. Only
R&B services are unique to the Districts. The County Council
already has a service centre for all of its HR functions and has a
highly developed ICT development strategy, plan and costed
business case.
Norfolk CC currently provide a range of services for some
districts including waste collection, streetscene, grounds
maintenance, buildings maintenance, property and facilities
management.
The ICT plan is predicated on investment in systems, systems
integration and equipment to the tune of £1.089m over two
years. The integration of district-based systems in Lowestoft is
not a major task as it would form part of the overall district
systems integration plan. The integration of Suffolk CC systems
is not a major issue as the main systems are the same as
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Norfolk CC so a sum of £250k is considered adequate by the
Head of IT. There is an additional investment of £1.8m to fund
the project, change management and implementation required
this is shown within the Change Management and Shadow
Planning total and not here although it is predominantly IT
driven.
5
Localisation
One off schedule says
City Development Boards +
Community Renewal
James Pratt schedule 5 Sept - Setup of City Development Boards
(£250k) - Comprehensive
Community renewal programme
(£1,000k) - £1.3m included in
capital section – but funding not
clearly shown – though there is
revenue funding of £0.6m explained
by Schedule 2E – could you let me
know how the capital is to be
funded so that we can make the
workbook clear - if capital receipts
are to be used we would expect to
see loss of interest as well as MRP
6
Pay harmonisation
Schedule 2B.2 - £3m provision only
’ based on external professional
advice’ –- as no detail of staffing in
districts available – may I please
see a copy of the professional
advice in summary

It is assumed that all capital expenditure is funded from
borrowing, hence the revenue costs represent interest costs.
Section B of the Capital worksheet will be completed to show
that all capital expenditure is funded from borrowing.

06 October 2008 18:17:52
Here is the Hay report on pay harmonisation, being the last
outstanding query (Q5) on your List 1.
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7
Senior Staff
Ongoing Savings of £3.413m will
arise in Year 1 due to replacement
of 35 Senior Staff with 1 Chief
Executive and 5 Directors
Reduction of 35 posts: £2.73m +
25% on-costs (£2.73m * 125% =
£3.413m)
These are clearly gross savings Will there be no new support for the
CE and Directors?
All savings are from year 1 - how
confident are you that this will occur
before the inception of the new
unitary
8
Procurement
A great deal of work has to be
done in renegotiating these
contracts - will they meet the
timeline ( although I note that
savings are phased in )

9
Other services
Income from Shared Services
Trading £0.175
What is this? Will it still apply under
a county unitary
Savings of £19.5 m are made in
other services – derived from
65% of all staff reduction
allocated to a range of services –
Item 2 c says
We have assumed that 65% of
further staff reductions (detailed at
2B.1 Additional one-off expenditure:
Paragraph 1a. Staffing – staff
release costs: Redundancy) would
be spread evenly across Highways
Roads and Transport, Housing
Services (GF), Cultural and Related
services and Environmental

Email sent 22 September 2008
It is assumed that existing support staff would be redeployed to
support the Cex and directors
We expect a number of these posts to go before Vesting Day as
a result of early retirement, compromise agreements and the like
and we expect that the appointments of the Chief Executive and
Directors would actually take place in Lead Up Year 2. It is
reasonable therefore to assume that all the posts concerned
would have gone by early in year 1. We have also applied a
harsh financial test involving 20% more cost and 20% less
savings in each year every year and affordability is still
achieved.

It is assumed that existing support staff would be redeployed to
support the Cex and directors

Email sent 22 September 2008
The procurement savings are split into two distinct parts. The
first regards commodity goods and services spend of £30m.
This is almost all on a call off basis or annual contract.
Aggregating and migrating spend in this area is straightforward
and does not entail a lot of work or expensive procurement
processes.
The second part involves longer term major contracts and in
house blue collar services. The in house services would migrate
to NCS which is a wholly owned company already providing
these services soon after Vesting Day. The remainder would
involve new contracts at the end of the current contractual
periods which fall due at various points during the first 4 years.
The Shared Services model previously described has a good
track record of trading with other local authorities providing them
with the core services that our Norse Group of Companies offer.
We expect the Shared services vehicle to also achieve trading
income by selling services to other local authorities in due
course.

Email sent 22 September 2008
We developed a model to approximate district services based
on the information that was supplied by some of the Districts.
We took a view on the scope for de duplication of staff at all
levels broadly speaking involving the retention of 4 staff in every
7. In the case of the Corporate Core and Directors we assumed
the replacement of existing similar posts in their entirety. We
also a number of staff leaving as a result of natural wastage
would not be replaced
So far as allocation to services is concerned we took a
pragmatic approach to allocation spreading the numbers over
the categories of service embedded in the Workbook
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Services. The remainder is
allocated to Other Services.
The workbook shows this as a
reduction of 463 staff
Would you be good enough to
explain how the reduction of staff
has been arrived at – this seems to
indicate that an overall target has
been set which is then allocated to
services, rather than an
assessment of staffing in particular
services totalling to the figures
included in the workbook
10
In addition, rationalizing the current
office accommodation estate to
match reduced staffing numbers
and an extension to remote and
supported working will release
savings of £589K from Year 2
onwards. This figure, calculated by
Norfolk Property Services, is
‘annual running cost per square
metre’ multiplied by 571 headcount
reduction (571 fte x 10mtr/fte x
£103/mtr)

Email sent 22 September 2008
The savings are incorporated in the figure for Procurement
within CDC
The figures are very conservative estimates and are not
showing as savings until year 2. We expect in reality savings to
be realized from year1 that would offset any residual costs. We
also expect capital receipts which are not included. We have
also applied a harsh financial test assuming costs are 20%
greater and savings 20% lower in each year every year and
affordability is still achieved

Will there not be residual costs in
the short term at least – can you
also let me know where these
savings are shown in the workbook
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BOUNDARY COMMITTEE REVIEW OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT STRUCTURES IN NORFOLK
SUFFOLK AND DEVON

REVIEW TO TEST WHETHER AFFORDABILITY CRITERIA ARE
MET
REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION OR CLARIFICATION
Name of Unitary proposal

Norfolk County Unitary with Adjusted Lowestoft

Authorities involved

Breckland, Broadland, Great Yarmouth ,Kings Lynn
and West Norfolk, North Norfolk, South Norfolk,
Waveney (part), Suffolk County , (part), Norfolk
Paul Britain Norfolk County Council paul.brittain
@norfolk.gov.uk
workbooks being completed by Anna Allison
anna.allison@norfolk.gov.uk
01603222816

Lead Contact officer and contact number
and e mail

Document reference number

02

Additional Information or Clarification requested
– please provide an answer to this request or a reference to a supporting document, in the adjacent box
11
The Shared Services model previously
described has a good track record of trading
with other local authorities providing them with
the core services that our Norse Group of
Companies offer. We expect the Shared
services vehicle to also achieve trading income
by selling services to other local authorities in
due course.
24/9 Which authorities would the new company
be trading with – unlikely to be Suffolk
authorities and clearly not Norfolk authorities

The authorities concerned could be anywhere in
England. Norfolk Property Services ( part of the Norse
Group) trades in the South East, North West and North
East for example.

12 It is assumed that existing support staff
would be redeployed to support the Cex and
directors

There is replacement of these senior posts.
The current 7 CEXs will be replaced by 1. We estimate
that there are some 21 second tier directors in the
current districts . We have assumed that they would be
replaced by 5 second tier directors. This is the most
common arrangement for the top team in similar
authorities.
We estimate that there are some 21 other senior posts
covering HR, Policy and Legal and Democratic services
and our assumption is that we will retain 14 of these
posts.
In summary 49 posts are replaced with 20.

24/9 But what about professional as opposed to
admin staff
- are you convinced that the new structure
can deliver the new unitary, the savings
and quality service delivery without some
replacement for the 35 posts at a senior
level which are to be deleted
- have you taken into account any regrading
effects that are likely to arise in your
strategy

13 –Thank you for making the workbook clearer
in its references section – that is helpful.

Email 25 Sep
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However, whilst I understand that you have
allocated 65% of staff reduction to other
services – but at present I am not able to see
where the remaining 35% has been allocated –
would you be good enough to let me know ,
and make clear what the gross savings are

Workbook - Unitary County
Gross Reductions
4. Other services
Year 5 ongoing
2.1
2.1
2.1
2.1
---8.4 = 65%
6.5 = 35%
---14.9 Total: 4. Other services
-----Item 2C - Unitary County
4. Other services
1.175 Service head reductions
3.641 Non ICT support services
5.901 Dept staff de duplication
3.873 Natural wastage
0.406 Reduced temporary staff
-------14.995 Total: 4. Other services
Email sent 26 Sep
Further to the above, it is the staff numbers (not cost)
which are split 65:35
74.4
74.4
74.4
74.4
----297.6 = 65%
15.1 = 35%
----462.7
-----

8.4 = 65%
6.5 = 35%
---14.9 Total: 4. Other services
-------14 I also understand that your savings in other
services may be seen to be high because you
have allocated 65% of staff savings to these
areas – but they are substantially higher than
equivalent figures for other services savings in
other County unitary submissions – would you
review this and confirm that you are happy with
that allocation and how you came to it

8 Oct
We are confident about the overall savings figure as
indicated in the PWC Independent Review which states
that the figure is within reasonable ranges compared to
other county unitary submissions.We estimated that 65%
of the staffing reductions would come primarily from the
named services with the exceptions of Education and
Social Services.We included savings from leisure
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15 – Thank you for revising the references in
the workbook – but would you be good enough
to provide me with a reconciliation per year of
all the savings shown in Corporate services
split by their type, with an explanation of the
assumptions – or direct me to a document
where you may already have done this

services in the "Other Services" category which arguably
could have been incorporated in the "Cultural and
Related Services" category. All £3.87m of savings
arising from year 3 as a result of accumulated staffing
reductions from natural wastage are also included in the
"Other Services" category.If we had distributed the
£3.87m from natural wastage across the named service
categories instead of to "Other Services" the
proportional split would have been 82.5% for named
services and 17.5% Other Services.These proportions
are more in line with base budgets.
Sent working 25 Sep 08:
The other attachment is a tabulation of the Corporate
Services savings. Nothing new here: just showing how
the figures in the narrative box do indeed translate into
the figures in the table.
Item 2C explains the calculations. It refers to Year 5
and ongoing figures specifically as a point of reference,
but explains how the figures are calculated for each
year.
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BOUNDARY COMMITTEE REVIEW OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT STRUCTURES IN NORFOLK
SUFFOLK AND DEVON

REVIEW TO TEST WHETHER AFFORDABILITY CRITERIA ARE
MET
REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION OR CLARIFICATION
Name of Unitary proposal

Norfolk County Unitary with Adjusted Lowestoft

Authorities involved

Breckland, Broadland, Great Yarmouth ,Kings Lynn
and West Norfolk, North Norfolk, South Norfolk,
Waveney (part), Suffolk County , (part), Norfolk
Paul Britain Norfolk County Council paul.brittain
@norfolk.gov.uk
workbooks being completed by Anna Allison
anna.allison@norfolk.gov.uk
01603222816

Lead Contact officer and contact number
and e mail

Document reference number

03

Additional Information or Clarification requested
– please provide an answer to this request or a reference to a supporting document, in the adjacent box
16
Have read the Greater Norwich submission
Yes we have included the cost of the Steria contract.
now . They have a long term contractual
We have assumed that we will have to keep it because
relationship with a third party for the
provision of ICT which is a main part of their of the high costs of termination.
submission. Have you taken this into
account in the calculation of your ICT costs
if a County Unitary were established?
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Affordability - key indicators - Norfolk County Unitary with Lowestoft

COMPARES INDICTORS AS SUBMITTED
AND AS MODELLED

Key indicators - summary comparison

Transition plan additional expenditure and expenditure reductions

Affordability measure 1 - net savings to 2013/14
Gross additional costs
Gross reduced expenditure
Net expenditure reduction over additional expenditure 2008/9 - 2013/14
Affordability measure 1a - net savings to 2013/14
Gross additional costs per head of population
Gross reduced expenditure per head of population
Net expenditure reduction over additional expenditure 2008/9 - 2013/14 per head of population
Affordability measure 2 – net ongoing savings

Additional expenditure and expenditure reductions analysis - AS SUBMITTED

New
Unitary
Council submitted

£m
42.8
74.1

-42.4

-31.3

11.1

47.44
94.47
-47.04
£m

47.44
82.12
-34.68
£m

-21.2

-17.1

0.0
-12.4
12.35
£m
4.1
£p
4.5
%
0.7%
%
9.6%

£p

-23.51
%

Affordability measure 4 – net ongoing savings as a percentage of base costs

-18.98
%

-3.3%
%

Affordability measure 5 – net ongoing savings as a percentage of gross transitional costs

New Unitary
Council differences

£m
42.8
85.2

£p
Affordability measure 3 – net ongoing savings per head of population

New
Unitary
Council modelled

-2.6%
%

-49.6%

-40.0%

£m
0.0
-11.1

years

years

2.9

years

3.2

£m
33.1
1.3
1.8
6.5
42.8

Gross reductions analysis
Corporate & Democratic
Service Costs
Other

£m
41.7
43.5
0.0
85.2

Staffing issues
Number
11,730 Percentage staffing change
115
-571
11,274

Initial staffing numbers as at 1/4/2007
Staff effect per additional expenditure plans
Staff effect per expenditure reductions
Assessed staffing at 31/3/2013

-3.9%

£m
Redundancy to 2012/13
Early Retirement and pension fund cont'ns to 2012/13
Average cost of staff reduction per transitional plan

Payback period
Affordability measure 6- payback period

Gross expenditure analysis
Staffing
IT
Change management and shadow planning
Other

4.2
7.9
£21,144

0.3

Balances

THE ABOVE INDICATORS WILL HAVE TO BE PUT IN MANUALLY IN SOME CASES

Affordability measure 7 – net use of balances over the transitional period
Used (-) or increased (+) over the period to 2013/14

£m

£m

33.2
£m

64.6

Remaining at end of 2013/14
Affordability measure 8 – net balances as a percentage of base costs
Is this in line or better than the S151 Officer's advice?

22.3
£m

53.7

%

%

9.8%

8.1%

yes

yes

£1,199

£1,199

901.8

901.8

£m
-10.9
£m
-10.9
%
-1.6%

Additional expenditure and expenditure reductions analysis - AS MODELLED

Gross expenditure analysis
Staffing
IT
Change management and shadow planning
Other

£m
33.1
1.3
1.8
6.5
42.8

Gross reductions analysis
Corporate & Democratic
Service Costs
Other

£m
39.3
34.8
0.0
74.1

Council Tax
Staffing issues
Population - LAs estimate as at June 2007

Col 1

Initial staffing numbers as at 1/4/2007
Staff effect per additional expenditure plans
Staff effect per expenditure reductions
Assessed staffing at 31/3/2013

Number
11,730 Percentage staffing change
115
-478
11,366
£m

Redundancy to 2012/13
Early Retirement and pension fund cont'ns to 2012/13
Average cost of staff reduction per transitional plan

4.2
7.9
£25,236

THE ABOVE INDICATORS WILL HAVE TO BE PUT IN MANUALLY IN SOME CASES
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-3.1%

Sensitivity Analysis - Norfolk County Unitary with Lowestoft

Sensitivity analysis model

Funds at end
of year 5 these need
to be input
manually for
each level of
significance

Response as submitted
Sensitivity applied at 10% for expenditure and 10% for
expenditure reductions
Sensitivity applied at 15% for expenditure and 15% for
expenditure reductions
Sensitivity applied at 20% for expenditure and 20% for
expenditure reductions
i.e. - they can
overachieve
their expenditure reductions by
-44.8%
to meet break even but may fail other criterion

Level of funds
needed to meet S
151 officers
recommendation automatically
recorded from
Transitional
Master plan

£m

£m

64.6

20.0

52.1

20.0

45.5

20.0

39.2

20.0

20.0

20.0

Funds at end
of five years at
or above S
151 accepted
level

Net effect on
overall transition
plan these need
to be input
manually for
each level of
significance

Payback period these need to be
input manually
for each level of
significance

DCLG Criteria 1

DCLG Criteria 2

Transitional costs
overall must be more
than offset over a
period (“the payback
period”) by savings

In each year, transitional
costs incurred are to be
financed through • In year
revenue savings • Other in
year specified revenue
In each year, capital
savings that are additional
transitional costs
to annual efficiencies (e.g.
incurred are to be
The “payback
Gershon savings) •
financed through
period” must be no
revenue resources, or of drawing on available
more than 5 years;
prudential borrowing or revenue reserves, subject
to ensuring that
the use of capital
satisfactory amounts
receipts;
remain to meet
unforeseen pressures or
other potential calls on
reserves.

yes/ no - expenditure less Where 5 years
yes/ no - automatically
automatically
expenditure
show this could be
generated
generated
reductions £m
over 5 years

DCLG Criteria 3

DCLG Criteria 4

DCLG Criteria 5

All costs incurred
as a result of
reorganisation
must be met
locally without
increasing
council tax.

yes/ no automatically
generated

yes/ no - to be input

yes/ no - to be input

yes/ no - to be
input

yes

-42.4

2.9

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

-29.6

3.3

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

-23.2

3.5

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

-16.8

3.8

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

0.0

4.9

yes

yes

not as yet

no

yes

Worst case balances 20% sensitivity
percentage of base costs
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39.2
5.9%

Council tax comparison - Norfolk County Unitary with Lowestoft
BOUNDARY COMMITTEE - NORFOLK COUNTY UNITARY
WITH ADJUSTED LOWESTOFT

COMPARISON OF COUNCIL
TAX FIGURES - BEFORE AND
AFTER UNITARY IN PLACE

Sheet 1 - Base Data

Breckland District
Column references relate to Finance
and General Statistics 2007-8
Budgets
£000

D1 Council Tax base
D2 Council Tax

Broadland
District

Col 9
Assessed Council Tax - Local Spend (inc parishes)
Assessed Council Tax - Major Preceptor

Council Tax yield

Great
Yarmouth
Borough

Kings Lynn
and West
Norfolk
Borough

41.447

£000
44.475

£000
30.923

£000
48.636

£109.56
£1,052.10
£1,161.67

£154.94
£1,052.10
£1,207.05

£142.00
£1,052.10
£1,194.10

48,147,835

53,683,345

36,925,225

See note 1 on Introduction

North Norfolk
District

Norwich

£000

£000

Waveney South Norfolk transferred from
Norfolk County
District
Waveney
apportionment

40.362

38.711

£000
43.190

£000

£000

£140.88
£1,052.10
£1,192.99

£153.61
£1,052.10
£1,205.71

£205.14
£1,052.10
£1,257.24

£175.74
£1,052.10
£1,227.84

£144.86
£1,035.18
£1,180.04

58,022,151

48,665,039

48,669,015

53,030,390

28,267,877

23.955

Year 1

Is the modelled Council Tax
below that calculated using
method 2?

yes

yes

£1,203

Is the modelled Council Tax
below that calculated using
method 2?

yes

yes

as calculated by the workbook

£1,207

Is the modelled Council Tax
below that calculated using
method 3?

yes

yes

Breckland District

£1,162

Is the modelled Council Tax
below this?

no

no

Method 2 - Average Council Taxes using present individual Council Taxes
only

Method 3 - Average Council Taxes using Apportioned Base expenditure and
external finance for the constituent authorities, brought together for the new
unitary

Year 2

£1,204

Method 1 - Average Council Tax calculated using present individual Council
Taxes for constituent authorities, and apportioned (where necessary) Council
Tax bases for the constituent authorities, arriving at an average Council Tax
for the total Council Tax yield for the new unitary

Comparison to the lowest Council Tax in place in 2007-8

£11.6 m per annum

Cost of moving to lowest Council Tax in 2007-8
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£000

£000

375,410,877

£1,199

COMPARISON - Council Tax in Year 2 as shown in the workbook

Total

311.7

£1,199

COMPARISON - Council Tax in Year 1 as shown in the workbook

Suffolk County
- transferred
from Suffolk
County
apportionment

TWO UNITARY PATTERN A –
NORFOLK REMAINDER
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BOUNDARY COMMITTEE REVIEW OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT STRUCTURES IN NORFOLK
SUFFOLK AND DEVON

REVIEW TO TEST WHETHER AFFORDABILITY
CRITERIA ARE MET
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT LETTER
Name of Unitary pattern
Authorities involved
Lead Contact officer and contact number and
e mail

Two Unitary Authority pattern A –
Norfolk Remainder (1)
Broadland, North Norfolk, South Norfolk,
Norfolk County (part)
Paul Britain is S151 officer –
paul.brittain@norfolk.gov.uk – workbook
being completed by Anna Allison, Head
of Strategic Funding, Norfolk County
Council – anna.allison@norfolk.gov.uk

We acknowledge receipt of the financial workbook and supporting documents in relation to the
above mentioned unitary pattern.
We have allocated resources and timescales in order to complete the review of all 16 workbooks
and supporting documents within the timescales set by the Boundary Committee, in order to
achieve the overall timescales set by the Secretary of State.
Our initial reviews of all the workbooks and supporting documents will be completed by mid
October. Our process will be finally completed in mid November at which time we will present
reports to the Boundary Committee. Our understanding is that these reports will then be made
publicly available by the Boundary Committee. An external ‘peer’ review of our reports will take
place by early December.
Where appropriate, we may need to seek additional information at any time, and any issues we
feel will need further information or clarification will be raised as soon as possible. We will do this
initially through the contact officer shown above if we think that appropriate.
Our immediate review shows that the following information requested is missing and should be
provided to us as soon as possible

I note that certifications from S151 officers Item 13 have not been sent,, and would you please
let me know when they will be forthcoming , or if any of the Sec 151 officers have stated that
they will not be making a certification or if any intend to make a qualified certification.

We have also initially reviewed the workbook to see if it has been properly or fully completed. We
have noted the following issues
I have noted your comments and changes made to the pre-populated entries to the
Affordability workbook and explanations given in Item 2H.1 and will give more detailed
consideration when carrying out my full review. I also note that you have made provision for a
Combined Fire Authority and the exclusion of Fire Service budgets and reserves, and confirm
that the approach seems to be reasonable. Also, thank you for your explanations under Item
2.H.3 with regards to reserves, and will review these as part of my detailed review.
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These are initial comments only - further comments and requests may be made when further
detailed review takes place
May we take this opportunity to thank you and your colleagues for the extensive work you have
undertaken to meet the deadline at this stage of the process
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BOUNDARY COMMITTEE REVIEW OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT STRUCTURES IN
NORFOLK SUFFOLK AND DEVON

REVIEW TO TEST WHETHER AFFORDABILITY
CRITERIA ARE MET
REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION OR
CLARIFICATION
Name of Unitary proposal
Authorities involved

Lead Contact officer and contact number
and e mail

Document reference number

Two Unitary Authority pattern A – Norfolk
Remainder (1)
Breckland (part) Kings Lynn & West
Norfolk (part) Broadland, North Norfolk,
South Norfolk, Norfolk County (part
Broadland, North Norfolk, South Norfolk,
Norfolk County (part)
Paul Britain is S151 officer –
paul.brittain@norfolk.gov.uk – workbook
being completed by Anna Allison, Head of
Strategic Funding, Norfolk County Council
– anna.allison@norfolk.gov.uk

02/01

Additional Information or Clarification requested
– please provide an answer to this request or a reference to a supporting document, in the
adjacent box
23 Sep
1 On worksheet 10 of the Workbook you
We were not able to calculate savings by
indicate that Other Services: Highways,
service area because of a lack of information
Housing Services, Cultural and related
about and differences between District
Services, and Environmental Services will
each achieve savings of £3.2 m. Would you Services. The savings themselves are a mix
of staff and non- staff related savings. The
please explain the basis for this
total savings figures have been empirically
assumption.
assessed. The actual amounts however that
would in reality be achieved under the service
headings in the workbook is unknown and
could only be estimated We took a pragmatic
approach and divided savings across the
service headings in the Workbook based on
estimated size of function
23 Sep
2 On the same worksheet Other Services –
See above
Other indicates a saving of £10.6m. Would
you please supply some supporting detail
for this figure.
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BOUNDARY COMMITTEE REVIEW OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT STRUCTURES IN
NORFOLK SUFFOLK AND DEVON

REVIEW TO TEST WHETHER AFFORDABILITY
CRITERIA ARE MET
REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION OR
CLARIFICATION
Name of Unitary proposal

Two Unitary Authority pattern A –
Norfolk Remainder (1)
Breckland, Broadland (part), Kings Lynn
& West Norfolk, North Norfolk (part),
South Norfolk (part), Norfolk County
(part) Broadland, North Norfolk, South
Norfolk, Norfolk County (part)
Paul Britain is S151 officer –
paul.brittain@norfolk.gov.uk – workbook
being completed by Anna Allison, Head
of Strategic Funding, Norfolk County
Council – anna.allison@norfolk.gov.uk

Authorities involved

Lead Contact officer and contact number
and e mail

Document reference number

02/02

Additional Information or Clarification requested
– please provide an answer to this request or a reference to a supporting document, in the
adjacent box
1 Supporting paper Item 2B.1 Para 5 Additional 3 Oct 08
Ongoing Expenditure Items – refers to
New schedule Item 2B.2 Appendix 1 gives
Management Structure and increased staffing
detail
costs of £2.784m due mainly to the
disaggregation of Children’s Services, Adult
Social Services and Planning & Transportation.
Please will you supply the equivalent existing
costs to Norfolk County Council, and an
indication of staff numbers involved, and the
method of determining the requirements of this
Two Unitary Authority.
2 Please supply the equivalent data in respect
of increased costs of £1.25m for other
additional Operational duplication.

3 Please would you also supply similar details
in respect of “Skills for Norfolk”, “Norfolk
Learning for Life” and “Public Sector
Leadership Academy for Norfolk.

6 Oct 08
We took the view that in the case of County
Council services to be delivered in the new
Unitaries in Pattern A there would be a
need to staff services at levels greater than
the disaggregated budget would allow in
order to maintain current service levels.
We estimated that the equivalent of 50 staff
across all services would be needed at a
cost of £25k each.
6 Oct 08
The £300k annually would be used to
support the sector directly buying in
leadership capacity. Any staffing
requirements would come from existing
resources.
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BOUNDARY COMMITTEE REVIEW OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT STRUCTURES IN
NORFOLK SUFFOLK AND DEVON

REVIEW TO TEST WHETHER AFFORDABILITY
CRITERIA ARE MET
REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION OR
CLARIFICATION
Name of Unitary proposal

Two Unitary Authority pattern A – Norfolk
Remainder (1)
Breckland (part) Kings Lynn & West
Norfolk (part) Broadland, North Norfolk,
South Norfolk, Norfolk County (part
Broadland, North Norfolk, South Norfolk,
Norfolk County (part)
Paul Britain is S151 officer –
paul.brittain@norfolk.gov.uk – workbook
being completed by Anna Allison, Head of
Strategic Funding, Norfolk County
Council – anna.allison@norfolk.gov.uk

Authorities involved

Lead Contact officer and contact number
and e mail

Document reference number

03

Additional Information or Clarification requested
– please provide an answer to this request or a reference to a supporting document, in the
adjacent box
1
Base budget reconciliation – external
finance – Pattern A – Lowestoft in Suffolk
patterns

IFC comment - This figure disappears when
the Combine fire authority costs are included
in the workbooks, whereas as originally
submitted they were not

In attempting to reconcile the base figures for
expenditure and external finance we are
seeing differences between the base figures
and the allocations to the two unitary options.
We understand that there may be differences
in Pattern B as Norwich may not have
approached some figures in quite the same
way – but there appears to be a difference in
Pattern A – Lowestoft in Suffolk patterns–
please see the worksheet attached.
This relates to external finance -. ( the figures
of £17822k comes from your schedule 2H 2
CFA)
I wonder whether you can help me
understand why there seems to be a
difference of £1962k in this reconciliation
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BOUNDARY COMMITTEE REVIEW OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT STRUCTURES IN
NORFOLK SUFFOLK AND DEVON

REVIEW TO TEST WHETHER AFFORDABILITY
CRITERIA ARE MET
REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION OR
CLARIFICATION
Name of Unitary proposal
Authorities involved

Lead Contact officer and contact number
and e mail

Document reference number

Two Unitary Authority pattern A – Norfolk
Remainder (1)
Breckland (part) Kings Lynn & West
Norfolk (part) Broadland, North Norfolk,
South Norfolk, Norfolk County (part
Broadland, North Norfolk, South Norfolk,
Norfolk County (part)
Paul Britain is S151 officer –
paul.brittain@norfolk.gov.uk – workbook
being completed by Anna Allison, Head of
Strategic Funding, Norfolk County Council
– anna.allison@norfolk.gov.uk

04

Additional Information or Clarification requested
– please provide an answer to this request or a reference to a supporting document, in the
adjacent box
The staff turnover figures for Norfolk County
1
E mail from TH 17/10
Council are correct and we know that the staff
turnover figures for the districts are similar.
We do not analyse what proportion of staff
The Norfolk submissions use apparently high
who leave the County Council go on to secure
staff turnover figures. Please are you able to
employment in one of the 7 district councils
tell me the extent to which turnover figures
and vice versa. We believe however that a
include movement of staff between existing
very small number of senior officers have
authorities within Norfolk?
transferred between the councils over the past
few years. We do not believe that there are
significant numbers of other staff transferring
between the district and county councils. In
addition we do not believe that there is
significant movement from district to district
due to the large travel distances that would be
involved

Combine Fire Authority – for background to the requests for information and the
responses on this please see the main report.
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Affordability - key indicators - Two Unitary Pattern (A) - Norfolk remainder

COMPARES INDICTORS AS SUBMITTED
AND AS MODELLED

BOUNDARY COMMITTEE TWO UNITARY AUTHORITY PATTERN (A)
NORFOLK REMAINDER -INC FIRE

Key indicators - summary comparison

Transition plan additional expenditure and expenditure reductions

Affordability measure 1 - net savings to 2013/14

Additional expenditure and expenditure reductions analysis - AS SUBMITTED

New
Unitary
Council submitted
£m
46.7
45.8

Gross additional costs
Gross reduced expenditure
Net expenditure reduction over additional expenditure 2008/9 - 2013/14
Affordability measure 1a - net savings to 2013/14
Gross additional costs per head of population
Gross reduced expenditure per head of population
Net expenditure reduction over additional expenditure 2008/7 to 2013/14 per head of population

-6.7

-7.6

71.85
85.60
-13.75
£m

-23.9
-8.2
-15.66
£m
-1.9
£p
-3.9
%
-0.5%
%
-9.6%

-12.03

-15.92
%

-1.7%
%

Affordability measure 5 – net ongoing savings as a percentage of gross transitional costs

-7.8
£p

%
Affordability measure 4 – net ongoing savings as a percentage of base costs

£m
-11.7
-4.0

0.9

£p
Affordability measure 3 – net ongoing savings per head of population

£m
35.0
41.7

New Unitary
Council differences

95.75
93.84
1.91
£m

-5.9

Affordability measure 2 – net ongoing savings

New
Unitary
Council modelled

-2.2%
%

-12.6%

-22.2%

Payback period
years

5.0

Affordability measure 6- payback period

years

years

4.1

Gross expenditure analysis
Staffing
IT
Change management and shadow planning
Other

£m
35.7
1.1
1.5
8.4
46.7

Gross reductions analysis
Corporate & Democratic
Service Costs

£m
22.2
23.5

Other

0.0
45.8

Staffing issues
Number
6,072 Percentage staffing change
174
-309
5,937

Initial staffing numbers as at 1/4/2007
Staff effect per additional expenditure plans
Staff effect per expenditure reductions
Assessed staffing at 31/3/2013

-2.2%

£m
Redundancy to 2012/13
Early Retirement and pension fund cont'ns to 2012/13
Average cost of staff reduction per transitional plan

2.3
4.3
-£21,179

-0.9

Balances

THE ABOVE INDICATORS WILL HAVE TO BE PUT IN MANUALLY IN SOME CASES

Affordability measure 7 – net use of balances over the transitional period

£m

£m

5.3

Used (-) or increased (+) over the period to 2013/14
£m

19.1

Remaining at end of 2013/14

%
Affordability measure 8 – net balances as a percentage of base costs
Is this in line or better than the S151 Officer's advice?

5.4%

25.0
£m

38.8
%

£m
-19.7
£m
-19.7
%

10.8%

yes

yes

£1,176

£1,195

487.6

487.6

5.4%

Additional expenditure and expenditure reductions analysis - AS MODELLED

Gross expenditure analysis
Staffing
IT
Change management and shadow planning
Other

Gross reductions analysis

£m
26.2
1.1
1.5
6.3
35.0

£m

Corporate & Democratic
Service Costs
Other

20.5
21.2
0.0
41.7

Council Tax
Staffing issues
Population - LAs estimate as at June 2007

Col 1

Initial staffing numbers as at 1/4/2007

Percentage of net savings in the transitional plan as a percentage of base costs

Staff effect per additional expenditure plans
Staff effect per expenditure reductions

0.3%

-1.9%

2.2%

Assessed staffing at 31/3/2013

Number
6,072 Percentage staffing change
125
-309
5,888
£m

Redundancy to 2012/13
Early Retirement and pension fund cont'ns to 2012/13
Average cost of staff reduction per transitional plan

2.3
4.3
-£21,179

THE ABOVE INDICATORS WILL HAVE TO BE PUT IN MANUALLY IN SOME CASES
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-3.0%

Affordability - key indicators - Two Unitary Pattern (A) - Norfolk remainder

Sensitivity analysis model

Funds at end
of year 5 these need
to be input
manually for
each level of
significance

BOUNDARY COMMITTEE TWO
UNITARY AUTHORITY PATTERN
(A) NORFOLK REMAINDER IN
FIRE

Response as submitted
Response as submitted but Ct modelled at £1 below
present level

£m

£m

19.1

12.4

34.0

Sensitivity applied at 5% for expenditure and 5% for
expenditure reductions

14.8

Sensitivity applied at 2.5% for expenditure and 2.5% for
expenditure reductions

16.9

Reduction of expenditure reductions allowed assuming expenditure increases by 10% to achieve a break even for criteria 1
i.e. - they must
overachieve
their expenditure reductions by
to meet break even but may fail other criterion

Level of funds
needed to meet S
151 officers
recommendation automatically
recorded from
Transitional
Master plan

12.4

12.4

Funds at end
of five years at
or above S
151 accepted
level

Net effect on
overall transition
plan these need
to be input
manually for
each level of
significance

Payback period these need to be
input manually
for each level of
significance

yes/ no - expenditure less
automatically
expenditure
generated
reductions £m

yes

0.9

yes

0.9

yes

5.6

yes

DCLG Criteria 1

DCLG Criteria 2

DCLG Criteria 3

DCLG Criteria 4

Transitional costs
overall must be more
than offset over a
period (“the payback
period”) by savings

In each year, transitional
costs incurred are to be
financed through • In year
revenue savings • Other in
year specified revenue
In each year, capital
savings that are additional
transitional costs
to annual efficiencies (e.g.
incurred are to be
The “payback
Gershon savings) •
financed through
period” must be no
revenue resources, or of drawing on available
more than 5 years;
prudential borrowing or revenue reserves, subject
to ensuring that
the use of capital
satisfactory amounts
receipts;
remain to meet
unforeseen pressures or
other potential calls on
reserves.

DCLG Criteria 5

All costs incurred
as a result of
reorganisation
must be met
locally without
increasing
council tax.

yes/ no - automatically
generated

yes/ no automatically
generated

yes/ no - to be input

yes/ no - to be input

yes/ no - to be
input

over 5

no

no

yes

no

yes

over 5

no

no

yes

no

yes

over 5

no

no

yes

no

yes

over 5

no

no

yes

no

yes

3.2

As submitted but at £1 below present CT
balances short in Y1 by £2.5m

2.0%

16.9

12.4

yes

0.0

2.0%
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5.0

yes

yes

yes

no

yes

Council tax comparison - Two Unitary Pattern (A) - Norfolk remainder

BOUNDARY COMMITTEE TWO UNITARY AUTHORITY
PATTERN (A) NORFOLK REMAINDER

COMPARISON OF COUNCIL
TAX FIGURES - BEFORE AND
AFTER UNITARY IN PLACE

Kings Lynn
and West
Norfolk
Borough

£000

£000

£000

Column references relate to Finance
and General Statistics 2007-8
Budgets

D1 Council Tax base
D2 Council Tax

Breckland

Broadland
District transferred
from Broadland
District
apportionment

Col 9
Assessed Council Tax - Local Spend (inc parishes)
Assessed Council Tax - Major Preceptor

Council Tax yield

41.447

8.895

48.636

Norfolk
North Norfolk South Norfolk
County District District transferred
transferred
transferred
from South from Norfolk
from North
County
Norfolk
Norfolk
apportionmen apportionmen apportionmen
t
t
t
£000

Total

£001

37.978

£000

174.5

37.524

£109.56

£154.94

£140.88

£153.61

£175.74

£1,052.10

£1,052.10

£1,052.10

£1,052.10

£1,052.10

£1,161.66

£1,207.04

£1,192.98

£1,205.71

£1,227.84

48,147,652

10,736,630

58,021,936

45,790,448

46,073,285

208,769,950
Year 1

Year 2

£1,176

COMPARISON - Council Tax in Year 1 as shown in the workbook

£1,177

COMPARISON - Council Tax in Year 2 as shown in the workbook

Method 1 - Average Council Tax calculated using present individual Council
Taxes for constituent authorities, and apportioned (where necessary) Council
Tax bases for the constituent authorities, arriving at an average Council Tax
for the total Council Tax yield for the new unitary

£1,197

Is the modelled Council Tax including the CFA
below that calculated using method 1?

yes

yes

£1,199

Is the modelled Council Tax including the CFA
below that calculated using method 2?

yes

yes

as calculated by the
workbook

£1,199

Is the modelled Council Tax including the CFA
below that calculated using method 3?

yes

yes

Breckland

£1,162

Is the modelled Council Tax including the CFA
below the lowest Council Tax in the constituent
authorities?

no

no

Method 2 - Average Council Taxes using present individual Council Taxes
only

Method 3 - Average Council Taxes using Apportioned Base expenditure and
external finance for the constituent authorities, brought together for the new
unitary

Comparison to the lowest Council Tax in place in 2007-8

£2.5 m per annum

Cost of moving to lowest Council Tax in 2007-8
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TWO UNITARY PATTERN A –
NORWICH, GREAT YARMOUTH AND
LOWESTOFT
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BOUNDARY COMMITTEE REVIEW OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT STRUCTURES IN NORFOLK
SUFFOLK AND DEVON

REVIEW TO TEST WHETHER AFFORDABILITY
CRITERIA ARE MET
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT LETTER
Name of Unitary pattern
Authorities involved

Lead Contact officer and contact number and
e mail

Two Unitary Authority pattern (A) –
Norwich Great Yarmouth and Lowestoft
Broadland, North Norfolk, South Norfolk,
Waveney, Suffolk County (part) Norfolk
County (part)
Paul Brittain is S151 officer –
paul.brittain@norfolk.gov.uk – workbook
being completed by Anna Allison, Head
of Strategic Funding, Norfolk County
Council – anna.allison@norfolk.gov.uk

We acknowledge receipt of the financial workbook and supporting documents in relation to the
above mentioned unitary pattern.
We have allocated resources and timescales in order to complete the review of all 16 workbooks
and supporting documents within the timescales set by the Boundary Committee, in order to
achieve the overall timescales set by the Secretary of State.
Our initial reviews of all the workbooks and supporting documents will be completed by mid
October. Our process will be finally completed in mid November at which time we will present
reports to the Boundary Committee. Our understanding is that these reports will then be made
publicly available by the Boundary Committee. An external ‘peer’ review of our reports will take
place by early December.
Where appropriate, we may need to seek additional information at any time, and any issues we
feel will need further information or clarification will be raised as soon as possible. We will do this
initially through the contact officer shown above if we think that appropriate.
Our immediate review shows that the following information requested is missing and should be
provided to us as soon as possible

.I note that certifications from Sec 151 officers, Item 13, havenot been sent, so would you
please let me know when they will be forthcoming, or if any of the Sec 151 officers have
stated that they will not be making a certification or if any intend to make a qualified
certification.

We have also initially reviewed the workbook to see if it has been properly or fully completed. We
have noted the following issues
I have noted your comments and changes made to the pre-populated entries to the
Affordability Workbook and explanations given under Item 2H.1, and will give further
consideration to them as part of my detailed review. Also, I note the adjustments made, under
Item 2H.2, to make provision for a Combined Fire Authority, and the consequential exclusion
of fire service budgets and reserves, and confirm that your approach appears to be
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reasonable. Your explanations under Item 2H.3 with regards to reserves will be addressed as
part of my detailed review.

These are initial comments only - further comments and requests may be made when further
detailed review takes place
May we take this opportunity to thank you and your colleagues for the extensive work you have
undertaken to meet the deadline at this stage of the process
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Affordabilty – key indicators – Norwich, Great Yarmouth and Lowestoft (A)

COMPARES INDICTORS AS SUBMITTED
AND AS MODELLED

Key indicators - summary comparison

Transition plan additional expenditure and expenditure reductions

Affordability measure 1 - net savings to 2012/13
Gross additional costs
Gross reduced expenditure
Net expenditure reduction over additional expenditure 2007/8 - 2012/13
Affordability measure 1a - net savings to 2012/13
Gross additional costs per head of population
Gross reduced expenditure per head of population
Net expenditure reduction over additional expenditure 2007/8 - 2012/13 per head of population

Additional expenditure and expenditure reductions analysis - AS SUBMITTED

New
Unitary
Council submitted

£m
33.7
35.3

£m
-12.1
-2.7

7.8

-1.6

-9.4

110.58
91.83
18.75
£m

81.40
85.28
-3.88
£m

£p

-5.8
£p

-8.32
%

-14.06
%

Affordability measure 4 – net ongoing savings as a percentage of base costs

-1.1%

Affordability measure 5 – net ongoing savings as a percentage of gross transitional costs

-7.5%

%

-1.9%
%

-17.3%

Payback period
years

years

5.0

Affordability measure 6- payback period

Balances
Affordability measure 7 – net use of balances over the transitional period
Used (-) or increased (+) over the period to 2012/13

Gross expenditure analysis
Staffing
IT

£m
36.1
1.3

Change management and shadow planning
Other

1.5
6.9
45.8

-29.2
-6.5
-22.63
Staffing issues
£m
-2.4
£p
Initial staffing numbers as at 1/4/2007
-5.7
Staff effect per additional expenditure plans
%
Staff effect per expenditure reductions
-0.8%
Assessed staffing at 31/3/2013
%
-9.7%
Redundancy to 2012/13
Early Retirement and pension fund cont'ns to 2012/13
Average cost of staff reduction per transitional plan
years

4.7

Gross reductions analysis
Corporate & Democratic
Service Costs

£m
18.1
19.9

Other

0.0
38.0

Number
5,657 Percentage staffing change
182
-262
5,577

-1.4%

£m
1.9
3.6
£69,277

-0.3

THE ABOVE INDICATORS WILL HAVE TO BE PUT IN MANUALLY IN SOME CASES
£m
£m
l
expenditu
-17.5
-16.6
0.9
£m
£m
£m

£m

-0.2

Remaining at end of 2012/13

New Unitary
Council differences

£m
45.8
38.0

-3.4

Affordability measure 2 – net ongoing savings
Affordability measure 3 – net ongoing savings per head of population

New
Unitary
Council modelled

0.7

%

%

Affordability measure 8 – net balances as a percentage of base costs

-0.1%

0.2%

Is this in line or better than the S151 Officer's advice?

no

no

Population - LAs estimate as at June 2007

414.2

414.2

0.9
Gross expenditure analysis

%
0.3%

£m

Staffing
IT
Change management and shadow planning
Other

25.7
1.3
1.5
5.3
33.7

Gross reductions analysis

£m

Corporate & Democratic
Service Costs
Other

16.1
17.9
1.3
35.3

Staffing issues
Col 1

Initial staffing numbers as at 1/4/2007
Staff effect per additional expenditure plans
Staff effect per expenditure reductions
Assessed staffing at 31/3/2013

Number
5,657 Percentage staffing change
126
-262
5,521
£m

Redundancy to 2012/13
Early Retirement and pension fund cont'ns to 2012/13
Average cost of staff reduction per transitional plan

THE ABOVE INDICATORS WILL HAVE TO BE PUT IN MANUALLY IN SOME CASES
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1.9
3.6
£40,692

-2.4%

Sensitivity Analysis – Norwich, Great Yarmouth and Lowestoft (A)

Sensitivity analysis model

BOUNDARY COMMITTEE TWO
UNITARY AUTHORITY PATTERN
(A) NORWICH, GREAT YARMOUTH
AND LOWESTOFT INC FIRE

Funds at end of
year 5 - these
need to be input
manually for
each level of
significance

Level of funds
needed to meet S
151 officers
recommendation automatically
recorded from
Transitional
Master plan

Payback period these need to be
input manually
for each level of
significance

DCLG Criteria 3

DCLG Criteria 4

Transitional costs
overall must be more
than offset over a
period (“the payback
period”) by savings

In each year, transitional
costs incurred are to be
financed through • In year
revenue savings • Other in
year specified revenue
In each year, capital
savings that are additional
transitional costs
to annual efficiencies (e.g.
incurred are to be
The “payback
Gershon savings) •
financed through
period” must be no
revenue resources, or of drawing on available
more than 5 years;
prudential borrowing or revenue reserves, subject
to ensuring that
the use of capital
satisfactory amounts
receipts;
remain to meet
unforeseen pressures or
other potential calls on
reserves.

DCLG Criteria 5

All costs incurred
as a result of
reorganisation
must be met
locally without
increasing
council tax.

yes/ no automatically
generated

yes/ no - to be input

yes/ no - to be input

yes/ no - to be
input

no

no

yes

no

no

no

yes

yes

yes

no

yes

yes

yes

no

yes

yes

yes

10.9

no

yes

yes

yes

2010/11
3.9
10.9
7.0

2011/12
-0.7
10.9
11.6

£m

-0.2

10.9

Modelling of savings requirement to get balances at miniumum level assuming savings increase
Balances as hsown by 20.4% savings increase
Balances needed
Difference

Net effect on
overall transition
plan these need
to be input
manually for
each level of
significance

DCLG Criteria 2

yes/ no - automatically
generated

£m

Modelled on submitted figures
Response as submitted
Sensitivity applied at 10% for expenditure and 10% for
expenditure reductions
Sensitivity applied at 15% for expenditure and 15% for
expenditure reductions
Sensitivity applied at 20% for expenditure and 20% for
expenditure reductions
Reduction of expenditure reductions allowed assuming expenditure increases by 10% to achieve a break even for criteria 1
20.4%
i.e. - they can
overachieve
20.4%
their expenditure reductions by
to meet break even but may fail other criterion

Funds at end
of five years at
or above S
151 accepted
level

DCLG Criteria 1

10.9
10.9
10.9

yes/ no - expenditure less
automatically
expenditure
generated
reductions £m

no

7.8

2012/13
-0.6
10.9
11.5
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over 5

2013/14
-0.4
10.9
11.3

41.5

Council tax comparison – Norwich, Great Yarmouth and Lowestoft (A)

BOUNDARY COMMITTEE - NORFOLK COUNTY UNITARY
WITH ADJUSTED LOWESTOFT

Base Data

COMPARISON OF COUNCIL TAX FIGURES - BEFORE AND AFTER UNITARY IN
PLACE

Broadland District
- transferred from
Broadland District
Column references relate to Finance
apportionment

Great
Yarmouth

and General Statistics 2007-8
Budgets
£000
D1 Council Tax base
D2 Council Tax

Col 9
Assessed Council Tax - Local Spend (inc parishes)
Assessed Council Tax - Major Preceptor

Council Tax yield

35.580

£000
30.923

£154.94
£1,052.10
£1,207.04

42,946,518

North Norfolk
District transferred
from North
Norfolk
apportionment
£000

Norwich

2.384

£000
38.711

£142.00
£1,052.10
£1,194.10

£153.61
£1,052.10
£1,205.71

36,925,088

2,874,412

South Norfolk
Waveney District transferred from
transferred from
Waveney
South Norfolk
apportionment
apportionment
£000

Total

£000

£000

5.666

23.955

£205.14
£1,052.10
£1,257.24

£175.74
£1,052.10
£1,227.84

£144.86
£1,035.18
£1,180.04

48,668,843

6,956,914

28,267,960

137.2

166,639,736

Year 1

£1,229

COMPARISON - Council Tax in Year 1 as shown in the workbook

£1,230

COMPARISON - Council Tax in Year 2 as shown in the workbook

£1,214

Is the modelled Council Tax
below that calculated using
method 2?

no

no

£1,212

Is the modelled Council Tax
below that calculated using
method 2?

no

no

as calculated by the workbook

£1,215

Is the modelled Council Tax
below that calculated using
method 3?

no

no

Waveney - transferred from
Waveney apportionment

£1,180

Is the modelled Council Tax
below this?

no

no

Method 1 - Average Council Tax calculated using present individual Council
Taxes for constituent authorities, and apportioned (where necessary) Council
Tax bases for the constituent authorities, arriving at an average Council Tax
for the total Council Tax yield for the new unitary

Method 2 - Average Council Taxes using present individual Council Taxes
only

Method 3 - Average Council Taxes using Apportioned Base expenditure and
external finance for the constituent authorities, brought together for the new
unitary

Comparison to the lowest Council Tax in place in 2007-8

Year 2

£6.7 m per annum

Cost of moving to lowest Council Tax in 2007-8
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TWO UNITARY PATTERN B –
GREATER NORWICH
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BOUNDARY COMMITTEE REVIEW OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT STRUCTURES IN NORFOLK
SUFFOLK AND DEVON

REVIEW TO TEST WHETHER AFFORDABILITY
CRITERIA ARE MET
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT LETTER
Name of Unitary pattern
Authorities involved
Lead Contact officer and contact number and
e mail

Two Unitary Pattern (B) – Greater
Norwich
Norwich, Broadland (part), South Norfolk
(part), Norfolk County (part)
Barry Marshall is S151 officer barrymarshall@norwich.gov.uk workbook being completed by Clive
Mason for Public Finance Consultants clivemason@norwich.gov.uk

We acknowledge receipt of the financial workbook and supporting documents in relation to the
above mentioned unitary pattern.
We have allocated resources and timescales in order to complete the review of all 16 workbooks
and supporting documents within the timescales set by the Boundary Committee, and to achieve
the overall timescales set by the Secretary of State.
Our initial reviews of all the workbooks and supporting documents will be completed by mid
October. Our process will be finally completed in mid November at which time we will present
reports to the Boundary Committee. Our understanding is that these reports will then be made
publicly available by the Boundary Committee. An external ‘peer’ review of our reports will take
place by early December.
Where appropriate, we may need to seek additional information at any time, and any issues we
feel will need further information or clarification will be raised as soon as possible. We will do this
initially through the contact officer shown above if we think that appropriate.
Our immediate review shows that the following information requested is missing and should be
provided to us as soon as possible

The file called ‘Item_2_Supporting_Spreadsheet,_Item_9_Risk_Register,_Item_10__Payback_Analysis,_Item_11_-_Implementation_Plan’ appears to be a an unknown file type
and I regret I cannot open it – is it possible to transfer this to Excel and resubmit?
You point out that the budget and MTFS will be on your website shortly – would you be good
enough to send me the links when that is done
I note that the certifications from Broadland , South Norfolk and Norfolk County concerning
this unitary pattern have not been submitted – could you let me know if they will be
forthcoming in the future, or if the relevant S151s have stated that they will not be making a
certification

We have also initially reviewed the workbook to see if it has been properly or fully completed. We
have noted the following issues
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I have noted the comment at item 2 H Base Data sheet total reserves – I have noted your
treatment of the reserves and the reasons for this and am happy with that presentation for the
purposes of the analysis in the Transitional Plan – I agree that cell I41 in the base data sheet
should have picked up cell H42 in the Norfolk County apportionment – I apologise for this
which could have been corrected if notified to me – but the balances which you calculate
should transfer from the County should have been input to cell I42 in the base data sheet , for
the reasons which we looked at in correspondence – I have corrected these issues in the
workbook I will use for analysis - they make no difference to the overall figures presented in
the Transitional Plan

We have also noted that you have highlighted that there are differences between certain data
apportionments as between you and other authorities which are affected by this pattern.
These are initial comments only - further comments and requests may be made when further
detailed review takes place
May we take this opportunity to thank you and your colleagues for the extensive work you have
undertaken to meet the deadline at this stage of the process
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BOUNDARY COMMITTEE REVIEW OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT STRUCTURES IN
NORFOLK SUFFOLK AND DEVON

REVIEW TO TEST WHETHER AFFORDABILITY
CRITERIA ARE MET
REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION OR
CLARIFICATION
Name of Unitary proposal

Two Unitary Pattern (B) – Greater Norwich

Authorities involved

Norwich, Broadland (part), South Norfolk
(part), Norfolk County (part)
Barry Marshall is S151 officer barrymarshall@norwich.gov.uk workbook being completed by Clive Mason
for Public Finance Consultants clivemason@norwich.gov.uk

Lead Contact officer and contact number
and e mail

Document reference number

01

Additional Information or Clarification requested
– please provide an answer to this request or a reference to a supporting document, in the
adjacent box
1
Norfolk County state that in a two Unitary
option there will need to be a Combined Fire
Authority set up – for Pattern B they
calculate this as a precept of£38 per annum
(Item 2.H 2 CFA of the Norfolk Pattern B
email 12/9/2008
Clearly this affects any comparisons with
present Council Tax , and that included in
your submission.
Could you let me know your view on this
premise.

Budget Disaggregation
As per the discussion with Chris Wheeler of
today (22/09/08), the £6.160m allocation for
Norwich ( see the base costs in the workbook)
is as per previous discussions with Norfolk
County Council as the base budget
disaggregation to a Greater Norwich Unitary
Council (this represents 22.88% of the total
costs of the Norfolk Fire Service).
In the workbook submission by Norwich City
Council, the disaggregated base budget
provided by Norfolk County Council has been
taken as ‘read’ and has not been amended in
any way. The justification for this is that
Norwich City has no ‘practical’ way of
establishing whether this figure is either
correct or incorrect. However, it must be noted
that this £6.160m does ‘flow through’ to the
Transition Plan for a ‘Greater Norwich City
Council’ and that the Council Tax has been
equalized using this figure.
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-- Council Tax Implications
Chris Wheeler noted in the AM of the 22nd
September a concern regarding a potential
Council Tax of £86 for a Greater Norwich
Unitary Council compared to a forecast
Council Tax by a Residual Norfolk County of
£38 (Item 2H.2). A review of this has shown
that the £38 takes into account the total costs
of a Combined Fire and Rescue Authority
(including Lowestoft) netted down by RSG.
Following a discussion with Chris Wheeler
nd
late in the afternoon of the 22 September, it
appears that:
1. in the workbook for a Greater Norwich
City Council, the disaggregated costs
of £6.160m for a Combined Fire and
Rescue Authority have been included,
but these have not been set-off
against any RSG (RSG stated as
£43.300m).
2. in the workbook submitted by Norfolk
County Council, they have not
included any costs of a Combined
Fire and Rescue Service, but have
stated that the RSG figure for a
Greater Norwich City Council would
be £43.0m.
Consequently, on the face of the information
currently available, the RSG figure for a
Greater Norwich City Council will need to be
increased proportionately to accommodate
the Combined Fire and Rescue Authority –
this is currently being investigated. Clive
Mason has contacted Norfolk County
Council to ask if the £43.0m currently
stated as the disaggregated RSG excludes
the RSG for the Fire Brigade; he will report
back in due course.
Based on the ‘Gross figures’ for the Fire
Service, with regard to the Council Tax for a
Greater Norwich Unitary Council for a
Combined Fire and Rescue Authority, this
equates to £86.07 per property (£6,160 /
71.571)
With regard to the Council for a Residual
Norfolk for a Combined Fire and Rescue
Authority, this equates to £96.08 per property
(£20,765 / (287.700-71.571))
The average for the whole county would be
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£93.58 (£26,925 / 287.700) – this therefore
shows that the Council Tax is equated across
the County.

Transition Costs
It should also be noted that Norfolk County
Council have stated that there will be an
additional ongoing cost of around £1.9m per
annum for a Combined Norwich and Norfolk
Fire Authority – this is disputed in its entirety.
The ‘base budget’ of Norfolk County Council
currently includes all associated costs for
administering the current ‘Norfolk Fire
Service’. In reality, as widely experienced by
council’s who have gone through Local Stock
Voluntary Transfer (LSVT), consequential
budget disaggregation’s have meant that
councils have had to transfer ‘back-office’ staff
to the new organizations (along with
associated budgets).
As Norfolk County Council currently provides
the ‘back-office’ functions for the current
Norfolk Fire Service, they would be expected
to transfer relevant support staff to the new
‘Combined Norwich and Norfolk Fire and
Rescue Authority’. Consequently, it is
considered that any ‘ongoing’ costs would be
immaterial.
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BOUNDARY COMMITTEE REVIEW OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT STRUCTURES IN
NORFOLK SUFFOLK AND DEVON

REVIEW TO TEST WHETHER AFFORDABILITY
CRITERIA ARE MET
REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION OR
CLARIFICATION
Name of Unitary proposal

Two Unitary Pattern (B) – Greater Norwich

Authorities involved

Norwich, Broadland (part), South Norfolk
(part), Norfolk County (part)
Barry Marshall is S151 officer barrymarshall@norwich.gov.uk workbook being completed by Clive Mason
for Public Sector Consultants clivemason@norwich.gov.uk

Lead Contact officer and contact number
and e mail

Document reference number

02

Additional Information or Clarification requested
– please provide an answer to this request or a reference to a supporting document, in the
adjacent box
2
effect of the Combined Fire Authority ( CFA)
Thank you for the work you and Anna Allison
from County have done to reconcile this – will
you be submitting a new workbook now
preferably with CFA deleted (though the
presentation is for you to decide) so that your
workbook is consistent within itself?

Attached with this note are the following
documents:
1. Revised Workbook including Fire and
associated RSG.
Please note that this also includes a Greater
Norwich Unitary Councils proportion of the
additional £1.9m annual costs that Norfolk
County Council say will be needed to support
the administration of a Combined Norwich and
Norfolk Fire and Rescue Authority. Norwich
City Council does not agree that the £1.9m is
at all realistic, but the relevant proportion has
been included. Please note that Payback is
still under 3 years post Vesting Day.
2. Revised Workbook excluding Fire and
associated RSG.
3. Revised Supporting Spreadsheet (V.4
– Item 2 …….excluding Fire Brigade)
We will load onto our website the above
documents. However, for:
1 above, we will mention that this takes into
account additional RSG to reflect the
Combined Fire Authority;
2 above, we will mention that this is to enable
comparison with the non-compliant workbook
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submitted by Norfolk County Council;
3 above, we will mention that this supports 1
above.
In subsequent answers, you will find
cross-references to a supporting
Spreadsheet – this is the previously
submitted V.3 of Item 2, not the V.4 that is
submitted with this response.
E mailed question to CM on 5/10/08
In both workbooks on Norfolk
apportionment cell F45 says CW/EF having done this myself several times I
know that its because you have
inadvertently input the password when
you've been trying to protect the sheet
That cell I think should contain the
County beginning balance which was
£51,128k -but if you do that the
apportionment doesn't total to that
figure - would you look at that?
I've now asked Norfolk to give me
workbooks including fire (Suffolk have
included fire already) so I will be
working from your workbook which
includes fire, ( knew that would please
you) but I ought to point out
that excluding fire you're showing on
the TP £1150 Council Tax from year 1,
and including fire £1181 - but the
precept will be £38 - would you look at
that?
3
Split of Net Expenditure
See item 2 – You say there is some disparity
between the County’s figures and the City’s
figures
Norwich say
Overall, the methodology followed by Norwich
City Council has resulted in a ‘Net Cost to
Council Tax Payers’ of £75,588 compared to
Norfolk County Councils figure of £83,431.
Education
Norfolk County Council estimated that the
disaggregated budget for a Greater Norwich
Unitary Council should be around £143.1m
whereas Norwich City Council has evaluated

> Answer to 3.1
It appears that there was an error in what was
submitted at Point 1: Split of Net Expenditure
in the Word document entitled ‘Item 2 –
Detailed Supporting Information V.2, in that
we stated that Norfolk County Councils ‘Net
Cost to Council Tax Payers’ was £83.431m;
whereas it should have been £77.270m.
A full reconciliation to the £1.681m difference
‘Net Cost to Council Tax Payers’ between
Norwich City Council and Norfolk County
Council is shown below:
On submitted bids:
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that it should to be around £156.7m
3.1 In fact when we have reconciled the base
budgets as submitted between the patterns
there is only a figure of £1.3m unreconciled in
base expenditure
( see workbook attached) – the difference in
External finance is only £0.3m
3.2 Are these issues still outstanding?

Norwich City Council disaggregation of
Norfolk County Councils budget for a Greater
Norwich Unitary Council = £75.588m
(Version circulated 19/09/08) Norfolk County
Councils disaggregation of Norfolk County
Councils budget for a Greater Norwich Unitary
Council = £77.270m
The difference between these two budgets at
the:
Net Cost of CT Payers = £1.682m
Total assessed budget = £1.381m.
The reasons for this difference are:
£’m
Education: £13.531
Fire & Rescue: £6.160
Capital Financing & Specific Grants:
(£20.554)
Earmarked and pension movements:
(£0.518m)
Total assessed budget requirement:
(£1.381)
RSG etc (£0.301)
Net cost to CT payers (£1.682)
> Answer to 3.2
These differences do remain outstanding.
However, please note the following:
1. Differences for Education and Cap Fin &
Specific Grants
The main differences for Education and Cap
Fin & Specific Grants are intrinsically linked,
as noted Point 1: Split of Net Expenditure in
the Word document entitled ‘Item 2 – Detailed
Supporting Information V.2’ due to issues
regarding deprivation and ethnicity within the
city of Norwich that Norwich City Council
considers have been ignored by Norfolk
County Council.
2. Reality of Disaggregation on
‘Affordability on the Pattern B Model
The reality of the situation is that affordability
of the unitary financial case would not be
affected by any disagreement in the
disaggregation of the based budget. The
reason for this is that if there was
disagreement, the default CLG grant
disaggregation process would agree the grant
disaggregation and any budget
disaggregation would be expected to
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‘reasonably’ reflect this.
7/10 – if the County version of the split is
used, Greater Norwich’s net budget would be
£1.3m net higher
3. Efficiency
Norfolk County Council has not recognized
that there would be a need for some form of
service rationalization within the ‘rural’
Education service as a consequence of the
loss of ‘city’ Education services within the
Greater Norwich area. Such rationalization of
rural education would unquestionably produce
additional efficiency savings and require a
reduced ‘base budget’.

4
There appears not to have been an adjustment
to update balances from estimate 1/4/2007 to
outturn 31/3/ - our email dated 9/9 said
We would like to point out to you the position
regarding to collection of data relating to
reserves
You will know that the workbooks collect base
data as at 2007/8, and as part of this the base
data includes figures for unallocated and
earmarked reserves as at 31/3/2007.
Unallocated reserves are then passed to the
transition plan and used in funding expenditure
and calculating the Council Tax. Provision
exists in the transitional plan to adjust these
figures for specific reasons shown in the
workbook.
It is also possible that actual reserves as at
1/4/2008 are higher ( or lower) than the
estimate as implied in the base data - where
this is significant, an adjustment can be
included - negative or positive as needed - in
cells I38 for districts, and K38 if it is clear that
the County balances will be higher or lower

In the Workbook that was circulated by the
Boundary Committee, the following was
stated for Reserves:
- Unallocated Reserves: £1.437m
- Earmarked Reserves: £5.113m
For the Greater Norwich Unitary Council,
these have been restated to reflect the actual
st
figures as at the 31 March 2007 of:
- Unallocated Reserves: £6.699m
- Earmarked Reserves: £3.305m
By applying the level of Unallocated Reserves
noted above (as detailed at Section H: Base
Data Sheet: Total Reserves and Reserves
Analysis of ‘Item 2 – Detailed Supporting
Information V.2’), it clearly shows that the
transition costs included in the workbook can
be met and that the prudent level of reserves
of 5% is maintained.
If the Reserves for Norwich City Council were
st
amended to reflect balances as at the 31
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than that implied in the base data. No
adjustment can be included for any projections
of reserve balances past 1/4/2008
If this adjustment is used it will be
important to include in the supporting
information a clear statement justifying the
adjustment, and making a clear
commitment that there is no call on these
particular balances prior to the inception of
the new unitary in 2010 which is not
included in the workbook

March 2008, they would then be:
- Unallocated Reserves: £7.866m
- Earmarked Reserves: £1.794m
Please note the following:

All other base data remains at 2007/8.

Unallocated Reserves
As there is an increase in Unallocated
Reserves of £1.167m between 2007 and
2008, this would only increase the final
balance by a similar amount; providing further
headroom above the 5% prudent level of
reserves.

Do you wish to consider this and include
revised figures in the revised workbook you will
be submitting – this would bring consistency
with Norfolk County’s workbooks

Earmarked Reserves
The decrease in Earmarked Reserves was
due to an allocation from the HRA Renewals
Fund.
For both Unallocated and Earmarked
Reserves, there are at this time no
commitments to draw down on these
balances.
Considering the above, Norwich City Council
does not intend to amend the Reserves
figures as currently stated. However, If it is
considered by the Boundary Committee that
not having the 31 March 2008 figures will be
detrimental to the Unitary B option, please
advise and we will adjust.

5
CMT compliment
I note that as explained in Item 2 –that 21.4
CMT posts are to be deleted - only 4 left

> Answer to 5.1
The current CMT establishment at Norwich
City Council is 20 FTE’s (Cell E470 *1)

5.1 - Are you convinced that this will be
sufficient for the new Unitary?
5.2 - Will there not need to be support for the
remaining CMT of this number at a senior
professional level and how have you catering
for this in the structure?

The expected CMT for a Greater Norwich
Unitary Council will be 24 FTE’s (Cell E480
*1)
This is made-up of:
Chief Executive – 1
Directors
– 5
Heads of Service - 18
This is considered a reasonable CMT that
reflects the service requirements for a unitary
local authority the size of which Greater
Norwich Unitary Council will become.
However, following discussions with Chris
Wheeler, concern was raised that the
submitted number of Heads of Service at 18
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was low. At Annex 1 to this response is an
comparison of the Heads of Service to
population for a sample of unitary councils
and this shows that a Greater Norwich Unitary
Council, with 18 Heads of Service, is ‘midtable’ and therefore it is fair to conclude that
this is a fair number.
*1 – Item L: Corporate Management in the
worksheet entitled ‘Transition Cost.Savings’ in
the spreadsheet entitled ‘V.3-Item 2 – Sup
Sheet …….’
> Answer to 5.2
In addition, you will note that the CMT
analysis is down to the ‘third tier’ level’ (i.e.
Heads of Service). There will be a need for
‘senior professional support’ below the third
tier, but it is assumed that this will be met from
the resources that will transfer to a Greater
Norwich Unitary Council under the TUPE
arrangements for the reorganization (a similar
argument is also applied to CMT
‘administrative support’).

6
194 other staff will go of which staff vacancies
will make up the large proportion – appears
that about 50% of all vacancies will not be filled
6.1 - This seems a very high percentage of
vacancies which are expected to be deleted
very early in the process – can you give
assurance that this is achievable ?
6.2 - The overall staff reduction per the
workbook is c 7% - much higher than any
other submission
- can you give assurance that this will be
achievable?

> Answer to 6.1
The total number of posts that will leave the
organization will be 215 (Cell T27 *2):
Corporate Management: 21 (net)
Other: 194.
Based on recent employment experience of
Norwich City Council, between August 2007
and September 2008, Norwich City Council
had an average staff turnover of 13.55% (Cell
M172 *3). It is considered that this is
representative of the situation that will face a
Greater Norwich Unitary Council. Based on
the expected workforce of a Greater Norwich
Unitary council of 2,956 posts (Cell M170 *3),
this would equate to 401 (Cell M173 *3) posts
per annum.
For the staff reduction of 194 posts, 184 (Cell
M177 *3) are expected to be met from the 401
posts (Cell M178 *3) that would become
vacant; a provision of 10 posts has been set
as posts that may be subject to compulsory
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redundancy.
*2 - Worksheet entitled ‘Staffing effect’ in the
spreadsheet entitled ‘Item 1 – Two_unitary_
…….’
*3 – Item A: Staffing – staff release costs in
the worksheet entitled ‘Transition
Cost.Savings’ in the spreadsheet entitled ‘V.3Item 2 – Sup Sheet …….’
Issues pertaining to the 194 posts:
Efficiency Model:
In preparing the submission of the financial
case for a Greater Norwich Unitary Council,
Norwich City Council procured the specialist
services of its current ICT (PFI) partner,
Steria. As part of the Norwich Connects PFI,
Steria have already delivered considerable
savings for Norwich City Council. However,
they have reviewed current and post LGR
service provision and their business reengineering and service
efficiency/rationalization model has identified
that 194 posts could be rationalized from the
total establishment that a Greater Norwich
Unitary Council would accrue at Vesting Day.
Natural Wastage/Compulsory Redundancies
As mentioned earlier, of the 194 posts that the
Steria efficiency model has identified as
efficiency savings, a provision of 10 posts has
been made for compulsory redundancies and
184 are to be met from natural wastage.
For the 184 posts, it is currently being planned
that the rationalization to meet this target will
commence in April 2008 with the hope that a
fair proportion of this efficiency saving will be
met prior to Vesting Day.
Assurance
As the 194 posts have been
identified/established by a specialist
organization who has extensive experience:
- of the services and practices of Norwich City
Council;
- of the services of various forms of local
government
District: Norwich City Council;
County: Wiltshire County Council;
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Unitary: London Borough of Bexley
- efficiency programmes across local
government (see examples in previous bullet
point)
It is considered that the efficiency saving that
will be accrued from the 194 posts is robust.

> Answer to 6.2
The arguments noted in our answer to 6.1
above are equally relevant to our answer to
6.2.
Assurance
Consequently, this level of staff reduction is
considered robust and achievable.
STERIA EFFICIENCY MODEL
With reference to the efficiency model, please
note that there is commercial sensitivity
surrounding the detail of the model. Can I
suggest that if you have any questions
regarding the model, please would you
forward to me ‘specific’ questions and we will
then consult with Steria accordingly.
7
I note that you have included the staff reduction
- 194 staff in the main coming from natural
wastage – under other services – but in fact
they must be coming from a range of services
7.1 - what is your view on which areas these
staff would be likely to come from?

It is anticipated that these staff reductions will,
in the main, result from rationalization of
‘back-office/support’ roles rather than ‘frontline’ roles.
It can be stated that there will not be any staff
reductions in teachers or children’s social care
as these are seen by the present political
leadership priority areas for the future
development of a Greater Norwich Unitary
Council.

These savings have been input in the main
from day 1(£6.9m ) rising to year 2 to £7.0m
and in creasing by c£02.m each year
thereafter.
7.2
- Whilst this is consistent with your papers,
it does seem optimistic?
7.3
what is the fall back position?

> Answer to 7.1

However, during the development of the
workbook, although it was requested no
detailed information about posts within each
council was provided that identified which
posts were back-office, support or front-line;
such an analysis would have permitted
Norwich City Council to effectively apportion
staff reductions over services. Consequently,
it was not considered a fair representation to
allocate staff reductions ‘arbitrarily’ over the
range of services noted within the workbook.
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However, during the transition phase, it will be
expected that staff will be flexible in their work
to support the front-line services, as backoffice services are rationalized, duplication is
eradicated and service efficiency is
implemented.

> Answer to 7.2
The profile of savings is in fact a pessimistic
position because as noted in our answer to
6.1 above, Norwich City Council plans to
commence staff rationalization in April 2008;
so an element of these savings may accrue
earlier than stated in the workbook.
In addition, the savings profile has been
determined by Norwich City Councils (PFI)
ICT partner Steria; which as mentioned in our
answer to 6.1 above, is based on their
efficiency model that has been employed at a
number of other local authorities.
Consequently, it is considered that this is a
fair assessment of likely efficiency savings.

> Answer to 7.3
A risk assessment of the savings not being
achieved is shown at Cell B48 in the
worksheet entitled ‘Item 9 – Risk Register etc’
in the spreadsheet entitled ‘V.3 – Item 2 – Sup
Sheet …..’ and shows the impact of such
savings not being achieved.
However, with the additional RSG income that
has now been for the Combined Fire Authority
(£4.5m), this is more than sufficient to meet
the assessed risk due to a delay in savings
income of £3.46m (Cell V63 in worksheet
entitled ‘Item 9 – Risk Register etc’ in the
spreadsheet entitled ‘V.3 – Item 2 – Sup
Sheet …..’).

8
Staff release costs
I note that you have shown these in Item 2 –
unless I am mistaken there appear to be no
pension strain costs for non CMT members –
how sure are you that this will occur?

At Cell N151 (*4) a £0.500m provision has
been established for Pension Strain, and this
is applicable to all posts that are made
redundant.
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However, it should be noted that there is no
requirement to offer Early Retirement. Early
Retirement is an expensive option both in
terms of ‘cost’ and ‘experience’. With regard
to the later, during a time of major change,
such as LGR, it is considered that the risk
adverse option is to ensure that the
‘knowledge base’ of the new organization is
maximized as far as practically possible; thus
the offer of Early Retirement will be limited.
*4 – Item L: Staffing – staff release costs in
the worksheet entitled ‘Transition
Cost.Savings’ in the spreadsheet entitled ‘V.3Item 2 – Sup Sheet …….’

9
Accommodation costs
I note that costs of reregistering only has been
included – Whilst it is reasonable to assume
that there would be an accommodation review
over a period of time, will there not be an issue
from day 1 with County staff being absorbed ––
what accommodation arrangements will apply
to these ( over 1,800 4000 staff?)

A total of 4,823 (Cell F9 *5) staff will ‘transfer’
to a Greater Norwich Unitary Council.
However, of these, 2,977 (Cell F10 *5) would
be teachers and direct ‘insitu’ school staff, so
the assumption applied is that they would not
have any additional accommodation
requirements as they would be located in the
school premises that would transfer to a
Greater Norwich Unitary Council.
With regard to the staffing balance of 1,846,
the assumption that has been applied is that
they would also remain ‘insitu’ until alternative
accommodation arrangements have been
made.
At the time of completing the workbook, the
following assumptions have been made due
to the tight timescale in completing the
workbook:
1. relevant accommodation costs are
included in the base budget
disaggregation and would follow the
staff that would transfer to the Greater
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Norwich Unitary Council.
2. a proportion of County Hall would
transfer to a Greater Norwich Unitary
Council. Although, in reality, asset
disaggregation would be based on a
split of the balance sheet and any
such disaggregation may or may not
include County Hall; consequently,
the cost of asset utilization has been
assumed to be neutral.
3. If there was a requirement to move
staff from County Hall, then
alternative accommodation would be
sought within the City and this cost
would be met from the disaggregated
base budget that would in itself
include an element for staff
accommodation. Once again, it is
expected that this cost would be
neutral.
For your information:
i.

A prudent position has been taken in
that costs have been included in the
ICT model that include transferred
Norfolk County Council staff using
Greater Norwich Unitary Council ICT
equipment within the former Norfolk
County Council premises.

ii.

If there was a requirement for
property enhancement due to
relocation, this would be a capital
cost.

*5 - Worksheet entitled ‘Staffing Effect’’ in the
spreadsheet entitled ‘V.3 – Item 2 – Sup
Sheet …..’).
10
IT costs
V2 –Item 2 see worksheet entitled ‘Transition
Cost. Savings’ – Item G
Costs provided by external provider are
recouped in the contract by an annual charge
over 15 12 years
But the capital cost is much higher in both £m
and £ per head than any other submission –
does this reflect the need to overhaul Norwich’s
It systems or is it just the effect of
reorganisation?

The costs for ICT are for two elements of
development:
Transition:
This is the ‘gluing’ together of the various
systems and processes that the four councils
operate to ensure that there will be a
seamless transition to a Greater Norwich
Unitary Council.
Transformation:
This is where, once the systems are glued
together, that there is full rationalization of
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systems and processes through a process of
business re-engineering. It is only be a
programmed process of fundamental review
of services and business re-engineering that
the service efficiencies would be accrued.
Consequently, Transition and Transformation
include elements of one-off and ongoing costs
and savings that will provide long term
benefits to the people of a Greater Norwich
and do not just reflect an overhaul of Norwich
City Councils current IT systems. However,
the following needs to be noted:
1. There is no ‘capital’ cost for ICT
development. As this is a PFI and
consequently ‘off-balance sheet’, all costs
(regardless of whether they are for service
development; service delivery or any other
type of cost) are revenue in nature and
become part of the ‘PFI ‘unitary’ charge.
2. By investing in improvements in ICT
infrastructure and operational procedures, this
will result in service efficiencies. This is
therefore similar to an ‘Invest-to-Save’
scheme.

Service Efficiency
There are various elements where service
efficiency would result. From a ‘transitional
cost/savings point of view’ these are listed at
Item S, Cell A680 (*6) and a definition of each
‘type’ of efficiency is shown at Annex A to
Item 3 – Overview and Business Case V.2.
*6 - Worksheet entitled ‘Staffing Effect’’ in the
spreadsheet entitled ‘V.3 – Item 2 – Sup
Sheet …..’).

11
Localisation
V2 – item 2 – N
Shows £300 capital (which is included in the
capital section) and £400k revenue – but
revenue ongoing section shows £800k?
Would you consider this and let me know
whether you will be adjusting it in the revised
workbook?

The figures as stated in the submitted
workbook are correct and thus will not
change.
However, please note that there are two
elements to Localisation:
Members Local Budgets
There is to be an equated £10,000 local
budget for members, but split 50:50 between
Capital and Revenue.
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The capital element is to be bid for on a party
representative basis; and this totals £300,000
(Cell G549 *7) and is shown in the Capital
worksheet of the submitted workbook.
The revenue element will be:
1. a direct allocation of £5,000 per
member to spend in their wards on
relevant projects. As there will be 60
members, the total allocation will be
£300,000 (Cell G546 *7).
2. a potential cost of lost interest of
£300,000 capital @ 6% = £18,000
(Cell G550 *7).

Neighbourhood Review Panel
It is expected that there will be 12
Neighbourhood Review Panels and the
Greater Norwich Unitary Council will provide
administrative support to each panel at
£40,000 per panel; this gives a total revenue
cost of £480,000 (Cell H551 *7).

Summary Analysis
Therefore, the summary of the total revenue
cost is as follows:
Members Local Budgets:
- Revenue allocation for members:
£300,000
- Lost interest for capital: £18,000
Neighbourhood Review Panel: £480,000
Total: £798,000 (Cell I551 *7).
*7 - Worksheet entitled ‘Transition
Costs.Savings’ in the spreadsheet entitled
‘V.3 – Item 2 – Sup Sheet …..’).
12
Pay harmonisation
The workbook in the notes to this issue state
that the included figures take into account that
by the time of Vesting Day, both
organisations should have completed
Single Status and thus only a limited number
of similar posts will require harmonisation –

All four councils that will come together to
form a Greater Norwich Unitary Council will
have or expect to have completed Single
Status by Vesting Day; thus this is not an
issue for Norwich City Councils financial
submission. Please note the copies of the
‘confirmation’ emails below:
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Norwich City Council
The single status implementation issue has
been ongoing for many years and may still not
be resolved –what would the effect be if it was
not in place?

RE URGENT - Single
Status.msg

Norfolk County Council

Re Single
Status.msg

South Norfolk District Council

RE Single
Status.msg

Broadland District Council

RE Single
Status.msg

However, if there were any residual claims for
‘back-dated’ costs; these would be known
liabilities and the ‘shadow’ Greater Norwich
Unitary Council would require that an
allocation from the relevant General/County
Fund was directly passported to the council,
which would then be allocated to a provision
to meet this ‘potential’ cost.
In this way, all costs associated with single
status would be appropriately managed.

13
V2 Item 2 ‘Transition Cost. Savings’ – Item S
This shows the calculation has taken
- 13.1 the present establishment for each

It is our opinion that the methodology to
calculate both the costs of a new CMT
establishment and the savings that would
accrue from the CMT posts that would
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-

-

apportioned district or County ,
13.2 then calculated the cost of salaries,
13.3 then apportioned this to Greater
Norwich on the basis of population - ( I
note the Chief Executive of Norfolk County
is included in calculation) –
13.4 then this figure in staff numbers and
in £ has been taken as a saving – equates
to 25 CMT members

13.5 This seems a very formulaic method,
which it would be very surprising is reflected in
fact – better way is to set out the establishment
that Greater Norwich feels is necessary, then
allocate available posts to it – have you quality
checked this calculation in this way as it seems
high in savings generated?
.

potentially transfer to a Greater Norwich
Unitary Council is both practical and realistic
Calculation of Costs of New CMT for a
Greater Norwich Unitary Council
The current CMT establishment for Norwich
City Council currently only has 20 posts (Cell
E470 - *8) at a cost of £1.663m (Cell I470 *8)
It has been established that the new CMT
structure for a Greater Norwich Unitary
Council will require an additional 4 posts
(difference between Cells E470 and E480 *8)
and the total cost for this revised structure is
£2.290m (Cell I480 *8)
As the current CMT cost of £1.663m is
included in the base budget for Norwich City
Council, all that needs to be recorded in the
Ongoing Transition Costs is the additional
cost of £0.627m (£2.290m less £1.663m, Cell
I481 *8)
*8 - Item L: Corporate Management in the
worksheet entitled ‘Transition Cost.Savings’ in
the spreadsheet entitled ‘V.3-Item 2 – Sup
Sheet …….’
Calculation of Savings Associated with the
amalgamation of the CMT’s from the four
Joining Councils
Following the text that you have noted for
Q.13, we have addressed each point in turn to
confirm the approach taken:
13.1 – At Cells F662, F668 and F676 (*7) is
shown the total CMT posts that have been
notified to Norwich City Council by the
relevant ‘joining’ councils.
13.2 – The salary information and calculations
shown at Cells I662, G667 and G676 is based
on the best information that was available at
the time of requesting CMT information from
the ‘joining’ councils.
13.3/13.4 – population is ‘as good as any’
method of disaggregation to evaluate the
‘financial’ savings at Cells I656, J669 and
J676 (*7) and the ‘post’ savings at Cells
M661; M662 and M663 (*9)
13.5 – Although the savings approach that
has been followed may be ‘formulaic’, it has
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been shown above that the calculation of the
new CMT establishment has been based on a
‘what is needed’ / ‘gross cost’ approach.
Therefore, it is fair that the savings that are to
be accrued are themselves calculated on a
‘what is not needed’ / ‘gross saving approach’.
*9 - Item R: Saving on Corporate
Management in the worksheet entitled
‘Transition Cost.Savings’ in the spreadsheet
entitled ‘V.3-Item 2 – Sup Sheet …….’
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BOUNDARY COMMITTEE REVIEW OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT STRUCTURES IN
NORFOLK SUFFOLK AND DEVON

REVIEW TO TEST WHETHER AFFORDABILITY
CRITERIA ARE LIKELY TO BE MET
REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION OR
CLARIFICATION
Name of Unitary proposal

Two Unitary Pattern (B) – Greater Norwich

Authorities involved

Norwich, Broadland (part), South Norfolk
(part), Norfolk County (part)
Barry Marshall is S151 officer barrymarshall@norwich.gov.uk workbook being completed by Clive Mason
for Public Finance Consultants clivemason@norwich.gov.uk

Lead Contact officer and contact number
and e mail

Document reference number

03

Additional Information or Clarification requested
– please provide an answer to this request or a reference to a supporting document, in the
adjacent box
I am addressing the same issue in the same
words to Norfolk County with regard to the
Pattern B Norfolk County Remainder unitary
pattern
Now that we have between us settled on
figures for both elements within Norfolk Pattern
B including the cost of the Combined Fire
Authority, the differences between the
approach to the apportionment of the County’s
present budget can be seen. It is significant ,
and is summarised below ( figures already
highlighted in Norwich’s responses)
Service or
grant

Education
Fire and
rescue
Specific
grants
Earmarked
reserves
contributions
External
Finance

Norfolk’s implied
apportionment to
Greater Norwich
£m
143.3
6.2

Norwich’s
apportionment to
Greater Norwich
£m
156.8
6.8

Difference £m

-120.3

-140.9

-20.6

-1.8

-2.3

-0.5

-47.5

-47.8

-0.3

13.5
0.6

Net difference
-7.3
I am aware of the reasons for differences between Fire and Earmarked reserves contributions
and these offset each other in any event. The key issues are clearly Education and Specific
grants, which net to a difference of £7.1m
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I am aware that the difference arises from different views on the effect of social and other
factors.
Norwich’s detailed supporting documents include the following on this issue
Education
Norfolk County Council estimated that the disaggregated budget for a Greater Norwich
Unitary Council should be around £143.1m whereas Norwich City Council has evaluated
that it should to be around £156.7m. The methodology followed by Norwich City Council
reflects the variables that would be applied within the ‘default’ grant disaggregation that
was released by CLG in earlier in the summer of 2008. We believe the difference of
£13.5m is due to the non-recognition by Norfolk County Council of the higher ‘urban’
deprivation within the City (which the CLG methodology reflects) and an ongoing County
Council policy to divert educational resources away from urban schools to subsidise small
and less cost-effective rural schools.
Norwich is the second most deprived area in the whole of the Eastern region, and ranks
61st (out of 354) in the country. 8 of the 13 city centre wards are in the top 20% most
deprived nationally. Compared with much or rural Norfolk the city has:







High rates of homelessness.
Low rates of pay and high unemployment.
Low rate of educational achievement.
High levels of NEET (not in employment, education or training)
Poor levels of health, including a difference in life expectancy of 4.9 years
between parts of the city.
High rates of teenage pregnancy, mental health issues and drug and alcohol
misuse.

This high level of need should be reflected in the levels of funding that the city receives,
but we are concerned that the needs of the city are lost in the countywide approach
adopted by Norfolk County Council.

Capital Financing and Specific Grants
As per the earlier discussion regarding Education, there is a variance between the
disaggregation for Capital Financing and Specific Grants of £20.5m on similar grounds
that the disaggregation proposed by Norfolk County Council does not equitably reflect the
deprivation that is prevalent within the City. Once again, Norwich City Councils
disaggregation basis was based on the ‘default’ grant disaggregation that was released
by CLG in the summer of 2008.
Norfolk County’s papers show the following comment

1. Split of net expenditure
The split of expenditure between prospective unitary authorities has been based on factors
specific to each service, as far as possible. Otherwise, the default has been to base the split on
general population or Council Tax base.
See Appendix 1 to this paper for a more detailed summary of the basis of the split for the main
categories of expenditure.
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The difference of opinion between Norfolk County Council and Norwich City Council over the
apportionment of Norfolk County Council expenditure relates to Education. Norfolk County
Council have apportioned expenditure on a ratio corresponding to the school population in each
unitary area, as this consistent with the basis used for determining the Dedicated Schools Grant.
Norwich City Council have used a methodology provided by CLG. The financial impact of this
difference is that the Norfolk County Council apportionment to the Greater Norwich portion of
this pattern is £13.531m lower than the apportionment calculated by Norwich City Council.
However, this is cancelled out by a matching reduction in the Specific Grants for Education.
The disaggregation of spending is important in that if it doesn’t match actual spending there
could be issues for the provision of the service. Logically even if this were the case, Specific
grants for education should follow the allocation of spending – so that it may not be an issue for
Council Tax as such
However , the figures used show an imbalance and a net benefit to the assessed net budget of
Greater Norwich of over £7m
Consequently. may I ask both S 151 officers to comment on this, in particular
- Norwich City - on how such an imbalance could arise and how it is calculated, and what the
effect would be if the apportionment were nearer to Norfolk County’s calculations
- Norfolk County – if the apportionment in the event is closer to the Norwich City calculation,
what the effect on Pattern B Norfolk remainder would be
Would you be good enough to copy the answers to each other when replying for transparency?
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Request 4 related to education expenditure and grant disaggregation and is
show with other such questions below

BOUNDARY COMMITTEE REVIEW OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT STRUCTURES IN
NORFOLK SUFFOLK AND DEVON
REVIEW TO TEST WHETHER AFFORDABILITY CRITERIA ARE LIKELY TO BE MET
REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION OR CLARIFICATION
Name of Unitary proposal
Two Unitary Pattern (B) – Greater
Norwich
Authorities involved
Norwich, Broadland (part), South Norfolk
(part), Norfolk County (part)
Lead Contact officer and contact number
Barry Marshall is S151 officer and e mail
barrymarshall@norwich.gov.uk workbook being completed by Clive
Mason for Public Finance Consultants clivemason@norwich.gov.uk
Document reference number

05

Additional Information or Clarification requested
– please provide an answer to this request or a reference to a supporting document, in the
adjacent box
1
we have had correspondence concerning the
ICT costs shown in the workbook, and I am
aware that the cost is supported by the
analysis in V2
Cost are split between one off costs and
ongoing costs – I appreciate that you are
showing substantial staff and other savings
arising
You have told me that this is a PFI contract,
and V2 for the one off costs shows that the
contract has 8 more years to run up to 201718, part of which comes into the review
period
In addition there are the ongoing costs, again
annualised and part reflected in the review
period
Can you let me know:
05 – Q1
- is the new expenditure already provided
for the in the contractual arrangement you
have with Steria – or will this be completely
new arrangement

The ‘one-off’ and ‘ongoing’ expenditure that
is shown within the financial model for a
Greater Norwich Unitary Council, and the
consequential savings, are not included
within the costs (and savings) currently
included within the ‘base budget’ for
Norwich City Council.
There is an intention that the investment in
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ICT services (and consequential savings)
that will be required to ensure a successful
transition through LGR will be subject to
competitive tender.

05 – Q2
- is the present arrangement a formally
recognised PFI contract

Yes.
Please:
- find embedded below a summary of the
PFI agreement that was issued at the start
of the contract (please note that this
document mentions a company called
Integris Ltd, which was then taken over by
Steria)

05 - Summary as
sent to IPF - ...

- follow the hyperlink below to an HM
Treasury website that lists all current PFI
contracts – the Norwich Connect PFI
(Steria) is shown at line 176 (note that the
details here are not entirely correct, it shows
for example that the contract life is 25
years, which is not the case).
http://www.hmtreasury.gov.uk/d/pfi_signeddeals_230408.
xls
05 – Q3
- is there any grant already included in the
base figures - and if so where is it and how
much is it - relating to the contract you have
in place

The grant that is received is called a ‘PFI
credit’, which is effectively government
support/funding for Norwich City engaging
with the private sector. This grant is outside
RSG and the specific grant regime and is
received on a monthly basis and is directly
accounted for within a ‘support service’ cost
centre entitled ‘Norwich Connect
Contractual Services’. However, this cost
centre is itself then apportioned to various
operational cost centres both within the
General Fund and HRA.
For:
- the LGR workbook, the PFI credit is
currently included within the base budget.
- 2007/08, the PFI credit that was received
totalled £1.429m.
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05 – Q4
- is the new expenditure formally approved
as a PFI arrangement

It would not be possible to have the ICT
expenditure that would occur as a
consequence of LGR approved as a PFI
arrangement at this time due to the fact that
no decision on LGR has as yet been
announced.
However, please note the:
- current PFI contract does allow for ‘ICT
developments’ (via contact change notices);
but as the LGR consequential ICT work
would be significant and potentially a
fundamental additional to the current
contract, as mentioned earlier, this would
be subject to competition.
- ICT costs and savings that have been
included in the LGR workbook, which are
directly attributable to LGR, were produced
by Steria on a ‘business case’ approach i.e.
they are representative costs and savings
based on their commercial experience of
working with a number of other councils (LB
Bexley, Wiltshire as mentioned in answers
to earlier questions)
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Disaggregation of Education services in Pattern B Norfolk
We found by using the base figure reconciliation ( and as notified to us by both Norfolk And
Norwich , but not reflecting the same figures) that there was a disparity between the figures
which Norfolk County had calculated for Pattern B Norfolk remainder and the figures Norwich City
were calculating for the Greater Norwich submission. These equated to some £7.3m
The detail was as follows
Service or
Norfolk’s implied
Norwich’s
Difference £m
grant
apportionment to
apportionment to
Greater Norwich
Greater Norwich
£m
£m
Education
143.3
156.8
13.5
Fire and
6.2
6.8
0.6
rescue
Specific
-120.3
-140.9
-20.6
grants
Earmarked
-1.8
-2.3
-0.5
reserves
contributions
External
-47.5
-47.8
-0.3
Finance
Net difference
-7.3
It is accepted that there appear to be slight errors in these figures as submitted by the authorities
for various reasons, but the key figures for Education and Specific grants are the issue. Other
figures net out effectively. The net effect is about £7m
We asked Norfolk
- if the apportionment in the event is closer to the Norwich City calculation, what the effect on
Pattern B Norfolk remainder would be
We asked Norwich
- how such an imbalance could arise and how it is calculated, and what the effect would be if the
apportionment were nearer to Norfolk County’s calculations
The replies were as follows

Response by Norfolk
Impact on Norfolk B of using Norwich's Education disaggregation:
If the apportionment were closer to the Norwich City calculation, this would mean that, as
Norwich's net expenditure would reduce by £7.023, so the net expenditure of Unitary Authority B
would increase by the same amount. No other assumptions would change to create new
opportunities for efficiencies, so this increase would be met from Council Tax or reserves. This
would have the effect of either:
1. Increasing Council Tax by £29 i.e. £20 above the average calculated by the Transition Plan,
so failing the criterion for Council Tax equalisation; or
2 . Reducing reserves below the minimum recommended balance for Years 1 to 4.
Ongoing net savings from Year 5 onwards would, however, cover the increased base budget
cost, year by year, with reserves rising to £1.6m above minimum levels at the end of Year 5.
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Nevertheless, Unitary B would fail on the affordability criteria for Years 1 to 4.
See first attached working.
Fire figures:
(We) have double checked our Fire figures, as (Norwich’s) response to you includes changes to
the Fire figures which, if correct, would have an impact on our figures for Norfolk B. I don't think
the adjustment is correct. See attached working, in particular the table at D40 to H42. Without
Norwich's proposed adjustment, there is currently £6.8m in the Norwich workbook and £22.6m for
the remainder county for disaggregated Norfolk and Suffolk Fire budgets, a total of £29.4m
(£26.9m Norfolk + £2.5m Suffolk) which agrees with my working.
Comment on Norwich's response re impact on Norwich of using Norfolk's Education
disaggregation:
(we) understand that Norwich have made this adjustment to the Fire disaggregation for Norfolk B,
along with an adjustment to take out our estimate of additional Fire costs, in order to demonstrate
the potential for an affordable Pattern B overall. Irrespective of whether the Fire adjustments are
correct, they are not relevant to the affordability of Norfolk B itself, as they would actually impact
on the Combined Fire Authority, so cannot offset additional net costs arising within Norfolk B if
the education disaggregation is changed.
The Norwich response still implies the transfer of some £3.7m of net cost to Norfolk B. See third
working attached.
In the same way as the original implicit transfer of £7.023m, this £3.7m would either hit
reserves or add £15.40 to Council Tax (it would go up £4.16 for every £1m on the budget).
Norfolk B would therefore still be unaffordable.

Response by Norwich
With reference to Doc 3 and your question regarding Education, please find attached a
spreadsheet that effectively remodels the workbook. In the Transition Plan you will see that
Council Tax has been equalised after the following adjustments have been made to comply with
your requirements:
Changes to Greater Norwich Unitary Council (GNUC) workbook disaggregation
- Education - the disaggregation has been reduced by £13.531m to what Norfolk County Council
said was the disaggregated budget for GNUC.
- Capital Financing and Specific Grants - the disaggregation has been reduced by £16.854 m
(£3.700m different to what Norfolk County Council said was the disaggregated budget for GNUC).
- Norwich comment on this is as follows:
o Adjustment to 'minimise' the Cap Fin & Specific Grants.
o Norwich City Council had determined in their original submission that the amount for
Cap Fin & Specific Grants for a Greater Norwich Unitary Council should be
£140,857m (Total for Norfolk County: £507.959m x 27.73% - the amount from the
CLG analysis).
o

Norfolk County Council has determined that the amount for Cap Fin & Specific
Grants for a Greater Norwich Unitary Council should be £120.303m (23.68% of the
£507.959m).
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o

If the disaggregation was done on population, which is 26.55%, this would give a
Greater Norwich Unitary Council £134.863m; £14.560m more than what Norfolk
County Council had originally determined.

o

Therefore, Norfolk County Councils original disaggregation is significantly
understated and if applied, it undermines the 'affordability' of the Pattern B model.
However, as required by the BC (Information Request - Doc 03), 'what would the
affect if the apportionment was nearer to Norfolk County County's calculation' - a
revised Cap Fin & Specific Grants allocation of £124.003m (an increase of £3.700m)
ensures that the affordability criteria are met.

o

£124.003m represents 24.41% of the total Cap Fin & Specific Grants - which is
significantly below a disaggregation based on population - but is considered as close
to Norfolk County Council's figure as is practically possible.

- Earmarked and Pension Reserves - the disaggregation has been reduced by £0.518m to what
Norfolk County Council said was the disaggregated budget for GNUC.
-

RSG/NNDR/Other - this disaggregation has changed by £0.139m to what Norfolk County
Council said was the disaggregated budget for GNUC.

o

In relation to external finance Norwich have stated

o

Adjustment for External Funding

o

The amounts included in Norwich City Council's original submission for External
Funding for a Greater Norwich Unitary Council was agreed with both Districts
(Broadland and South Norfolk) and Norfolk County.

o

Norfolk County Councils submission had 'different' External Funding figures, which
net are detrimental to the position of a Greater Norwich Unitary Council. However, in
the interest of proving the 'affordability' case for Pattern B and achieving the BC's
requirements - the figures supplied by Norfolk County Council have been accepted.

Changes to Residual Norfolk County Council (RNCC) workbook disaggregation
- Fire - the disaggregation has been reduced by £0.561m, to compensate for the coterminousity
for Suffolk that they Norfolk County Council have double counted.
- Capital Financing and Specific Grants - the adjustment for £3.700m - see above
- Transition Costs - Norfolk County Council have stated that they consider that the additional
annual ongoing cost for a Combined Norwich & Norfolk Fire and Rescue Authority is £1.9m. This
has been reduced to £0.8m - split 50:50 between GNUC and RNCC
Special Notes:
1. The attached spreadsheet includes appropriate and fuller commentary at each change to
respective workbooks.
2. The attached spreadsheet has been discussed with Norfolk County Council at a meeting held
yesterday (23 Oct). The persons in attendance were:
Norwich City Council - myself, Clive Mason
Norfolk County Council - Anna Allison, Steve Holland
3. These adjustments have been made to comply with your requirements of proving 'affordability'
over the whole County. This submission should in no way be considered as a revised for Norwich
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City Council because it is the view of the council that these adjustments do not reflect fairly what
the eventual/final budget disaggregation will be for a GNUC.

Summary of the view of the two lead officers
Norwich feel that they have shown that with appropriate adjustments there is broadly a
presentation which can lead to affordability over the two patterns
Norfolk do not accept the adjustments which have been made.

Further review by the Independent Financial Consultant
We reviewed the submissions. We take the view that it is not appropriate in this analysis to
assume that the CFA costs should be reduced – but we will take that into account in our own
analysis . We requested further information as follows
It is very clear the real issue revolves around the education specific grant figure. Norwich's
analysis , aiming as it is to show affordability across the Pattern, though helpful ,still relies on
additional net benefit of £3.7m ,arising from a difference in disaggregation of the specific grants it is this difference which enables the Council Tax figure to be presented at £1236 for Greater
Norwich - £1 below the present average and £55 above the submitted figure - in Norwich's
'Comparison of workbooks/ (worksheet Transition Plan)'

If the disaggregation falls nearer to Norwich’s view
Norwich have supported their figure for this modelling only in the following way
o

Norwich City Council had determined in their original submission that the amount for Cap Fin &
Specific Grants for a Greater Norwich Unitary Council should be £140,857m (Total for Norfolk
County: £507.959m x 27.73% - the amount from the CLG analysis).

o

Norfolk County Council has determined that the amount for Cap Fin & Specific Grants for a
Greater Norwich Unitary Council should be £120.303m (23.68% of the £507.959m).

o

If the disaggregation was done on population, which is 26.55%, this would give a Greater
Norwich Unitary Council £134.863m; £14.560m more than what Norfolk County Council had
originally determined.

o

Therefore, Norfolk County Councils original disaggregation is significantly understated and if
applied, it undermines the 'affordability' of the Pattern B model. However, as required by the BC
(Information Request - Doc 03), 'what would the affect if the apportionment was nearer to Norfolk
County County's calculation' - a revised Cap Fin & Specfic Grants allocation of £124.003m (an
increase of £3.700m) ensures that the affordability criteria are met.

o

£124.003m represents 24.41% of the total Cap Fin & Specific Grants - which is significantly
below a disaggregation based on population - but is considered as close to Norfolk County
Council's figure as is practically possible.
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Mention is made several times of the CLG analysis in this and supporting documents - it would be
helpful if Norwich could provide specific reference to this document - egg date and document
reference and context, preferably an internet link ( the paper has been provided)
We would appreciate Norfolk's comment on the supporting comment set out above by Norwich on
this issue, and their view as to the approach they took in the disaggregation
However if the specific grants disaggregation is finally as Norwich have indicated, (i.e. that they
have a net benefit of £3.7m) - then Norfolk remainder Pattern B must have £3.7m less - and if
that is the case it seems to me that there is a significant issue regarding balances in years 1
and 2 for that submission - considerably below the minimum - I would ask Norfolk that if that
were the case how would that shortfall be funded?

If the disaggregation falls nearer to Norfolk’s view
If however the specific grant issue falls close to the Norfolk view of the disaggregation, then
Greater Norwich's balances see significant problems in all years (balances are below the
minimum in each year and may be unsustainable and Council Tax would have to increase).
Conversely, Norfolk remainder Pattern B would then have a balances issue in year 1 only, by
£2m

Actual effect on spending
We have all concentrated here on the specific grants issue -but there must be an issue regarding
the disaggregation of the education expenditure - though Norwich have shown the effect of the
disaggregation being as predicted by Norfolk, purely modelled only for this exercise,- (i.e.
assuming there is no additional expenditure level for Greater Norwich ) if that were to be the case
in reality ,would there not be a substantial effect on Greater Norwich's ability to provide the
service? - and is not the same true for Norfolk Remainder Pattern B if Norwich's original
disaggregation figure holds? - We would appreciate the view of both Norfolk and Norwich on that
point

Response from Norfolk 5/11/2008

FW: LGR Education disaggregation
From:
Sent:
To:
Chris

Allison, Anna (anna.allison@norfolk.gov.uk)
05 November 2008 13:14:07
admin@cwwa-ltd.co.uk

The Fire "correction" is not necessary - the perceived error doesn't exist. Please see my earlier
email.
Secondly, to answer your four questions on the Education disaggregation:
1. What is Norfolk's view on the supporting comment set out by Norwich?
Disaggregation of specific grants according to the population split is not a particularly meaningful
calculation. Norfolk's disaggregation on a different basis is not an "understatement" simply
because it does not correspond with the population disaggregation.
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2. What is Norfolk's view as to the approach Norwich took in the disaggregation?
Norwich has, of necessity, simply approximated a split of both budget and funding. Our
understanding is that Norwich have referred to CLG deprivation indicators to calculate the relative
split between the two unitaries of various deprived groups in the population; they have then
calculated the average of those percentage splits, and used it as a proxy for the actual split of
spend.
This is less precise than a calculation based on the actual pattern of spend of more than 400
schools and the target purpose of 35 specific grants.
3. If Norfolk remainder Pattern B were to have £3.7m less specific grant - with the
consequent impact on balances - how would that shortfall be funded?
It is difficult to see how it could be funded except by service cuts.
Council Tax: This shortfall cannot be funded from Council Tax without exceeding the requirement
to set Council Tax at a level no higher than the current average
Efficiencies: The additional costs and savings calculated for Remainder B have been calculated
on the same basis as those for the County Unitary and for Pattern A. These have been
calculated to be realistic and achievable. To seek to identify further efficiencies for Remainder B
would undermine that consistency and introduce unrealistic expectations. Changing the
assumptions on the disaggregation of specific grants does not in itself introduce new
opportunities for efficiencies.
Service cuts: £3.7m would represent the closure of 6 or 7 average sized schools (or a higher
number of small rural schools).
Earmarked reserves: You also suggested in our telephone conversation that, albeit mindful of the
risk, we might be able to use earmarked reserves to cover the temporary shortfall.
- I said this would go against our corporate approach to the workbooks, which has been to
establish principles and apply them consistently to all the workbooks, for clarity of comparison,
rather than seek ad hoc fixes for each unitary if necessary to make it affordable.
- Further, we are not prepared to propose or endorse an affordability model that relies on the use
of earmarked reserves. Recent economic events have served as a reminder that unlikely risks
can nevertheless crystallise and it would not be prudent to further reduce the financial
cover provided by earmarked reserves. The use of earmarked reserves is an emergency
recourse, not a routine planning assumption.
- In any case, for such an exercise, the reserves disaggregation itself would also have to be
revisited. The disaggregation of earmarked reserves would be a more sensitive issue and
would be subject to further negotiation specifically to facilitate the affordability of Remainder B, by
sharing with Norwich the risk of inadequate earmarked reserves.
4.If Norwich's disaggregation of education expenditure were used, would this have an
impact on Norfolk Remainder B's ability to provide the service?
Our view is that, on the creation of two unitaries, DCSF would wish to ensure that individual
schools would see no consequent change to their funding. This would be consistent with: the
original basis of DSG (i.e. it was first set at a level consistent with current spend at the time); the
Minimum Funding Guarantee for individual schools; and DCSF's preference for smooth transition
for any change in funding.
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The implication of this is that the majority of the education budget, i.e. the spend taking place
directly in schools, would be disaggregated according to current spend. This would be a matter
of objective quantification, subject to the normal annual consultation with schools about the local
allocation formula. The service provided by schools in either unitary would not change. Our
view is that DCSF would not endorse a disaggregation that did not secure that outcome. It is
therefore not appropriate to consider an affordability model that proposes otherwise.
It is our understanding that both Cheshire and Bedfordshire are proceeding on the basis of
disaggregating the total schools budget according to current actual spend, school by school.
In the unlikely event that Norwich's disaggregation were used, and represented a £13m variance
from the current spend in schools, then, consistent with the answer at 2 above, it is hard to see
how the shortfall in the Remainder County could be funded other than by service cuts. £13m
represents the funding for 370 teachers at average cost, or 23 average sized schools.

Response by Norwich 6/11/2008
1. What would be effect on the greater Norwich unitary councils ability to provide the service if
the county's figure for disaggregation holds?
"Norwich City Council remains convinced that the sum of £156m properly reflects the levels of
high need and deprivation within the greater Norwich area, and therefore should be the
disaggregated budget for children’s services in a greater Norwich unitary council. As you know
we have used the CLG formula to reach our conclusions, so we are confident that this remains an
accurate estimate.
Clearly this 10% increase in the level of funding for children’s services would help the new greater
Norwich unitary council to tackle the serious underperformance of city schools over the last 10 or
more years. We have some concerns that the historical under-funding of city schools is a primary
reason why city school performance remains both below the average for county schools, and also
below national averages. As you will know there are currently 4 schools in the City in Ofsted
special measures, compared to a national average rate of just 1.69 schools per authority.
However, we remain confident that should the county figure hold this would not hamper the ability
of a greater Norwich unitary council to provide an effective service. This would mean that the
level of funding to schools in greater Norwich would continue at the same level as it is now. We
believe that a greater Norwich unitary authority would still be able to achieve significantly
improved outcomes for children in greater Norwich.
We would do this by providing a strategy focused on the specific urban needs of these schools:
our research with other urban unitary councils has found that by focussing on a smaller number of
schools with similar urban issues, it is possible to develop a collective and co-operative approach
(which we call “Campus Norwich” in our vision and strategy) where all schools work together to
raise standards. We would also undertake consultation with schools to reprioritise elements of
expenditure to deliver this more focused strategy more efficiently using the resources delegated
to schools. Please find a copy enclosed of our vision for city schools, which has been developed
in full consultation with city headteachers.
Improved synergy and more cost effective provision would also be achieved through integrating
complimentary services that are currently split between the existing District Councils and County
Council in greater Norwich e.g. integrating the City Council's existing families unit with the early
years and family support provision currently made by the County Council, and developing a
strong relationship between schools and local neighbourhood services such as housing, wardens
and community groups and facilities. We would also develop much stronger relationships with
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other public sector bodies, as we develop a neighbourhood approach in the city area to policing,
health and voluntary sector activities.
In addition, we would use the funding which will come to the greater Norwich unitary authority
as a result of Building Schools For the Future (BSF) in order to secure the “Balanced Intake “
model in greater Norwich secondary schools that we have set out in our vision for children's
services as a key approach to deliver improved performance (at no additional cost other than the
funding which we will gain through BSF).
Overall, we are very confident that through a more focussed strategy and with provision, support
and complimentary services better matched to the distinct urban needs of the schools, a new
greater Norwich authority would still provide a considerably enhanced service."

2. What would be effect on the rural Norfolk unitary councils ability to provide the service if our
figure for disaggregation holds?
During the mid 1990's when a large number of urban unitary authorities were created similar
situations occurred. The new urban unitary councils often saw significant increases in their
schools funding meaning that the remaining county councils also saw a fall in the budget for the
remaining county area.
The evidence from these previous local government re-organisations shows that this would not
significantly affect the ability of the rural Norfolk unitary authority to provide an effective service.
For example, when Luton was created as a unitary authority in 1997 it saw a 10% uplift in its
funding for schools, reflecting the higher levels of need and deprivation within the urban city area
(as with greater Norwich). This did not result in any major reduction in the ability of Bedfordshire
County Council to provide the service to the remaining part of the county. It did not result in
Bedfordshire County Council having to close rural schools. In fact, it gave Bedfordshire the
opportunity to rethink elements of their service provision to refocus them on to the specific needs
of the remaining rural areas and develop new and innovative methods of provision.
Certainly, we believe there are significant opportunities for a new rural Norfolk unitary authority to
deliver a more efficient service for rural Norfolk. For instance the creation of “federal “ heads
overseeing a number of small rural schools would provide a very cost effective solution to the
current difficulties in recruiting heads to small schools in Norfolk. By having a separate greater
Norwich authority the scale of variation and intensity of need would be significantly reduced
allowing for a more focused provision of specific services to rural schools."
Extensive excel analysis has been put forward by both sides to this argument which is available
on request to the Boundary Committee

It is clear that there will be no agreement on this between the two parties.
We have therefore evaluated the submissions as made, but then reflected
on the effect of those submission which would arise if the disaggregation
were nearer to that put forward by the other party to Pattern B
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Affordability – key indicators – Two Unitary Pattern B – Greater Norwich

COMPARES INDICTORS AS SUBMITTED
AND AS MODELLED
BOUNDARY COMMITTEE TWO UNITARY AUTHORITY PATTERN (B) GREATER NORWICH INCLUDING FIRE

Transition plan additional expenditure and expenditure reductions

Affordability measure 1 - net savings to 2013/14
Gross additional costs
Gross reduced expenditure
Net expenditure reduction over additional expenditure 2008/9- 2013/14
Affordability measure 1a - net savings to 2013/14
Gross additional costs per head of population
Gross reduced expenditure per head of population
Net expenditure reduction over additional expenditure 2008/9 - 2013/14 per head of population

Additional expenditure and expenditure reductions analysis - AS SUBMITTED

New
Unitary
Council submitted

New
Unitary
Council modelled

£m
36.9
40.0

£m
37.5
32.9

-3.2

4.6

-7.8

168.12
182.52
-14.40
£m

171.14
150.11
21.04
£m

-3.0
32.4
-35.44
£m
-0.7
£p
-3.0
%
-0.5%
%
-1.9%

-3.0

Affordability measure 2 – net ongoing savings

New Unitary
Council differences

£p

-2.4
£p

Affordability measure 3 – net ongoing savings per head of population

-13.78

Affordability measure 4 – net ongoing savings as a percentage of base costs

-2.0%

Affordability measure 5 – net ongoing savings as a percentage of gross transitional costs

-8.2%

%

-10.78
%

%

-1.5%
%

-6.3%

£m
-0.7
7.1

Payback period
over

3.8

Affordability measure 6- payback period

5.0

years

years

£m

£m

years
-1.3

Balances

Gross expenditure analysis
Staffing
IT
Change management and shadow planning
Other

£m

7.1
21.1
0.4
8.3

Gross reductions analysis
Corporate & Democratic
Service Costs
Other

£m

0.0
5.0
35.0
40.0

36.9

Staffing issues
Number
2,956 Percentage staffing change
-6
-209
2,741

Initial staffing numbers as at 1/4/2007
Staff effect per additional expenditure plans
Staff effect per expenditure reductions
Assessed staffing at 31/3/2013

-7.3%

£m
Redundancy to 2012/13
Early Retirement and pension fund cont'ns to 2012/13
Average cost of staff reduction per transitional plan

0.8
0.6
£6,512

THE ABOVE INDICATORS WILL HAVE TO BE PUT IN MANUALLY IN SOME CASES

Affordability measure 7 – net use of balances over the transitional period

3.5

Used (-) or increased (+) over the period to 2013/14
£m
%
Affordability measure 8 – net balances as a percentage of base costs
Is this in line or better than the S151 Officer's advice?

12.7
£m

15.1

Remaining at end of 2012/13

yes

-9.3

15.5%

Additional expenditure and expenditure reductions analysis - AS MODELLED

£m

24.4
%

9.8%

£m

-9.3
%

-0.1

yes

Gross expenditure analysis
Staffing
IT
Change management and shadow planning
Other

£m

8.6
21.1
0.4
7.4

Gross reductions analysis
Corporate & Democratic
Service Costs
Other

£m

9.9
0.0
23.0
32.9

37.5

Council Tax
1180.7

1236.0

219.3

219.3

-55.3
Staffing issues

Population - LAs estimate as at June 2007

Col 1

Initial staffing numbers as at 1/4/2007

Percentage of net savings in the transitional plan as a percentage of base costs
-2.1%

3.0%

-5.1%

Staff effect per additional expenditure plans
Staff effect per expenditure reductions
Assessed staffing at 31/3/2013

Number
2,956 Percentage staffing change
-6
-209
2,741
£m

Redundancy to 2012/13
Early Retirement and pension fund cont'ns to 2012/13
Average cost of staff reduction per transitional plan

1.6
1.2
£13,023

THE ABOVE INDICATORS WILL HAVE TO BE PUT IN MANUALLY IN SOME CASES
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-7.3%

Sensitivity Analysis – Two Unitary Pattern B – Greater Norwich

Sensitivity analysis model

BOUNDARY COMMITTEE TWO
UNITARY AUTHORITY PATTERN
(B) GREATER NORWICH
INCLUDING FIRE

Response as submitted -Council Tax at £1181
Sensitivity applied at 10% for expenditure and 10% for
expenditure reductions
Sensitivity applied at 5% for expenditure and 5% for
expenditure reductions
Sensitivity applied at 10% for expenditure and 10% for
expenditure reductions, but Council Tax set at £1 less
than current level
overachieve
i.e. - they can
their expenditure reductions by
1.3%
to meet break even but may fail other criterion
Response as submitted but with Council Tax at £1269
Sensitivity applied at 10% for expenditure and 10% for
expenditure reductions
Sensitivity applied at 5% for expenditure and 5% for
expenditure reductions

Funds at end
of year 5 these need
to be input
manually for
each level of
significance

Level of funds
needed to meet S
151 officers
recommendation automatically
recorded from
Transitional
Master plan

£m

£m

15.1

7.7

7.5

7.7

11.4

7.7

23.1

7.7

Funds at end
of five years at
or above S
151 accepted
level

Net effect on
overall transition
plan these need
to be input
manually for
each level of
significance

Payback period these need to be
input manually
for each level of
significance

DCLG Criteria 1

DCLG Criteria 2

Transitional costs
overall must be more
than offset over a
period (“the payback
period”) by savings

In each year, transitional
costs incurred are to be
financed through • In year
revenue savings • Other in
year specified revenue
In each year, capital
savings that are additional
transitional costs
to annual efficiencies (e.g.
incurred are to be
The “payback
Gershon savings) •
financed through
period” must be no
revenue resources, or of drawing on available
more than 5 years;
prudential borrowing or revenue reserves, subject
to ensuring that
the use of capital
satisfactory amounts
receipts;
remain to meet
unforeseen pressures or
other potential calls on
reserves.

yes/ no - - expenditure less Where 5 years
yes/ no - automatically
automatically
expenditure show this could be
generated
generated
reductions £m
over 5 years

DCLG Criteria 3

DCLG Criteria 4

DCLG Criteria 5

All costs incurred
as a result of
reorganisation
must be met
locally without
increasing
council tax.

yes/ no automatically
generated

yes/ no - to be input

yes/ no - to be input

yes/ no - to be
input

yes

-3.2

3.8

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

no

4.5

over 5

no

no

yes

no

yes

yes

0.7

over 5

no

no

yes

yes

yes

yes

4.5

over 5

no

no

yes

yes

yes

11.9

7.7

yes

0.0

4.9

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

30.9

7.7

yes

-3.2

0.0

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

23.2

7.7

yes

4.5

over 5

no

no

yes

no

yes

27.1

7.7

yes

0.7

over 5

no

no

yes

yes

yes
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Council tax comparison – Two Unitary Pattern B – Greater Norwich

BOUNDARY COMMITTEE TWO UNITARY AUTHORITY
PATTERN (B) GREATER NORWICH INCLUDING FIRE

COMPARISON OF COUNCIL TAX FIGURES - BEFORE AND
AFTER UNITARY IN PLACE

Broadland District transferred from
Broadland District
Column references relate to Finance
apportionment

Norwich

and General Statistics 2007-8
Budgets
£000
D1 Council Tax base
D2 Council Tax

Col 9
Assessed Council Tax - Local Spend (inc parishes)
Assessed Council Tax - Major Preceptor

Council Tax yield

£000

Figures as submitted

Norfolk
South Norfolk
County District transferred
transferred
from Norfolk
from South
County
Norfolk
apportionmen
apportionment
t
£000

Total

£000

27.100

38.700

5.700

£154.94
£1,052.27
£1,207.21

£205.19
£1,052.27
£1,257.46

£175.74
£1,052.27
£1,228.00

32,715,316

48,663,704

6,999,608

£000

71.5

88,378,628

0

Year 1

Year 2

£1,181

COMPARISON - Council Tax in Year 1 as shown in the workbook

£1,181

COMPARISON - Council Tax in Year 2 as shown in the workbook
Method 1 - Average Council Tax calculated using present individual Council
Taxes for constituent authorities, and apportioned (where necessary) Council
Tax bases for the constituent authorities, arriving at an average Council Tax
for the total Council Tax yield for the new unitary

Method 2 - Average Council Taxes using present individual Council Taxes
only

Method 3 - Average Council Taxes using Apportioned Base expenditure and
external finance for the constituent authorities, brought together for the new
unitary

Comparison to the lowest Council Tax in place in 2007-8

as calculated by the workbook

Broadland District transferred from Broadland
District apportionment

£1,236

Is the modelled Council Tax
including the CFA below that
calculated using method 1?

yes

yes

£1,231

Is the modelled Council Tax
including the CFA below that
calculated using method 2?

yes

yes

£1,237

Is the modelled Council Tax
including the CFA below that
calculated using method 3?

yes

yes

£1,207

Is the modelled Council Tax
including the CFA below the
lowest Council Tax in the
constituent authorities?

yes

yes

-£1.9 m per annum

Saving if Council Tax raised to the lowest level in place in 2007-8
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TWO UNITARY PATTERN B –
NORFOLK REMAINDER
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BOUNDARY COMMITTEE REVIEW OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT STRUCTURES IN NORFOLK
SUFFOLK AND DEVON

REVIEW TO TEST WHETHER AFFORDABILITY CRITERIA
ARE MET
Name of Unitary pattern
Authorities involved

Lead Contact officer and contact
number and e mail

Acknowledgment letter
Norfolk Unitary Authority with Lowestoft (Pattern B)
Broadland, Breckland, Great Yarmouth, Kings Lynn
and west Norfolk, Norfolk County, North Norfolk,
South Norfolk, Suffolk County, Waveney.
Paul Brittain is s151 officer –
paul.brittain@norfolk.gov.uk.
Workbook being completed by Anna Alison –
anna.alison@norfolk.gov.uk

We acknowledge receipt of the financial workbook in relation to the above mentioned unitary pattern.
We have allocated resources and timescales In order to complete the review of all 16 workbooks and
supporting documents within the timescales set by the Boundary Committee, in order to achieve the
overall timescales set by the Secretary of State.
Our initial reviews of the workbooks will be completed as follows: - Norfolk by end of September,
Suffolk and Devon by mid - October. Our process will be finally completed in mid November at which
time we will present reports to the Boundary Committee. Our understanding is that these reports will
then be made publicly available by the Boundary Committee. An external ‘peer’ review of our reports
will take place by early December.
Where appropriate, we may seek additional information at any time, and any issues we feel will need
further information or clarification will be raised as soon as possible. We will do this initially through
the contact officer shown above if we think that appropriate.
Our immediate review shows that all data requested has been provided / the following information
requested is missing and should be provided to us as soon as possible
Item 4: “Statement by each s151 officer- level of unallocated revenue balances
recommended to be retained from 2008-9” – has only been provided by the Norfolk CC
s151 officer.
What we are looking for here is an assessment from each s151 officer of their recommended
prudent level of revenue balances and the lead s151 to state the level recommended for the
new unitary. The queries log covers this as follows:
“What we had in mind here was a means of supporting the calculation on the workbook’s
transitional plan wherein we have asked for the percentage of net expenditure which the S151
officer has determined through risk analysis
What we hoped for was a simple schedule prepared by the lead officer which showed the
percentage of net expenditure presently recommended by each constituent S151 officer for
their present budget, if that is possible, and an assessment by the lead officer of what
percentage he or she would feel comfortable with applying when the new unitary is in place,
and how he or she arrived at that figure. This would be the percentage shown in the
transitional plan (cell O44). We appreciate fully that this would be a figure drawn on present
knowledge and would obviously be refined when proper budgets were drawn up but would
take into account the lead officers risk assessment of moving to unitary status from his or her
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perspective.”
Item 13: s151 certification
I note that no certificates have been submitted. Could you let me know if they will be
forthcoming in the near future?

I note in item 12: ‘Capital Programme’ your reference to the £5.6m of Norfolk County Council
capital programme currently unfunded and the recourse to additional prudential borrowing if the
County Council no longer existed. Could you provide an assessment of the revenue implications
of any such borrowing?
These are initial comments only – further comments and requests may be made when further detailed
review takes place.
May we take this opportunity to thank you and your colleagues for the extensive work you have
undertaken to meet the deadline at this stage of the process.
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BOUNDARY COMMITTEE REVIEW OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT STRUCTURES IN
NORFOLK SUFFOLK AND DEVON

REVIEW TO TEST WHETHER AFFORDABILITY
CRITERIA ARE LIKELY TO BE MET
REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION OR
CLARIFICATION
Name of Unitary proposal

Norfolk Unitary Authority with Lowestoft
(Pattern B)
Broadland, Breckland, Great Yarmouth,
Kings Lynn and west Norfolk, Norfolk
County, North Norfolk, South Norfolk,
Suffolk County, Waveney.
Paul Brittain is s151 officer –
paul.brittain@norfolk.gov.uk.
Workbook being completed by Anna
Alison – anna.alison@norfolk.gov.uk

Authorities involved

Lead Contact officer and contact number
and e mail

Document reference number

01

Additional Information or Clarification requested
– please provide an answer to this request or a reference to a supporting document, in the
adjacent box
I am addressing the same issue in the same
words to Norwich City with regard to the
Pattern B Greater Norwich unitary pattern
Now that we have between us settled on
figures for both elements within Norfolk Pattern
B including the cost of the Combined Fire
Authority, the differences between the
approach to the apportionment of the County’s
present budget can be seen. It is significant ,
and is summarised below ( figures already
highlighted in Norwich’s responses)
Service or
grant

Education
Fire and
rescue
Specific
grants
Earmarked
reserves
contributions
External
Finance

Norfolk’s implied
apportionment to
Greater Norwich
£m
143.3
6.2

Norwich’s
apportionment to
Greater Norwich
£m
156.8
6.8

Difference £m

-120.3

-140.9

-20.6

-1.8

-2.3

-0.5

-47.5

-47.8

-0.3

13.5
0.6

Net difference
-7.3
I am aware of the reasons for differences between Fire and Earmarked reserves contributions
and these offset each other in any event. The key issues are clearly Education and Specific
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grants, which net to a difference of £7.1m
I am aware that the difference arises from different views on the effect of social and other
factors.
Norwich’s detailed supporting documents include the following on this issue
Education
Norfolk County Council estimated that the disaggregated budget for a Greater Norwich
Unitary Council should be around £143.1m whereas Norwich City Council has evaluated
that it should to be around £156.7m. The methodology followed by Norwich City Council
reflects the variables that would be applied within the ‘default’ grant disaggregation that
was released by CLG in earlier in the summer of 2008. We believe the difference of
£13.5m is due to the non-recognition by Norfolk County Council of the higher ‘urban’
deprivation within the City (which the CLG methodology reflects) and an ongoing County
Council policy to divert educational resources away from urban schools to subsidise small
and less cost-effective rural schools.
Norwich is the second most deprived area in the whole of the Eastern region, and ranks
61st (out of 354) in the country. 8 of the 13 city centre wards are in the top 20% most
deprived nationally. Compared with much or rural Norfolk the city has:







High rates of homelessness.
Low rates of pay and high unemployment.
Low rate of educational achievement.
High levels of NEET (not in employment, education or training)
Poor levels of health, including a difference in life expectancy of 4.9 years
between parts of the city.
High rates of teenage pregnancy, mental health issues and drug and alcohol
misuse.

This high level of need should be reflected in the levels of funding that the city receives,
but we are concerned that the needs of the city are lost in the countywide approach
adopted by Norfolk County Council.

Capital Financing and Specific Grants
As per the earlier discussion regarding Education, there is a variance between the
disaggregation for Capital Financing and Specific Grants of £20.5m on similar grounds
that the disaggregation proposed by Norfolk County Council does not equitably reflect the
deprivation that is prevalent within the City. Once again, Norwich City Councils
disaggregation basis was based on the ‘default’ grant disaggregation that was released
by CLG in the summer of 2008.
Norfolk County’s papers show the following comment

1. Split of net expenditure
The split of expenditure between prospective unitary authorities has been based on factors
specific to each service, as far as possible. Otherwise, the default has been to base the split on
general population or Council Tax base.
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See Appendix 1 to this paper for a more detailed summary of the basis of the split for the main
categories of expenditure.
The difference of opinion between Norfolk County Council and Norwich City Council over the
apportionment of Norfolk County Council expenditure relates to Education. Norfolk County
Council has apportioned expenditure on a ratio corresponding to the school population in each
unitary area, as this consistent with the basis used for determining the Dedicated Schools Grant.
Norwich City Council has used a methodology provided by CLG. The financial impact of this
difference is that the Norfolk County Council apportionment to the Greater Norwich portion of
this pattern is £13.531m lower than the apportionment calculated by Norwich City Council.
However, this is cancelled out by a matching reduction in the Specific Grants for Education.
The disaggregation of spending is important in that if it doesn’t match actual spending there
could be issues for the provision of the service. Logically even if this were the case, Specific
grants for education should follow the allocation of spending – so that it may not be an issue for
Council Tax as such
However , the figures used show an imbalance and a net benefit to the assessed net budget of
Greater Norwich of over £7m
Consequently . may I ask both S 151 officers to comment on this, in particular
- Norwich City - on how such an imbalance could arise and how it is calculated, and what the
effect would be if the apportionment were nearer to Norfolk County’s calculations
- Norfolk County – if the apportionment in the event is closer to the Norwich City calculation,
what the effect on Pattern B Norfolk remainder would be
Would you be good enough to copy the answers to each other when replying for transparency?

For the full correspondence covering the disaggregation of Education
services in Pattern B Norfolk please refer to the Greater Norwich
submission.
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BOUNDARY COMMITTEE REVIEW OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT STRUCTURES IN
NORFOLK SUFFOLK AND DEVON

REVIEW TO TEST WHETHER AFFORDABILITY
CRITERIA ARE MET
REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION OR
CLARIFICATION
Name of Unitary proposal
Authorities involved

Lead Contact officer and contact number
and e mail

Document reference number

Norfolk Unitary Authority with Lowestoft
(Pattern B)
Broadland, Breckland, Great Yarmouth,
Kings Lynn and west Norfolk, Norfolk
County, North Norfolk, South Norfolk,
Suffolk County, Waveney.
Paul Brittain is s151 officer –
paul.brittain@norfolk.gov.uk.
Workbook being completed by Anna
Alison – anna.alison@norfolk.gov.uk

02

Additional Information or Clarification requested
– please provide an answer to this request or a reference to a supporting document, in the
adjacent box
The staff turnover figures for Norfolk County
1
E mail from TH 17/10
Council are correct and we know that the staff
turnover figures for the districts are similar.
We do not analyse what proportion of staff
The Norfolk submissions use apparently high
who leave the County Council go on to secure
staff turnover figures. Please are you able to
employment in one of the 7 district councils
tell me the extent to which turnover figures
and vice versa. We believe however that a
include movement of staff between existing
very small number of senior officers have
authorities within Norfolk?
transferred between the councils over the past
few years. We do not believe that there are
significant numbers of other staff transferring
between the district and county councils. In
addition we do not believe that there is
significant movement from district to district
due to the large travel distances that would be
involved
E mail from Brian Allerton 20/10/2008
2
E mail from CW – 17/10
further to your email to Anna on Friday
It seems to me that the misallocation
night, please find attached a revised
which Tony has picked up in Pattern A
Affordability Workbook in respect of
applies to Pattern B also
Pattern B - Norfolk Remainder.
Looks like the staff costs have been
shown under non staff costs and vice
The only change between this AWB and
versa
the one sent Monday 13 October (to
If you let me know the correct allocation
include Fire) is on Sheet 3, section 5
I will alter our copy and await your
'Other additional ongoing expenditure
revisions later?
items'.
The Pattern B excluding Lowestoft looks
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all right

£1.3546 million of Staff Costs has been
moved from 'Other non-staff costs' to
'Staffing - additional staff'.
The same amount £1.3546 million has
been moved for each of the 4 years
from Year 1 to Year 4 and the column to
the right 'Year 5 and ongoing'.
Apologies for not spotting this oversight
when we checked AWB's earlier.

3 I appreciate that the submission is drawn
from the main County submission. But I would
appreciate some guidance as to where
particular figures can be found as shown below
4- the calculation of staff reduction levels in
numbers - workbook shows 80 staff losses in
Corporate and 349 in other services – in
particular can you direct me to or let me know
the wastage figures you have used, and give a
response specific to this submission regarding
the whether wastage between neighbouring
authorities has been discounted ( per query 1
above raised by Tony Hal )

5 - Within these figures there are 44 staff
relating to information technology. This
reduction comes on top of the fact that the
additional IT costs which are deemed
necessary appears low ( £1.3m including any
staffing provision). I appreciate this is a similar
position to that for the County submission , but
could you highlight the response so that it is
specific to this submission

6 Would you be good enough to direct me to or

To the extent that there is any transfer of staff
between the County Council and the Norfolk
District Councils we do not believe that such
transfers would have a material bearing on
the assumptions made. See answer below:
“The staff turnover figures for Norfolk County
Council are correct and we know that the staff
turnover figures for the districts are similar.
We do not analyse what proportion of staff
who leave the County Council go on to secure
employment in one of the 7 district councils
and vice versa. We believe however that a
very small number of senior officers have
transferred between the councils over the past
few years. We do not believe that there are
significant numbers of other staff transferring
between the district and county councils. In
addition we do not believe that there is
significant movement from district to district
due to the large travel distances that would be
involved”
We have assumed that the new authority
would not replace 121 staff leaving through
natural wastage over the first 2 years. Total
natural wastage over this period is calculated
to be 2100 (see business case).
The TOTAL investment in IT is not £1.3m.
That figure only relates to infrastructure
investment for IT .We have included a further
£ 1.35m in the total of £3.6m in shadow
planning and change management which
relates to IT only. The total investment is
therefore £2.65m
We do not need additional IT staff as the
numbers required in our shared services
setting will still be on the payroll.
The figures are derived by reducing the
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let me know the basis of the procurement
savings

7 Is there any provision for trading surpluses in
the expenditure reductions?
8 Whilst I understand that this unitary at 0.6m
is 50% bigger than pattern A unitaries at
c.0.4m, savings in senior staff (£11.7m for this
unitary ) are about significantly higher
proportionality for that in Pattern A unitaries
(£7.4m and £6.3m) – is there a reason for this?

savings calculated for the whole county
unitary with Lowestoft by 25% to reflect the
smaller size. The rationale itself can be found
in Item 2C for the County unitary with
Lowestoft scenario.
Yes we assume a profit of £65k in year 4
The annual savings for senior staff are £1.6m
and £1.9m for the pattern A authorities. The
annual savings in senior staff for the pattern B
are £2.9m. which does broadly reflect the
proportionately greater size of the pattern
authority
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Affordability – key indicators – Two Unitary Pattern B – Norfolk Remainder

COMPARES INDICATORS AS SUBMITTED
AND AS MODELLED

BOUNDARY COMMITTEE TWO UNITARY AUTHORITY PATTERN (B)
NORFOLK REMAINDER -MODELLING

Key indicators - summary comparison

Transition plan additional expenditure and expenditure reductions

Affordability measure 1 - net savings to 2013/14
Gross additional costs
Gross reduced expenditure
Net expenditure reduction over additional expenditure 2008/9 - 2013/14
Affordability measure 1a - net savings to 2013/14
Gross additional costs per head of population
Gross reduced expenditure per head of population
Net expenditure reduction over additional expenditure 2008/9 - 2013/14 per head of population

Additional expenditure and expenditure reductions analysis - AS SUBMITTED

New
Unitary
Council submitted

£m
44.7
57.2

-18.5

-12.5

6.0

69.06
96.18
-27.12
£m

65.56
83.90
-18.34
£m

-3.5
-12.3
8.78
£m
2.0
£p
3.0
%
0.5%
%
3.0%

£p

-11.1
£p

Affordability measure 3 – net ongoing savings per head of population

-19.24

Affordability measure 4 – net ongoing savings as a percentage of base costs

-2.7%

%

-16.28
%

%
Affordability measure 5 – net ongoing savings as a percentage of gross transitional costs

New Unitary
Council differences

£m
47.1
65.6

-13.1

Affordability measure 2 – net ongoing savings

New
Unitary
Council modelled

-2.2%
%

-27.9%

-24.8%

£m
-2.4
-8.4

3.5

Affordability measure 6- payback period

years

years

3.8

£m
33.0
1.3
1.6
11.2
47.1

Gross reductions analysis
Corporate & Democratic
Service Costs
Other

£m
32.6
33.1
0.0
65.6

Staffing issues
Number
8,778 Percentage staffing change
131
-429
8,480

Initial staffing numbers as at 1/4/2007
Staff effect per additional expenditure plans
Staff effect per expenditure reductions
Assessed staffing at 31/3/2014

-3.4%

£m
Redundancy to 2013/14
Early Retirement and pension fund cont'ns to 2013/14
Average cost of staff reduction per transitional plan

Payback period
years

Gross expenditure analysis
Staffing
IT
Change management and shadow planning
Other

3.2
6.4
£22,523

0.3

Balances

THE ABOVE INDICATORS WILL HAVE TO BE PUT IN MANUALLY IN SOME CASES

Affordability measure 7 – net use of balances over the transitional period
Used (-) or increased (+) over the period to 2013/14

£m

£m

21.2
£m

Affordability measure 8 – net balances as a percentage of base costs
Is this in line or better than the S151 Officer's advice?

22.9
£m

40.9

Remaining at end of 2013/14

£m
1.7

42.6

%

%

8.1%

8.4%

yes

yes

£1,190

£1,198

Additional expenditure and expenditure reductions analysis - AS MODELLED

£m
1.7
%
0.3%

Gross expenditure analysis
Staffing
IT
Change management and shadow planning
Other

Council Tax

£m
32.2
2.7
1.6
8.2

Gross reductions analysis
Corporate & Democratic
Service Costs
Other

£m
30.8
26.4
0.0
57.2

44.7
£8
Staffing issues

Population - LAs estimate as at June 2007

Col 1

682.3

682.3
Initial staffing numbers as at 1/4/2007

Percentage of net savings in the transitional plan as a percentage of base costs
-3.66%

-2.48%

-1.2%

Staff effect per additional expenditure plans
Staff effect per expenditure reductions
Assessed staffing at 31/3/2014

Number
8,778 Percentage staffing change
126
-359
8,545
£m

Redundancy to 2013/14
Early Retirement and pension fund cont'ns to 2013/14
Average cost of staff reduction per transitional plan

3.2
6.4
£26,904

THE ABOVE INDICATORS WILL HAVE TO BE PUT IN MANUALLY IN SOME CASES
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-2.7%

Sensitivity Analysis - Two Unitary Pattern B – Norfolk Remainder

Sensitivity analysis model

BOUNDARY COMMITTEE TWO
UNITARY AUTHORITY PATTERN
(B) NORFOLK REMAINDER INC
FIRE

Response as submitted but Council Tax at £1190
All sensitivities below applied at £1198 Council Tax
Sensitivity applied at 5% for expenditure and 5% for
expenditure reductions
Sensitivity applied at 10% for expenditure and 10% for
expenditure reductions
Sensitivity applied at 15% for expenditure and 15% for
expenditure reductions
Sensitivity applied at 20% for expenditure and 20% for
expenditure reductions
Reduction of expenditure reductions allowed assuming expenditure increases by 10% to achieve a break even for criteria 1
-21.0%
underachieve
i.e. - they can
-21.0%
their expenditure reductions by
to meet break even but may fail other criterion

Funds at end
of year 5 these need
to be input
manually for
each level of
significance

Level of funds
needed to meet S
151 officers
recommendation automatically
recorded from
Transitional
Master plan

£m

£m

40.9

16.4

23.2

16.4

29.6

16.4

24.0

16.4

18.5

16.4

22.3

16.4

Funds at end
of five years at
or above S
151 accepted
level

Net effect on
overall transition
plan these need
to be input
manually for
each level of
significance

Payback period these need to be
input manually
for each level of
significance

DCLG Criteria 1

DCLG Criteria 2

Transitional costs
overall must be more
than offset over a
period (“the payback
period”) by savings

In each year, transitional
costs incurred are to be
financed through • In year
revenue savings • Other in
year specified revenue
In each year, capital
savings that are additional
transitional costs
to annual efficiencies (e.g.
incurred are to be
The “payback
Gershon savings) •
financed through
period” must be no
revenue resources, or of drawing on available
more than 5 years;
prudential borrowing or revenue reserves, subject
to ensuring that
the use of capital
satisfactory amounts
receipts;
remain to meet
unforeseen pressures or
other potential calls on
reserves.

DCLG Criteria 4

DCLG Criteria 5

All costs incurred
as a result of
reorganisation
must be met
locally without
increasing
council tax.

yes/ no automatically
generated

yes/ no - to be input

yes/ no - to be input

yes/ no - to be
input

yes

yes

yes

no

yes

yes

yes

yes

no

yes

yes/ no - expenditure less Where 5 years
yes/ no - automatically
automatically
expenditure
show this could be
generated
generated
reductions £m
over 5 years

3.5

DCLG Criteria 3

yes

-18.5

yes

-12.8

yes

-7.2

4.3

yes

yes

yes

no

yes

yes

-1.6

4.8

yes

yes

yes

no

yes

yes

4.0

over 5

no

no

yes

no

yes

yes

0.0

5.0

yes

yes

yes

no

yes

Year 1 as submitted

Council Tax at £1198
Balances when sensitivity is applied
5%
10%
15%
20%
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year 1

has balances shortfall
£16.4m - £11.7m = £4.4m
year 3

year 2
-4.2
-5.5
-6.9
-8.3

-1.2
-4.0
-6.7

year 4

Council tax comparison - Two Unitary Pattern B – Norfolk Remainder

BOUNDARY COMMITTEE TWO UNITARY AUTHORITY
PATTERN (B) NORFOLK REMAINDER

Base Data

COMPARISON OF COUNCIL TAX FIGURES - BEFORE AND AFTER UNITARY IN
PLACE

Breckland

Broadland
District transferred
from Broadland
District
apportionment

Great
Yarmouth

£000

£000

£000

Column references relate to Finance
and General Statistics 2007-8
Budgets
D1 Council Tax base
D2 Council Tax

Col 9
Assessed Council Tax - Local Spend (inc parishes)
Assessed Council Tax - Major Preceptor

Council Tax yield

South Norfolk
District Waveney Kings Lynn
transferred
transferred from
and West
North Norfolk from South
Waveney
Norfolk
Norfolk
apportionment
Borough
apportionmen
t

Norfolk County transferred from
Norfolk County
apportionment

Suffolk County transferred from
Suffolk County
apportionment

£000

Total

£000

41.447

17.281

30.923

48.636

40.362

37.524

23.955

£109.56
£1,052.10
£1,161.66

£154.94
£1,052.10
£1,207.04

£142.00
£1,052.10
£1,194.10

£140.88
£1,052.10
£1,192.98

£153.61
£1,052.10
£1,205.71

£175.74
£1,052.10
£1,227.84

£144.86
£1,035.18
£1,180.04

48,147,652

20,858,875

36,925,088

58,021,936

48,664,860

46,073,285

28,267,877

240.1

286,959,573
Year 1

Year 2

£1,190

COMPARISON - Council Tax in Year 1 as shown in the workbook

£1,190

COMPARISON - Council Tax in Year 2 as shown in the workbook
Method 1 - Average Council Tax calculated using present individual Council
Taxes for constituent authorities, and apportioned (where necessary) Council
Tax bases for the constituent authorities, arriving at an average Council Tax
for the total Council Tax yield for the new unitary

£1,195

Is the modelled Council Tax including the CFA
below that calculated using method 1?

yes

yes

£1,196

Is the modelled Council Tax including the CFA
below that calculated using method 2?

yes

yes

as calculated by the
workbook

£1,199

Is the modelled Council Tax including the CFA
below that calculated using method 3?

yes

yes

Breckland

£1,162

Is the modelled Council Tax including the CFA
below the lowest Council Tax in the constituent
authorities?

no

no

Method 2 - Average Council Taxes using present individual Council Taxes
only

Method 3 - Average Council Taxes using Apportioned Base expenditure and
external finance for the constituent authorities, brought together for the new
unitary

Comparison to the lowest Council Tax in place in 2007-8

£6.8 m per annum

Cost of moving to lowest Council Tax in 2007-8
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IPSWICH AND FELIXSTOWE
UNITARY
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BOUNDARY COMMITTEE REVIEW OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT STRUCTURES IN NORFOLK
SUFFOLK AND DEVON

REVIEW TO TEST WHETHER AFFORDABILITY
CRITERIA ARE MET
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT LETTER
Name of Unitary pattern

Authorities involved
Lead Contact officer and contact number and
e mail

BOUNDARY COMMITTEE SUFFOLK
DRAFT PROPOSAL - IPSWICH AND
FELIXSTOWE UNITARY
Babergh, Ipswich, Mid Suffolk, Suffolk
Coastal, Suffolk County
Ian Blofield Head of Finance
Ian.Blofield@ipswich.gov.uk
Workbooks submitted by Felice Satalino
(felice.satalino@ipswich.gov.uk)

We acknowledge receipt of the financial workbook and the supporting documents in relation to
the above mentioned unitary pattern.
We have allocated resources and timescales In order to complete the review of all 16 workbooks
and supporting documents within the timescales set by the Boundary Committee, in order to
achieve the overall timescales set by the Secretary of State.
Our initial reviews of the workbooks will be completed by mid October. Our process will be finally
completed in mid November at which time we will present reports to the Boundary Committee.
Our understanding is that these reports will then be made publicly available by the Boundary
Committee. An external ‘peer’ review of our reports will take place by early December.
Where appropriate, we may need to seek additional information at any time, and any issues we
feel will need further information or clarification will be raised as soon as possible. We will do this
initially through the contact officer shown above if we think that appropriate.
Our immediate review shows that all data requested has been provided subject to the following
Item 11 requested an implementation plan which at present I have not been able to locate –
would you be good enough to direct me to the appropriate appendix or forward such a plan ,
as soon as possible
22/9/2008 e mail
With regard to the implementation plan, the summary process and workstreams
are identified in the business case pages 51 to 55. If you expected more please
would you let me know.

We have also initially reviewed the workbook to see if it has been properly or fully completed. We
have noted the following issues
Capital – capital expenditure of £5.2m is incurred through the period but no revenue funding is
shown - would you please review this and let me have a comment urgently

22/9/2008 e mail
The funding of the capital investment has been funded from capital receipts. These receipts
are assumed to come from normal asset sales plans of both Districts and County, and do not
come from either existing reserves or from asset sales through LGR . It has been assumed
that the timing of these receipts will be broadly similar to the spending and therefore will have
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no revenue impact on the business case. The finance workbooks do not reflect any
investment income from these normal asset sales or from capital receipts
generated or transferred from predecessor authorities. This reflects the cautious
approach employed in completing the workbooks.

Please check these workbook issues and let us have an immediate comment
These are initial comments only - further comments and requests may be made when
further detailed review takes place
May we take this opportunity to thank you and your colleagues for the extensive work you
have undertaken to meet the deadline at this stage of the process
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BOUNDARY COMMITTEE REVIEW OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT STRUCTURES IN
NORFOLK SUFFOLK AND DEVON

REVIEW TO TEST WHETHER AFFORDABILITY
CRITERIA ARE LIKELY TO BE MET
REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION OR
CLARIFICATION
Name of Unitary proposal

BOUNDARY COMMITTEE SUFFOLK
DRAFT PROPOSAL - IPSWICH AND
FELIXSTOWE UNITARY
Babergh, Ipswich, Mid Suffolk, Suffolk
Coastal, Suffolk County
Ian Blofield Head of Finance
Ian.Blofield@ipswich.gov.uk
Workbooks submitted by Felice Satalino
(felice.satalino@ipswich.gov.uk)

Authorities involved
Lead Contact officer and contact number
and e mail

Document reference number

01

Additional Information or Clarification requested
– please provide an answer to this request or a reference to a supporting document, in the
adjacent box
1
I have noted the review of the submission by
Deloittes and note their risk assessment of
your submission
I have also noted the concerns raised by
several S151 officers which fall into several
categories, some of which will be echoed in the
questions which follow this section
- size of the savings and their deliverability
- perceived low level of investment for
transformation
-the calculation for procurement savings
possibly including schools budgets (though
vetted by Deloittes)
- the large savings in service areas
- ‘top tier functions which may be
underprovided
- consistency of the relatively high level of
savings with the aspirations in your
your business case
It would be helpful to have a response from
your point of view to the specific issues which
have been raised by colleagues

Size of Savings
The Council expects to make £12.3m of
ongoing savings by 2014/15. The council’s
performance management consultants were
asked for a view on the level of efficiencies
that could realistically be expected. Appendix
C of the Business Case (attached) shows
anticipated savings of £14.6m excluding
Senior Staff savings of £1.7m a year giving
total savings of £16.3m.
This gives assurance that the level of savings
identified in the workbook is cautious and
achievable.
14/10 the report attached seems to ‘expect’
various savings levels against the base
budget, but gives no indication of how this will
be achieved
Perceived Low level of Investment
In addition to the £500k for transformation
costs, £2.4m is allocated for the transition
team, who will look to set up the new authority
with efficient services and a lean management
structure. Service design and sourcing will be
a key activity during transition (see our
implementation plan). This (£2.9m) is in fact
the highest resource provision in the Suffolk
workbooks.
14/10 agreed - it is also the highest per head
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of population of any submission – but is
investment that will actually help deliver the
service
Procurement Savings
The estimated gross spend of North Haven
excluding schools is estimated to be approx
£300m a year. A procurement target of
0.3%(£900K) of gross spend is modest and
will be achievable.

Large Savings in Service Areas
For each service area we have assessed the
staff numbers required having regard to the
structure of similar unitary councils. As an
example Ipswich Borough Council already
undertakes the Highways function in Ipswich
through an agency agreement. We drew up a
structure based on current experience and
taking into account the additional functions
that need to be undertaken in relation to policy
and bridges. The potential staff transferring
(198 fte) will be significantly more than we
believe is the minimum core required (142fte).
However for business case purposes we have
taken a very conservative view of staff
numbers (188 fte).

Top Tier Functions
Underprovided
SCC also state there would be costs in
splitting up core service teams for CYP and
ACS. However, SCC has three area teams
within Suffolk and the North Haven area
covers most of SCC’s “Southern Area”. North
Haven would do away with the area
substructures and have leaner management
structures than SCC has in place now. Also
the additional tier of management SCC has,
would be removed. Two viable teams for CYP
and
ACS
will
be
established
by
disaggregation. They will also be focusing on
a smaller area with specific problems, similar
to how London Boroughs operate.
(North
Haven would be about the same size as its
nearest LB neighbour – Havering, whose
teams are similar to those proposed for
Haven).
Adding an additional cost for dividing county
services would result in double counting. The
SCC figures for Rural Suffolk follow the
principle of taking an appropriate amount of
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the unitary Suffolk case. In this case it is right
to add an amount acknowledging diseconomy
of scale (but we take issue with the large
amount that has been ascribed to this).
However the North Haven staffing levels and
figures have been constructed service by
service and so already reflect any
diseconomies in so far as they are not offset
by smarter spend and better coordination.

Consistency of savings with business case
The financial assessment has been fully
informed by the assumptions in the business
case.

2
Staff release costs
I note that 165 staff are being deleted , which
appears higher than most submissions– 5.2% - I have seen the workings but could you direct
me to where the education savings are
calculated

The savings are shown in Section 10
(subsection P) of the detailed supporting
information and page 28, Section 8.14 of the
Business Case. The staff savings from all the
Suffolk workbooks are in the region of 3-5%.
As this range is not large we feel the North
Haven figure is reasonable.
It should be noted that the only saving for
specific services shown in the workbook is
based on staff. In practice these savings could
come from across the whole service budget,
once the full detail is known. This was felt to
be a cautious approach.
The workbook reflects a modest
rationalisation of 15 staff from a total of 597
non-schools based staff. Although savings
can be delivered from flatter structures, in
practice some of these savings will come from
integrating with other services e.g. Community
services and Leisure.

3
Staff release costs
Workings show that natural wastage will be
30% natural wastage in calculating the staff
release costs- how was this calculated as it
seems high
For senior staff the calculation assumes 80% of
senior posts are filled from current staff - could
you let me know what this 80% factor is being
applied against?

30% is the natural wastage figure used for the
4-year period. It reflects a turnover figure of
7.5% a year, which is the average turnover
rate of districts in the North Haven area during
2007/08. In the workbook context of losing
5.2% total staff and a current turnover rate of
7.5% a year, 30% is a cautiously low figure
for natural wastage.
The staff savings are over more than one
year. With the lead-in time of one year the
North Haven should be able to accurately
forecast and maximise redeployment of staff
for the new organisation to keep down
redundancy and pension costs.
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The 80% factor applies only to the top 3 tiers
of staff, Chief Executive, Directors and Heads
of Service. The recent Central Bedford
experience supports this assumption. Within
Suffolk there will be a pool of skilled staff from
across the eight Councils available to fill the
posts. In the Council’s last major staff
rationalisation undertaken at Heads of Service
level, 90% of posts were filled by internal
applicants and there was good competition for
all jobs. It should be noted that new unitary
authorities that are commencing on 1 April
2009 are undertaking an internal recruitment
process for Heads of Service in the first
instance.
Employment Law states that reasonable
suitable alternative employment should be
offered to displaced staff to keep costs down,
where possible.
4
Pension strain
Unless I have missed it there appears to be no
specific mention of pension strain –there is a
calculation, which takes 140% of redundancy
(item B1.2) – is this the pension strain
calculation and how is that percentage
calculated?

5
I note the provision for change management,
which includes £0.2m over the period for
training, which in a major reorganisation seems
low – can you comment further on this?

6
Would you let me know where in the business
plan and workbook there is specific provision
for the costs which are likely to arise from the
disaggregation of County services ( bearing in
mind that you recognise there will be
economies of scale which allow savings to be
achieved from the amalgamation of authorities
into North Haven)

Based on Ipswich Borough Council’s recent
management restructure in 2007/08, costs to
the pension fund were approximately 140% of
the redundancy cost. From 1 April 2010, the
age at which staff are eligible for a pension
rises to 55. This will reduce pension
payments. The higher cost is reflected in the
workbook and so the 140% is a very cautious
view.
The £200,000 is on top of significant existing
budgets North Haven will inherit. This
provides for additional training and
acknowledges that the majority of skilled staff
will continue with similar jobs. The figure is in
line with similar recent unitary submissions.
Adding an additional cost for dividing county
services would result in double counting. The
SCC figures for Rural Suffolk follow the
principle of taking an appropriate amount of
the unitary Suffolk case. In this case it is right
to add an amount acknowledging diseconomy
of scale (but we take issue with the large
amount that has been ascribed to this).
However the North Haven staffing levels and
figures have been constructed service by
service and so already reflect any
diseconomies in so far as they are not offset
by smarter spend ,better coordination and the
removal
of
unnecessary
layers
of
management.
Examples have been quoted like the need for
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additional resource for a Safeguarding Board
or Children’s Trust. It must be remembered
that a proportion of resource is included in the
disaggregation of SCC services. The North
Haven activity will serve a smaller and tighter
area allowing focus on specific local issues
and reflected in appropriate supporting
resource levels. The North Haven business
case does not automatically assume that the
Safeguarding Board will need to be
duplicated.

£2.4m has been allocated for the transition
team, who will look to set up the new authority
with efficient services and a lean management
structure.

7
Ongoing savings of £51.7m claimed in
Financial case with workbook – but this is
because you have added the workbook
savings of £36.5m to the Securing the Future
Savings of £15.2m = £51.7m– - but these
savings are not from the move to unitary
status, but are a programme which is already in
place. Consequently, it seems not correct to
add the figures together – in deed the
presentation of the workbook does not do that,
but brings them in as funds contributions,
effectively reducing the Council tax and
allowing the savings from the transition plan to
be passed into balances .
We will be evaluating the position with and
without the securing the future savings and
have not yet taken a view on them in this
context.
However, it is in my view not correct to include
the securing the future savings in the payback
calculation. No one has claimed these savings
come from the unitary status transformation.
Excluding these, the payback period is 4.0
years, (measured from LUY1) not 1.1 years as
your business plan states and as Deloittes
have agreed. Your business plan at one point
uses the figure of £36.5m but then claims
payback in 1.1 years (para 1.8)
I would appreciate your comment on this. 4
years is still of course within the limit of the
criteria. I have not as yet looked at other
submissions on this point specifically.

Securing the Future Savings
Any new authority would wish to have an
efficiency programme to deliver best value to
its customers and stakeholders. The securing
the future programme savings are a good
indication of the level of savings that could be
delivered as this programme is achieving
them now. For the financial evaluation a
proportion of the securing the future savings
have been assumed but in practice a new
North Haven would have its own efficiency
programme which would acknowledge the
efficiency opportunities presented by
reorganisation both in terms of scale and the
juxtaposition of a wider range of services.
The current treatment of the securing the
future programme reflects a late agreement
by the Leads to ensure a consistent
presentation but there was considerable
debate amongst all the Suffolk Section 151
Officers as the position is not as unambiguous
as the workbook suggests.
The reason that these additional savings are
not assumed on the face of the workbook is
that SCC considers the securing the future
programme will provide a sufficiently
challenging savings target for a new authority
to deliver.
An alternative position to present would be no
current efficiency programme and a new
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efficiency savings programme based on the
opportunities generated by LGR. (The
potential of this is set out in the NKA
analysis). Indeed even the current securing
the future programme will require further
action by the new authority to deliver the
savings from year This suggests an efficiency
programme equivalent to the securing the
future should be included in the evaluation of
affordability
A further indication is that the achievement of
ongoing phase 2 savings may depend on
reorganisation. Our view is that phase 2
savings will require closer integration of
district and upper tier authorities within
Suffolk.

Payback Period
We are unsure how your 4-year payback has
been calculated.
Even if the Securing the Future savings are
totally removed from year 1 onwards then the
North Haven payback period would increase
from 1.1 years to 2.1 years
If we removed those savings arising from
measures undertaken in 2008/09 and 2009/10
the payback period would be 1.8 years.
Calculations on how these figures have been
arrived at are attached.
Our view is that an efficiency programme
equivalent to the securing the future should be
included in the evaluation of affordability
14/10 – our calculation includes the lead up
year as part of the five year position o n this
basis it is 3 years not 4 as was included in the
question
8
It is stated that Turnover rates are based on
the existing authorities average turnover (30%
over
4 years). – by this is it meant an average of c
7.5% per annum?
9
The Key Financial Assumptions shows re
staffing Total 6,802
Reduction in staff -197
New posts 10
Percentage net
Reduction in staff

Yes, based on information received from
Suffolk Councils for 2007/08. See response to
question 3

The 6,802 includes School based staff, and
represents the total staff transferring to a
North Haven.
The 3,242 figure excludes School based staff.
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3%
but the workbook shows 3242 staff, 197 , +30 =
5.2%
- could you explain the difference?
10
This is the only bid to show savings in
education, which are significant. It is
appreciated that the saving is said to relate to a
reduction in managers, and will not affect the
services itself. Have you allowed provision in
this for disaggregation costs compared to
County’s present structure?
Similar savings are shown in social service
which again is very unusual – would you be
good enough to address that service in the
same query

“Education”
The staff savings represent 15 non-schools
based staff out of a total of 597. Our costings
are based on SCC current “Southern “ area,
but with fewer layers of management and
takes account of integrating with community
and leisure services.
It should be noted that the only saving for
specific services shown in the workbook is
based on staff. In practice these savings could
come from across the whole service budget,
once the full detail is known. This was felt to
be a cautious approach
As mentioned in the response to question 6
adding an additional cost for dividing county
services would result in double counting. The
SCC figures for Rural Suffolk follow the
principle of taking an appropriate amount of
the unitary Suffolk case. In this case it is right
to add an amount acknowledging diseconomy
of scale (but we take issue with the large
amount that has been ascribed to this).
However the North Haven staffing levels and
figures have been constructed from scratch
and so already reflect any diseconomies in so
far as they are not offset by smarter spend,
better coordination and the removal of
unnecessary layers of management.

Social Services
The staff savings represent just 5 out of a total
of 620. In practice savings will be generated
from flatter management structures. For
simplicity we have shown the savings against
“education” and social services but in practice
savings will be generated from joining up
Housing, Social Services, Culture and
Leisure.
As mentioned above the impact of
disaggregating costs is reflected in the
figures. In practice these savings could come
from across the whole service budget not just
the staff element.
11
ICT
The Financial Assumptions say

We have been in contact with other similar
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‘Given the rationalisation and integration of
services and systems, it is anticipated
that operational/support staff levels can be met
within existing resources.’ – but it would seem
that a great deal of work will be necessary to
get to that stage when staff levels meet
workload – especially when as it is understood
some 23 staff are being removed from this area
– could you comment on this?
Similarly the comment at C3.3
‘ Ongoing costs of operation e.g. software &
licensing, will also be met from
existing budgets.’ - it is understood that many
County systems will be used but you have
highlighted the need for certain new systems
which could have considerable ongoing costs –
could you comment on this please?

12
It is noted that £5.2m new capital is to come
from capital receipts and thank you for the
additional comment on this. Would you be
good enough to let me know the following Especially in the first years of a new authority,
is not expenditure needed upfront whilst it may
take time to release capital?
How sure are you that there will not be a
mismatch?
Within your conventions, what part of ICT
costs can be capitalised?
How much of the capital cost of £4m is
‘software migration’ and where is the created
asset for this?

sized unitaries to ascertain the level of staff
required to support current upper tier ICT
systems. This information has been used to
ascertain the levels of staff required. The staff
savings acknowledge the staff levels
transferring to North Haven and savings are
not scheduled to take place until 2012/13 to
allow time for full transition and bedding in.
The transition team also includes a significant
ICT component.
Our business case states we will use existing
county and best of breed district systems from
North Haven Councils. No new systems are
envisaged. We have made assumptions and
included reasonable costs for integration and
data migration, based on available evidence
and supplier discussion, for these systems.
North Haven has included £1.5m from
2012/13 to coincide when major systems will
transfer. This is in addition to our share of the
disaggregated budget and a £3m
contingency.
We currently anticipate having £5.7m of
unapplied capital receipts available at the start
of 2009/10 to fund the one-off transitional
costs. Also there would be significant
balances transferring from the other Council’s,
so we are not relying on the future sale of
assets to fund the one-off transitional costs.
Future sales would replenish the capital
receipts reserve.

We expect to capitalise £4m of IT
expenditure. We believe software migration
will be contained within existing budgets as
we have netted off gross costs with gross
savings to arrive at a net figure. All systems
will be assessed and if costs cannot be
capitalised they will be met from balances and
contingency sums.
14/10 This reply accepts that it possible that
some of this capital costs would need to be
met from revenue – consider for modelling

13
It is noted that there are significant savings
arising from better processing / efficiency
savings (£3.9m over the period) –would you be
good enough to tell me where do these savings
come from if they are not staffing savings

We commissioned Independent consultants
NKA to identify possible savings areas from
their extensive experience and they
highlighted total achievable savings of
£14.6m, which informed our business case.
Many of these savings are non staff including:
enhanced performance management, new
technology especially handheld, development
of relationship between housing and adult
services, outsourcing services, economies of
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scale in benefits administration, more effective
use of housing stock, unified leisure and
sports facilities especially with education, reengineering processes in environmental
services, optimising effectiveness of cleaning
rounds, better income management and
consolidation of collection functions. Full
detail of their assessment is set out in the
attached appendix c.
In addition our business case sets out our
assessment of efficiencies based on
discussions between district and county
officers which include:
self service web-based transactions (p23);
better use of underutilised and poorly
equipped buildings (p25);
integration of leisure and children's services
(p28);
streamlining transport depot and fleet
management arrangements (p29);
rationalization of highways supply chain (p29);
preventative work and greater access in
adults services and reduction in placement
costs (p29);
integrating housing and adult services
assessments processes and reducing number
of assessments (p30);
merging community alarms and CCTV (p30);
incorporation of museums functions in already
established successful partnership reducing
marketing etc costs (p31);
joined up tourism marketing (p32); integrated
sports provision (p32);
streamlining of processes through merging
ports processes (p33);
and reduced operational duplication in
licensing and trading standards (p33);
rationalizing outsourced waste collection,
streetcare and greenspace arrangements
(p34).
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BOUNDARY COMMITTEE REVIEW OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT STRUCTURES IN
NORFOLK SUFFOLK AND DEVON

REVIEW TO TEST WHETHER AFFORDABILITY
CRITERIA ARE LIKELY TO BE MET
REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION OR
CLARIFICATION
Name of Unitary proposal

Authorities involved
Lead Contact officer and contact number
and e mail

Document reference number

BOUNDARY COMMITTEE SUFFOLK
DRAFT PROPOSAL - IPSWICH AND
FELIXSTOWE UNITARY
Babergh, Ipswich, Mid Suffolk, Suffolk
Coastal, Suffolk County
Ian Blofield Head of Finance
Ian.Blofield@ipswich.gov.uk
Workbooks submitted by Felice Satalino
(felice.satalino@ipswich.gov.uk)

02

Additional Information or Clarification requested
– please provide an answer to this request or a reference to a supporting document, in the
adjacent box
Please see attached commentary from
Size of Savings
Northgate Kendrick Ash
Thanks you for giving me sight of the external
consultants report on possible savings –
however, the document ends each service
review with an indication of the level of
savings which they would expect. I am not
clear where this level of expectation is drawn
from. Can you provide me with this please?
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Thank you for clarifying this situation.

Payback Period
‘We are unsure how your 4-year payback has
been calculated.’
There is no definition of the payback period in
the request from the Secretary of State to the
Boundary Committee – it merely says
payback has to take place within a 5 year
period.
Our calculation of the payback period is that
which was settled on by DCLG in the last
round of unitary applications. It takes its start
point as Lead Up Year 2 (2009-10) and
expects a repayment to at least zero over the
next five years. Using this approach (and
assuming a straight line approach for both
additional expenditure and reductions) gives
a payback period of 3 years (not 4 years as
was mentioned incorrectly in my original
question, for which I apologise). This
approach is of course being applied
consistently for all submissions.
Payback calculated from the start of the
unitary would give a figure in line with your
calculation

We assume the payback period of 3 years
excludes the “Securing the Future” savings
which, as we have previously indicated, we
believe should be included.
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ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ON SIZE OF SAVINGS FROM NORTHGATE KENDRICK ASH

The savings levels indicated within the report are based on actual levels achieved with over 85
councils during the last ten years and on our observation locally in Suffolk of how current
arrangements work. They are not hypothetical figures. The benchmark statistics relating to the
level of savings that can be achieved have formed part of the £150 million cashable savings that
have been delivered to our customers by using the Northgate Kendric Ash partnership framework
model.

The transformation blueprint that drives this level of efficiency is based on three elements; cost
reduction and the development of income levels, improved customer service and increased
productivity and better use of resources, as each of these areas are interlinked and cannot be
developed in isolation from each other we evaluate each business case with the outcome being
additional added value.
The establishment of a new unitary Council provides a fertile context in which these new
practices and transformation can be delivered. Having a single tier with a new culture will enable
these savings to be delivered more effectively.
Examples of specific elements are shown below;
1. IMPROVE CUSTOMER SERVICE






Use technology to join up information at the point of service, connecting processes and
converging infrastructures
Improve customer service by linking service level targets to improved citizen outcomes
Raise customer satisfaction by increasing first contact resolution, reducing customer
irritants and driving a faster frontline response
Identify public and private partners to extend service reach and deliver shared
efficiencies
Develop front/back office re-engineering to allow greater interaction in the delivery of
services

2. REDUCE COSTS/DEVELOP INCOME LEVELS





Reduce operating costs by targeting efficiency benchmarks for improved productivity,
asset utilisation, resource utilisation and skills mix
Increase working capital by converting fixed costs into variable service charges, reducing
asset costs
Introduce strategic sourcing disciplines to gain economies of scale from fewer suppliers
Increase income levels by greater control of collection processes, debt recovery and
increased use of authorities services

3. INCREASE PRODUCTIVITY




Simplify and integrate processes, re-direct efforts that add no customer value and
generate new insight for process improvement
Create single customer view, review channel access strategy and multi-skill frontline staff
across business functions
Improve resource planning and scheduling, remove wastage, inefficiency and duplication
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Our experience of working with our customers and our knowledge of the markets and
pressures/changes upon them drives real and sustainable transformation from inside the
organisation
In summary, the % savings indicated within the report are levels that have been actually achieved
with other authorities within the UK and some of the organisations involved have provided
references to Ipswich Borough Council as part of the tender process involved in developing the
current performance framework partnership.

Paul Doherty
Regional Director
Northgate Kendric Ash

17 October 2008
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Affordability – key indicators – Ipswich and Felixstowe Unitary

COMPARES INDICTORS AS SUBMITTED
AND AS MODELLED

Key indicators - summary comparison

Transition plan additional expenditure and expenditure reductions

Affordability measure 1 - net savings to 2012/13
Gross additional costs
Gross reduced expenditure
Net expenditure reduction over additional expenditure 2007/8 - 2012/13
Affordability measure 1a - net savings to 2012/13
Gross additional costs per head of population
Gross reduced expenditure per head of population
Net expenditure reduction over additional expenditure 2007/8 - 2012/13 per head of population

Additional expenditure and expenditure reductions analysis - AS SUBMITTED

New
Unitary
Council submitted

£m
20.9
31.3

-20.0

-10.4

-9.6

77.32
171.12
-93.80
£m

97.95
146.69
-48.74
£m

-20.6
24.4
-45.05
£m
-2.9
£p
-13.6
%
-2.4%
%
-28.9%

£p
Affordability measure 3 – net ongoing savings per head of population

-54.97

Affordability measure 4 – net ongoing savings as a percentage of base costs

-7.9%

%
%
Affordability measure 5 – net ongoing savings as a percentage of gross transitional costs

New Unitary
Council differences

£m
16.5
36.5

-11.7

Affordability measure 2 – net ongoing savings

New
Unitary
Council modelled

-71.1%

-8.8
£p

-41.35
%

-5.6%
%

-42.2%

£m
-4.4
5.2

Payback period
years

3.0

Affordability measure 6- payback period

years

years

3.7

Gross expenditure analysis
Staffing
IT
Change management and shadow planning
Other

£m
11.9
0.2
0.0
4.4
16.5

Gross reductions analysis
Corporate & Democratic
Service Costs

£m
18.1
14.7

Other

3.7
36.5

Staffing issues
Number
3,242 Percentage staffing change
30
-197
3,075

Initial staffing numbers as at 1/4/2007
Staff effect per additional expenditure plans
Staff effect per expenditure reductions
Assessed staffing at 31/3/2013

-5.2%

£m
Redundancy to 2012/13
Early Retirement and pension fund cont'ns to 2012/13
Average cost of staff reduction per transitional plan

2.8
2.1
-£24,873

-0.7

Balances

THE ABOVE INDICATORS WILL HAVE TO BE PUT IN MANUALLY IN SOME CASES

Affordability measure 7 – net use of balances over the transitional period
Used (-) or increased (+) over the period to 2012/13

£m

33.9
£m

51.0

Remaining at end of 2012/13

%

£m

£m

10.1
£m

23.9

27.2
%

Affordability measure 8 – net balances as a percentage of base costs

32.1%

17.1%

Is this in line or better than the S151 Officer's advice?

yes

yes

£1,269

£1,268

213.3

213.3

Additional expenditure and expenditure reductions analysis - AS MODELLED

£m
23.9
%
15.0%

Gross expenditure analysis
Staffing
IT
Change management and shadow planning
Other

£m

Gross reductions analysis

11.9
0.4
0.2
8.4
20.9

£m

Corporate & Democratic
Service Costs
Other

16.1
11.8
3.5
31.3

Council Tax
Staffing issues
Population - LAs estimate as at June 2007

Col 1

Initial staffing numbers as at 1/4/2007

Percentage of net savings in the transitional plan as a percentage of base costs

Staff effect per additional expenditure plans
Staff effect per expenditure reductions

-12.6%

-6.5%

-6.0%

Assessed staffing at 31/3/2013

Number
3,242 Percentage staffing change
30
-169
3,103
£m

Redundancy to 2012/13
Early Retirement and pension fund cont'ns to 2012/13
Average cost of staff reduction per transitional plan

2.8
2.1
-£29,063

THE ABOVE INDICATORS WILL HAVE TO BE PUT IN MANUALLY IN SOME CASES
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-4.3%

Sensitivity Analysis – Ipswich and Felixstowe Unitary

Sensitivity analysis model

BOUNDARY COMMITTEE
SUFFOLK DRAFT PROPOSAL IPSWICH AND FELIXSTOWE
UNITARY

Funds at end
of year 5 these need
to be input
manually for
each level of
significance

Level of funds
needed to meet S
151 officers
recommendation automatically
recorded from
Transitional
Master plan

£m

£m

51.0

7.9

46.2

7.9

43.7

7.9

41.3

7.9

31.5

7.9

23.0

7.9

34.0

7.9

31.5

7.9

29.1

7.9

19.3

7.9

Net effect on
overall transition
plan these need
to be input
manually for
each level of
significance

Payback period these need to be
input manually
for each level of
significance

DCLG Criteria 2

Transitional costs
overall must be more
than offset over a
period (“the payback
period”) by savings

In each year, transitional
costs incurred are to be
financed through • In year
revenue savings • Other in
year specified revenue
In each year, capital
savings that are additional
transitional costs
to annual efficiencies (e.g.
incurred are to be
The “payback
Gershon savings) •
financed through
period” must be no
revenue resources, or of drawing on available
more than 5 years;
prudential borrowing or revenue reserves, subject
to ensuring that
the use of capital
satisfactory amounts
receipts;
remain to meet
unforeseen pressures or
other potential calls on
reserves.

yes/ no - expenditure less Where 5 years
yes/ no - automatically
automatically
expenditure
show this could be
generated
generated
reductions £m
over 5 years

Modelled on submitted figures
Response as submitted
Sensitivity applied at 10% for expenditure and 10% for
expenditure reductions
Sensitivity applied at 15% for expenditure and 15% for
expenditure reductions
Sensitivity applied at 20% for expenditure and 20% for
expenditure reductions
Reduction of expenditure reductions allowed assuming expenditure increases by 10% to achieve a break even for criteria 1
-50.3%
underachieve
i.e. - they can
-50.3%
their expenditure reductions by
to meet break even but may fail other criterion

Funds at end
of five years at
or above S
151 accepted
level

DCLG Criteria 1

DCLG Criteria 3

DCLG Criteria 4

DCLG Criteria 5

All costs incurred
as a result of
reorganisation
must be met
locally without
increasing
council tax.

yes/ no automatically
generated

yes/ no - to be input

yes/ no - to be input

yes/ no - to be
input

yes

-20.0

3.0

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

-14.7

3.3

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

-12.1

3.5

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

-9.4

3.8

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

0.0

4.8

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

-20.0

3.0

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

-14.7

3.3

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

-12.1

3.5

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

-9.4

3.8

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

0.0

4.8

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

Modelled on figures excluding Securing the
Future savings from year 1
Deleting Securing the Future savings from year 1 onwards
Sensitivity applied at 10% for expenditure and 10% for
expenditure reductions
Sensitivity applied at 15% for expenditure and 15% for
expenditure reductions
Sensitivity applied at 20% for expenditure and 20% for
expenditure reductions
Reduction of expenditure reductions allowed assuming expenditure increases by 10% to achieve a break even for criteria 1
-50.3%
underachieve
i.e. - they can
-50.3%
their expenditure reductions by
to meet break even but may fail other criterion

Worse case scenario -retained balances at end of year 4
Percentage of present base costs

29.1
18.3%
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Council tax comparison – Ipswich and Felixstowe Unitary

BOUNDARY COMMITTEE SUFFOLK DRAFT PROPOSAL IPSWICH AND FELIXSTOWE UNITARY

COMPARISON OF COUNCIL
TAX FIGURES - BEFORE AND
AFTER UNITARY IN PLACE

COMPARISON OF COUNCIL TAX FIGURES - BEFORE AND AFTER UNITARY IN
PLACE

Babergh transferred from
Babergh
Column references relate to Finance Apportionment

Ipswich

and General Statistics 2007-8
Budgets
£000
D1 Council Tax base
D2 Council Tax

Col 9
Assessed Council Tax - Local Spend (inc parishes)
Assessed Council Tax - Major Preceptor

Council Tax yield

9.200

£000
39.640

£181.10
£1,035.18
£1,216.28

11,189,819

APPENDIX 3

Suffolk
Mid Suffolk Coastal Suffolk County transferred
transferred
transferred from
from Mid
from Suffolk
Suffolk County
Suffolk
Coastal
apportionment
Apportionment Apportionmen
t
£000
2.700

£000
22.600

£289.63
£1,035.18
£1,324.81

£182.10
£1,035.18
£1,217.28

£169.13
£1,035.18
£1,204.32

52,515,534

3,286,653

27,217,523

Total

£000
74.1

94,209,529

Year 1

£1,269

COMPARISON - Council Tax in Year 1 as shown in the workbook

£1,268

COMPARISON - Council Tax in Year 2 as shown in the workbook

£1,271

Is the modelled Council Tax
below that calculated using
method 1?

yes

yes

£1,241

Is the modelled Council Tax
below that calculated using
method 2?

no

no

as calculated by the workbook

£1,269

Is the modelled Council Tax
below that calculated using
method 3?

yes

yes

Babergh - transferred from
Babergh Apportionment

£1,216

Is the modelled Council Tax
below this?

no

no

Method 1 - Average Council Tax calculated using present individual Council
Taxes for constituent authorities, and apportioned (where necessary) Council
Tax bases for the constituent authorities, arriving at an average Council Tax
for the total Council Tax yield for the new unitary

Method 2 - Average Council Taxes using present individual Council Taxes
only

Method 3 - Average Council Taxes using Apportioned Base expenditure and
external finance for the constituent authorities, brought together for the new
unitary

Comparison to the lowest Council Tax in place in 2007-8

Year 2

£3.9 m per annum

Cost of moving to lowest Council Tax in 2007-8
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SUFFOLK REMAINDER WITHOUT
LOWESTOFT
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BOUNDARY COMMITTEE REVIEW OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT STRUCTURES IN NORFOLK
SUFFOLK AND DEVON

REVIEW TO TEST WHETHER AFFORDABILITY CRITERIA
ARE LIKELY TO BE MET
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT LETTER
Name of Unitary pattern
Authorities involved

Lead Contact officer and contact number and
e mail

SUFFOLK UNITARY (Excluding Ipswich,
Felixstowe and Lowestoft
Babergh (part)
Forest Heath
Mid Suffolk (part)
St Edmundsbury
Suffolk Coastal (part)
Suffolk County Council (part)
Waveney (part)
Geoff Dobson, Head of Strategic Finance
– geoff.dobson@accy.suffolkcc.gov.uk.
Liz Moss, Programmed Manager –
liz.moss@resman.suffolkcc.gov.uk
Workbook being completed by Katherine
Steel – Katherine.steel@csduk.co.uk

We acknowledge receipt of the financial workbook in relation to the above mentioned unitary
pattern.
We have allocated resources and timescales In order to complete the review of all 16 workbooks
and supporting documents within the timescales set by the Boundary Committee, in order to
achieve the overall timescales set by the Secretary of State.
Our initial reviews of the workbooks will be completed by mid October. Our process will be finally
completed in mid November at which time we will present reports to the Boundary Committee.
Our understanding is that these reports will then be made publicly available by the Boundary
Committee. An external ‘peer’ review of our reports will take place by early December.
Where appropriate, we may need to seek additional information at any time, and any issues we
feel will need further information or clarification will be raised as soon as possible. We will do this
initially through the contact officer shown above if we think that appropriate.
Our immediate review shows that all data requested has been provided / the following
information requested is missing and should be provided to us as soon as possible

We have also initially reviewed the workbook to see if it has been properly or fully completed. We
have noted the following issues
1. Whilst the apportionment of District and County budgets in the workbook agrees to the split
in the detailed supporting information, the actual headings in the apportionment pages of
the workbook – e.g. “Allocation of Babergh figures to this unitary – ‘Ipswich and Felixstowe
Unitary’…” – need correcting.
2. Capital – capital expenditure of £4m is shown as being funded from capital receipts – but
there are no revenues consequences (loss of interest) included – can you review please?
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3. The transitional plan shows gross additional expenditure over the five years of £35.5m with
gross reduced expenditure of £25.3m – a net additional cost of £10.2m. This will fail the
Boundary Committee requirement that transitional cost overall must be more than offset by
savings over a payback period of no more than 5 years. Your further comments on this
perspective – linked to the issue below - would be appreciated.
4. The transitional plan shows a contribution from other sources outside the reorganisation
net savings of £27m over the six years with an ongoing £5.5m each year thereafter – your
‘Detailed supporting information’ paper includes some detail of the programme of efficiency
savings which produces these figures – can you expand upon this to give some sense of
the robustness of these figures, and clarify that they are in addition to Gershon efficiency
targets please? They would also appear to relate to County services and reflect an existing
programme that is unrelated to the unitary pattern proposed – and should, therefore, be
excluded from the analysis?
Please check these workbook issues and let us have an immediate comment

Can I also pick up a number of points of immediate interest in the detailed supporting information paper:
1. Staff costs (page 19) are stated as being average salary – is this correct or do the figures actually
include on-costs. If no on-costs are included, then the additional cost would be in the order of £800k.
Can you clarify this point for all of the staffing figures quoted in the paper please?
2. Procurement savings (page 19) are shown as rising to a maximum of £0.8m on a spend of £389m
(excluding schools) – 0.2%. This appears to be very low – can you set out the basis for this figure?
Can you also confirm that this saving is not included in the efficiency savings referred to above?
3. Shared services savings (page 25) do not agree with the figures quoted in the workbook. Could you
confirm the correct figures please?
I note that in item 4 - s151 statement as to the level of unallocated revenue balances to be retained – the
response from Waveney is: ”…I do not believe that the Council has adequate unallocated reserves and
balances to support the Local Government Review process.” – but that is not the question that has been
asked. What s151 officers are being asked to provide is their view of the level of balances to be held by
their own authority – this statement to then be supporting information to inform the figure put forward by
the lead officer for the new Unitary pattern. Can you seek clarification from the Waveney s151 officer
please?
Similarly, I note that in item 12 – Capital programme, the Waveney s151 officer states: “I do not believe
that Waveney District Council has a fully funded capital programme beyond 2008/09.” Can you obtain
further clarification as to the extent of the underfunding and the implications thereof.
These are initial comments only – further comments and requests may be made when further
detailed review takes place.
May we take this opportunity to thank you and your colleagues for the extensive work you have
undertaken to meet the deadline at this stage of the process.
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BOUNDARY COMMITTEE REVIEW OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT STRUCTURES IN NORFOLK
SUFFOLK AND DEVON

REVIEW TO TEST WHETHER AFFORDABILITY CRITERIA
ARE LIKELY TO BE MET
REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION OR CLARIFICATION
Name of Unitary proposal
Authorities involved

Lead Contact officer and contact number and e
mail

Document reference number

SUFFOLK UNITARY (Excluding Ipswich,
Felixstowe and Lowestoft
Babergh (part)
Forest Heath
Mid Suffolk (part)
St Edmundsbury
Suffolk Coastal (part)
Suffolk County Council (part)
Waveney (part)
Geoff Dobson, Head of Strategic Finance –
geoff.dobson@accy.suffolkcc.gov.uk.
Liz Moss, Programmed Manager –
liz.moss@resman.suffolkcc.gov.uk
Workbook being completed by Katherine Steel
– Katherine.steel@csduk.co.uk

01

Additional Information or Clarification requested
– please provide an answer to this request or a reference to a supporting document, in the adjacent
box
1. Council tax equalisation:- the workbook and
Table 4 (Page 23) has the council tax rates for
the supporting information (para A7 page 5)
Rural Suffolk excluding Lowestoft. This table is
detail planned changes in Council tax over 4
consistent with para A7 of the supporting
years to 2013/14. The business case (Table 1 information.
page 19) also details planned changes – albeit
different ones for all Districts bar Suffolk
We calculated the impact of council tax
Coastal. Could you confirm that the workbook harmonisation (please see attached) but when we
is correct?
entered them on the boundary committee’s
workbooks (excluding Lowestoft) we found that
You may also wish to review the cost of this
the starting position did not agree. We adjusted
policy - £4.7m in first 4 years and £1.8m
our figures but failed to reflect this change
thereafter quoted in the business case. I have consistently through our documentation.
some difficulty in reconciling to this figure
using either of the two bases - so a copy of the However, in reviewing the workbooks to respond
working paper behind the final figures – would to your question we think the boundary
be appreciated.
committee’s form was incorrect.

2. Redundancy – workbook based upon 132
reductions but supporting information details
138. Can you confirm which is correct and
highlight any impact on the costings.
Average turnover rate of 30% (15% for Chief
Executives and Directors) has been applied to
discount gross redundancy costs – but current
turnover is only 8%. Can you explain why you
have chosen the higher figure which looks
optimistic?

Please contact Paul Finbow on 01473 265288
when you are ready to discuss this.
The difference in the redundancy totals relates to
a small number of posts related to the Securing
the Future programme which were included in
error. The Securing the Future savings shown in
the transition plan are net of costs (including
redundancy) Removing this error reduces the
redundancy costs by £54k.
The 30% “turnover” that reduces the redundancy
costs represents the extent to which staff are
likely to be re-deployed. This is why the factor is
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I note from the business case (p 18) that
salary on-costs for NI and superannuation
have been assessed at 30% - which looks on
the high side. Can you provide the break
down of this please?

lower for senior staff as it will be harder for these
staff to be re-deployed into other jobs. Even at
8% staff turnover for the council -which is a
cautious estimate for a council going through a
period of major change – would lead to just over
400 vacancies each year (based on staff of
5,055).
The 132 redundancies in the business case are
spread over 4 years. Of these staff we are
assuming that we will be able to redeploy 40 staff
– on average 10 per year in to some of the 400
vacancies. This appears a very cautious estimate,
our ability to achieve this is supported by the
council’s previous experience of minimising
redundancies while going through efficiency
programmes.

3. Early retirement costs – are there no costs
beyond 2013/14?
Again, this provision is derived from the
redundancy cost and the concern around
discounting will also apply here.
4.

Pay harmonisation: one-off costs – there does
not appear to be any provision for the
additional workload involved in assimilating
the 1,640 staff from the Suffolk district councils
into the new Unitary authority. Other
submissions have incorporated substantial
provision over the 4 year period for what may
be a protracted exercise. Can you confirm
how you envisage this exercise will be
resourced in your submission?
Pay harmonisation: ongoing costs – the
ongoing provision of £0.6m from 2010/11
looks low – can you provide the analysis
behind this figure? Crudely - with 1,640
District staff being assimilated and potential
claims from that population along with existing
County staff – if only 800 staff put forward a
case for harmonisation, the £0.6m would
equate to less than £600 salary pa for each.

The 30% on cost rate includes 22.5% for
employer’s pension fund contribution and 7.5%
Employers National Insurance contribution.
The costs of early retirements relate to a one off
contribution to the pension fund to compensate
the fund for the early payment of retirement
benefits. This therefore only appears in the year
that staff are made redundant and meet the
retirement criteria.
Our assumption is that the key role of the HR staff
that would be inherited by a rural Suffolk would be
to assimilate staff into the new organisation.
While a change of this size is taking place we are
assuming that other changes that would normally
occur within the councils will be reduced, freeing
HR resource to complete this task.
The savings in HR staff (through shared services)
do not begin until 2011 and are phased gradually
so this provides additional resource to cover the
transitional period.
If additional staff were required we do not
consider that the cost would be material to the
financial case. This cost could be absorbed within
the contingency.
HR staff looked at evidence that would be
required to make an estimate in this area. There
was limited information on which this could be
based, however experience of the single status
exercise completed by the County Council was
felt to be relevant.
From this we would anticipate that of staff
reviewed 60% would remain on the same rate of
pay, 20% would be assessed at a reduced pay
level and 20% would be assessed as requiring an
increase in pay.
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5.

Relocation – appreciating that this can only be
a modelling exercise based upon
assumptions, you have worked up a gross
cost of some £3.6m and then discounted it
substantially for savings derived from flexible
working and natural wastage – leaving a net
provision of £1.385m. The natural wastage
factor seems very high. Can you provide the
detail behind the gross provision and the
discount elements please?

Based on the 20% of District staff receiving an
increase this would provide an average increase
of £1,828 per individual. This appeared a
reasonable estimate based on the limited
information currently available to us.
The gross relocation cost is based on around 680
staff travelling an average of just over 7 miles for
44 weeks with 10 journeys per week (302,280
journeys).
This figure was based around assumptions of
current staff and possible locations of offices
however since the working base for all groups of
staff is not known this is clearly a very
approximate figure. We feel the figure is prudent
however, as for completeness it includes 4 years
of relocation payments within the business case.
In reality moves of staff will be phased and some
staff would have been re-deployed into new roles
or left the organisation before any office move
took place.
The figure is offset by a number of factors
Some staff will not be entitled to any payments on
account of their home being closer to their new
location than their old one. We have assumed this
to affect 20% of staff. Again this is an estimate.
(£3.6m@20% =£714,000)
Flexible working. This reduces the cost of
relocation as many staff work fewer than 5 days
per week, staff will be able to work at home, or at
oasis points close to home. Formal car sharing
initiatives will also reduce the need to pay
mileage. This reduction has been assessed as
reducing journeys by 20%.(£3.6m-£0.7m@20%=
£571,000)
Clearly where staff leave the organisation or
change job within the organisation this benefit will
no longer be payable. We have assumed that
15% of staff will leave at the date of moving and
12% for the next year and 10%per year for the
next two years. HR advice is that this is a very
conservative estimate. In previous moves staff
have shown a reluctance to move office and have
sought local employment instead. This
dramatically impacts on the gross figure as the
impact is cumulative (£2.3m X
0.85X0.88X0.9X0.9 = reduces the cost to 60% of
the remaining gross cost a reduction of £0.9m)

6.

Accommodation – one off additional revenue
costs are referred to (para B2 Supporting
Information) as being allowed for in calculating
property savings – but this is not evidenced in
narrative in savings section C5 – can you
reconcile the two please?

The table of figures shown in para C5 are net of
additional one off costs (moving costs /
decommissioning) and costs of holding empty
building pending sale. This has been estimated
as reducing the saving by 6/7th in 2011/12, 4/7th
in 2012/13 and 2/7th in 2013/14.
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Two sources were used to make some initial
assessments of the costs associated with
integrating ICT functions. Socitm provides outline
descriptions of the applications used by each
authority in England and Wales including Suffolk.
This information has been supplemented with
work undertaken this year to share the key
applications by each authority. (See attached)

7. ICT – additional costs of hardware and
software – integration (£3.6m) and localised
services (£2.15m net). Are there any system
review reports that have informed the
individual systems / programmes making up
these provisions- if not can you explain how
the figures have been derived?
Localised service spend is £13.5m over 3
years with £9m being met from existing
budgets and 60% of the remainder assumed
to be capital. Adding £0.35m for Lowestoft
disaggregation produces a net revenue
requirement of £2.15m for transition.

The costs were assembled using what is known
about licensing arrangements for key
applications; estimating costs associated with

Can you set out the rational for this treatment
in the context of a business case for LGR?
Can I assume that the investment is
essentially in support of the Securing the
Future efficiency programme – hence the
existing revenue provision – with the additional
investment deemed to be LGR-related? And
what is the basis for the assumption that 60%
of the additional spend will be capital?



decommissioning and
migrating/amalgamating, procuring (as
needed) hardware, network and data
centre infrastructure.



migrating data from diverse systems into
single systems, validating, testing and
implementing aggregated systems.



establishing integrated services
associated with supporting the new
infrastructure (based on existing service).
ICT Helpdesk, desktop engineers,…



establishing new processes for
amalgamated back office and customer
facing systems: (HR, Finance,
Procurement, Revs & Bens, Housing,
Planning, Leisure, Environment,…)

Localised Services
The localisation of services is additional to the
Securing the Future programme and is specific to
the model of delivery being proposed for Unitary
delivery in Suffolk. The proposal seeks to use the
opportunity of a unitary service model to devolve
service delivery into smaller community areas
than feasible in a two tier approach. There will be
set up costs associated with establishing these
arrangements:


establishing various types of additional
walk-in, face to face and self service
facilities.
 Putting in place the tools to allow the
devolution of commissioning of services
from centrally managed catalogues.
 Broadening the arrangements for
community consultation, and
engagement. ( internet, kiosk, phone,
walk-in, village hall, school, shop…)
 Expanding/developing options for mobile
delivery of services.
Expanding infrastructure to allow the staff to
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operate more flexibly and from many locations.
60% of the IT spend is expected to be on
hardware items, which will be treated as capital.
This is not an omission. The Director post will
form part of the management structure of the new
authority from April 2010 – It is proposed that
there will be 6 Directors instead of the current 5.
This post would be appointed early and form part
of the transition team in the run-up year.

8. Change management – transition team: you
have provision for a Director in 2009/10 but
not in 2010/11. Is this simply an omission?

9. Localisation – one off provision (8 locality
officers and 8 support officers) in 2010/11 and
2011/12 appears to overlap or in part duplicate
the ongoing additional resource (8 less 3
existing locality officers and 8 support officers)
also provided for from 2010/11 onwards. Can
you have a look at this please?
The provision for venue hire looks very low?
10. Revenue expenditure reductions – senior
staff: - the workbook incorporates full-year
savings of £2.5m relating to 27 staff, which is
detailed in the supporting information although
the analysis shows a staff reduction of 89.9
posts. Can you have a look at this please and
confirm the correct perspective?

One-off provision for 2 years from 2010/2011
overlaps with and complements the on-going
locality team. One-off provision acts as a pumpprimer to help establish the Community Boards.
Venue hire is based on using local community
centres / village halls to hold meetings. These
are less expensive than hiring other meeting
spaces.
The current staff detailed in the supporting
documentation relates to the whole of Suffolk.
The 27 staff for Rural Suffolk excluding Lowestoft
relates to the proportion of staff that relate to this
area, less an allowance for potential double
counting in other savings proposals. I an sorry if
the text does not make this clear.

11. Other expenditure reductions:
Insurance
Can you explain how you have assessed the
Unitary’s share of Suffolk County / District
Council costs and claims?

The costs and claims have been split on the basis
of population. No analysis of risk or areas of
higher claims experience have been undertaken
mainly due to the size of the potential saving.

Waste
Savings of £1.2m pa have been phased in
based upon the assumed establishment of a
Joint Waste Authority. What would be the
impact if this were not to be established?

On the Rural Suffolk case, this would reduce to
£0.8m pa phased in, and on the North Haven
case it would reduce more significantly to less
than £0.2m pa.

Noting the concerns raised by District Council
s151 officers in their certifications:- ”Waste
savings may be overstated – throughout the
consultation period, Districts have raised their
concerns about the reliability of the
consultant’s conclusions on which the
calculations have been based.” – is there any
further information that you can provide which
would address those concerns?
Shared services – savings from integration of
existing council support functions are phased
in to reach £2.5m by 2013/14 – can you
provide the basis for the 15% savings
assumed on property, ICT, HR, Finance and
Revs & Bens?

The report was jointly commissioned and peer
reviewed and has formed the basis for
negotiations between councils over recent years.
We were therefore surprised when the Section
151 officers raised concerns. As a response we
reduced the proposed savings from waste
collection by half. This reflects the changes that
have taken place in waste collection authorities
since the report was completed. We can send a
copy of the original report and peer review if that
would be helpful. .
15% is based on SCC experience of developing
our Joint Venture company (Customer Service
Direct (CSD)), advice from partners and
discussion with Districts. We excluded from the
baseline the impact of CSD and Anglia Revenue
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12. Efficiency savings – thank you for the
additional information on this programme.

Partnership as they are already provided within
shared service models.
Please see the attached working paper.

I note that savings in Education and Social
Care are proposed – can you give some
indication as to where you believe efficiencies
can be secured in these two services? Detail
as to the ‘Other services’ efficiency savings
would also be appreciated.
I assume that a major part of these efficiency
savings will be staff-related and therefore the
savings figures are net of any related
redundancy costs?
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BOUNDARY COMMITTEE REVIEW OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT STRUCTURES IN NORFOLK
SUFFOLK AND DEVON

REVIEW TO TEST WHETHER AFFORDABILITY CRITERIA
ARE LIKELY TO BE MET
REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION OR CLARIFICATION
Name of Unitary proposal
Authorities involved

Lead Contact officer and contact number and e
mail

Document reference number

SUFFOLK UNITARY (Excluding Ipswich,
Felixstowe and Lowestoft
Babergh (part)
Forest Heath
Mid Suffolk (part)
St Edmundsbury
Suffolk Coastal (part)
Suffolk County Council (part)
Waveney (part)
Geoff Dobson, Head of Strategic Finance –
geoff.dobson@accy.suffolkcc.gov.uk.
Liz Moss, Programmed Manager –
liz.moss@resman.suffolkcc.gov.uk
Workbook being completed by Katherine Steel
– Katherine.steel@csduk.co.uk

01/01

Additional Information or Clarification requested
– please provide an answer to this request or a reference to a supporting document, in the adjacent
box
1. Council tax equalisation:- the workbook and
Table 4 (Page 23) has the council tax rates for
the supporting information (para A7 page 5)
Rural Suffolk excluding Lowestoft. This table is
detail planned changes in Council tax over 4
consistent with para A7 of the supporting
years to 2013/14. The business case (Table 1 information.
page 19) also details planned changes – albeit
different ones for all Districts bar Suffolk
Noted – and apologies, I picked up the Rural
Coastal. Could you confirm that the workbook Suffolk table in error.
is correct?
We calculated the impact of council tax
You may also wish to review the cost of this
harmonisation (please see attached) but when we
policy - £4.7m in first 4 years and £1.8m
entered them on the boundary committee’s
thereafter quoted in the business case. I have workbooks (excluding Lowestoft) we found that
some difficulty in reconciling to this figure
the starting position did not agree. We adjusted
using either of the two bases - so a copy of the our figures but failed to reflect this change
working paper behind the final figures – would consistently through our documentation.
be appreciated.
However, in reviewing the workbooks to respond
to your question we think the boundary
committee’s form was incorrect.
Please contact Paul Finbow on 01473 265288
when you are ready to discuss this.

2. Redundancy – workbook based upon 132

Paul – your working paper agrees with my initial
analysis – cost in first 4 years = £7.29m with
£2.3m p.a. thereafter.
The difference in the redundancy totals relates to
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reductions but supporting information details
138. Can you confirm which is correct and
highlight any impact on the costings.

a small number of posts related to the Securing
the Future programme which were included in
error. The Securing the Future savings shown in
the transition plan are net of costs (including
redundancy) Removing this error reduces the
redundancy costs by £54k.

Average turnover rate of 30% (15% for Chief
Executives and Directors) has been applied to
discount gross redundancy costs – but current
turnover is only 8%. Can you explain why you
have chosen the higher figure which looks
optimistic?

The 30% “turnover” that reduces the redundancy
costs represents the extent to which staff are
likely to be re-deployed. This is why the factor is
lower for senior staff as it will be harder for these
staff to be re-deployed into other jobs. Even at
8% staff turnover for the council -which is a
cautious estimate for a council going through a
period of major change – would lead to just over
400 vacancies each year (based on staff of
5,055).
The 132 redundancies in the business case are
spread over 4 years. Of these staff we are
assuming that we will be able to redeploy 40 staff
– on average 10 per year in to some of the 400
vacancies. This appears a very cautious estimate,
our ability to achieve this is supported by the
council’s previous experience of minimising
redundancies while going through efficiency
programmes.

I note from the business case (p 18) that
salary on-costs for NI and superannuation
have been assessed at 30% - which looks on
the high side. Can you provide the break
down of this please?
3. Early retirement costs – are there no costs
beyond 2013/14?
Again, this provision is derived from the
redundancy cost and the concern around
discounting will also apply here.
4.

The 30% on cost rate includes 22.5% for
employers pension fund contribution and 7.5%
Employers National Insurance contribution.

Pay harmonisation: one-off costs – there does
not appear to be any provision for the
additional workload involved in assimilating
the 1,640 staff from the Suffolk district councils
into the new Unitary authority. Other
submissions have incorporated substantial
provision over the 4year period for what may
be a protracted exercise. Can you confirm
how you envisage this exercise will be
resourced in your submission?

The costs of early retirements relate to a one off
contribution to the pension fund to compensate
the fund for the early payment of retirement
benefits. This therefore only appears in the year
that staff are made redundant and meet the
retirement criteria.
Our assumption is that the key role of the HR staff
that would be inherited by a rural Suffolk would be
to assimilate staff into the new organisation.
While a change of this size is taking place we are
assuming that other changes that would normally
occur within the councils will be reduced, freeing
HR resource to complete this task.
The savings in HR staff (through shared services)
do not begin until 2011 and are phased gradually
so this provides additional resource to cover the
transitional period.
If additional staff were required we do not
consider that the cost would be material to the
financial case. This cost could be absorbed within
the contingency.
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Pay harmonisation: ongoing costs – the
ongoing provision of £0.6m from 2010/11
looks low – can you provide the analysis
behind this figure? Crudely - with 1,640
District staff being assimilated and potential
claims from that population along with existing
County staff – if only 800 staff put forward a
case for harmonisation, the £0.6m would
equate to less than £600 salary pa for each.

5.

HR staff looked at evidence that would be
required to make an estimate in this area. There
was limited information on which this could be
based, however experience of the single status
exercise completed by the County Council was
felt to be relevant.
From this we would anticipate that of staff
reviewed 60% would remain on the same rate of
pay, 20% would be assessed at a reduced pay
level and 20% would be assessed as requiring an
increase in pay.

Relocation – appreciating that this can only be
a modelling exercise based upon
assumptions, you have worked up a gross
cost of some £3.6m and then discounted it
substantially for savings derived from flexible
working and natural wastage – leaving a net
provision of £1.385m. The natural wastage
factor seems very high. Can you provide the
detail behind the gross provision and the
discount elements please?

Based on the 20% of District staff receiving an
increase this would provide an average increase
of £1,828 per individual. This appeared a
reasonable estimate based on the limited
information currently available to us.
The gross relocation cost is based on around 680
staff travelling an average of just over 7 miles for
44 weeks with 10 journeys per week (302,280
journeys).
This figure was based around assumptions of
current staff and possible locations of offices
however since the working base for all groups of
staff is not known this is clearly a very
approximate figure. We feel the figure is prudent
however, as for completeness it includes 4 years
of relocation payments within the business case.
In reality moves of staff will be phased and some
staff would have been re-deployed into new roles
or left the organisation before any office move
took place.
The figure is offset by a number of factors,
Some staff will not be entitled to any payments on
account of their home being closer to their new
location than their old one. We have assumed this
to affect 20% of staff. Again this is an estimate.
(£3.6m@20% =£714,000)
Flexible working. This reduces the cost of
relocation as many staff work fewer than 5 days
per week, staff will be able to work at home, or at
oasis points close to home. Formal car sharing
initiatives will also reduce the need to pay
mileage. This reduction has been assessed as
reducing journeys by 20%.(£3.6m-£0.7m@20%=
£571,000)
Clearly where staff leave the organisation or
change job within the organisation this benefit will
no longer be payable. We have assumed that
15% of staff will leave at the date of moving and
12% for the next year and 10%per year for the
next two years. HR advice is that this is a very
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conservative estimate. In previous moves staff
have shown a reluctance to move office and have
sought local employment instead. This
dramatically impacts on the gross figure as the
impact is cumulative (£2.3m X
0.85X0.88X0.9X0.9 = reduces the cost to 60% of
the remaining gross cost a reduction of £0.9m)
Paul – thanks for this. I understand how the
figures are constructed but the overall flow of this
remains elusive. Specific points:
2. Where did the figure of 680 staff come
from?
3. Having taken 680 as the appropriate
number - why then discount it “on
account of their home being closer to
their new location….”
4. How have you determined the phasing of
this expenditure – see comment below?

6.

Accommodation – one off additional revenue
costs are referred to (para B2 Supporting
Information) as being allowed for in calculating
property savings – but this is not evidenced in
narrative in savings section C5 – can you
reconcile the two please?

More generally – I might assume from your
supporting information (page 7) that the gross
cost of £3.6m offset by a number of factors – was
an annual provision to be phased in across the 4
years – but you’ve actually used it as the total for
the whole 4-year period. I’m also therefore
confused that, in assuming 15% of staff leaving in
year 1, 12% in year 2 etc – you’ve reduced the
balance of £2.3m down by a cumulative 4-year
discount of 40% - but the 40% will only apply to
the portion of the relocation cost that falls in year
4 – not all of it. On this basis the £900k looks too
high?
As discussed with you, you have now agreed our
approach
The table of figures shown in para C5 are net of
additional one off costs (moving costs /
decommissioning) and costs of holding empty
building pending sale. This has been estimated
as reducing the saving by 6/7th in 2011/12, 4/7th
in 2012/13 and 2/7th in 2013/14.
Paul – this isn’t apparent from the narrative.
Could you set out the detail of the one off costs
and confirm how they have been accommodated
within the average running cost of £150 per
square metre quoted in the calculation of the
property saving in section C5.
The additional costs relating to property are £2m
in 2011/12, £1.4m in 2012/13, and £0.7m in
2013/14. These are included in C5, reducing the
£2.4m saving in each of the three years.
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Two sources were used to make some initial
assessments of the costs associated with
integrating ICT functions. Socitm provides outline
descriptions of the applications used by each
authority in England and Wales including Suffolk.
This information has been supplemented with
work undertaken this year to share the key
applications by each authority. (See attached)

8. ICT – additional costs of hardware and
software – integration (£3.6m) and localised
services (£2.15m net). Are there any system
review reports that have informed the
individual systems / programmes making up
these provisions- if not can you explain how
the figures have been derived?
Localised service spend is £13.5m over 3
years with £9m being met from existing
budgets and 60% of the remainder assumed
to be capital. Adding £0.35m for Lowestoft
disaggregation produces a net revenue
requirement of £2.15m for transition.

The costs were assembled using what is known
about licensing arrangements for key
applications; estimating costs associated with

Can you set out the rational for this treatment
in the context of a business case for LGR?
Can I assume that the investment is
essentially in support of the Securing the
Future efficiency programme – hence the
existing revenue provision – with the additional
investment deemed to be LGR-related? And
what is the basis for the assumption that 60%
of the additional spend will be capital?



decommissioning and
migrating/amalgamating, procuring (as
needed) hardware, network and data
centre infrastructure.



migrating data from diverse systems into
single systems, validating, testing and
implementing aggregated systems.



establishing integrated services
associated with supporting the new
infrastructure (based on existing service).
ICT Helpdesk, desktop engineers,…



establishing new processes for
amalgamated back office and customer
facing systems: (HR, Finance,
Procurement, Revs & Bens, Housing,
Planning, Leisure, Environment,…)

Localised Services
The localisation of services is additional to the
Securing the Future programme and is specific to
the model of delivery being proposed for Unitary
delivery in Suffolk. The proposal seeks to use the
opportunity of a unitary service model to devolve
service delivery into smaller community areas
than feasible in a two tier approach. There will be
set up costs associated with establishing these
arrangements:


establishing various types of additional
walk-in, face to face and self service
facilities.
 Putting in place the tools to allow the
devolution of commissioning of services
from centrally managed catalogues.
 Broadening the arrangements for
community consultation, and
engagement. ( internet, kiosk, phone,
walk-in, village hall, school, shop…)
 Expanding/developing options for mobile
delivery of services.
Expanding infrastructure to allow the staff to
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operate more flexibly and from many locations.
60% of the IT spend is expected to be on
hardware items, which will be treated as capital.
This is not an omission. The Director post will
form part of the management structure of the new
authority from April 2010 – It is proposed that
there will be 6 Directors instead of the current 5.
This post would be appointed early and form part
of the transition team in the run-up year.

8. Change management – transition team: you
have provision for a Director in 2009/10 but
not in 2010/11. Is this simply an omission?

Not a major issue – but where has the additional
ongoing cost of the new Director (£151k pa.)
been incorporated in the submission? Has it
been implicitly covered as an element of the
overall redundancy calculation?
9. Localisation – one off provision (8 locality
officers and 8 support officers) in 2010/11 and
2011/12 appears to overlap or in part duplicate
the ongoing additional resource (8 less 3
existing locality officers and 8 support officers)
also provided for from 2010/11 onwards. Can
you have a look at this please?
The provision for venue hire looks very low?
10. Revenue expenditure reductions – senior
staff: - the workbook incorporates full-year
savings of £2.5m relating to 27 staff, which is
detailed in the supporting information although
the analysis shows a staff reduction of 89.9
posts. Can you have a look at this please and
confirm the correct perspective?

One-off provision for 2 years from 2010/2011
overlaps with and complements the on-going
locality team. One-off provision acts as a pumpprimer to help establish the Community Boards.
Venue hire is based on using local community
centres / village halls to hold meetings. These
are less expensive than hiring other meeting
spaces.
The current staff detailed in the supporting
documentation relates to the whole of Suffolk.
The 27 staff for Rural Suffolk excluding Lowestoft
relates to the proportion of staff that relate to this
area, less an allowance for potential double
counting in other savings proposals. I an sorry if
the text does not make this clear.

11. Other expenditure reductions:
Insurance
Can you explain how you have assessed the
Unitary’s share of Suffolk County / District
Council costs and claims?

The costs and claims have been split on the basis
of population. No analysis of risk or areas of
higher claims experience have been undertaken
mainly due to the size of the potential saving.

Waste
Savings of £1.2m pa have been phased in
based upon the assumed establishment of a
Joint Waste Authority. What would be the
impact if this were not to be established?

On the Rural Suffolk case, this would reduce to
£0.8m pa phased in, and on the North Haven
case it would reduce more significantly to less
than £0.2m pa.

Noting the concerns raised by District Council
s151 officers in their certifications:- ”Waste
savings may be overstated – throughout the
consultation period, Districts have raised their
concerns about the reliability of the
consultant’s conclusions on which the
calculations have been based.” – is there any
further information that you can provide which
would address those concerns?

The report was jointly commissioned and peer
reviewed and has formed the basis for
negotiations between councils over recent years.
We were therefore surprised when the Section
151 officers raised concerns. As a response we
reduced the proposed savings from waste
collection by half. This reflects the changes that
have taken place in waste collection authorities
since the report was completed. We can send a
copy of the original report and peer review if that
would be helpful. Yes please – an electronic
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version would be preferable.
Shared services – savings from integration of
existing council support functions are phased
in to reach £2.5m by 2013/14 – can you
provide the basis for the 15% savings
assumed on property, ICT, HR, Finance and
Revs & Bens?

12. Efficiency savings – thank you for the
additional information on this programme.

15% is based on SCC experience of developing
our Joint Venture company (Customer Service
Direct (CSD)), advice from partners and
discussion with Districts. We excluded from the
baseline the impact of CSD and Anglia Revenue
Partnership as they are already provided within
shared service models.
Please see the attached working paper.

I note that savings in Education and Social
Care are proposed – can you give some
indication as to where you believe efficiencies
can be secured in these two services? Detail
as to the ‘Other services’ efficiency savings
would also be appreciated.
I assume that a major part of these efficiency
savings will be staff-related and therefore the
savings figures are net of any related
redundancy costs?
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Affordabilty – key indicators – Suffolk Remainder without Lowestoft

COMPARES INDICTORS AS SUBMITTED
AND AS MODELLED

BOUNDARY COMMITTEE SUFFOLK DRAFT PROPOSAL - SUFFOLK
UNITARY ( ex Ipswich, Felixstowe and Lowestoft) -MODELLING including
StF in base figures

Key indicators - summary comparison

Transition plan additional expenditure and expenditure reductions

Affordability measure 1 - net savings to 2013/14

Additional expenditure and expenditure reductions analysis - AS SUBMITTED

New
Unitary
Council submitted
£m
35.5
25.3

Gross additional costs
Gross reduced expenditure
Net expenditure reduction over additional expenditure 2008/9- 2013/14
Affordability measure 1a - net savings to 2013/14
Gross additional costs per head of population
Gross reduced expenditure per head of population
Net expenditure reduction over additional expenditure 2008/9 - 2013/14 per head of population

£m
4.6
17.7

10.2

-2.9

-13.1

97.01
104.11
-7.10
£m

11.0
42.8
-31.81
£m
-4.0
£p
-9.7
%
-1.5%
%
-8.3%

£p
Affordability measure 3 – net ongoing savings per head of population

-12.84

Affordability measure 4 – net ongoing savings as a percentage of base costs

-1.9%

%
%
Affordability measure 5 – net ongoing savings as a percentage of gross transitional costs

£m
40.1
43.0

New Unitary
Council differences

85.99
61.28
24.71
£m

-5.3

Affordability measure 2 – net ongoing savings

New
Unitary
Council modelled

-14.9%

-9.3
£p

-22.54
%

-3.4%
%

-23.2%

Payback period
years

5.0

Affordability measure 6- payback period

years

years

4.6

Gross expenditure analysis
Staffing
IT
Change management and shadow planning
Other

£m
12.2
5.7
0.0
17.6
35.5

Gross reductions analysis
Corporate & Democratic
Service Costs

£m
14.7
4.7

Other

5.9
25.3

Staffing issues
Number
5,055 Percentage staffing change
45
-132
4,968

Initial staffing numbers as at 1/4/2007
Staff effect per additional expenditure plans
Staff effect per expenditure reductions
Assessed staffing at 31/3/2013

-1.7%

£m
Redundancy to 2012/13
Early Retirement and pension fund cont'ns to 2012/13
Average cost of staff reduction per transitional plan

1.9
0.8
£20,490

-0.4

Balances

THE ABOVE INDICATORS WILL HAVE TO BE PUT IN MANUALLY IN SOME CASES

Affordability measure 7 – net use of balances over the transitional period
Used (-) or increased (+) over the period to 2013/14

£m

-3.8
£m

28.7

Remaining at end of 2012/13

%

£m

£m

-14.4

-10.6
£m

£m

18.1
%

Affordability measure 8 – net balances as a percentage of base costs

10.4%

6.6%

Is this in line or better than the S151 Officer's advice?

yes

yes

£1,206

£1,206

412.9

412.9

-10.6
%
-3.8%

Additional expenditure and expenditure reductions analysis - AS MODELLED

Gross expenditure analysis
Staffing
IT
Change management and shadow planning
Other

Gross reductions analysis

£m
16.1
5.7
0.0
18.3
40.1

£m

Corporate & Democratic
Service Costs
Other

14.7
3.7
24.6
43.0

Council Tax
Staffing issues
Population - LAs estimate as at June 2007

Col 1

Initial staffing numbers as at 1/4/2007

Percentage of net savings in the transitional plan as a percentage of base costs

Staff effect per additional expenditure plans
Staff effect per expenditure reductions

3.6%

-1.0%

4.7%

Assessed staffing at 31/3/2013

Number
5,055 Percentage staffing change
45
-132
4,968
£m

Redundancy to 2012/13
Early Retirement and pension fund cont'ns to 2012/13
Average cost of staff reduction per transitional plan

1.9
0.8
£20,490

THE ABOVE INDICATORS WILL HAVE TO BE PUT IN MANUALLY IN SOME CASES
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-1.7%

Sensitivity analysis – Suffolk Remainder without Lowestoft

Sensitivity analysis model with StF savings deleted from balances contributions from Year 1 onwards

BOUNDARY COMMITTEE
SUFFOLK DRAFT PROPOSAL SUFFOLK UNITARY ( ex Ipswich,
Felixstowe and Lowestoft)

Response as submitted
Sensitivity applied at 10% for expenditure and 10% for
expenditure reductions
Sensitivity applied at 15% for expenditure and 15% for
expenditure reductions
Sensitivity applied at 20% for expenditure and 20% for
expenditure reductions
Reduction of expenditure reductions allowed assuming expenditure increases by 10% to achieve a break even for criteria 1
54.3%
overachieve
i.e. - they can
54.3%
their expenditure reductions by
to meet break even but may fail other criterion

Funds at end
of year 5 these need
to be input
manually for
each level of
significance

Level of funds
needed to meet S
151 officers
recommendation automatically
recorded from
Transitional
Master plan

£m

£m

28.7

14.1

23.1

14.1

20.3

14.1

17.6

14.1

25.7

14.1

Funds at end
of five years at
or above S
151 accepted
level

Net effect on
overall transition
plan these need
to be input
manually for
each level of
significance

Payback period these need to be
input manually
for each level of
significance

DCLG Criteria 1

DCLG Criteria 2

Transitional costs
overall must be more
than offset over a
period (“the payback
period”) by savings

In each year, transitional
costs incurred are to be
financed through • In year
revenue savings • Other in
year specified revenue
In each year, capital
savings that are additional
transitional costs
to annual efficiencies (e.g.
incurred are to be
The “payback
Gershon savings) •
financed through
period” must be no
revenue resources, or of drawing on available
more than 5 years;
prudential borrowing or revenue reserves, subject
to ensuring that
the use of capital
satisfactory amounts
receipts;
remain to meet
unforeseen pressures or
other potential calls on
reserves.

yes/ no - expenditure less Where 5 years
yes/ no - automatically
automatically
expenditure
show this could be
generated
generated
reductions £m
over 5 years

DCLG Criteria 3

DCLG Criteria 4

DCLG Criteria 5

All costs incurred
as a result of
reorganisation
must be met
locally without
increasing
council tax.

yes/ no automatically
generated

yes/ no - to be input

yes/ no - to be input

yes/ no - to be
input

yes

10.2

5.0

no

no

yes

no

yes

yes

16.3

5.0

no

no

yes

no

yes

yes

19.3

5.0

no

no

yes

no

yes

yes

22.4

5.0

no

no

yes

no

yes

yes

0.0

4.9

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

Criteria 4: Excludes £27m of local
efficiency savings by County Council over
6 years to 2013/14
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Sensitivity analysis model - including Securing the Future savings

BOUNDARY COMMITTEE
SUFFOLK DRAFT PROPOSAL SUFFOLK UNITARY ( ex Ipswich,
Felixstowe and Lowestoft) with
StF

Response as submitted
Sensitivity applied at 5% for expenditure and 5% for
expenditure reductions
Sensitivity applied at 10% for expenditure and 10% for
expenditure reductions
Sensitivity applied at 15% for expenditure and 15% for
expenditure reductions
Sensitivity applied at 20% for expenditure and 20% for
expenditure reductions
Reduction of expenditure reductions allowed assuming expenditure increases by 10% to achieve a break even for criteria 1
-16.7%
i.e. - they can
underachieve
their expenditure reductions by
-16.7%
to meet break even but may fail other criterion

Funds at end
of year 5 these need
to be input
manually for
each level of
significance

Level of funds
needed to meet S
151 officers
recommendation automatically
recorded from
Transitional
Master plan

£m

£m

28.7

14.1

24.6

14.1

20.5

14.1

16.5

14.1

12.4

14.1

15.4

14.1

Funds at end
of five years at
or above S
151 accepted
level

Net effect on
overall transition
plan these need
to be input
manually for
each level of
significance

Payback period these need to be
input manually
for each level of
significance

DCLG Criteria 1

DCLG Criteria 2

Transitional costs
overall must be more
than offset over a
period (“the payback
period”) by savings

In each year, transitional
costs incurred are to be
financed through • In year
revenue savings • Other in
year specified revenue
In each year, capital
savings that are additional
transitional costs
to annual efficiencies (e.g.
incurred are to be
The “payback
Gershon savings) •
financed through
period” must be no
revenue resources, or of drawing on available
more than 5 years;
prudential borrowing or revenue reserves, subject
to ensuring that
the use of capital
satisfactory amounts
receipts;
remain to meet
unforeseen pressures or
other potential calls on
reserves.

- expenditure less Where 5 years
yes/ no yes/ no - automatically
show this could be
expenditure
automatically
generated
over 5 years
reductions £m
generated

yes
yes

-11.4
-7.3

DCLG Criteria 3

DCLG Criteria 4

DCLG Criteria 5

All costs incurred
as a result of
reorganisation
must be met
locally without
increasing
council tax.

yes/ no automatically
generated

yes/ no - to be input

yes/ no - to be input

yes/ no - to be
input

3.7

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

4.0

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

-3.2

4.5

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

1.0

>5.0

no

no

yes

yes

yes

no

5.1

>5.0

no

no

yes

no

yes

yes

0.0

4.9

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes
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Council tax comparison – Suffolk Remainder without Lowestoft

BOUNDARY COMMITTEE SUFFOLK DRAFT PROPOSAL SUFFOLK UNITARY ( ex Ipswich, Felixstowe and Lowestoft)

Base data
Column references relate to Finance
and General Statistics 2007-8
Budgets
D1

Council Tax base

D2

Council Tax

Col 9
Assessed Council Tax - Local Spend (inc parishes)
Assessed Council Tax - Major Preceptor

Council Tax yield

Base data

Babergh transferred from
Babergh
Apportionment

Forest Heath

£000

£000

See note 1 on Introduction

Suffolk County
Mid Suffolk Suffolk Coastal - Waveney District - transferred
transferred
St
transferred from transferred from
from Suffolk
from Mid
Edmundsbury Suffolk Coastal Waveney District
County
Suffolk
Apportionment Apportionment
apportionment
Apportionment
£000

£000

£000

£000

Total

£000

23.3

16.3

31.6

37.1

25.9

15.9

£181.13
£1,035.18
£1,216.32

£186.65
£1,035.18
£1,221.83

£182.13
£1,035.18
£1,217.31

£197.89
£1,035.18
£1,233.07

£169.13
£1,035.18
£1,204.32

£144.86
£1,035.18
£1,180.04

28,372,260

19,873,946

38,462,427

45,755,809

31,213,441

18,710,679

£000
150.1

0

182,388,563

Year 1
COMPARISON - Council Tax in Year 1 as shown in the workbook

£1,204

COMPARISON - Council Tax in Year 2 as shown in the workbook

£1,215

Is the modelled Council Tax
below that calculated using
method 2?

yes

yes

£1,212

Is the modelled Council Tax
below that calculated using
method 2?

yes

yes

as calculated by the workbook

£1,208

Is the modelled Council Tax
below that calculated using
method 3?

yes

yes

Waveney District - transferred
from Waveney District
Apportionment

£1,180

Is the modelled Council Tax
below this?

no

no

Method 1 - Average Council Tax calculated using present individual Council
Taxes for constituent authorities, and apportioned (where necessary) Council
Tax bases for the constituent authorities, arriving at an average Council Tax
for the total Council Tax yield for the new unitary

Method 2 - Average Council Taxes using present individual Council Taxes
only

Method 3 - Average Council Taxes using Apportioned Base expenditure and
external finance for the constituent authorities, brought together for the new
unitary

Comparison to the lowest Council Tax in place in 2007-8

Year 2

£1,206

£3.9 m per annum

Cost of moving to lowest Council Tax in 2007-8
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SUFFOLK COUNTY UNITARY
WITHOUT LOWESTOFT
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BOUNDARY COMMITTEE REVIEW OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT STRUCTURES IN NORFOLK
SUFFOLK AND DEVON

REVIEW TO TEST WHETHER AFFORDABILITY
CRITERIA ARE MET
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT LETTER
Name of Unitary pattern

Authorities involved

Lead Contact officer and contact number and
e mail

BOUNDARY COMMITTEE SINGLE
UNITARY PATTERN FOR SUFFOLK
(LESS LOWESTOFT)
Babergh, Forest Heath , Ipswich, Mid
Suffolk , St Edmundsbury and Suffolk
Coastal, Waveney, Suffolk County
Council
Geoff Dobson, Head of Strategic Finance
geoff.dobson@accy.suffolkcc.gov.uk workbook being completed by Katherine
Steel katherine.steel@csduk.co.uk

We acknowledge receipt of the financial workbook and supporting papers in relation to the above
mentioned unitary pattern.
We have allocated resources and timescales In order to complete the review of all 16 workbooks
and supporting documents within the timescales set by the Boundary Committee, in order to
achieve the overall timescales set by the Secretary of State.
Our initial reviews of the workbooks will be completed by mid October. Our process will be finally
completed in mid November at which time we will present reports to the Boundary Committee.
Our understanding is that these reports will then be made publicly available by the Boundary
Committee. An external ‘peer’ review of our reports will take place by early December.
Where appropriate, we may need to seek additional information at any time, and any issues we
feel will need further information or clarification will be raised as soon as possible. We will do this
initially through the contact officer shown above if we think that appropriate.
Our immediate review shows that the following information requested is missing, or we request
directions to relevant documents if it has been provided, and should be provided to us as soon
as possible
Item 4 Statement by each Section 151 officer who has contributed to the data as to the
level of unallocated revenue balances recommended to be retained from 2008-9 onwards
taking into account the position of the individual unitary authority and the risk factors identified
– I regret that at present I am unable to locate this item – could you direct me to the
relevant document or forward it as soon as possible
Item 7 Statement as to projected unallocated balances as at 31/3/2007 and likely balances
as at 31/3/2008
– I regret I am unable to locate this although the covering letter says that it is
attached -– could you direct me to the relevant document or forward it as soon as
possible
Item 8 Statement as to projected earmarked reserves as at 31/3/2007 and likely balances
as at 31/3/2008
- I regret I am unable to locate this although the covering letter says that it is
attached -– could you direct me to the relevant document or forward it as soon as
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possible
Item 11

Implementation project plan
- I regret I am unable to locate this although the covering letter says that it is
attached -– could you direct me to the relevant document or forward it as soon as
possible

Item 12 A statement that the present capital programme (excluding any reorganisation
issues) is fully funded, or if that is not the case, the extent to which it is not presently fully
funded.
- I regret I am unable to locate this although the covering letter says that it is
attached -– could you direct me to the relevant document or forward it as soon as
possible
Item 13 A statement from each S151 Officer involved in providing figures for each unitary
authority identified in the draft proposals that figures contributed to the process by his or her
authority have been properly calculated
– I am not able to locate that for Ipswich at this stage could you direct me to the
relevant document or forward it as soon as possible

We have also initially reviewed the workbook to see if it has been properly or fully completed. We
have noted the following issues
Capital – the workbook includes a sum of £5.9m for capital expenditure , funded from capital
receipts but with no revenue consequences - would you please review this and let me have a
comment urgently
There is a very significant figure of £46.2m included in the transition plan as a contribution
from other sources outside the transition and these are mentioned in the business plan at
page 5 – would you please supply further detail relating to this, or direct me to where you have
given further detail , especially with regard to how firm these are and how far they are
contractually or actually in place for 5 forward years
Please check these workbook issues and let us have an immediate comment
These are initial comments only - further comments and requests may be made when
further detailed review takes place
May we take this opportunity to thank you and your colleagues for the extensive work you
have undertaken to meet the deadline at this stage of the process
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By e-mail 22 September 2008
Dear Chris
Further to your acknowledgement letter, please find attached and detailed below
clarification of the points you raised.
Item 4:
 Please find attached Item 4 - LGR Revenue Statements Item 4 190908.PDF
Item 7:
 Please find attached Item 7 - LGR Unallocated and Earmarked Reserves Item
7 and 8 190908.xls
Item 8:
 Please find attached Item 7 - LGR Unallocated and Earmarked Reserves Item
7 and 8 190908.xls
Item 11:
 Please find attached Item 11 - LGR Unitary Suffolk (excl Lowestoft)
Implementation Plan Item 11 190908.pdf
Item 12:
 Please find attached Item 12 - LGR Capital Programme Item 12 190908.pdf
Item 13:
 Please find attached Item 13 for Ipswich - S151 - signoff form US exc L.doc
Query: Capital Expenditure (£5.9m)
 The funding of the capital investment has been funded from capital receipts.
These receipts are assumed to come from normal asset sales plans of both
Districts and County, and do not come from either existing reserves or from
asset sales through LGR. It has been assumed that the timing of these
receipts will be broadly similar to the spending and therefore will have no
revenue impact on the business case. The finance workbooks do not reflect
any investment income from these normal asset sales or from capital receipts
generated or transferred from predecessor authorities. This reflects
the cautious approach employed in completing the workbooks.
Query: Savings outside transition plan (£46.2m)
 Some information is contained in item 2 (Paragraph G1) as previously
submitted
 Further information will be provided asap
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Apologies for any inconvenience caused by the way in which we submitted the
information originally - I hope this provides you with all the documentation you
required.
I will forward on a more detailed response to your query regarding additional
savings asap.
If you require anything else, please do not hesitate to contact me.
Regards
Liz

Liz Moss
SCC Programme Manager
Endeavour House, Ipswich
Tel: 01473 260598
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LGR Suffolk: SCC Response to Boundary Committee Queries
Efficiency Savings (Securing the Future savings) – Applicable to queries raised against all
four SCC Proposals
I considered carefully how best to present the considerable savings programme that is currently
underway within the county council entitled Securing the Future (StF).
This programme will deliver over the period of the review and was considered likely to impact
differently on the different proposals. As such I felt it was an important element of the financial
evaluation and needed to be included. However the savings arising from the Securing the Future
programme are not caused by LGR, and I therefore did not wish to include them as though they
were.
The treatment in all cases (including North Haven) reflects this starting position.
I consider that the affordability test in all cases should include the Securing the Future savings.
The rationale for this is that if there was no programme during this period that was delivering
efficiency savings across county council services it would be sensible for one to be assumed
within the financial case. The reason that these additional savings are not assumed is that we
consider the StF programme will provide a sufficiently challenging savings target for a new
authority to deliver. An alternative position to present would be no current efficiency programme
and a set of generic efficiency savings “caused” by LGR.
StF is a programme of change that produces savings. It is well underway, with savings beginning
to be delivered in the current financial year. StF is an umbrella programme containing a series of
individual savings that all move the authority towards a more efficient model of commissioning
and delivering services. This is the model assumed for the new authorities in our financial cases
so we assume the programme will continue. The programme is managed using a robust project
management framework. A council wide programme board chaired by the Director of Resource
Management meets monthly to oversee the programme. Each board meeting receives a full
progress report on all elements of the programme. Currently, all savings to be delivered through
the programme are reporting their status as Green. Copies of reports or descriptions of the saving
programmes can be made available.
These savings are not necessary for the council to meet the annual efficiency savings targets to
2008 (the Gershon savings) set by central government as these have been more than achieved.
Clearly an element missing from all cases is the impact of the likely gap between future
government settlements and future cost pressures from inflation, legislative changes and
demographic growth. Securing the Future savings would have been used to reduce the need for
service cuts over the next five years. This complexity cannot, however, be adequately reflected in
the form so we have therefore not attempted to do so.
I would argue however that all cases must have sufficient flexibility to make sure that they can
manage this reality, which they would inevitably be facing if implemented. We would hope that
any assessment of the financial cases would look both at the affordability of the case as
presented and also the ability of the proposed authority to protect front-line savings through any
difficult financial period, including the one that currently faces us. The financial cases for Rural
Suffolk and unitary Suffolk have been designed bearing in mind that this future flexibility will be
required.
Whichever way the Securing the Future Savings are presented all four financial cases have
sufficient deliverable and sustainable savings to make the cases affordable.
Geoff Dobson
Section 151 Officer
Suffolk County Council
24/09/08
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BOUNDARY COMMITTEE REVIEW OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT STRUCTURES IN
NORFOLK SUFFOLK AND DEVON

REVIEW TO TEST WHETHER AFFORDABILITY
CRITERIA ARE MET
REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION OR
CLARIFICATION
Name of Unitary proposal

Boundary Committee Single Unitary
Pattern for Suffolk (excluding Lowestoft)
Authorities involved
Babergh, Forest Heath, Ipswich, Mid
Suffolk, St Edmundsbury and Suffolk
Coastal, Waveney, Suffolk County Council
Lead Contact officer and contact number
Geoff Dobson, Head of Strategic Finance
and e mail
geoff.dobson@accy.suffolkcc.gov.uk –
workbook completed by Katherine Steele
katherine.steele@csduk.co.uk
Document reference number
01/01
Additional Information or Clarification requested
– please provide an answer to this request or a reference to a supporting document, in the
adjacent box
The savings, ongoing and transitional costs
1. It is noted that information derived from
are reasonable and cautious estimates. The
the Risk Assessment and sensitivity
Risk Assessment looks at variants in these
analysis provided with the workbook were
estimates in worst case and best case
not applied to the Savings, Ongoing Costs,
scenarios. This was undertaken to give
and Transitional Costs. Please would you
assurance that the financial case can be
explain the reasons for not doing so.
delivered.
The report was jointly commissioned and peer
2. Sec 151 Officers for constituent District
reviewed and has formed the basis for
Councils have expressed doubts about the
negotiations between councils over recent
level of savings anticipated from Waste
years. We were therefore surprised when the
Services. What actions, if any, have been
Section 151 officers raised concerns. As a
taken to allay those reservations?
response we reduced the proposed savings
from waste collection by half. This reflects the
changes that have taken place in waste
collection authorities since the report was
completed.
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BOUNDARY COMMITTEE REVIEW OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT STRUCTURES IN
NORFOLK SUFFOLK AND DEVON

REVIEW TO TEST WHETHER AFFORDABILITY
CRITERIA ARE MET
REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION OR
CLARIFICATION
Name of Unitary proposal

Boundary Committee Single Unitary
Pattern for Suffolk (excluding Lowestoft)
Authorities involved
Babergh, Forest Heath, Ipswich, Mid
Suffolk, St Edmundsbury and Suffolk
Coastal, Waveney, Suffolk County Council
Lead Contact officer and contact number
Geoff Dobson, Head of Strategic Finance
and e mail
geoff.dobson@accy.suffolkcc.gov.uk –
Paul.Finbow@csduk.com
Document reference number
01/02
Additional Information or Clarification requested
– please provide an answer to this request or a reference to a supporting document, in the
adjacent box
1. It is noted that whilst additional
The key reasons relate to Corporate
expenditure included in this submission
Support services and Senior Management.
totalling £38.7m is broadly comparable with
For both cases, the cost of the proposed
that for the submission including Lowestoft,
structure is broadly similar. However, Unitary
expenditure reductions are substantially less
Suffolk (excluding Lowestoft) has 89% of the
by £16m. Please would you let me have
existing budget for spending on these
your comments on the key reasons for this
headings, whereas Unitary Suffolk (including
disparity.
Suffolk) has 100%. This is why Unitary
Suffolk (including Lowestoft) is able to make
£12m more savings from corporate support
and Senior management.
This is highlighted in the two Detailed
Supporting Information “Item 2” documents.
In C1(b) the proposed cost of corporate
support services is £16.781m for both cases.
However the disaggregation of existing costs
for Unitary excluding Lowestoft is £19.836m
while the current spend across Suffolk is
£22.375m. Therefore savings for Unitary
Suffolk (excluding Lowestoft) are reduced by
£2.539m per year.
C1(c) shows a similar position for senior
management.
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Affordability – key indicators – Suffolk Single Unitary less Lowestoft

COMPARES INDICTORS AS SUBMITTED
AND AS MODELLED

Key indicators - summary comparison

Transition plan additional expenditure and expenditure reductions

Affordability measure 1 - net savings to 2012/13
Gross additional costs
Gross reduced expenditure
Net expenditure reduction over additional expenditure 2007/8 - 2012/13
Affordability measure 1a - net savings to 2012/13
Gross additional costs per head of population
Gross reduced expenditure per head of population
Net expenditure reduction over additional expenditure 2007/8 - 2012/13 per head of population
Affordability measure 2 – net ongoing savings

Additional expenditure and expenditure reductions analysis - AS SUBMITTED

New
Unitary
Council submitted

£m
39.7
61.2

-23.5

-21.5

2.0

61.75
99.25
-37.50
£m

63.35
97.66
-34.31
£m

1.6
-1.6
3.19

-19.4

-18.9

-30.96
%

Affordability measure 4 – net ongoing savings as a percentage of base costs

£p

-4.6%

1.0
-1.0

-47.6%

3.3

Affordability measure 6- payback period

years

Change management and shadow planning
Other

£m
19.7
6.8
0.0
12.2
38.7

Gross reductions analysis
Corporate & Democratic
Service Costs

£m
42.4
7.9

Other

11.9
62.2

Staffing issues
0.5

£p
0.8
%
0.2%

Number
8,169 Percentage staffing change
50
-303
7,916

Initial staffing numbers as at 1/4/2007
Staff effect per additional expenditure plans
Staff effect per expenditure reductions
Assessed staffing at 31/3/2013

-3.1%

%
2.5%

years

3.4

£m
Redundancy to 2012/13
Early Retirement and pension fund cont'ns to 2012/13
Average cost of staff reduction per transitional plan

Payback period
years

Gross expenditure analysis
Staffing
IT

£m

-4.4%
%

-50.1%

£m

-30.16
%

%
Affordability measure 5 – net ongoing savings as a percentage of gross transitional costs

New Unitary
Council differences

£m
38.7
62.2

£p
Affordability measure 3 – net ongoing savings per head of population

New
Unitary
Council modelled

4.4
2.1
£21,451

0.1

Balances

THE ABOVE INDICATORS WILL HAVE TO BE PUT IN MANUALLY IN SOME CASES

Affordability measure 7 – net use of balances over the transitional period
Used (-) or increased (+) over the period to 2012/13

£m

35.3
£m

84.8

Remaining at end of 2012/13

%

£m

21.7
£m

71.3
%

Affordability measure 8 – net balances as a percentage of base costs

19.7%

16.6%

Is this in line or better than the S151 Officer's advice?

yes

yes

£1,221

£1,221

626.7

626.7

£m
-13.6
£m
-13.6
%
-3.2%

Additional expenditure and expenditure reductions analysis - AS MODELLED

Gross expenditure analysis
Staffing
IT
Change management and shadow planning
Other

£m

Gross reductions analysis

20.7
6.8
0.0
12.2
39.7

£m

Corporate & Democratic
Service Costs
Other

42.4
6.9
11.9
61.2

Council Tax
Staffing issues
Population - LAs estimate as at June 2007

Col 1

Initial staffing numbers as at 1/4/2007
Percentage of net expenditure which S151 officer has determined through risk analysis
should be retained for prudency
-5.3%

-4.9%

-5.3%

Staff effect per additional expenditure plans
Staff effect per expenditure reductions
Assessed staffing at 31/3/2013

Number
8,169 Percentage staffing change
50
-303
7,916
£m

Redundancy to 2012/13
Early Retirement and pension fund cont'ns to 2012/13
Average cost of staff reduction per transitional plan

4.4
2.1
£21,451

THE ABOVE INDICATORS WILL HAVE TO BE PUT IN MANUALLY IN SOME CASES
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-3.1%

Sensitivity analysis – Suffolk Single Unitary less Lowestoft

Sensitivity analysis model

Funds at end
of year 5 these need
to be input
manually for
each level of
significance

Level of funds
needed to meet S
151 officers
recommendation automatically
recorded from
Transitional
Master plan

Funds at end
of five years at
or above S
151 accepted
level

Net effect on
overall transition
plan these need
to be input
manually for
each level of
significance

Payback period these need to be
input manually
for each level of
significance

DCLG Criteria 1

DCLG Criteria 2

Transitional costs
overall must be more
than offset over a
period (“the payback
period”) by savings

In each year, transitional
costs incurred are to be
financed through • In year
revenue savings • Other in
year specified revenue
In each year, capital
savings that are additional
transitional costs
to annual efficiencies (e.g.
incurred are to be
The “payback
Gershon savings) •
financed through
period” must be no
revenue resources, or of drawing on available
more than 5 years;
prudential borrowing or revenue reserves, subject
to ensuring that
the use of capital
satisfactory amounts
receipts;
remain to meet
unforeseen pressures or
other potential calls on
reserves.

BOUNDARY COMMITTEE SINGLE
UNITARY PATTERN FOR
SUFFOLK (LESS LOWESTOFT)
£m

£m

84.8

22.0

75.1

22.0

70.2

22.0

65.3

22.0

45.9

22.0

47.8

22.0

38.1

22.0

33.2

22.0

28.3

22.0

24.6

22.0

Modelled on submitted figures
Response as submitted
Sensitivity applied at 10% for expenditure and 10% for
expenditure reductions
Sensitivity applied at 15% for expenditure and 15% for
expenditure reductions
Sensitivity applied at 20% for expenditure and 20% for
expenditure reductions
Reduction of expenditure reductions allowed assuming expenditure increases by 10% to achieve a break even for criteria 1
-31.6%
underachieve
i.e. - they can
-31.6%
their expenditure reductions by
to meet break even but may fail other criterion

- expenditure less Where 5 years
yes/ no yes/ no - automatically
show this could be
expenditure
automatically
generated
over 5 years
reductions £m
generated

DCLG Criteria 3

DCLG Criteria 4

DCLG Criteria 5

All costs incurred
as a result of
reorganisation
must be met
locally without
increasing
council tax.

yes/ no automatically
generated

yes/ no - to be input

yes/ no - to be input

yes/ no - to be
input

yes

-23.5

3.3

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

-13.4

3.8

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

-8.4

4.2

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

-3.3

4.6

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

0.0

4.9

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

-23.5

3.3

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

-13.4

3.8

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

-8.4

4.2

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

-3.3

4.6

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

0.0

4.9

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

Modelled on figures excluding Securing the
Future savings from year 1
Deleting Securing the Future savings from year 1 onwards
Sensitivity applied at 10% for expenditure and 10% for
expenditure reductions
Sensitivity applied at 15% for expenditure and 15% for
expenditure reductions
Sensitivity applied at 20% for expenditure and 20% for
expenditure reductions
Reduction of expenditure reductions allowed assuming expenditure increases by 10% to achieve a break even for criteria 1
-31.6%
i.e. - they can
underachieve
-31.6%
their expenditure reductions by
to meet break even but may fail other criterion
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Council tax comparison – Suffolk Single Unitary less Lowestoft

BOUNDARY COMMITTEE SINGLE UNITARY PATTERN FOR
SUFFOLK (LESS LOWESTOFT)

Base Data

Base Data

Babergh

Forest Heath

Ipswich

See note 1 on Introduction

Mid Suffolk St Edmundsbury Suffolk Coastal

Column references relate to Finance
and General Statistics 2007-8
Budgets
£000
D1 Council Tax base
D2 Council Tax

Col 9
Assessed Council Tax - Local Spend (inc parishes)
Assessed Council Tax - Major Preceptor

Council Tax yield

32.539

£000
16.266

£000
39.640

£000
34.289

£181.13
£1,035.18
£1,216.32

£186.65
£1,035.18
£1,221.83

£289.63
£1,035.18
£1,324.81

39,578,174

19,873,946

52,515,534

£000

Waveney transferred
from Waveney
apportionment

37.107

£000
48.500

£000
15.856

£182.13
£1,035.18
£1,217.31

£197.89
£1,035.18
£1,233.07

£169.13
£1,035.18
£1,204.32

£144.86
£1,035.18
£1,180.04

41,740,638

45,755,809

58,409,287

18,710,727

Suffolk County transferred from
Suffolk County
apportionment

£000
224.2

276,584,114

Year 1

£1,214

COMPARISON - Council Tax in Year 2 as shown in the workbook

£1,234

Is the modelled Council Tax
below that calculated using
method 2?

yes

yes

£1,433

Is the modelled Council Tax
below that calculated using
method 2?

yes

yes

as calculated by the workbook

£1,228

Is the modelled Council Tax
below that calculated using
method 3?

yes

yes

Waveney - transferred from
Waveney apportionment

£1,180

Is the modelled Council Tax
below this?

no

no

Method 1 - Average Council Tax calculated using present individual Council
Taxes for constituent authorities, and apportioned (where necessary) Council
Tax bases for the constituent authorities, arriving at an average Council Tax
for the total Council Tax yield for the new unitary

Method 2 - Average Council Taxes using present individual Council Taxes
only

Comparison to the lowest Council Tax in place in 2007-8

Year 2

£1,221

COMPARISON - Council Tax in Year 1 as shown in the workbook

Method 3 - Average Council Taxes using Apportioned Base expenditure and
external finance for the constituent authorities, brought together for the new
unitary

Total

£9.2 m per annum

Cost of moving to lowest Council Tax in 2007-8
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DEVON COUNTY UNITARY
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BOUNDARY COMMITTEE REVIEW OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT STRUCTURES IN
NORFOLK SUFFOLK AND DEVON

REVIEW TO TEST WHETHER AFFORDABILITY
CRITERIA ARE MET
Name of Unitary pattern

Acknowledgment letter
Devon County Unitary

Authorities involved

Lead Contact officer and contact number and
e mail

Devon County, East Devon, Exeter, Mid
Devon, North Devon, South Hams,
Teignbridge, Torridge, West Devon.
John Mills is s151 officer –
john.mills@devon.gov.uk
Workbook being completed by Angie
Sinclair – angie.sinclair@devon.gov.uk

We acknowledge receipt of the financial workbook in relation to the above mentioned unitary
pattern.
We have allocated resources and timescales In order to complete the review of all 16 workbooks
and supporting documents within the timescales set by the Boundary Committee, in order to
achieve the overall timescales set by the Secretary of State.
Our initial reviews of the workbooks will be completed as follows: - Norfolk by end of September,
Suffolk and Devon by mid - October. Our process will be finally completed in mid November at
which time we will present reports to the Boundary Committee. Our understanding is that these
reports will then be made publicly available by the Boundary Committee. An external ‘peer’
review of our reports will take place by early December.
Where appropriate, we may seek additional information at any time, and any issues we feel will
need further information or clarification will be raised as soon as possible. We will do this initially
through the contact officer shown above if we think that appropriate.
Our immediate review shows that the following information requested is missing and should be
provided to us as soon as possible
Item 4: “Statement by each s151 officer- level of unallocated revenue balances
recommended to be retained from 2008-9” – has only been provided by the Devon CC
s151 officer.
What we are looking for here is an assessment from each s151 officer of their recommended
prudent level of revenue balances and the lead s151 to state the level recommended for the
new unitary. The queries log covers this as follows:
“What we had in mind here was a means of supporting the calculation on the workbook’s
transitional plan wherein we have asked for the percentage of net expenditure which the S151
officer has determined through risk analysis
What we hoped for was a simple schedule prepared by the lead officer which showed the
percentage of net expenditure presently recommended by each constituent S151 officer for
their present budget, if that is possible, and an assessment by the lead officer of what
percentage he or she would feel comfortable with applying when the new unitary is in place,
and how he or she arrived at that figure. This would be the percentage shown in the
transitional plan (cell O44). We appreciate fully that this would be a figure drawn on present
knowledge and would obviously be refined when proper budgets were drawn up but would
take into account the lead officers risk assessment of moving to unitary status from his or her
perspective.
Items 5 and 6: “2008-9 Budget and Medium Term Financial Plan/ Strategy for 2008-9
onwards”
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No documents – or website links - have been provided for Mid Devon, North Devon,
Teignbridge or Torridge District Councils. Could you supply these please?
Item 13: s151 certification
I note that East Devon has effectively not submitted a certificate. Could you let me know if
one will be forthcoming in the near future, or if the s151 officer has stated that they will not be
making a certification?

Your supporting information includes details of redundancy costs of £10.3m relating to 311
FTE posts as well as early retirement costs of £8.8m relating to 129 staff. It would be helpful
to have the detail behind these calculations as well as the basis for your £6.9m for pay
harmonisation. I note that whilst redundancies are anticipated to come from back office
functions such as Finance and IT, closure of the 2009/10 accounts incorporates a reference to
core staffing levels of District and County finance teams being ‘materially unchanged’ – some
further narrative explaining how these two perspectives fit together would be appreciated.
I note your expenditure reductions on members’ allowances – what assumptions have you
made within the back office savings figures for redundancy for members’ support staff?
These are initial comments only – further comments and requests may be made when further
detailed review takes place.
May we take this opportunity to thank you and your colleagues for the extensive work you have
undertaken to meet the deadline at this stage of the process.
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BOUNDARY COMMITTEE REVIEW OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT STRUCTURES IN
NORFOLK SUFFOLK AND DEVON

REVIEW TO TEST WHETHER AFFORDABILITY
CRITERIA ARE MET
REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION OR
CLARIFICATION
Name of Unitary proposal

Devon County Unitary

Authorities involved

Devon County, East Devon, Exeter, Mid
Devon, North Devon, South Hams,
Teignbridge, Torridge, West Devon.
John Mills is s151 officer –
john.mills@devon.gov.uk
Workbook being completed by Angie
Sinclair – angie.sinclair@devon.gov.uk

Lead Contact officer and contact number
and e mail

Document reference number

01
01/01
Additional Information or Clarification requested
– please provide an answer to this request or a reference to a supporting document, in the
adjacent box
1 Redundancy costs have been calculated
That is correct. However please bear in mind
based upon 75% of the net loss of 415
that internally means across all 9
posts – a 458 reduction offset by 43 new
organisations.
posts. You are assuming that the 43 new
posts will be filled internally I assume
otherwise your calculation would be 75% of
458 posts?
2 Early retirement figure of £6.8m for 129
Apologies but I am not sure where the lack of
staff equates to average of £53k – which
clarity is. As was stated in the explanation of
doesn’t seem to fit with the explanation given 16/09/08, ‘an additional £2m was provided for
in your 16/9/08 response – can you clarify
in recognition of the fact that the early
further?
retirement/ redundancy policies operated in
the district councils may be more generous
The 16th September response from Gordon
than that operated by the county’.
Bryant referred - in answer 1 - to 311
redundancies and the detail of the calculation Redundancy
31 Senior Managers
seemed to imply 150 managers and 161
280 Managers/ Support Staff
managers / staff in support services.
311 total
In answer 2 - reference early retirements: Early Retirement
logic is that all of the senior managers
(costing £104k each) and 35% of the support
FTEs
Average Total
service managers / staff (costing £26k each)
Cost £
Cost £m
– total number of employees = 129; overall
Senior
31
104,322 3.2
cost = £6.8m.
Managers
Managers 43
52,161
2.2
The way the numbers tie together isn’t
Support
55
26,081
1.4
obvious - can you confirm the number of
Staff
managers and the number of staff generating
the £6.8m? This isn’t anything to do with the
additional £2m.
3 ICT - the workbook and business case
The staff reduction of 61 shown in the
suggest one-off revenue costs of £3.4m and
workbook is made up of 23 ICT staff and 38
capital spend of £3.3m. Ongoing revenue
non ICT staff, which I think is not clear from
costs are £2.3m in years 1-4 (ongoing £1.7m the workbook. The non ICT staff savings will
pa) whilst revenue reductions are £16.4m in
come from areas such as system
years 1-4 (ongoing £6.2m pa). Can you
administrators, within service departments,
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provide the investigation reports which
support these figures – which appear
ambitious.

that will no longer be needed
The 23 actual ICT posts are gross reductions
and reduce to 19 fte when the 4 additional
posts are taken into account. We believe that
19 posts from 9 authorities is reasonable and
prudent.
The investigation reports are many individual
word documents and therefore difficult to
attach to this document. I will send them to
you as a separate email.
Received – thanks.

4 Contingency – “Uncertainty will be
managed through budget management
procedures and the use of earmarked
reserves.” Given that earmarked reserves
are earmarked and their use – even on a
short-term basis - therefore circumscribed –
and noting further, the absence of District
s151 confirmation of prudent balances to be
held - and therefore no indication of what
District Council issues may need to be
addressed – this approach may well appear
over-optimistic. Can you address this
concern please – noting the related point
below?

The council adds significantly to earmarked
reserves as part of its budget process. At the
end of each financial year earmarked new
earmarked reserves are established and
existing reserve levels enhanced as need
arises. This is commented on in outline in our
business case. This allows considerable
flexibility to manage transition.
It is acknowledged that as transition
progresses some earmarked reserves may
be used for their earmarked purpose as
contributions to the change agenda without
compromising the purpose for which they
were established. Not all of the earmarked
reserves are fully committed. For example
some of the ‘service development reserve’
earmarked for service change will be
available to support transition.
There seems to be some misunderstanding
relating to the S151 confirmation of prudent
balances to be held. Every s151 except for
North Devon, provided details of their
recommended minimum unallocated
balances and noted any pressures peculiar to
their Council.
Apologies – there were no statements in the
original submission but Angie subsequently
supplied this information in summary form on
th
the 17 September – which I overlooked.
There was no reference to any pressures,
however, and if you have any such
information I would be pleased to receive it.
The approach to managing uncertainty has
taken full account of all pressures identified
and is prudent and realistic.

5 Use of earmarked reserves – noting the
point above, the transitional plan incorporates
the use of £9m of earmarked reserves in
LUY2 and Yr1 – but there is no repayment

Please also see comments below at 5.
Over years 2 to 4 £24.1m will be available to
the new unitary council (£13.1m ongoing) to
invest in service development, contribute to
unallocated balances or, if it so wishes, to
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shown in the later years – which would be
expected. Can you review your treatment of
this item and either update your workbook or
confirm otherwise?

contribute to earmarked reserves. The
workbook shows these sums as contributions
to unallocated reserves at this stage, on line
23 of the Transition Plan, a switch to
earmarked reserves will have no affect on the
affordability of the proposal. As transition
develops this available funding can be
allocated as necessary but at this stage
specific needs have not been identified.
No amendment to the workbook is, therefore,
necessary.
Accepting that showing a repayment to
earmarked reserves will not compromise the
overall affordability of your submission, the
logic of the workbook does require repayment
of earmarked reserves within the payback
period. Rather than asking for an amended
workbook though, we will address this as part
of our modelling work.

6 Localisation – provision for 38 senior staff
costing £1.8m to support city and community
boards – average salary £39k (plus oncosts)
looks low for a role as important as this?

The annual cost of £1.8m is based on 30
officers x £40k and 8 support staff x £30k
(both + oncosts)
£40k is recognised as senior management
grade at the council.
We have predominantly used £40k for
reductions of senior managers elsewhere in
the workbook.
It will not be possible to determine exact pay
until each post has been evaluated under
equal pay rules.
We believe this treatment is consistent with
other assumptions made and is realistic.
Agreed.

7 Members allowances saving £1.8m – can
you provide the analysis of member numbers
and spend – before and after reorganisation
to support this figure please?

Analysis attached.

Member Allowances
analysis.xls

8 Support staff saving – the supporting
information refers to looking at each service
individually and assuming losses in particular
service areas e.g. 30% in creditor payments
and income collection. The business case
refers to 2.5% assumed loss of posts. Can
you reconcile these two approaches and
provide evidence of how you have assessed
achievable reductions – via for example,
economies of scale, impact of IT,
benchmarking or best practice modelling? Is

County, district and city staff allocated all of
their staffing compliments to the detailed
BVACOP service areas. Those support
service areas were looked at individually to
assess the likely level of savings. This may
have meant undertaking particular pieces of
work by professionals in that field, looking at
structure charts at posts that were no longer
needed or applying prudent assumptions and
then applying a reasonableness test against
the remaining numbers against existing
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it realistic to anticipate realising 75% of these
savings in Yr1?
What is the difference between posts and
fte’s that drives 2.5% v 3.9%?

9 Council tax equalisation – the business
case states: “The indicative Council tax level
for a band D property in year 1 is £1,175.
Council tax levels will reduce to £1,164 in the
following years. This will mean that the
council tax for the unitary authority from Year
2 will be equivalent to the lowest council tax
level of district councils prior to
reorganisation.” But based data shows East
Devon’s Council Tax as £1,161.74 whilst
Exeter’s is £1,133.95? The supporting
information meanwhile states: “balances as
shown in the workbook have been used to
reduce council tax to the mid point of the
average council tax and the lowest council
tax.” There seems to be a number of
inconsistencies here – can you clarify
please?
Chris – this is a really helpful analysis and I
can now understand the rationale behind
your approach and the narrative in the
business case. I note that your working
paper indicates an average Council Tax in
year 1 of £1,178.82 – but the workbook has a
Year 1 Council Tax of £1,175?

county capacity. These ranged from 0% in
traded services and Procurement, to 30% in
transactional services. 2.5% is the total
number of staffing reductions across all 9
organisations (the workbook calculates a
figure of 3.9% against ftes). We believe that it
is realistic to anticipate 75% of the savings in
year 1, in the context of a relatively low
overall level of savings assumed (13%) in
support services.
The purpose of quoting the 2.5% figure was
to indicate the relative scale of the staffing
reductions that are being envisaged and to
indicate that although it is significant in terms
of scale it is not critical. The figure of 2.5%
equates to 415 net reductions from a total
number of posts of 16,600. This compares to
10,672 ftes. However savings were always
calculated relative to ftes rather than to posts
so there is no comparison of the percentage
post reduction relative to percentage fte
reduction.
The workbooks inclusion of parish precepts in
the model is unhelpful. It means that the
base data council tax level and the proposed
equalised council tax must include them.
We have calculated the average council tax
for transition on the lowest band D council tax
FOR THE DISTRICT (the only council tax
which the unitary authority will be able to
control) plus average parish council tax.
We can see no alterative to this which
maintains the integrity of the model.
The attached working paper will hopefully
clarify our approach.

Equalisation incl
Parishes.xls

Ken, the working paper takes a simple
average of the district council taxes. The
workbook is based on actual tax base. This
produces a weighted rather than a simple
average. You will see from the transition plan
that £1175 is (subject to rounding) at the
midpoint. £1178 would skew to a tax
significantly above the mid point only £6
below the current level. The workbook points
us in the direction of taking the weighted
average route which we have done in order
to make our case transparent.
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10 Environmental services – gross
reductions – include £1.9m savings in
regulatory services. Business case (para
15.3) states: “Eventually it is envisaged that
other flexible patterns of working could be
developed to deliver objectives in key priority
areas. Significant savings arise from this
approach and theses are set out in the
following table” – reference to £1.9m ongoing
savings. Can you provide the detail behind
this figure and review whether inclusion of the
full 1.9m in Yr1 is realistic?

11 Planning services – business case (para
20.2) refers to an enhanced LDF team but no
additional costs appear in workbook analysis.
Savings in ancillary services are shown as 39
staff saving £2.3m from Yr1. Can you
provide the basis of the £2.3m saving and
confirm the realism of a year 1 full saving?

The sentence “Significant savings arise from
this approach and these are set out in the
following table.” is referring to the earlier
statements made within the regulatory
section of the business case rather than the
paragraph starting “Eventually it is
envisaged” and should have been shown as
a new paragraph.
The savings of £1.9m relate to the
rationalisation of the management structure.
No savings have been included within the
workbook relating to future development of
flexible patterns of working.
As the £1.9m relates to the management
structure, it is realistic to include it from year
1.
The savings of £2.3m and 39 fte posts is
analysed as:
£1.2m and 23 fte posts relating to planning
services; and
£1.1m and 16 fte posts relating to Street
Scene.

Could you amplify this please:
Planning services
? managers*average cost = £?
? additional LDF posts*average cost = £?
= Net 23 posts reduction saving £1.2m
If only staff, this equates to £43k average
salary which seems high?
Street Scene
16 posts*£57k = £1.1m
If only staff, this equates to £57k average
salary which seems high?
If this logic is correct can you confirm the
numbers and the basis for the salaries?
Finally, I note that the business case refers to
savings in Planning Services (para 20) of
£2.3m p.a. and savings in Street Scene and
car parking (para 25) of £0.3m. Clarification
as to how this fits with your analysis of the
savings would be helpful.

The planning figures shown are the net
savings after the LDF investment and relate
to management posts. As such, we believe a
year 1 saving is realistic.
Planning services (net reductions)
16 managers* £40k plus salary on costs
average cost = £800k
7 LDF posts*£40k plus salary on costs
average cost = £350
= Net 23 posts reduction saving £1.2m
(rounded up).
The calculation is based on senior
management grade plus 25% salary on cost
and is consistent with other costing in the
workbook.
Please note that the gross figures are 27
managers and 22 LDF posts before
reductions to 11 and 15 respectively. I do
not believe the wording in paragraph 20 for
LDF is helpful. It is written to describe an
increase in the existing County team, but
represents a reduction of 7 when all
authorities are considered.
Street Scene
16 posts*£32k plus salary oncosts = £0.6m
(assumed given the nature of the function
that the managers would not be senior
managers hence not based on £40,000).
Other savings relating to rationalising
functions (e.g. lengthsmen could combine
existing district functions such as litter
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picking), some depot rationalisation and
rationalising other costs for management for
grounds maintenance, weed control and
tree management etc.- total estimated
saving £0.5m

12 Revenues and benefits – business case
quotes a saving – net of lost grant – of
£0.72m by 2013/14. This suggests a gross
saving of £1m+ - can you provide the detail
behind this? The workbook shows Cost of
collection reductions rising to £0.5m, rather
than £0.72m – can you clarify please?

13 Housing – business case identifies £1m
ongoing savings – workbook shows £1.2m
from Yr1 – can you clarify please?
14 ICT capital investment of £3.3m is funded
from capital receipts – but there are no
revenue consequences (loss of interest)
recorded in the workbook as expected. Can
you review this please?

15 Transition team - business case (para
38.2) notes: “It has been decided that for
existing staff appointments, their substantive
posts in the unitary structure will not be
backfilled during their secondment and
therefore the costs of the team to the
authority will be approximately 50% less than
the headline budget.” £2.3m is included over
two years rather than the full £4.6m. Can you
amplify the rationale behind this approach,
recognising the sensitivities around
continuing to provide services through the
reorganisation, as highlighted in the LG
Futures Risk assessment (page 8 – risk of
declining service standards – likelihood 1 –
There will be a greater risk if any key
managers form part of the transition teams).

The £1.2m for planning and £1.1m for
Street scene have been included planning
and development services – total £2.3m.
Car parking has been included in highways
roads and transport services rounded down
to £0.2m.
The savings relate to 7 Benefit Managers @
£40k, 7 Benefits control & claims officers @
£32.5k, 7 Revenue Managers @ £40k, 7
Revenue control & claims officers @ £32.5k.
All of these figures are plus on costs. These
savings have been reduced by a provision for
lost grant and for the increased cost of 3
Principal Finance Managers.
The revenues element of the saving is shown
as Cost of Collection, the benefits element is
shown, as per the RA data, within Housing.
This links with your query at 13 below.
£0.2m relates to Housing Benefits as
described in 12 above.
This issue was referred to in the e-mail
response, 23 September to Tony Hall.
Whilst there is a requirement to model loss of
interest in the workbook, £3.3m of capital
receipts applied will not make any significant
impact on your business case so we can
ignore it.
The assumptions surrounding transition are
based on information gathered from other
authorities who are undergoing the transition
to unitary status. In relation to backfilling
existing staff roles, the view from Cornwall
and Wiltshire was that although it was initially
seen as a key issue, in reality it had caused
fewer difficulties than expected. Where
additional backfilling had been required within
authorities it had not been within areas of
specific service expertise.
The risk of declining service standards is
therefore small and our assumptions, being
based on real life experience, are both
realistic and achievable.
I note your logic – I assume that this means
that around half of the transition team – 22
staff – will be appointed externally – can you
also confirm the basis for the phasing in
LUY2 and how you determined that 50% was
the appropriate factor to be used in costing
the actual provision?
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Ultimately the 50% assumption is a
judgement based on both the experience of
other councils and our own assessment of
what will be required.

16 Balances – the business case identifies
current free balances at 3.4 % of net revenue
expenditure and this has been used in the
workbook to define the prudent level of
balances to be held by the new Unitary
authority. Can you confirm how this relates
to the £20m figure also quoted in the
business case (para 40.2.2) – which will not
be supported by the workbook analysis?
(£20m on Yr1 new net base of £514.6m =
3.9%; £20m on Yr4 new net base of £511.6 =
3.9%).
In the absence of any District s151 officer
confirmation of the level of balances to be
prudently held, how have you accommodated
the potential for inherited District risk in your
figure for balances?

I have assumed for LUY2 that given that the
Secretary of State’s announcement will be
towards the end of February 2009
appointments will not be made much before
1/4/09. The programme director, programme
manager and 5 sub programme directors will
be in post from 1/4/09. Other staff – sub
programme managers project managers and
other transition staff will on average be in
post for 6 months of 2009/10. Internal /
external funding has been deemed to apply
equally to all posts for costing purposes.
The point we are trying to make is that the
prudent level of balances has been assessed
as 3.4% which can be expressed
conservatively as £20m. You are quite right,
£20m is 0.5% more than the assessed
minimum of 3.4% and provides a more than
ample cushion.
To clarify this point – the current level of free
balances held by the County Council stand at
£14.2m and represent 3.4% of the County’s
net expenditure. The business case
however, highlights the requirement for the
new unitary authority to hold balances of
£20m – which on a new net base budget of
circa £500m equates to 3.9% - which is the
percentage that I would have expected to see
in the workbook. You have continued to use
3.4% as per the current County Council
policy – which appears therefore to be too
low?
Ken, the requirement for the new unitary is no
different than the assumption for the existing
County Council – 3.4%. We have always
regarded the level of balances we hold as a
minimum figure. Therefore anything above
the minimum does not mean a change in
assumption. All it means is that the balance
we show gives us considerable headroom.
Conservatively a balance of £20m+ is
comfortable. The wording of our business
case is not intended to signal a change in our
balances policy but to show the comfort with
which it can be accommodated. In fact the
minimum level of balance from Year 1 is
£22.9m - £5m above the 3.4% policy level.
This reflects the very cautious approach we
have taken to completing the financial
assessment in order to have a realistic basis
for managing a unitary authority should the
Secretary of State approve it.
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There seems to be some misunderstanding
relating to the S151 confirmation of prudent
balances to be held. Every s151 except for
North Devon, provided details of their
recommended minimum unallocated
balances and noted any pressures peculiar to
their Council. The minimum recommended
balance of 3.4% has taken full account of
District pressures.
Noted – as above – point 4.
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BOUNDARY COMMITTEE REVIEW OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT STRUCTURES IN
NORFOLK SUFFOLK AND DEVON

REVIEW TO TEST WHETHER AFFORDABILITY
CRITERIA ARE MET
REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION OR
CLARIFICATION
Name of Unitary proposal

Devon County Unitary

Authorities involved

Devon County, East Devon, Exeter, Mid
Devon, North Devon, South Hams,
Teignbridge, Torridge, West Devon.
John Mills is s151 officer –
john.mills@devon.gov.uk
Workbook being completed by Angie
Sinclair – angie.sinclair@devon.gov.uk

Lead Contact officer and contact number
and e mail

Document reference number
02
Additional Information or Clarification requested
– please provide an answer to this request or a reference to a supporting document, in the
adjacent box
1 Pay harmonisation – the workbook and
The Local Government Futures risk
further detail provided by Gordon Bryant
assessment paper uses the figure of £5.5m
records the provision for pay harmonisation
for the total ongoing provision for increases
as follows:
in pay as they have included the amount that
£’m relates to year 5.
Ongoing Total
One-off
Pay harmonisation is assumed to take place
Admin Back
over 4 years for the simple reason that it
pay
may take that long to complete. There may
Yr1
0.6
0.6
be some confusion in the risk assessment as
Yr2
0.6
3.0
1.0
4.6
we are applying the annual cost over 4
Yr3
0.6
1.5
1.5
3.6
years, rather than one as the risk
Yr4
0.6
1.5
2.1
assessment has interpreted it.
Total

2.4

4.5

4.0

10.9

The Local Government Futures risk
assessment paper (paragraphs 9.3 and 9.4)
on the other hand state:
“The cost of going through the harmonisation
process has been assessed by the HR team
and an assessment of one-off year one costs
of £615,069 has been determined (officer time
£130k, expert advice £416k, panels £26k,
union involvement £43k).
A provision for the one-off payments of £5m
has been made, with a further £5.5m for
continuing increases of pay for the whole
county option. These provisions are to be
used over the 4 years.”
The workbook analysis departs from this logic
– particularly in the admin provision - and a
reconciliation of these two sets of figures
would be helpful. In the round, the LGF report
suggests an overall provision – one-off and
ongoing - in the period to 2013/14 of £11.1m

The annual ongoing provision of £1.5m is the
pro rated figure based on DCC’s experience
of JE. The ongoing cost per employee was
£431 p.a. This was multiplied by the number
of district staff that would be transferred onto
DCC’s pay and grading structure (3,403) to
produce an annual expected cost of
£1,466,693.
Reconciliation between £10.9m and £11.1m.
£m
DCC
Risk
Submission Assessment
Admin
2.4
0.6
Back
4.5
5
Pay
Ongoing 4.0
5.5
Total
10.9
11.1
The risk assessment quoting the figure of
£5m for one off back pay has just rounded
up the figure of £4.5 presumably.
The administrative cost of managing pay
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which compares to the £10.9m in the
workbook. Whilst the overall difference is
perhaps not significant, it would be helpful to
understand why the proposal diverges from
the logic of the LGF report and to confirm the
basis for the ongoing provision of £1.5m built
into the workbook.

harmonisation has in our experience been
difficult to contain. Substantial costs for the
initial County Council harmonisation project
are still being incurred several years after the
initial assessment due to a prolonged
appeals process. We feel justified in
assuming a cost for the first four years to
reflect this current experience.
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Affordability - key indicators - Devon County Unitary

COMPARES INDICTORS AS SUBMITTED
AND AS MODELLED

Key indicators - summary comparison

Transition plan additional expenditure and expenditure reductions

Affordability measure 1 - net savings to 2012/13
Gross additional costs
Gross reduced expenditure
Net expenditure reduction over additional expenditure 2007/8 - 2012/13
Affordability measure 1a - net savings to 2012/13
Gross additional costs per head of population
Gross reduced expenditure per head of population
Net expenditure reduction over additional expenditure 2007/8 - 2012/13 per head of population

Additional expenditure and expenditure reductions analysis - AS SUBMITTED

New
Unitary
Council submitted

£m
74.3
96.8

-28.1

-22.5

-5.6

100.96
139.11
-38.15
£m

100.96
131.55
-30.59
£m

0.0
7.6
-7.56
£m
-1.5
£p
-2.0
%
-0.0
%
-0.0

£p
Affordability measure 3 – net ongoing savings per head of population

-25.30

Affordability measure 4 – net ongoing savings as a percentage of base costs

-3.7%

%
%
Affordability measure 5 – net ongoing savings as a percentage of gross transitional costs

New Unitary
Council differences

£m
74.3
102.3

-18.6

Affordability measure 2 – net ongoing savings

New
Unitary
Council modelled

-25.1%

-17.1
£p

-23.26
%

-3.3%
%

-23.0%

£m
0.0
5.6

Payback period
years

3.2

Affordability measure 6- payback period

years

3.4

years
-0.3

Balances

Gross expenditure analysis
Staffing
IT
Change management and shadow planning
Other

£m
46.0
2.5
0.0
25.8
74.3

Gross reductions analysis
Corporate & Democratic
Service Costs
Other

£m
73.9
15.5
12.9
102.3

Staffing issues
Number
10,672 Percentage staffing change
43
-3.9%
-458
10,257

Initial staffing numbers as at 1/4/2007
Staff effect per additional expenditure plans
Staff effect per expenditure reductions
Assessed staffing at 31/3/2013

£m
10.3
8.8
£41,657

Redundancy to 2012/13
Early Retirement and pension fund cont'ns to 2012/13
Average cost of staff reduction per transitional plan

THE ABOVE INDICATORS WILL HAVE TO BE PUT IN MANUALLY IN SOME CASES

Affordability measure 7 – net use of balances over the transitional period
Used (-) or increased (+) over the period to 2012/13

£m

18.4
£m

47.0

Remaining at end of 2012/13
Affordability measure 8 – net balances as a percentage of base costs

£m

£m

4.1
£m

14.3

%

%

9.2%

6.4%

Is this in line or better than the S151 Officer's advice?

yes

yes

Net cost to Council Tax payers

£m

£m

Affordability measure 9 – Reduction in net cost to Council Tax payers

-19.0

-18.7

Population - LAs estimate as at June 2007

735.6

735.6

Additional expenditure and expenditure reductions analysis - AS MODELLED

£m

32.7

14.3
%
0.0

Gross expenditure analysis
Staffing
IT
Change management and shadow planning
Other

£m

£m
46.0
2.5
0.0
25.8

Gross reductions analysis
Corporate & Democratic
Service Costs
Other

£m
73.9
15.5
7.4
96.8

74.3
-0.3
Staffing issues

Col 1

Initial staffing numbers as at 1/4/2007
Staff effect per additional expenditure plans
Staff effect per expenditure reductions
Assessed staffing at 31/3/2013

Number
10,672 Percentage staffing change
-3.9%
43
-458
10,257
£m

Redundancy to 2012/13
Early Retirement and pension fund cont'ns to 2012/13
Average cost of staff reduction per transitional plan

10.3
8.8
£41,657

THE ABOVE INDICATORS WILL HAVE TO BE PUT IN MANUALLY IN SOME CASES

Sensitivity Analysis – Devon County Unitary

Sensitivity analysis model

Funds at end
of year 5 these need
to be input
manually for
each level of
significance

Level of funds
needed to meet S
151 officers
recommendation automatically
recorded from
Transitional
Master plan

Funds at end
of five years at
or above S
151 accepted
level

Net effect on
overall transition
plan these need
to be input
manually for
each level of
significance

Payback period these need to be
input manually
for each level of
significance

DCLG Criteria 1

DCLG Criteria 2

Transitional costs
overall must be more
than offset over a
period (“the payback
period”) by savings

In each year, transitional
costs incurred are to be
financed through • In year
revenue savings • Other in
year specified revenue
In each year, capital
savings that are additional
transitional costs
to annual efficiencies (e.g.
incurred are to be
The “payback
Gershon savings) •
financed through
period” must be no
revenue resources, or of drawing on available
more than 5 years;
prudential borrowing or revenue reserves, subject
to ensuring that
the use of capital
satisfactory amounts
receipts;
remain to meet
unforeseen pressures or
other potential calls on
reserves.

BOUNDARY COMMITTEE DEVON
DRAFT PROPOSAL - DEVON
COUNTY UNITARY

Response as submitted
Sensitivity applied at 10% for expenditure and 10% for
expenditure reductions
Sensitivity applied at 15% for expenditure and 15% for
expenditure reductions
Sensitivity applied at 20% for expenditure and 20% for
expenditure reductions
Reduction of expenditure reductions allowed assuming expenditure increases by 10% to achieve a break even for criteria 1
-20.2%
underachieve
i.e. - they can
their expenditure reductions by
-20.2%
to meet break even but may fail other criterion

£m

£m

47.0

17.6

29.7

17.6

20.7

17.6

11.8

17.6

19.2

17.6

- expenditure less Where 5 years
yes/ no yes/ no - automatically
show this could be
expenditure
automatically
generated
over 5 years
reductions £m
generated

DCLG Criteria 3

DCLG Criteria 4

DCLG Criteria 5

All costs incurred
as a result of
reorganisation
must be met
locally without
increasing
council tax.

yes/ no automatically
generated

yes/ no - to be input

yes/ no - to be input

yes/ no - to be
input

yes

-28.1

3.2

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

-10.4

4.2

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

-1.6

4.8

yes

yes

yes

no

yes

no

7.3

>5.0

no

no

yes

no

yes

yes

0.0

5.0

yes

yes

yes

no

yes
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Council tax comparison – Devon County Unitary
BOUNDARY COMMITTEE DEVON DRAFT PROPOSAL DEVON COUNTY UNITARY

COMPARISON OF COUNCIL
TAX FIGURES - BEFORE AND
AFTER UNITARY IN PLACE

East Devon

£000
D1 Council Tax base
D2 Council Tax

Exeter

Mid Devon

North Devon

South Hams

Teignbridge

Torridge

West Devon

Devon County

Total

£000

£000

Column references relate to Finance
and General Statistics 2007-8
Budgets
Col 9

Assessed Council Tax - Local Spend (inc parishes)
Assessed Council Tax - Major Preceptor

Council Tax yield

56.085

£000
36.927

£000
27.046

£000
34.070

£137.81
£1,023.93
£1,161.74

£110.03
£1,023.93
£1,133.96

£193.93
£1,023.93
£1,217.86

65,156,003

41,873,590

32,938,300

£000
37.126

£000
48.256

£000
22.629

£000

£185.44
£1,023.93
£1,209.37

£160.18
£1,023.93
£1,184.11

£164.02
£1,023.93
£1,187.95

£165.94
£1,023.93
£1,189.86

£214.49
£1,023.93
£1,238.42

41,203,484

43,961,280

57,325,670

26,925,590

24,446,083

19.740

Year 1

281.9

333,830,000

Year 2

£1,175

COMPARISON - Council Tax in Year 1 as shown in the workbook

£1,164

COMPARISON - Council Tax in Year 2 as shown in the workbook

£1,184

Is the modelled Council Tax
below that calculated using
method 2?

yes

yes

£1,190

Is the modelled Council Tax
below that calculated using
method 2?

yes

yes

as calculated by the workbook

£1,184

Is the modelled Council Tax
below that calculated using
method 3?

yes

yes

East Devon

£1,162

Is the modelled Council Tax
below this?

no

no

Method 1 - Average Council Tax calculated using present individual Council
Taxes for constituent authorities, and apportioned (where necessary) Council
Tax bases for the constituent authorities, arriving at an average Council Tax
for the total Council Tax yield for the new unitary

Method 2 - Average Council Taxes using present individual Council Taxes
only

Method 3 - Average Council Taxes using Apportioned Base expenditure and
external finance for the constituent authorities, brought together for the new
unitary

Comparison to the lowest Council Tax in place in 2007-8

£3.7 m per annum

Cost of moving to lowest Council Tax in 2007-8

NB - there is already a Combined Fire Authority in Devon and therefore these figures are not affected
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DEVON TWO UNITARY PATTERN –
EXETER AND EXMOUTH
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BOUNDARY COMMITTEE REVIEW OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT STRUCTURES IN NORFOLK
SUFFOLK AND DEVON

REVIEW TO TEST WHETHER AFFORDABILITY CRITERIA
ARE MET
Name of Unitary pattern

Acknowledgment letter
Exeter and Exmouth

Authorities involved
Lead Contact officer and contact number
and e mail

Exeter City, Devon County, East Devon,
Teignbridge
Andy Stark – andy.stark@exeter.gov.uk

We acknowledge receipt of the financial workbook in relation to the above mentioned unitary pattern.
We have allocated resources and timescales In order to complete the review of all 16 workbooks and
supporting documents within the timescales set by the Boundary Committee, in order to achieve the
overall timescales set by the Secretary of State.
Our initial reviews of the workbooks will be completed as follows: - Norfolk by end of September,
Suffolk and Devon by mid - October. Our process will be finally completed in mid November at which
time we will present reports to the Boundary Committee. Our understanding is that these reports will
then be made publicly available by the Boundary Committee. An external ‘peer’ review of our reports
will take place by early December.
Where appropriate, we may seek additional information at any time, and any issues we feel will need
further information or clarification will be raised as soon as possible. We will do this initially through
the contact officer shown above if we think that appropriate.
Our immediate review shows that all data requested has been provided / the following information
requested is missing and should be provided to us as soon as possible
Item 4: “Statement by each s151 officer- level of unallocated revenue balances
recommended to be retained from 2008-9” – has only been provided by the Exeter s151
officer.
What we are looking for here is an assessment from each s151 officer of their recommended
prudent level of revenue balances and the lead s151 to state the level recommended for the
new unitary. The queries log covers this as follows:
“What we had in mind here was a means of supporting the calculation on the workbook’s
transitional plan wherein we have asked for the percentage of net expenditure which the S151
officer has determined through risk analysis
What we hoped for was a simple schedule prepared by the lead officer which showed the
percentage of net expenditure presently recommended by each constituent S151 officer for
their present budget, if that is possible, and an assessment by the lead officer of what
percentage he or she would feel comfortable with applying when the new unitary is in place,
and how he or she arrived at that figure. This would be the percentage shown in the
transitional plan (cell O44). We appreciate fully that this would be a figure drawn on present
knowledge and would obviously be refined when proper budgets were drawn up but would
take into account the lead officers risk assessment of moving to unitary status from his or her
perspective.
Items 5 and 6: “2008-9 Budget and Medium Term Financial Plan/ Strategy for 2008-9
onwards”
This appears to be in a Notepad format that I am unable to open – can you provide word
documents or website links please?
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Item 13: s151 certification
This appears to be the confirmation from John Mills that his certification will follow. Can you
confirm when we will receive the Exeter, East Devon and Teignbridge certifications?

I note from your workbook and supporting information the inclusion of “Efficient working” savings
of £13m over the initial period with ongoing savings of £5.2m pa thereafter. Can you provide
consultants’ reports or any other evidence to support these figures?

These are initial comments only – further comments and requests may be made when further
detailed review takes place.
May we take this opportunity to thank you and your colleagues for the extensive work that you
have undertaken to meet the deadline at this stage of the process.
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BOUNDARY COMMITTEE REVIEW OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT STRUCTURES IN NORFOLK
SUFFOLK AND DEVON

REVIEW TO TEST WHETHER AFFORDABILITY CRITERIA
ARE LIKELY TO BE MET
REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION OR CLARIFICATION
Name of Unitary proposal

Exeter and Exmouth

Authorities involved

Exeter City, Devon County, East Devon,
Teignbridge
Andy Stark – andy.stark@exeter.gov.uk

Lead Contact officer and contact number and
e mail
Document reference number

01

Additional Information or Clarification requested
– please provide an answer to this request or a reference to a supporting document, in the adjacent
box
1 The effect of the disaggregation on the
projected Council Tax level
The detailed supporting information states:
The current Exeter Council Tax is indeed
“The effect of the budget and grant
£1,133.96. However as you are aware the RA form
disaggregation is to increase average council and therefore the workbook base data includes
tax for Exeter and Exmouth by £100.
within the expenditure the element for the parish
However……by the use of savings and
precept payments to be made by the authority. It is
reserves Council tax will be based upon the
therefore appropriate to include within the income,
current lowest district level – an average
the equivalent amount from Council Tax required to
reduction of £6.”
fund this expenditure. The additional £9 reflects the
average cost of parish precepts spread across the
This presumably relates to the transitional
taxbase of a unitary Exeter and Exmouth. Based
plan reduction in Council Tax from £1,148 in
upon our model a band D council tax in Exeter
Base year and LUY1 and LUY2 to £1,143 in
would remain at £1,133.96. In other areas band D
Yr1 and thereafter. But current Exeter
would be £1,133.96 plus the parish precept
Council Tax is £1,133.96 – which would
element.
seem to imply an increase in Council Tax of
£9.04 for current Exeter residents. Can you
expand on this please?
2 One-off redundancy provision £1.9m
The gross cost for this has been discounted
The City Council currently employs 919.13 fte
by 30% to reflect the impact of ‘proactive
employees. An annual turnover based on 11.04%
recruitment management and vacancy
results in 101.47 fte vacant posts per year. The
control’ – but the 2007/08 council staff
figure quoted in the workbook refers to 30% of the
turnover is quoted as 11.04% so the 30%
144.3 fte less staff required for the new unitary
might appear optimistic. Can you provide
council. So from the identified reduction of 144.3 fte
the evidence which led to the assumption of
a 30% natural wastage allowance is 43.3 fte posts
30%?
from an overall vacancy pot of 101.47 fte.
The workbook timeline for redundancy costs
is £0.2m in LUY2 and £1.7m in Yr1. Given
the transitional work required on structures
etc these costs appear very early in the
process - can you expand on the basis for
this timeline?
At the same time as these staff reductions
are being made in the new unitary structure,
your efficient working programme will
additionally remove some £13m of costs –

This allowance has been based on a reasonable
assumption that these 43.3 fte posts will be
achieved from the 101.47 fte annual turnover
figures (realising that not all natural turnover occurs
in the right places). This is not considered to be
optimistic and indeed may result in greater natural
wastage reductions which will further reduce
redundancy or early retirement costs.
By comparison, in the two unitary model the County
have assumed 25% of all post reductions being
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mainly staffing presumably – in the period to
2013/14. What assumptions are being made
about the redundancy impact of this
programme?

achieved by natural wastage amounting to 114
posts from 332 posts required. This appears to be
a low estimate given the available workforce of the
County and their annual turnover figures. The
County employs (excl schools) 6,947.70 fte, with an
annual turnover of on average 11% this is 764.27
fte vacant posts per year. In this context is it
credible that only 114 posts from natural wastage
can be identified to reduce redundancy costs? This
calculation does not take into account the numbers
of district staff affected and the natural wastage
vacancies they will have.
The information on ‘staff transfer’ provided by the
County and the districts is not considered to
accurately reflect the real staffing numbers that are
likely to be covered by the ‘tupe-like’ transfer
process. The figures provided in this process were
provided from a crude disaggregation of staffing
budgets and in many areas will not reflect the
actual number of staff to transfer. It is not possible
to accurately calculate how many actual staff will
transfer.
No assumptions have been made on the actual
number of support staff to be transferred. For
senior posts the disaggregation categories of ‘Chief
Executive’, ‘Directors’ and ‘Heads of Service’
collectively (Devon County, East Devon and
Teignbridge) adds up to 10 (9.99) fte posts. This
will not actually result in 10 staff transferring as
they are not wholly or mainly employed in the
Exeter/Exmouth area of work. It is assumed on this
basis that there will be limited requirement for
redundancy/early retirement for senior posts. This
assessment of ‘tupe-like’ information is also likely
to mean less support staff transferring.
It is reasonable to anticipate that the support staff
savings can be achieved in advance of Day 1 both
through the turnover figures detailed above in the
13 months leading up to implementation, and
through more detailed analysis of accurate staff
transfer information. Senior staff structures will be
in place from Day 1.
Savings will be achieved from increased
productivity and reduced staffing but not
necessarily redundancies. A number of service
areas have temporary staffing arrangements and
we have, currently, an 11% turnover, so we do not
anticipate any significant level of redundancies. We
have an agreed working practice with our trades
unions, who are partners in business process
reviews, that redundancy is a last resort and have
over a number of years achieved significant service
reviews with very few resulting in any more than a
few redundancies.
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The savings shown (£13 million) are the net
savings and are based on advice from our
consultants, Anite, when we submitted our
business case last year. They considered the level
of savings as reasonable, based on their extensive
work with other local authorities. In addition,
Deloittes carried out an assessment of our
business case in 2007 and concluded that the
figures used, including the level of redundancies,
was reasonable.
3

4

Early retirement and pension fund
contributions
Provision made for 12 senior staff made
redundant but no provision made for 132
support staff. Whilst noting the additional
information supplied in your 22 September email, the lack of any pension allowance for
this large number of staff does not appear to
be prudent. Can you provide any further
explanation for this approach?

Pay harmonisation
Can you explain what is meant by “The pay
and grading profile of the new Unitary has
been modelled within the service design and
any new or additional costs have therefore
been factored into the proposed structure.”
What information on the pay grades of the
other authority staff have you applied to
engineer this modelling?
It is also unclear as to how you have
incorporated this into the new structure given
the one-off provision of £0.85m over two
years – but no ongoing provision. Your
clarification of these points would be
appreciated.
I would also point to the contrast between
your provision for pay harmonisation and that
put forward by Devon County in their
submission.
Exeter and Exmouth would be moving from
employing 919 staff to employing 2,810
(principally via 1,831staff from the County).
Devon County would be moving from
employing 6,948 staff to employing 10,257 (a
48% increase) and has made provision in
their Unitary submission of:
One-off provision:
£0.6m pa over 4 years for administering
appeals = £2.4m.

As previously outlined in our response in question
2, it is appropriate to assume that there will not be
10 senior staff transferring or being made
redundant. The provision of £250k will be available
for severance in either of the two identified areas.
As outlined continually in our business case our
commitment to the transition is to manage the
associated costs carefully and not to exaggerate or
suggest any requirement for incurring unnecessary
or unreasonable costs.
The structure for the new council has been
modelled on expected levels of pay and it is
anticipated that staff will ‘transfer into’ or be
‘recruited to’ posts within the new council on these
pay grades.
Information on levels of pay and grading in similar
sized organisations is available from the Local
Government Employers from annual pay and
grading reviews and is benchmarked for authorities
to compare against.
It is clear from advice on equal pay legislation that
‘drawn out’ pay protection arrangements can be
discriminatory by nature and the new council will
seek to keep any issues of pay protection to a
minimum. We would estimate achieving this over a
period of between 12 – 18 months which is in line
with an equal pay risk assessment.
When assessing the two different approaches to
pay harmonisation we consider that the County has
taken a view which is more in line with an equal
pay review, which they have recently conducted
and may be benchmarking against this process.
Are they suggesting even as a continuing authority
that this exercise is repeated at such high cost?
It is not considered necessary to include such a
provision for appeals as this is not the evidenced
experience of previous local government reviews
where appeals were very few and far between. The
reports from the Regional Employers confirmed this
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£4.5m for back claims (£3m in Yr2, £1.5m
in Yr3).
Total one-off provision = £6.9m.
Ongoing provision:
£1.0m in Yr 2
£1.5m in year 3 and thereafter.
Whilst it is not suggested that one approach
is better or more accurate than the other, the
scale of the difference in the provisions being
made is surprising.
It would be helpful to understand how your
submission deals with the additional
workload in assimilating the large number of
transferred staff and why you believe that
there will be no ongoing impact.

5

6

Change management and shadow
planning
The workbook shows 10 staff for LUY2
costing £0.7m. The original business case
highlighted the need for an externally
appointed manager on a fixed term contract
and senior level interim advice on Children’s
Services and Adult Social Services. If the 10
staff are interim appointments this provision
looks low. Can you provide the detail behind
this provision?

Revenue expenditure reductions –
support staff
Reductions have been costed on the basis of
132.3 support staff @ £25k p.a. Assuming
the £25k is salary, the total saving will be:
132.3*£25k* = £3.308m
Allow 20% for on-costs = £3.969m

with few appeals, grievances or employment
tribunal cases. Again the County may be assessing
their costs in comparison to their recent experience
which resulted in high levels of appeals and
grievances.
The provision for backpay of £4.5m is unnecessary
as back pay provision to this level of liability has
been wrongly associated with equal pay back
claims (which the County has recent experience of
significant liability and cost). It is not considered
that this process has any implications for equal
pay, other than the management of any ongoing
pay protection arrangements which may expose
future inequality issues.
We consider that a reasonable and accurate
estimate has been made for transitional costs in
our workbook and that in comparison some very
high and administratively excessive costs have
been outlined by the County. Appeals over four
years amounting to £150,000 per annum, for an
administrative system after a structural
reorganisation, where a large percentage of staff
are already employed at the County, seems very
excessive and very questionable.

The provision is now based upon a short term
requirement for interim staff and not all these staff
will be at a senior level. It is envisaged that the
interim staff will only be required for 5 months, at
which point the new management team will be in
place. The costs therefore can be broken down
into £200,000 for interim staff for 5 months (This
equates to approx £700 per day for director level)
and £500,000 for the new management team and
support staff. It is envisaged that existing directors
will take on the planning of service delivery for the
rest of the Council in the interim.

The reason why savings are higher than the £3.969
million you have indicated is that we have used an
on-cost rate of 30%, which is the current rate. This
includes national insurance, the current employer’s
superannuation contribution rate and an element
for the back funding of superannuation.

The saving quoted for support staff is
actually £4.3m pa – could you supply the
basis for this higher figure?
Can you also set out how the new authority
will realise these savings in full from Yr1
which seems optimistic? (This is the
corollary to the question on the timing of the
redundancy costs).

It is our intention that all staffing issues including
redundancy will be achieved on or before vesting
day.
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7

Revenue expenditure reductions –
efficient working
The detailed supporting information
highlights the savings available – primarily
from District council services - in year 1 and
2 and from other services in addition from
year 2/3 onwards. The profile of savings in
the workbook is:
Yr1: £1.3m
Yr2: £2.6m
Yr3: £3.9m
Yr4: £5.2m and thereafter.
Are there any specific proposals to ensure
capacity for managing this transformational
programme as well as the move to unitary
status – other than the transitional team
arrangements set out in the submission?
Given that the efficient working programme
is already in place should it feature in a
unitary proposal business case given that it
does not appear to be directly related to
unitary status?

8

We are currently working with Anite to conduct pilot
business process reviews and would use
consultants in the new unitary council. The cost of
the consultancy would be funded from the savings
achieved, as that is the basis of the contract
negotiated for the pilot work. The work will be
service based working with consultants so will not
involve a transition team.
The transformation process is not in place now.
We are engaged in pilots for business process
review which will establish the means for a full
organisational review in the new unitary council.
Our business case sets out the intention to create a
totally new authority, not a version of the current
one with added services, and this is fundamental to
the vision for the new unitary. We are limited to
undertaking these reviews on district council
services at the moment but this will provide the
experience and knowledge which is essential for
the purpose and ensure early engagement and
completion of the project. It will also identify early
savings for the new unitary authority if the
proposals which emanate from the work are
adopted by the Transition Authority and
implemented from April 2010.

Capital costs
The supporting information refers to
“Systems that are currently provided by
Devon County will be contracted through a
shared services agreement on an equitable
basis.”
The financial impact of this, I assume, is as
described in the original business case which
you supplied, Appendix 18 – “Financial Case
- Detail” - “An additional £803k per annum
has been allowed for in the budget to pay for
shared IT services.” Can you confirm where
this is in your submission?

The ongoing costs of £803k have been re-analysed
to reflect the larger authority and uplifted to £1m.
The £1m per annum is shown in section 3 –
Information Technology on the Gross exp –
ongoing – detail page of the workbook.
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BOUNDARY COMMITTEE REVIEW OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT STRUCTURES IN NORFOLK
SUFFOLK AND DEVON

REVIEW TO TEST WHETHER AFFORDABILITY CRITERIA
ARE LIKELY TO BE MET
REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION OR CLARIFICATION
Name of Unitary proposal

Exeter and Exmouth

Authorities involved

Exeter City, Devon County, East Devon,
Teignbridge
Andy Stark – andy.stark@exeter.gov.uk

Lead Contact officer and contact number and
e mail
Document reference number

02

Additional Information or Clarification requested
– please provide an answer to this request or a reference to a supporting document, in the adjacent
box
1 Change management investment – the
The £2m will be used to provide IT infrastructure to
workbook incorporates £2m of capital
support the change management programme. It is
investment in change management spread
anticipated that it will be capitalised and funded
over four years. Can you provide some
through capital receipts. The revenue costs in
detail as to what sort of investment is
respect of the interest foregone have been included
envisaged and why it will be treated as
in the financial case.
capital?
2

Accommodation / office relocation – the
Deloittes review highlights transitional costs
of £1.8m for accommodation / relocation –
but your submission shows £0.7m – can you
provide some background to the scaling
down of this figure please?

We have reviewed the office
accommodation/relocation requirement in our
current business case in the light of changing
requirements. Within our original business case,
there was funding set aside for accommodation for
multi-layered professional teams, which do not now
form part of the current bid. Additionally part of the
£1.8m was originally set aside to support DCC staff
moves, again not required in this bid. Our
assessment now therefore is that the
accommodation costs for the Exeter and Exmouth
unitary proposal will be around £0.7m.

3

Shared cost of IT with Devon County
Council - thank you for your confirmation of
the £1m provision for shared IT services. I
note that you have not confirmed an
agreement (in principle) with the County in
the event of a two-unitary reorganisation –
what is your assessment of the cost
implication of not reaching an agreement
with the County Council?

The shared IT service arrangement was agreed in
principle as part of the work undertaken last year
with the County Council in respect of the original
unitary reorganisation proposal. This approach
seemed prudent in the short to medium term to
ensure continuity for those using these services
and to account for the work involved in
implementing alternative solutions. These original
arrangements and estimates of costs of providing
these services supplied by DCC have then been
factored up to account for the extended boundary
now proposed.
However detailed benchmarking has also been
undertaken (by an external consultant specialising
in these areas) to assess current market costs of
providing these services both from other LA’s of
larger and smaller size. These costs have been
compared with estimates from suppliers of
alternative systems to ensure that the costs
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identified are practical and current. These costs are
in line with those already provided by DCC.

4

Investment – of £2.0m in early intervention
in Children’s services are noted in your
original business case and commented upon
by Deloittes – but appear to be missing from
your workbook. Can you confirm their status
please?
In the same vein, the business case flags
that £1m p.a. will be available for the first five
years to fund the introduction of new
technology to underpin the transformation of
the council but the workbook only shows
£2.1m?

Clearly whichever options are pursued the priority
will be upon both best value and the quality of
service provided to the customer.
Our Children’s Services adviser has advised that
they do not believe this to be necessary for this
exercise.

We have reviewed with our change management
consultants the work transformation programme. In
particular as a result of our current ongoing pilot
work and recent IT investment strategy it has now
been determined that an investment of £500,000
per annum for four years is sufficient.
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Affordability – key indicators – Devon Two Unitary Pattern - Exeter and Exmouth

BOUNDARY COMMITTEE DEVON TWO
UNITARY PATTERN - EXETER AND
EXMOUTH -MODELLING

Key indicators - summary comparison

Transition plan additional expenditure and expenditure reductions

Affordability measure 1 - net savings to 2013/14

Additional expenditure and expenditure reductions analysis - AS SUBMITTED

New
Unitary
Council submitted
£m

Gross additional costs
Gross reduced expenditure
Net expenditure reduction over additional expenditure 2008/9to 2013/14
Affordability measure 1a - net savings to 2013/14
Gross additional costs per head of population
Gross reduced expenditure per head of population
Net expenditure reduction over additional expenditure 2007/8 - 2012/13 per head of population

£m
10.6
31.0

-24.7

-20.4

-4.3

55.05
197.23
-142.19
£m

61.39
178.78
-117.39
£m

-6.3
18.5
-24.80
£m
-0.3
£p
-1.7
%
-0.5%
%
-12.8%

-9.2
£p

-53.17

-51.44
%

-8.5%
%

Affordability measure 5 – net ongoing savings as a percentage of gross transitional costs

-8.9
£p

%
Affordability measure 4 – net ongoing savings as a percentage of base costs

New Unitary
Council differences

9.5
34.2

Affordability measure 2 – net ongoing savings
Affordability measure 3 – net ongoing savings per head of population

New
Unitary
Council modelled

-8.0%
%

-96.6%

-83.8%

£m
-1.1
3.2

years

1.5

Affordability measure 6- payback period

years

1.8

Change management and shadow planning
Other

£m
3.8
4.0
0.2
1.5
9.5

Gross reductions analysis
Corporate & Democratic
Service Costs

£m
21.2
0.0

Other

13.0
34.2

Staffing issues
Number
2,954 Percentage staffing change
10
-144
2,820

Initial staffing numbers as at 1/4/2007
Staff effect per additional expenditure plans
Staff effect per expenditure reductions
Assessed staffing at 31/3/2013

-4.5%

£m
Redundancy to 2012/13
Early Retirement and pension fund cont'ns to 2012/13
Average cost of staff reduction per transitional plan

Payback period
years

Gross expenditure analysis
Staffing
IT

1.9
0.3
-£14,900

-0.3

Balances

THE ABOVE INDICATORS WILL HAVE TO BE PUT IN MANUALLY IN SOME CASES

Affordability measure 7 – net use of balances over the transitional period

£m

£m

2.3

Used (-) or increased (+) over the period to 2013/14
£m

-0.9
£m

10.2

Remaining at end of 2013/14
Affordability measure 8 – net balances as a percentage of base costs
Is this in line or better than the S151 Officer's advice?

Council Tax level

3.2

%

9.2%

6.3%

3.2
%

Gross expenditure analysis
2.9%

yes

£

£

£1,143

£1,148

173.4

173.4

Additional expenditure and expenditure reductions analysis - AS MODELLED

£m

7.0

%

yes

£m

Staffing
IT
Change management and shadow planning
Other

£

£m

Gross reductions analysis

4.9
4.0
0.2
1.5

£m

Corporate & Democratic
Service Costs
Other

21.2
0.0
9.8
31.0

10.6

-£4
Staffing issues

Population - LAs estimate as at June 2007

Col 1

Initial staffing numbers as at 1/4/2007

Percentage of net savings in the transitional plan as a percentage of base costs

Staff effect per additional expenditure plans
Staff effect per expenditure reductions

-21.0%

-17.3%

-3.7%

Assessed staffing at 31/3/2013

Number
2,954 Percentage staffing change
10
-144
2,820
£m

Redundancy to 2012/13
Early Retirement and pension fund cont'ns to 2012/13
Average cost of staff reduction per transitional plan

2.1
0.9
-£20,444

THE ABOVE INDICATORS WILL HAVE TO BE PUT IN MANUALLY IN SOME CASES
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-4.5%

Sensitivity analysis – Devon Two Unitary Pattern - Exeter and Exmouth

Sensitivity analysis model

Funds at end
of year 5 these need
to be input
manually for
each level of
significance

Level of funds
needed to meet S
151 officers
recommendation automatically
recorded from
Transitional
Master plan

Funds at end
of five years at
or above S
151 accepted
level

Net effect on
overall transition
plan these need
to be input
manually for
each level of
significance

Payback period these need to be
input manually
for each level of
significance

DCLG Criteria 1

DCLG Criteria 2

Transitional costs
overall must be more
than offset over a
period (“the payback
period”) by savings

In each year, transitional
costs incurred are to be
financed through • In year
revenue savings • Other in
year specified revenue
In each year, capital
savings that are additional
transitional costs
to annual efficiencies (e.g.
incurred are to be
The “payback
Gershon savings) •
financed through
period” must be no
revenue resources, or of drawing on available
more than 5 years;
prudential borrowing or revenue reserves, subject
to ensuring that
the use of capital
satisfactory amounts
receipts;
remain to meet
unforeseen pressures or
other potential calls on
reserves.

BOUNDARY COMMITTEE DEVON
TWO UNITARY PATTERN EXETER AND EXMOUTH

Response as submitted
Sensitivity applied at 5% for expenditure and 5% for
expenditure reductions
Sensitivity applied at 10% for expenditure and 10% for
expenditure reductions
Sensitivity applied at 15% for expenditure and 15% for
expenditure reductions
Sensitivity applied at 20% for expenditure and 20% for
expenditure reductions
Reduction of expenditure reductions allowed assuming expenditure increases by 10% to achieve a break even for criteria 1
63.9%
overachieve
i.e. - they can
63.9%
their expenditure reductions by
to meet break even but may fail other criterion

£m

£m

10.2

5.3

8.0

5.3

5.8

5.3

3.5

5.3

1.2

5.3

-14.6

5.3

DCLG Criteria 3

DCLG Criteria 4

DCLG Criteria 5

All costs incurred
as a result of
reorganisation
must be met
locally without
increasing
council tax.

yes/ no automatically
generated

yes/ no - to be input

yes/ no - to be input

yes/ no - to be
input

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

no

yes

yes/ no - - expenditure less Where 5 years
yes/ no - automatically
automatically
expenditure show this could be
generated
generated
reductions £m
over 5 years

-24.7

1.5

-22.5

1.7

yes

-20.3

1.9

yes

yes

yes

no

yes

no

-18.1

2.1

yes

yes

yes

no

yes

no

-15.9

2.3

yes

yes

yes

no

yes

no

0.0

5.0

yes

yes

yes

no

yes

yes
yes
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Council tax comparison – Devon Two Unitary Pattern - Exeter and Exmouth

BOUNDARY COMMITTEE DEVON TWO UNITARY PATTERN EXETER AND EXMOUTH

COMPARISON OF COUNCIL
TAX FIGURES - BEFORE AND
AFTER UNITARY IN PLACE

Column references relate to Finance
and General Statistics 2007-8
Budgets

East Devon transferred form
East Devon
apportionment
£000

D1 Council Tax base
D2 Council Tax

Col 9
Assessed Council Tax - Local Spend (inc parishes)
Assessed Council Tax - Major Preceptor

Council Tax yield

Exeter

Devon
Teignbridge - County transferred
transferred
from Devon
from
County
Teignbridge
apportionment apportionmen
t

19.300

£000
36.927

£000

£137.81
£1,023.93
£1,161.74

£110.03
£1,023.93
£1,133.96

£164.02
£1,023.93
£1,187.95

22,421,518

41,873,590

2,851,078

Total

£000

£000

2.400

58.6

67,146,186

Year 1

Year 2

£1,143

COMPARISON - Council Tax in Year 1 as shown in the workbook

£1,143

COMPARISON - Council Tax in Year 2 as shown in the workbook

£1,145

Is the modelled Council Tax
below that calculated using
method 1?

yes

yes

£1,161

Is the modelled Council Tax
below that calculated using
method 2?

yes

yes

as calculated by the workbook

£1,148

Is the modelled Council Tax
below that calculated using
method 3?

yes

yes

Exeter

£1,134

Is the modelled Council Tax
below this?

no

no

Method 1 - Average Council Tax calculated using present individual Council
Taxes for constituent authorities, and apportioned (where necessary) Council
Tax bases for the constituent authorities, arriving at an average Council Tax
for the total Council Tax yield for the new unitary

Method 2 - Average Council Taxes using present individual Council Taxes
only

Method 3 - Average Council Taxes using Apportioned Base expenditure and
external finance for the constituent authorities, brought together for the new
unitary

Comparison to the lowest Council Tax in place in 2007-8

£0.5 m per annum

Cost of moving to lowest Council Tax in 2007-8

NB - there is already a Combined Fire Authority in Devon and therefore these figures are not affected
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DEVON TWO UNITARY
PATTERN – DEVON
REMAINDER
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BOUNDARY COMMITTEE REVIEW OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT STRUCTURES IN
NORFOLK SUFFOLK AND DEVON
REVIEW TO TEST WHETHER AFFORDABILITY CRITERIA ARE MET
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT LETTER
Name of Unitary pattern
Devon two unitary pattern – Devon
County (1)
Authorities involved
Devon County, East Devon, Mid Devon,
North Devon, South Hams, Teignbridge,
Torridge, West Devon.
Lead Contact officer and contact number and
John Mills is S151 officer –
e mail
john.mills@devon.gov.uk – workbook
being completed by Angie Sinclair –
angie.sinclair@devon.gov.uk

We acknowledge receipt of the financial workbook and supporting documents in relation to the
above mentioned unitary pattern.
We have allocated resources and timescales in order to complete the review of all 16 workbooks
and supporting documents within the timescales set by the Boundary Committee, in order to
achieve the overall timescales set by the Secretary of State.
Our initial reviews of all the workbooks and supporting documents will be completed by mid
October. Our process will be finally completed in mid November at which time we will present
reports to the Boundary Committee. Our understanding is that these reports will then be made
publicly available by the Boundary Committee. An external ‘peer’ review of our reports will take
place by early December.
Where appropriate, we may need to seek additional information at any time, and any issues we
feel will need further information or clarification will be raised as soon as possible. We will do this
initially through the contact officer shown above if we think that appropriate.
Our immediate review shows that all of the information requested has been provided. It is noted,
however, that not all of the Sec 151 Officers were able to give unqualified certificates. I shall be
pleased to learn whether or not you propose to resolve their expressed reservations.
We have also initially reviewed the workbook to see if it has been properly or fully completed. We
have not noted any immediate issues.
These are initial comments only - further comments and requests may be made when further
detailed review takes place
May we take this opportunity to thank you and your colleagues for the extensive work you have
undertaken to meet the deadline at this stage of the process
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BOUNDARY COMMITTEE REVIEW OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT STRUCTURES IN
NORFOLK SUFFOLK AND DEVON
REVIEW TO TEST WHETHER AFFORDABILITY CRITERIA ARE LIKELY TO BE MET
REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION OR CLARIFICATION
Name of Unitary proposal
Devon Two Unitary
Authorities involved

Lead Contact officer and contact number
and e mail

Devon County, East Devon, Mid Devon,
North Devon, South Hams, Teignbridge,
Torridge, West Devon.
John Mills is s151 officer –
john.mills@devon.gov.uk
Workbook being completed by Angie
Sinclair – angie.sinclair@devon.gov.uk

Document reference number
01
Additional Information or Clarification requested
– please provide an answer to this request or a reference to a supporting document, in the
adjacent box
1 Item 12 in the supporting information –
I attach a zip file with additional information
statement that capital programme is fully
supporting the judgements I have made. The
funded etc – appears to be only for the
only significant concern derived from the
County Council. Can you provide
analysis relates to East Devon DC. I have
confirmation from the District s151
spoken to the S151 officer who confirms that
officers?
sufficient resources are available in reserves
(in East Devon’s case shown in the 2007/08
financial statements as earmarked for capital
purposes) to meet any gap. As the approach
we adopted assumed no take from district
council earmarked reserves the workbook
figures are not compromised.
2 Council Tax – the effect on projected
£260,120 (Total line D Base Data Sheet) /
Council tax is quoted in the supporting
223.3 (Total D1base Data Sheet) = £1164.89
information (point 6) as £19.47 – could
+ £19.47 = £1184.36. This is equal to the
you provide the analysis behind this
average council tax for the WHOLE
figure?
COUNTY before reorganisation (Whole
Unitary Transition Plan Base Year line E). It
is our view that we are measuring from
where we are now to the two unitary pattern,
not taking the disaggregated two unitary
pattern as the starting point.

The Council Tax equalisation strategy
(point 7 of supporting information) aims to
reduce CTax to the lowest level in the
districts from year 2 – the identical aim as
set out in the County Unitary submission.
But here the year 2 CTax is shown in the
workbook as £1,167 whereas in the
County Unitary it was £1,164 – both
statements presumably can’t be correct?
Can you reconcile this please?
3 The cost of the Executive board is shown
as £0.373 p.a. - £1.492m in total for 4
additional members of staff. This appears
to be very high when compared to the
equivalent for the County Unitary
submission which was £0.052m p.a. -

The statements can be reconciled The
County Unitary uses the lowest council tax
for all the districts for that proposal. Exeter is
the lowest. The two unitary pattern uses the
lowest council tax for the districts in the two
unitary option. Exeter is not part of this option
and therefore the lowest council tax is East
Devon. The difference in council tax between
Exeter and East Devon is £3 (Exeter at £110,
East Devon at £113 after adjusting for
parishes).
The principle is straightforward. Both the
County Unitary and the unitary under the two
unitary pattern must have the same
Executive Board to discharge unitary council
responsibilities and hence the same cost.
The retained cost base for the unitaries is not
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£0.208m in total for 1 additional member
of staff. Can you explain this please?

4 Diseconomies of scale are costed at
£3.2m p.a. from year 1 - £12.8m in total.
Can you provide the basis for these
figures?

the same. The disaggregated position of the
unitary in the two unitary pattern is broadly
25% below that of the County Unitary, this
pro rata includes all costs including board
members. Therefore to have the same board
lost cost has to be reinstated on top of
additional members. It is logically therefore
more expensive.
A zip file is attached. It is to be noted that the
diseconomies have been reduced from the
original directorate submissions. It was
judged that not all of the diseconomies were
legitimate and adjustments were made to
make what was legitimate consistent with the
treatment of costs elsewhere in the
workbook. The finance and chief executive
directorate submissions were further reduced
to reflect that a significant number of support
staff would transfer from districts. The
judgement made was that reductions of 40%
could be made. This an acknowledgement of
the fact rather than a precise calculation.
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Affordability - key indicators - Devon Two Unitary Pattern - Devon Remainder

COMPARES INDICTORS AS SUBMITTED
AND AS MODELLED

BOUNDARY COMMITTEE DEVON TWO UNITARY
PATTERN - DEVON COUNTY - MODELLING

Key indicators - summary comparison

Transition plan additional expenditure and expenditure reductions

Affordability measure 1 - net savings to 2013/14
Gross additional costs
Gross reduced expenditure
Net expenditure reduction over additional expenditure 2008/9- 2013/14
Affordability measure 1a - net savings to 2013/14
Gross additional costs per head of population
Gross reduced expenditure per head of population
Net expenditure reduction over additional expenditure 2008/9 - 2013/14 per head of population

Additional expenditure and expenditure reductions analysis - AS SUBMITTED

New
Unitary
Council submitted

£m
65.9
67.2

£m
-10.4
-10.3

-1.2

-1.3

-0.1

135.77
137.89
-2.12
£m

117.22
119.53
-2.31
£m

-18.6
-18.4
-0.20
£m
1.2
£p
2.1
%
0.3%
%
-0.3%

£p
Affordability measure 3 – net ongoing savings per head of population

-17.91

Affordability measure 4 – net ongoing savings as a percentage of base costs

-2.6%

%
%
Affordability measure 5 – net ongoing savings as a percentage of gross transitional costs

New Unitary
Council differences

£m
76.3
77.5

-10.1

Affordability measure 2 – net ongoing savings

New
Unitary
Council modelled

-13.2%

-8.9
£p

-15.83
%

-2.2%
%

-13.5%

Payback period
years

4.8

Affordability measure 6- payback period

years

4.8

years
-0.1

Balances

Gross expenditure analysis
Staffing
IT
Change management and shadow planning
Other

£m
38.0
2.6
0.0
35.8
76.3

Gross reductions analysis
Corporate & Democratic
Service Costs
Other

£m
57.0
11.1
9.4
77.5

Staffing issues
Number
7,746 Percentage staffing change
41
-3.8%
-332
7,454

Initial staffing numbers as at 1/4/2007
Staff effect per additional expenditure plans
Staff effect per expenditure reductions
Assessed staffing at 31/3/2013

£m
7.4
6.7
£42,479

Redundancy to 2012/13
Early Retirement and pension fund cont'ns to 2012/13
Average cost of staff reduction per transitional plan

THE ABOVE INDICATORS WILL HAVE TO BE PUT IN MANUALLY IN SOME CASES

Affordability measure 7 – net use of balances over the transitional period
Used (-) or increased (+) over the period to 2013/14

£m

13.8
£m

34.6

Remaining at end of 2012/13
Affordability measure 8 – net balances as a percentage of base costs
Is this in line or better than the S151 Officer's advice?

£m

4.8
£m

25.6

%

%

8.6%

6.4%

yes

£m
-9.0

Additional expenditure and expenditure reductions analysis - AS MODELLED

£m
-9.0
%
-2.2%

yes

Gross expenditure analysis
Staffing
IT
Change management and shadow planning
Other

£m
33.2
2.6
0.0
30.1
65.9

Gross reductions analysis
Corporate & Democratic
Service Costs
Other

£m
48.4
10.4
8.4
67.2

Council Tax
£1,181

£1,181
Staffing issues

Population - LAs estimate as at June 2007

Col 1

562.2

562.2
Initial staffing numbers as at 1/4/2007

Percentage of net savings in the transitional plan as a percentage of base costs
-0.298%

-0.325%

0.0%

Staff effect per additional expenditure plans
Staff effect per expenditure reductions
Assessed staffing at 31/3/2013

Number
7,746 Percentage staffing change
41
-306
7,481
£m

Redundancy to 2012/13
Early Retirement and pension fund cont'ns to 2012/13
Average cost of staff reduction per transitional plan

5.6
5.0
£34,760

THE ABOVE INDICATORS WILL HAVE TO BE PUT IN MANUALLY IN SOME CASES

-3.4%

Sensitivity Analysis – Devon Two Unitary Pattern – Devon Remainder

Sensitivity analysis model

Funds at end
of year 5 these need
to be input
manually for
each level of
significance

Level of funds
needed to meet S
151 officers
recommendation automatically
recorded from
Transitional
Master plan

Funds at end
of five years at
or above S
151 accepted
level

Net effect on
overall transition
plan these need
to be input
manually for
each level of
significance

Payback period these need to be
input manually
for each level of
significance

DCLG Criteria 1

DCLG Criteria 2

Transitional costs
overall must be more
than offset over a
period (“the payback
period”) by savings

In each year, transitional
costs incurred are to be
financed through • In year
revenue savings • Other in
year specified revenue
In each year, capital
savings that are additional
transitional costs
to annual efficiencies (e.g.
incurred are to be
The “payback
Gershon savings) •
financed through
period” must be no
revenue resources, or of drawing on available
more than 5 years;
prudential borrowing or revenue reserves, subject
to ensuring that
the use of capital
satisfactory amounts
receipts;
remain to meet
unforeseen pressures or
other potential calls on
reserves.

BOUNDARY COMMITTEE DEVON
TWO UNITARY PATTERN DEVON COUNTY

Response as submitted
Sensitivity applied at 5% for expenditure and 5% for
expenditure reductions
Sensitivity applied at 2.5% for expenditure and 2.5% for
expenditure reductions
Reduction of expenditure reductions allowed assuming expenditure increases by 10% to achieve a break even for criteria 1
-1.5%
i.e. - they can
underachieve
-1.5%
their expenditure reductions by
to meet break even but may fail other criterion

£m

£m

34.6

13.6

27.0

13.6

30.8

13.6

33.4

13.6

yes/ no - expenditure less
automatically
expenditure
generated
reductions £m

DCLG Criteria 3

DCLG Criteria 4

DCLG Criteria 5

All costs incurred
as a result of
reorganisation
must be met
locally without
increasing
council tax.

yes/ no - automatically
generated

yes/ no automatically
generated

yes/ no - to be input

yes/ no - to be input

yes/ no - to be
input

yes

-1.2

4.8

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

6.5

over 5

no

no

yes

yes

yes

yes

2.7

over 5

no

no

yes

yes

yes

yes

0.0

5.0

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes
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Council tax comparison – Devon Two Unitary Pattern – Devon Remainder
BOUNDARY COMMITTEE DEVON TWO UNITARY PATTERN DEVON COUNTY

COMPARISON OF COUNCIL
TAX FIGURES - BEFORE AND
AFTER UNITARY IN PLACE

Column references relate to Finance
and General Statistics 2007-8
Budgets

East Devon transferred form
East Devon
apportionment
£000

D1

Council Tax base

D2

Council Tax

Col 9
Assessed Council Tax - Local Spend (inc parishes)
Assessed Council Tax - Major Preceptor

Council Tax yield

Mid Devon

North Devon

South Hams

36.800

£000
27.046

£000
34.070

£000
37.126

£137.81
£1,023.93
£1,161.74

£193.93
£1,023.93
£1,217.86

£185.44
£1,023.93
£1,209.37

42,751,911

32,938,300

41,203,484

Teignbridge transferred from
Teignbridge
apportionment
£000

Torridge

West Devon

45.900

£000
22.629

£000
19.740

£160.18
£1,023.93
£1,184.11

£164.02
£1,023.93
£1,187.95

£165.94
£1,023.93
£1,189.86

£214.49
£1,023.93
£1,238.42

43,961,280

54,526,862

26,925,590

24,446,083

Devon County transferred from
Devon County
apportionment

Total

£000

£000
223.3

266,753,510

Year 1

Year 2

£1,181

COMPARISON - Council Tax in Year 1 as shown in the workbook

£1,167

COMPARISON - Council Tax in Year 2 as shown in the workbook

£1,195

Is the modelled Council Tax
below that calculated using
method 1?

yes

yes

£1,198

Is the modelled Council Tax
below that calculated using
method 2?

yes

yes

as calculated by the workbook

£1,194

Is the modelled Council Tax
below that calculated using
method 3?

yes

yes

East Devon - transferred
form East Devon
apportionment

£1,162

Is the modelled Council Tax
below this?

no

yes

Method 1 - Average Council Tax calculated using present individual Council
Taxes for constituent authorities, and apportioned (where necessary) Council
Tax bases for the constituent authorities, arriving at an average Council Tax
for the total Council Tax yield for the new unitary

Method 2 - Average Council Taxes using present individual Council Taxes
only

Method 3 - Average Council Taxes using Apportioned Base expenditure and
external finance for the constituent authorities, brought together for the new
unitary

Comparison to the lowest Council Tax in place in 2007-8

£4.3 m per annum

Cost of moving to lowest Council Tax in 2007-8

NB - there is already a Combined Fire Authority in Devon and therefore these figures are not affected

Note:
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(Note)

NORFOLK COUNTY
UNITARY – EXCLUDING
LOWESTOFT
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BOUNDARY COMMITTEE REVIEW OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT STRUCTURES IN NORFOLK
SUFFOLK AND DEVON

REVIEW TO TEST WHETHER AFFORDABILITY
CRITERIA ARE MET
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT LETTER
Name of Unitary pattern
Authorities involved

Lead Contact officer and contact number and
e mail

Norfolk County Unitary – Draft Proposal
(excluding Lowestoft)
Broadland, Breckland, Great Yarmouth,
Kings Lyn and West Norfolk, Norfolk
County, North Norfolk, Norwich, South
Norfolk
Paul Brittain is S151 officer –
paul.brittain@norfolk.gov.uk – workbook
being completed by Anna Allison, Head
of Strategic Funding, Norfolk County
Council – anna.allison@norfolk.gov.uk

We acknowledge receipt of the financial workbook in relation to the above mentioned unitary
pattern.
We have allocated resources and timescales In order to complete the review of all 16 workbooks
and supporting documents within the timescales set by the Boundary Committee, in order to
achieve the overall timescales set by the Secretary of State.
Our initial reviews of the workbooks will be completed by mid October. Our process will be finally
completed in mid November at which time we will present reports to the Boundary Committee.
Our understanding is that these reports will then be made publicly available by the Boundary
Committee. An external ‘peer’ review of our reports will take place by early December.
Where appropriate, we may need to seek additional information at any time, and any issues we
feel will need further information or clarification will be raised as soon as possible. We will do this
initially through the contact officer shown above if we think that appropriate.
Our immediate review shows that all data requested has been provided / the following
information requested is missing and should be provided to us as soon as possible

We have also initially reviewed the workbook to see if it has been properly or fully completed. We
have noted the following issues
S151 officer certificates under Item 13 not provided by officers from all constituent authorities
of this proposed Unitary Pattern
Please check these workbook issues and let us have an immediate comment
These are initial comments only - further comments and requests may be made when further
detailed review takes place
May we take this opportunity to thank you and your colleagues for the extensive work you have
undertaken to meet the deadline at this stage of the process

An extensive series of requests for further information and answers given by Norfolk
County took place for the County submission with Lowestoft. Since the two
submissions are primarily drawn from the same source and assumptions, this has not
been repeated here, reference should be made to the Norfolk County submission with
Lowestoft for further detail.
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Affordability – key indicators – Norfolk County Unitary – excluding Lowestoft

COMPARES INDICTORS AS SUBMITTED
AND AS MODELLED

BOUNDARY COMMITTEE - NORFOLK COUNTY UNITARY DRAFT
PROPOSAL (EXCLUDING LOWESTOFT)

Key indicators - summary comparison

Transition plan additional expenditure and expenditure reductions

Affordability measure 1 - net savings to 2013/14
Gross additional costs
Gross reduced expenditure
Net expenditure reduction over additional expenditure 2008/9- 2013/14
Affordability measure 1a - net savings to 2013/14
Gross additional costs per head of population
Gross reduced expenditure per head of population
Net expenditure reduction over additional expenditure 2008/9 - 2013/14 per head of population
Affordability measure 2 – net ongoing savings

Additional expenditure and expenditure reductions analysis - AS SUBMITTED

New
Unitary
Council submitted

£m
42.1
71.4

-39.8

-29.3

10.5

50.95
99.07
-48.12
£m

50.95
86.39
-35.44
£m

-20.1

-16.2

0.0
-12.7
12.68
£m
3.9
£p
4.7
%
0.7%
%
9.2%

-24.30
%

Affordability measure 4 – net ongoing savings as a percentage of base costs

-3.4%
%

Affordability measure 5 – net ongoing savings as a percentage of gross transitional costs

New Unitary
Council differences

£m
42.1
81.9

£p
Affordability measure 3 – net ongoing savings per head of population

New
Unitary
Council modelled

-47.7%

£p

-19.62
%

-2.7%
%

-38.5%

£m
0.0
-10.5

3.0

Affordability measure 6- payback period

years

years

3.2

Change management and shadow planning
Other

£m
32.7
1.1
1.8
6.5
42.1

Gross reductions analysis
Corporate & Democratic
Service Costs

£m
41.7
40.2

Other

0.0
81.9

Staffing issues
Number
10,625 Percentage staffing change
115
-535
10,205

Initial staffing numbers as at 1/4/2007
Staff effect per additional expenditure plans
Staff effect per expenditure reductions
Assessed staffing at 31/3/2013

-4.0%

£m
Redundancy to 2012/13
Early Retirement and pension fund cont'ns to 2012/13
Average cost of staff reduction per transitional plan

Payback period
years

Gross expenditure analysis
Staffing
IT

4.0
7.7
£21,781

0.2

Balances

THE ABOVE INDICATORS WILL HAVE TO BE PUT IN MANUALLY IN SOME CASES

Affordability measure 7 – net use of balances over the transitional period
Used (-) or increased (+) over the period to 2013/14

£m

31.3
£m

60.8

Remaining at end of 2012/13

%

£m

20.3
£m

49.9
%

Affordability measure 8 – net balances as a percentage of base costs

10.1%

8.3%

Is this in line or better than the S151 Officer's advice?

yes

yes

£1,197

£1,197

826.7

826.7

£m
-11.0
£m
-11.0
%
-1.8%

Additional expenditure and expenditure reductions analysis - AS MODELLED

Gross expenditure analysis
Staffing
IT
Change management and shadow planning
Other

£m

Gross reductions analysis

32.7
1.1
1.8
6.5
42.1

£m

Corporate & Democratic
Service Costs
Other

39.3
32.2
0.0
71.4

Council Tax
Staffing issues
Population - LAs estimate as at June 2007

Col 1

Initial staffing numbers as at 1/4/2007

Percentage of net savings in the transitional plan as a percentage of base costs

Staff effect per additional expenditure plans
Staff effect per expenditure reductions

-6.5%

-4.8%

-1.7%

Assessed staffing at 31/3/2013

Number
10,625 Percentage staffing change
115
-450
10,290
£m

Redundancy to 2012/13
Early Retirement and pension fund cont'ns to 2012/13
Average cost of staff reduction per transitional plan

4.0
7.7
£25,919

THE ABOVE INDICATORS WILL HAVE TO BE PUT IN MANUALLY IN SOME CASES
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-3.2%

Sensitivity Analysis – Norfolk County Unitary – excluding Lowestoft

Sensitivity analysis model

BOUNDARY COMMITTEE NORFOLK COUNTY UNITARY
DRAFT PROPOSAL (EXCLUDING
LOWESTOFT)

Response as submitted
Sensitivity applied at 10% for expenditure and 10% for
expenditure reductions
Sensitivity applied at 15% for expenditure and 15% for
expenditure reductions
Sensitivity applied at 20% for expenditure and 20% for
expenditure reductions
i.e. - they can
overachieve
their expenditure reductions by
-43.4%
to meet break even but may fail other criterion

Funds at end
of year 5 these need
to be input
manually for
each level of
significance

Level of funds
needed to meet S
151 officers
recommendation automatically
recorded from
Transitional
Master plan

£m

£m

60.8

18.3

48.2

18.3

42.1

18.3

35.8

18.3

20.9

18.3

Net effect on
Funds at end overall transition
of five years at plan these need
to be input
or above S
151 accepted manually for
level
each level of
significance

Payback period these need to be
input manually
for each level of
significance

DCLG Criteria 1

DCLG Criteria 2

Transitional costs
overall must be more
than offset over a
period (“the payback
period”) by savings

In each year, transitional
costs incurred are to be
financed through • In year
revenue savings • Other in
In each year, capital
year specified revenue
transitional costs
savings that are additional to
incurred are to be
annual efficiencies (e.g.
The “payback
financed through
Gershon savings) • drawing
period” must be no
revenue resources, or of on available revenue
more than 5 years;
prudential borrowing or
reserves, subject to
the use of capital
ensuring that satisfactory
receipts;
amounts remain to meet
unforeseen pressures or
other potential calls on
reserves.

yes/ no - - expenditure less Where 5 years
yes/ no - automatically
automatically
expenditure show this could be
generated
generated
reductions £m
over 5 years

DCLG Criteria 3

DCLG Criteria 4

DCLG Criteria 5

All costs incurred
as a result of
reorganisation
must be met
locally without
increasing
council tax.

yes/ no automatically
generated

yes/ no - to be input

yes/ no - to be input

yes/ no - to be
input

yes

-39.8

3.0

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

-27.4

3.3

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

-21.2

3.5

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

-15.0

3.8

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

0.0

4.9

yes

yes

not as yet

no

yes

Worst case balances 20% sensitivity
percentage of base costs
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35.8
5.9%

Year 2 and year3
are
2.5% and 2.9% respectively

Council tax comparison – Norfolk County Unitary – excluding Lowestoft

BOUNDARY COMMITTEE - NORFOLK COUNTY UNITARY
WITHOUTADJUSTED LOWESTOFT

Base Data

COMPARISON OF COUNCIL TAX FIGURES - BEFORE AND AFTER UNITARY IN
PLACE

Breckland District

Broadland
District

Column references relate to Finance
and General Statistics 2007-8
Budgets
£000
D1 Council Tax base
D2 Council Tax

Col 9
Assessed Council Tax - Local Spend (inc parishes)
Assessed Council Tax - Major Preceptor

Council Tax yield

Great
Yarmouth
Borough

Kings Lynn
and West
Norfolk
Borough

41.447

£000
44.475

£000
30.923

£000
48.636

£109.56
£1,052.10
£1,161.67

£154.94
£1,052.10
£1,207.05

£142.00
£1,052.10
£1,194.10

48,147,835

53,683,345

36,925,225

North Norfolk
District

Norwich

£000

£000

South Norfolk
District

40.362

38.711

£000
43.190

£140.88
£1,052.10
£1,192.99

£153.61
£1,052.10
£1,205.71

£205.14
£1,052.10
£1,257.24

£175.74
£1,052.10
£1,227.84

58,022,151

48,665,039

48,669,015

53,030,390

Total

£000
287.7

347,143,000

Year 1

£1,197

COMPARISON - Council Tax in Year 1 as shown in the workbook

£1,197

COMPARISON - Council Tax in Year 2 as shown in the workbook

£1,206

Is the modelled Council Tax
below that calculated using
method 2?

yes

yes

£1,207

Is the modelled Council Tax
below that calculated using
method 2?

yes

yes

as calculated by the workbook

£1,206

Is the modelled Council Tax
below that calculated using
method 3?

yes

yes

Breckland District

£1,162

Is the modelled Council Tax
below this?

no

no

Method 1 - Average Council Tax calculated using present individual Council
Taxes for constituent authorities, and apportioned (where necessary) Council
Tax bases for the constituent authorities, arriving at an average Council Tax
for the total Council Tax yield for the new unitary

Method 2 - Average Council Taxes using present individual Council Taxes
only

Method 3 - Average Council Taxes using Apportioned Base expenditure and
external finance for the constituent authorities, brought together for the new
unitary

Year 2

Comparison to the lowest Council Tax in place in 2007-8

£10.2 m per annum

Cost of moving to lowest Council Tax in 2007-8
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TWO UNITARY PATTERN A
NORWICH & GREAT
YARMOUTH EXCLUDING
LOWESTOFT
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BOUNDARY COMMITTEE REVIEW OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT STRUCTURES IN
NORFOLK SUFFOLK AND DEVON

REVIEW TO TEST WHETHER AFFORDABILITY
CRITERIA ARE MET
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT LETTER
Name of Unitary pattern
Authorities involved

Lead Contact officer and contact number and
e mail

Two Unitary Pattern (A) Norwich and
Great Yarmouth (excluding Lowestoft)
Broadland, Great Yarmouth, Norfolk
County, North Norfolk, Norwich, South
Norfolk
Paul Brittain is S151 officer –
paul.brittain@norfolk.gov.uk – workbook
being completed by Anna Allison, Head
of Strategic Funding, Norfolk County
Council – anna.allison@norfolk.gov.uk

We acknowledge receipt of the financial workbook in relation to the above mentioned unitary
pattern.
We have allocated resources and timescales In order to complete the review of all 16 workbooks
and supporting documents within the timescales set by the Boundary Committee, in order to
achieve the overall timescales set by the Secretary of State.
Our initial reviews of the workbooks will be completed by mid October. Our process will be finally
completed in mid November at which time we will present reports to the Boundary Committee.
Our understanding is that these reports will then be made publicly available by the Boundary
Committee. An external ‘peer’ review of our reports will take place by early December.
Where appropriate, we may need to seek additional information at any time, and any issues we
feel will need further information or clarification will be raised as soon as possible. We will do this
initially through the contact officer shown above if we think that appropriate.
Our immediate review shows that all data requested has been provided / the following
information requested is missing and should be provided to us as soon as possible

We have also initially reviewed the workbook to see if it has been properly or fully completed. We
have noted the following issues
S151 officer certificates under Item 13 not provided by officers from all constituent authorities
of this proposed Unitary Pattern
Please check these workbook issues and let us have an immediate comment
These are initial comments only - further comments and requests may be made when further
detailed review takes place
May we take this opportunity to thank you and your colleagues for the extensive work you have
undertaken to meet the deadline at this stage of the process
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Affordability – key indicators – Two Unitary Pattern A Norwich & Great Yarmouth excluding Lowestoft

COMPARES INDICTORS AS SUBMITTED
AND AS MODELLED

BOUNDARY COMMITTEE TWO UNITARY AUTHORITY PATTERN (A)
NORWICH, GREAT YARMOUTH (EXCLUDING LOWESTOFT)

Key indicators - summary comparison

Transition plan additional expenditure and expenditure reductions

Affordability measure 1 - net savings to 2013/14
Gross additional costs
Gross reduced expenditure
Net expenditure reduction over additional expenditure 2008/9- 2013/14
Affordability measure 1a - net savings to 2013/14
Gross additional costs per head of population
Gross reduced expenditure per head of population
Net expenditure reduction over additional expenditure 2008/9 - 2013/14 per head of population

Additional expenditure and expenditure reductions analysis - AS SUBMITTED

New
Unitary
Council submitted

£m
32.5
31.6

£m
-12.2
-3.0

10.1

0.9

-9.2

132.05
102.24
29.81
£m

95.97
93.29
2.68
£m

-36.1
-9.0
-27.13
£m
-1.9
£p
-5.6
%
-0.8%
%
-7.8%

£p
Affordability measure 3 – net ongoing savings per head of population

-7.04
%

Affordability measure 4 – net ongoing savings as a percentage of base costs

-0.9%

Affordability measure 5 – net ongoing savings as a percentage of gross transitional costs

-5.3%

%

Payback period

years
over

5.0

Affordability measure 6- payback period

New Unitary
Council differences

£m
44.8
34.7

-2.4

Affordability measure 2 – net ongoing savings

New
Unitary
Council modelled

-4.3
£p

-12.64
%

-1.7%
%

-13.2%
years
over

Change management and shadow planning
Other

£m
35.7
1.1
1.4
6.6
44.8

Gross reductions analysis
Corporate & Democratic
Service Costs

£m
17.6
17.1

Other

0.0
34.7

Staffing issues
Number
4,553 Percentage staffing change
182
-225
4,510

Initial staffing numbers as at 1/4/2007
Staff effect per additional expenditure plans
Staff effect per expenditure reductions
Assessed staffing at 31/3/2013

-0.9%

£m
Redundancy to 2012/13
Early Retirement and pension fund cont'ns to 2012/13
Average cost of staff reduction per transitional plan

years

5.0

Gross expenditure analysis
Staffing
IT

1.7
3.4
£119,161

0.0

Balances

THE ABOVE INDICATORS WILL HAVE TO BE PUT IN MANUALLY IN SOME CASES

Affordability measure 7 – net use of balances over the transitional period
Used (-) or increased (+) over the period to 2013/14

£m

-16.8
£m

£m

-14.7
£m

-1.5

Remaining at end of 2012/13

%

£m
2.1

%

Affordability measure 8 – net balances as a percentage of base costs

-0.6%

0.2%

Is this in line or better than the S151 Officer's advice?

no

no

£1,232

£1,216

339.1

339.1

Additional expenditure and expenditure reductions analysis - AS MODELLED

£m

0.5

2.1
%

Gross expenditure analysis
0.8%

Staffing
IT
Change management and shadow planning
Other

£m

Gross reductions analysis

25.2
1.1
1.4
4.8
32.5

£m

Corporate & Democratic
Service Costs
Other

16.2
15.4
0.0
31.6

Council Tax
Staffing issues
Population - LAs estimate as at June 2007

Col 1

Initial staffing numbers as at 1/4/2007

Percentage of net savings in the transitional plan as a percentage of base costs

Staff effect per additional expenditure plans
Staff effect per expenditure reductions

4.0%

0.4%

3.6%

Assessed staffing at 31/3/2013

Number
4,553 Percentage staffing change
127
-225
4,455
£m

Redundancy to 2012/13
Early Retirement and pension fund cont'ns to 2012/13
Average cost of staff reduction per transitional plan

1.7
3.4
£51,951

THE ABOVE INDICATORS WILL HAVE TO BE PUT IN MANUALLY IN SOME CASES
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-2.2%

Sensitivity Analysis – Two Unitary Pattern A Norwich & Great Yarmouth excluding Lowestoft

Sensitivity analysis model

Funds at end
of year 5 these need
to be input
manually for
each level of
significance

BOUNDARY COMMITTEE TWO
UNITARY AUTHORITY PATTERN
(A) NORWICH, GREAT YARMOUTH
(EXCLUDING LOWESTOFT)

Response as submitted
Reduction of expenditure reductions allowed assuming expenditure does not increase to achieve a break even for criteria 1
i.e. - they must overachieve
their expenditure reductions by
to meet break even but may fail other criterion

29.2%

Level of funds
needed to meet S
151 officers
recommendation automatically
recorded from
Transitional
Master plan

Net effect on
Funds at end overall transition
of five years at plan these need
or above S to be input
151 accepted manually for
level
each level of
significance

Payback period these need to be
input manually
for each level of
significance

DCLG Criteria 1

DCLG Criteria 2

Transitional costs
overall must be more
than offset over a
period (“the payback
period”) by savings

In each year, transitional
costs incurred are to be
financed through • In year
revenue savings • Other in
In each year, capital year specified revenue
savings that are additional
transitional costs
to annual efficiencies (e.g.
incurred are to be
The “payback
Gershon savings) •
financed through
period” must be no
revenue resources, or of drawing on available
more than 5 years;
prudential borrowing or revenue reserves, subject
to ensuring that
the use of capital
satisfactory amounts
receipts;
remain to meet
unforeseen pressures or
other potential calls on
reserves.

yes/ no - - expenditure less Where 5 years
yes/ no - automatically
automatically
expenditure show this could be
generated
generated
reductions £m
over 5 years

£m

£m

-1.5

8.9

no

10.1

over 5

8.6

8.9

no

0.0

5.0

29.2%
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DCLG Criteria 3

DCLG Criteria 4

DCLG Criteria 5

All costs incurred
as a result of
reorganisation
must be met
locally without
increasing
council tax.

yes/ no automatically
generated

yes/ no - to be input

yes/ no - to be input

yes/ no - to be
input

no

no

yes

no

yes

yes

yes

yes

no

yes

Council tax comparison – Two Unitary Pattern A Norwich & Great Yarmouth excluding Lowestoft
BOUNDARY COMMITTEE TWO UNITARY AUTHORITY
PATTERN (A) NORWICH, GREAT YARMOUTH (EXCLUDING
LOWESTOFT)

Base Data

COMPARISON OF COUNCIL TAX FIGURES - BEFORE AND AFTER UNITARY IN
PLACE

Broadland District
- transferred from
Broadland District
Column references relate to Finance
apportionment

Great
Yarmouth

and General Statistics 2007-8
Budgets
£000
D1 Council Tax base
D2 Council Tax

Col 9
Assessed Council Tax - Local Spend (inc parishes)
Assessed Council Tax - Major Preceptor

Council Tax yield

35.580

£000
30.900

£154.94
£1,052.10
£1,207.04

42,946,518

North Norfolk
District transferred
from North
Norfolk
apportionment
£000

Norwich

See note 1 on Introduction

South Norfolk
District transferred from
South Norfolk
apportionment

Total

£000

£000

2.384

£000
38.700

£142.10
£1,052.10
£1,194.20

£153.61
£1,052.10
£1,205.71

£205.19
£1,052.10
£1,257.29

£175.74
£1,052.10
£1,227.84

36,900,890

2,874,412

48,657,270

6,956,914

5.666

113.2

138,336,004

Year 1
COMPARISON - Council Tax in Year 1 as shown in the workbook

£1,232

COMPARISON - Council Tax in Year 2 as shown in the workbook

£1,222

Is the modelled Council Tax
below that calculated using
method 1?

no

no

£1,218

Is the modelled Council Tax
below that calculated using
method 2?

no

no

as calculated by the workbook

£1,217

Is the modelled Council Tax
below that calculated using
method 3?

no

no

Great Yarmouth

£1,194

Is the modelled Council Tax
below this?

no

no

Method 1 - Average Council Tax calculated using present individual Council
Taxes for constituent authorities, and apportioned (where necessary) Council
Tax bases for the constituent authorities, arriving at an average Council Tax
for the total Council Tax yield for the new unitary

Method 2 - Average Council Taxes using present individual Council Taxes
only

Method 3 - Average Council Taxes using Apportioned Base expenditure and
external finance for the constituent authorities, brought together for the new
unitary

Year 2

£1,232

Comparison to the lowest Council Tax in place in 2007-8

£4.3 m per annum

Cost of moving to lowest Council Tax in 2007-8
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TWO UNITARY PATTERN B
NORFOLK REMAINDER
EXCLUDING LOWESTOFT
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BOUNDARY COMMITTEE REVIEW OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT STRUCTURES IN NORFOLK SUFFOLK AND
DEVON

REVIEW TO TEST WHETHER AFFORDABILITY CRITERIA ARE
LIKELY TO BE MET
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT LETTER
Name of Unitary pattern
Authorities involved

Lead Contact officer and contact number and e mail

Norfolk Unitary Authority excluding Lowestoft
(Pattern B)
Breckland, Broadland , Great Yarmouth, Kings
Lynn and West Norfolk, Norfolk County, North
Norfolk, South Norfolk.
Paul Britain is s151 officer:
paul.brittain@norfolk.gov.uk
Workbook being completed by Anna Allison,
Head of Strategic Funding:
anna.allison@norfolk.gov.uk
01603222816

We acknowledge receipt of the financial workbook and supporting documents in relation to the above mentioned
unitary pattern.
We have allocated resources and timescales in order to complete the review of all 16 workbooks and supporting
documents within the timescales set by the Boundary Committee, to achieve the overall timescales set by the
Secretary of State.
Our initial reviews of the all the workbooks and supporting documents will be completed by mid October. Our
process will be finally completed in mid November at which time we will present reports to the Boundary
Committee. Our understanding is that these reports will then be made publicly available by the Boundary
Committee. An external ‘peer’ review of our reports will take place by early December.
Where appropriate, we may need to seek additional information at any time, and any issues we feel will need
further information or clarification will be raised as soon as possible. We will do this initially through the contact
officer shown above if we think that appropriate.
Our immediate review shows that all data requested has been subject to the following which should be provided
to us as soon as possible
Under item 13, the only s151 certificate provided is from Norfolk County Council. Can you confirm when
certificates will be supplied by the other s151 officers please?
We have also initially reviewed the workbook to see if it has been properly or fully completed. We have noted the
following issues

These are initial comments only - further comments and requests may be made when further detailed review
takes place
May we take this opportunity to thank you and your colleagues for the extensive work you have undertaken to
meet the deadline at this stage of the process
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BOUNDARY COMMITTEE REVIEW OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT STRUCTURES IN NORFOLK
SUFFOLK AND DEVON

REVIEW TO TEST WHETHER AFFORDABILITY
CRITERIA ARE LIKELY TO BE MET
REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION OR
CLARIFICATION
Name of Unitary proposal

Norfolk Unitary Authority excluding Lowestoft
(Pattern B)

Authorities involved
Lead Contact officer and contact number
and e mail

Breckland, Broadland , Great Yarmouth, Kings
Lynn and West Norfolk, Norfolk County, North
Norfolk, South Norfolk.
Paul Britain is s151 officer:
paul.brittain@norfolk.gov.uk
Workbook being completed by Anna Allison, Head
of Strategic Funding: anna.allison@norfolk.gov.uk
01603222816

Document reference number

01

Additional Information or Clarification requested
– please provide an answer to this request or a reference to a supporting document, in the
adjacent box
1
In comparing the submission without Lowestoft
to that with Lowestoft some issues arise on
which I would appreciate your advice – these
are
2
Council Tax - with Lowestoft the workbook
calculates a base Council Tax of £1199, , and
a submitted Council Tax of £1190
and without Lowestoft £1198 with a submitted
CT of £1181
Without Lowestoft the transitional plan net
saving reduces by £2.6m – yet the submitted
workbook excluding Lowestoft shows a CT of
£1181
So the submission saves £9 on Council Tax ,
but the transition plan isn’t the reason – that
actually increases costs
Waveney’s Ct at £1180 is lower than Norfolk
LAs with the exception of Breckland – yet
removing Waveney reduces CT
I appreciate that the financial effect of the
movement of Lowestoft is influenced by the
difference in RSG v Expenditure but I am not
clear on how this is occurring – especially as
the base data , which takes into account the
apportioned RSG per LG futures, indicates
very similar starting point

The removal of Lowestoft results in a
reduction in “Net Cost to Council Tax payers”
of £30.39m. This is 10.6% of the “Total Net
Cost to Council Tax payers”, whereas, the
Council Tax Base reduces by 23,978 which is
only 10.0% of the Council Tax Base.
Therefore, as the Net costs reduce by a
greater percentage than the Tax Base, the
“Average Net Cost to Council Tax payers” will
reduce for the remaining Council Tax payers
in Norfolk, leading to the £9 saving.
Looking in more detail at the £30.39m to see
why this is happening we see:
Firstly there is £28.36m (which is made up of
£24.4m from Suffolk CC and £3.96m from
Waveney DC per the Base Data) This is
10.0% of the Net Cost to Council Tax Payers
and is in line with the reduction in Council Tax
Base.
It is the remaining £2m of reduced Net Costs
that account for the saving in Council Tax,
which are:
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Could you look at this and let me know

Firstly, bringing Lowestoft into the Unitary
County brought with it an amount of RSG
which impacted upon Greater Norwich as well
as the Surrounding County, whereas the
additional expenditure only impacted upon the
Surrounding County. Therefore, the loss of
the RSG for Lowestoft impacts upon Greater
Norwich. The report provided by LGF shows
the impact to Norwich to be £1.28m being the
difference between the “With Lowestoft”
allocation to Norwich of £63.63m and the
“Without Lowestoft” allocation of £62.35m.
This reduces the income for Norwich without
impacting upon the costs for Norwich. As the
net effect on the whole County is zero, the
reduction in income for the Surrounding
County is lower in proportion to the reduction
in expenditure following the Removal of
Lowestoft.
Secondly, due to the change in Council Tax
Base, there is a change to the apportionment
basis between Norwich and the Surrounding
County for some of the remaining
expenditure. Specifically, a further £0.51m of
Fire expenditure is apportioned to Norwich
from the Surrounding County when Lowestoft
is removed as result from a shift in the relative
size of the respective tax bases.
Finally, additional costs net of reductions are
reduced by £0.15m when Lowestoft is
removed and impacts upon the Net Cost to
Council Tax Payers without any reduction to
income to offset this.

3
procurement - With Lowestoft £8.8m without
Lowestoft £8.8m – why the same

4
senior staff - With Lowestoft £11.7 without
Lowestoft £11.7m – why the same
5
additional staff - With Lowestoft £13.9 without

As previously explained the rationale behind
the savings estimate for procurement was
based on an estimated reduction of 6.7% in
the third party commodity goods and services
spend of about £30m across the 7 district
councils and Lowestoft.. We also estimated
there to be a 5% reduction in the costs of
major contracts. Given the fact that the spend
figures and the contract values are
themselves estimates we took the view that a
small adjustment to reflect the removal of
Lowestoft would be spurious and in any event
was adequately covered in our risk approach
(20% increase in costs and 20% decrease in
savings)
Because Lowestoft is not a whole district
council we took the view that any differences
in senior staff savings would be marginal.
We have already provided a detailed rationale
for estimated increased costs above budget
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Lowestoft £13.9m – why the same

6
pay harmonisation - With Lowestoft £9.0
without Lowestoft £9.0m – why the same

that we believe would be required to establish
management arrangements in any multi
unitary scenario. We took the view that any
differences in additional costs for such staff
would be marginal.
Pay harmonization costs are estimates and
we have chosen to use £3m for the County
Unitary as this was in the middle of the range
of possible costs. Estimating the
disaggregation of this for Pattern B, gives
£2.3m for the Remainder County (2.3 x 4 =
9.2, rounded to 9). We took the view that
adjusting this figure to allow for a without
Lowestoft scenario would be spurious and
that it was more prudent to stick with the
higher cost.

For the full correspondence covering the disaggregation of Education
services in Pattern B Norfolk please refer to the Greater Norwich
submission.
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Affordability – key indicators – Norfolk Unitary Authority excluding Lowestoft (Pattern B)

COMPARES INDICTORS AS SUBMITTED
AND AS MODELLED

BOUNDARY COMMITTEE TWO UNITARY AUTHORITY PATTERN (B)
NORFOLK REMAINDER (EXCLUDING LOWESTOFT) - Modelling

Key indicators - summary comparison

Transition plan additional expenditure and expenditure reductions

Affordability measure 1 - net savings to 2012/13
Gross additional costs
Gross reduced expenditure
Net expenditure reduction over additional expenditure 2007/8 - 2012/13
Affordability measure 1a - net savings to 2012/13
Gross additional costs per head of population
Gross reduced expenditure per head of population
Net expenditure reduction over additional expenditure 2007/8 - 2012/13 per head of population

Additional expenditure and expenditure reductions analysis - AS SUBMITTED

New
Unitary
Council submitted

£m
43.7
54.4

-15.9

-10.7

5.3

76.25
102.50
-26.25
£m

72.02
89.62
-17.59
£m

-4.2
-12.9
8.66
£m
1.2
£p
1.9
%
0.4%
%
1.2%

£p
Affordability measure 3 – net ongoing savings per head of population

-19.62

-17.67
%

-2.7%
%

Affordability measure 5 – net ongoing savings as a percentage of gross transitional costs

-10.7
£p

%
Affordability measure 4 – net ongoing savings as a percentage of base costs

New Unitary
Council differences

£m
46.3
62.2

-11.9

Affordability measure 2 – net ongoing savings

New
Unitary
Council modelled

-2.4%
%

-25.7%

-24.5%

£m
-2.6
-7.8

years

3.6

Affordability measure 6- payback period

years

3.9

Change management and shadow planning
Other

£m
32.6
1.1
1.6
11.0
46.3

Gross reductions analysis
Corporate & Democratic
Service Costs

£m
32.0
30.3

Other

0.0
62.2

Staffing issues
Number
7,673 Percentage staffing change
131
-393
7,412

Initial staffing numbers as at 1/4/2007
Staff effect per additional expenditure plans
Staff effect per expenditure reductions
Assessed staffing at 31/3/2013

-3.4%

£m
Redundancy to 2012/13
Early Retirement and pension fund cont'ns to 2012/13
Average cost of staff reduction per transitional plan

Payback period
years

Gross expenditure analysis
Staffing
IT

3.0
6.2
£23,513

0.3

Balances

THE ABOVE INDICATORS WILL HAVE TO BE PUT IN MANUALLY IN SOME CASES

Affordability measure 7 – net use of balances over the transitional period
Used (-) or increased (+) over the period to 2012/13

£m

£m

19.7
£m
%

Is this in line or better than the S151 Officer's advice?

27.9
£m

37.5

Remaining at end of 2012/13
Affordability measure 8 – net balances as a percentage of base costs

8.2

10.1%

yes

yes

£1,181

£1,197

607.2

607.2

Additional expenditure and expenditure reductions analysis - AS MODELLED

£m

45.7
%

8.4%

£m

8.2
%

Gross expenditure analysis
1.8%

Staffing
IT
Change management and shadow planning
Other

£m

Gross reductions analysis

31.8
2.2
1.6
8.2
43.7

£m

Corporate & Democratic
Service Costs
Other

30.2
24.2
0.0
54.4

Council Tax
Staffing issues
Population - LAs estimate as at June 2007

Col 1

Initial staffing numbers as at 1/4/2007

Percentage of net savings in the transitional plan as a percentage of base costs

Staff effect per additional expenditure plans
Staff effect per expenditure reductions

-3.6%

-2.4%

-1.2%

Assessed staffing at 31/3/2013

Number
7,673 Percentage staffing change
126
-329
7,470
£m

Redundancy to 2012/13
Early Retirement and pension fund cont'ns to 2012/13
Average cost of staff reduction per transitional plan

3.0
6.2
£28,052

THE ABOVE INDICATORS WILL HAVE TO BE PUT IN MANUALLY IN SOME CASES
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-2.6%

Sensitivity Analysis - Norfolk Unitary Authority excluding Lowestoft (Pattern B)

Sensitivity analysis model

BOUNDARY COMMITTEE TWO
UNITARY AUTHORITY PATTERN
(B) NORFOLK REMAINDER
(EXCLUDING LOWESTOFT)

Response as submitted
Sensitivity applied at 5% for expenditure and 5% for
expenditure reductions
Sensitivity applied at 10% for expenditure and 10% for
expenditure reductions
Sensitivity applied at 15% for expenditure and 15% for
expenditure reductions
Sensitivity applied at 20% for expenditure and 20% for
expenditure reductions
Reduction of expenditure reductions allowed assuming expenditure increases by 10% to achieve a break even for criteria 1
-28.4%
underachieve
i.e. - they can
-28.4%
their expenditure reductions by
to meet break even but may fail other criterion

Funds at end
of year 5 these need
to be input
manually for
each level of
significance

Level of funds
needed to meet S
151 officers
recommendation automatically
recorded from
Transitional
Master plan

£m

£m

43.3

13.9

38.7

13.9

Net effect on
Funds at end overall transition
of five years at plan these need
or above S to be input
151 accepted manually for
level
each level of
significance

Payback period these need to be
input manually
for each level of
significance

13.9

28.9

13.9

24.0

13.9

22.3

13.9

DCLG Criteria 2

Transitional costs
overall must be more
than offset over a
period (“the payback
period”) by savings

In each year, transitional
costs incurred are to be
financed through • In year
revenue savings • Other in
In each year, capital year specified revenue
savings that are additional
transitional costs
to annual efficiencies (e.g.
incurred are to be
The “payback
Gershon savings) •
financed through
period” must be no
revenue resources, or of drawing on available
more than 5 years;
prudential borrowing or revenue reserves, subject
to ensuring that
the use of capital
satisfactory amounts
receipts;
remain to meet
unforeseen pressures or
other potential calls on
reserves.

yes/ no - - expenditure less Where 5 years
yes/ no - automatically
automatically expenditure show this could be
generated
generated
reductions £m
over 5 years

yes

-21.7

3.3

-16.6

3.6

yes
33.8

DCLG Criteria 1

DCLG Criteria 3

DCLG Criteria 4

DCLG Criteria 5

All costs incurred
as a result of
reorganisation
must be met
locally without
increasing
council tax.

yes/ no automatically
generated

yes/ no - to be input

yes/ no - to be input

yes/ no - to be
input

yes

yes

yes

no

yes

yes

yes

yes

no

yes

yes

-11.5

3.9

yes

yes

yes

no

yes

yes

-6.3

4.3

yes

yes

yes

no

yes

yes

-1.2

4.8

yes

yes

yes

no

yes

yes

0.0

5.0

yes

yes

yes

no

yes
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Council tax comparison – Norfolk Unitary Authority excluding Lowestoft (Pattern B)
BOUNDARY COMMITTEE TWO UNITARY AUTHORITY
PATTERN (B) NORFOLK REMAINDER (EXCLUDING
LOWESTOFT) INC FIRE

Base Data

COMPARISON OF COUNCIL TAX FIGURES - BEFORE AND AFTER UNITARY IN
PLACE

Breckland
Column references relate to Finance
and General Statistics 2007-8
Budgets
£000

D1 Council Tax base
D2 Council Tax

Col 9
Assessed Council Tax - Local Spend (inc parishes)
Assessed Council Tax - Major Preceptor

Council Tax yield

Broadland
District transferred
from Broadland
District
apportionment

Kings Lynn
and West
Norfolk
Borough

Great
Yarmouth

41.447

£000
17.281

£000
30.900

£000
48.636

£109.56
£1,052.10
£1,161.66

£154.94
£1,052.10
£1,207.04

£142.10
£1,052.10
£1,194.20

48,147,652

20,858,875

36,900,890

North Norfolk

South Norfolk
District transferred from
South Norfolk
apportionment

Total

£000

£000

£000

40.362

37.524

£140.88
£1,052.10
£1,192.98

£153.61
£1,052.10
£1,205.71

£175.74
£1,052.10
£1,227.84

58,021,936

48,664,860

46,073,285

216.2

258,667,498

Year 1

£1,181

COMPARISON - Council Tax in Year 1 as shown in the workbook

£1,182

COMPARISON - Council Tax in Year 2 as shown in the workbook

£1,197

Is the modelled Council Tax
below that calculated using
method 2?

yes

yes

£1,198

Is the modelled Council Tax
below that calculated using
method 2?

yes

yes

as calculated by the workbook

£1,198

Is the modelled Council Tax
below that calculated using
method 3?

yes

yes

Breckland

£1,162

Is the modelled Council Tax
below this?

no

no

Method 1 - Average Council Tax calculated using present individual Council
Taxes for constituent authorities, and apportioned (where necessary) Council
Tax bases for the constituent authorities, arriving at an average Council Tax
for the total Council Tax yield for the new unitary

Method 2 - Average Council Taxes using present individual Council Taxes
only

Method 3 - Average Council Taxes using Apportioned Base expenditure and
external finance for the constituent authorities, brought together for the new
unitary

Year 2

Comparison to the lowest Council Tax in place in 2007-8

£4.2 m per annum

Cost of moving to lowest Council Tax in 2007-8
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SUFFOLK REMAINDER WITH
LOWESTOFT
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BOUNDARY COMMITTEE REVIEW OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT STRUCTURES IN
NORFOLK SUFFOLK AND DEVON

REVIEW TO TEST WHETHER AFFORDABILITY
CRITERIA ARE MET
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT LETTER
Name of Unitary pattern
Authorities involved

Lead Contact officer and contact
number and e mail

Suffolk Unitary with Lowestoft (excluding Ipswich
and Felixstowe)
Babergh (part), Forest Heath, Mid Suffolk (part), St
Edmundsbury, Suffolk Coastal (part), Waveney
(part), Suffolk County (part)
Geoff Dobson Suffolk County Council
Geoff.Dobson@accy.suffolkcc.gov.uk Liz Moss,
Programme Manager, Suffolk County Council
Liz.Moss@resman.suffolkcc.gov.uk workbooks
being completed by Kathleen Steel
Kathleen.steel@csduk.co.uk

We acknowledge receipt of the financial workbook in relation to the above mentioned unitary
pattern.
We have allocated resources and timescales In order to complete the review of all 16
workbooks and supporting documents within the timescales set by the Boundary Committee,
in order to achieve the overall timescales set by the Secretary of State.
Our initial reviews of the workbooks will be completed by mid October. Our process will be
finally completed in mid November at which time we will present reports to the Boundary
Committee. Our understanding is that these reports will then be made publicly available by
the Boundary Committee. An external ‘peer’ review of our reports will take place by early
December.
Where appropriate, we may need to seek additional information at any time, and any issues
we feel will need further information or clarification will be raised as soon as possible. We will
do this initially through the contact officer shown above if we think that appropriate.
Our immediate review shows that all data requested has been provided / the following
information requested is missing and should be provided to us as soon as possible

We have also initially reviewed the workbook to see if it has been properly or fully completed.
We have noted the following issues
1. There are apparent discrepancies in the staff numbers shown in Item 2 paragraph A%
in respect of Suffolk Coastal, Babergh and Mid Suffolk and those used in the
Workbook.
2. Item 4, There is no schedule of the amount of reserves constituent Councils will be
using to support their current budgets. Will you please supply?
3. Please also supply an explanation of differences between reserves figures for Suffolk
Coastal, Babergh and Mid Suffolk used in the Base Figures and those shown under
paragraph A4 of Item 2.
4. No Revenue implications of Capital Expenditure provided for in the Workbook have
been applied. Please would you rectify?
Please check these workbook issues and let us have an immediate comment
These are initial comments only - further comments and requests may be made when
further detailed review takes place
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May we take this opportunity to thank you and your colleagues for the extensive work you
have undertaken to meet the deadline at this stage of the process
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BOUNDARY COMMITTEE REVIEW OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT STRUCTURES IN NORFOLK
SUFFOLK AND DEVON

REVIEW TO TEST WHETHER AFFORDABILITY CRITERIA
ARE LIKELY TO BE MET
REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION OR CLARIFICATION
Name of Unitary proposal
Authorities involved

Lead Contact officer and contact
number and e mail

Document reference number

Suffolk Unitary with Lowestoft (excluding Ipswich and
Felixstowe)
Babergh (part), Forest Heath, Mid Suffolk (part), St
Edmundsbury, Suffolk Coastal (part), Waveney (part),
Suffolk County (part)
Geoff Dobson Suffolk County Council
Geoff.Dobson@accy.suffolkcc.gov.uk Liz Moss,
Programme Manager, Suffolk County Council
Liz.Moss@resman.suffolkcc.gov.uk workbooks being
completed by Paul Finbow paul.finbow@csduk.com

01

Additional Information or Clarification requested
– please provide an answer to this request or a reference to a supporting document, in the
adjacent box
1 The provision for pay
Having reviewed the working papers, I agree the pay
harmonisation of £0.6m is identical harmonisation costs should be higher. This should be
to the figure incorporated in the
increased to £0.8m. The workbook is therefore understated
‘Suffolk Unitary excluding
by £0.2m.
Lowestoft’ submission which was
based upon 1,640 District staff
transferring into the new unitary
authority. Given that in this
submission, 2,127 District staff are
transferring shouldn’t the provision
be proportionately higher?
2 Dividing County services – could
The Specialist commissioning teams are Adult services
you provide the detail behind the
(£0.7m), Children & Young People services (£0.8m) and
figure of £2.1m for specialist
Environment & Transport (£0.6m).
commissioning teams please.
The Procurement cost relates to increases in cost of
Also - additional procurement
contracts by splitting county services. By adding Lowestoft,
costs of £0.4m are included here – the value of the contracts is higher, and therefore this
in the ‘excluding Lowestoft’
increases the cost.
business case they were given as
£0.3m and I might have expected
the impact in a larger authority to
be less – rather than more?
3 Waste savings of £1.4m have
This is similar to Rural excluding Lowestoft, but the savings
been phased in on the assumption are likely to be £0.9m rather than £0.8m.
that a Joint Waste Disposal
Authority will be set up – can you
confirm the impact if that were not
to happen?
4 Effect on staff numbers –
The 23 figure is an error. It should be 11. This has been
comparing the analysis (section E
taken through to the calculation of redundancy and early
of supporting information) from the retirement costs. Having recalculated these, the figures
two Unitary remainder
contained in the workbook are overstated by £0.2m.
submissions – with and without
Lowestoft – shows some
significant differences in the
shared services staff savings –
from 9 to 23 for IT and from 44.5 to
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51.9 for ‘other’. These seem high
simply for the addition of Lowestoft
– can you provide the detail
behind this please?
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BOUNDARY COMMITTEE REVIEW OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT STRUCTURES IN NORFOLK
SUFFOLK AND DEVON

REVIEW TO TEST WHETHER AFFORDABILITY CRITERIA
ARE LIKELY TO BE MET
REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION OR CLARIFICATION
Name of Unitary proposal
Authorities involved

Lead Contact officer and contact number and
e mail

Document reference number

Suffolk Unitary with Lowestoft (excluding
Ipswich and Felixstowe)
Babergh (part), Forest Heath, Mid Suffolk
(part), St Edmundsbury, Suffolk Coastal
(part), Waveney (part), Suffolk County
(part)
Geoff Dobson Suffolk County Council
Geoff.Dobson@accy.suffolkcc.gov.uk Liz
Moss, Programme Manager, Suffolk
County Council
Liz.Moss@resman.suffolkcc.gov.uk
workbooks being completed by Paul
Finbow paul.finbow@csduk.com

02

Additional Information or Clarification requested
– please provide an answer to this request or a reference to a supporting document, in the adjacent
box
1 Comparison between the Suffolk Rural
Broadly the proposed costing of the corporate
(excluding Lowestoft) and Suffolk Rural
support staff are similar between the two rural
(including Lowestoft) submissions highlights a
cases – Excl Lowestoft (12,754), Incl
significant difference around support staff.
Lowestoft (13,425). However the main
difference comes from the budget
The submission excluding Lowestoft
disaggregation. Including Lowestoft adds
incorporates an additional cost of £0.7m for
£2.461m to the current budget (11% of
support staff over the period whereas the
£22.375m), with only £671k being added to
equivalent for the submission including
the proposed costs. This makes a net
Lowestoft is a saving of £5.6m.
increase in saving of £1.79m per year over
the excluding Lowestoft case.
Noting from the supporting information how
these figures have been constructed,
nevertheless can I ask you to review them
please and confirm the accuracy of this
perspective?
Intuitively, the addition of Lowestoft would
enable higher savings in support staff to be
achieved – but a £6.3m difference looks very
high.
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Affordability - key indicators - Suffolk Remainder with Lowestoft

COMPARES INDICTORS AS SUBMITTED
AND AS MODELLED

Key indicators - summary comparison

Transition plan additional expenditure and expenditure reductions

Affordability measure 1 - net savings to 2012/13
Gross additional costs
Gross reduced expenditure
Net expenditure reduction over additional expenditure 2007/8 - 2012/13
Affordability measure 1a - net savings to 2012/13
Gross additional costs per head of population
Gross reduced expenditure per head of population
Net expenditure reduction over additional expenditure 2007/8 - 2012/13 per head of population

Additional expenditure and expenditure reductions analysis - AS SUBMITTED

New
Unitary
Council submitted

£m
43.7
58.8

-0.4

-15.1

-14.7

75.89
76.70
-0.82
£m

89.05
119.88
-30.84
£m

13.2
43.2
-30.02
£m
-5.7
£p
-11.7
%
-1.7%
%
-9.4%

£p
Affordability measure 3 – net ongoing savings per head of population

-18.77

Affordability measure 4 – net ongoing savings as a percentage of base costs

-2.8%

%
%
Affordability measure 5 – net ongoing savings as a percentage of gross transitional costs

New Unitary
Council differences

£m
37.2
37.6

-9.2

Affordability measure 2 – net ongoing savings

New
Unitary
Council modelled

-24.7%

-14.9
£p

-30.44
%

-4.5%
%

-34.2%

£m
6.5
21.2

Payback period
years

4.9

Affordability measure 6- payback period

years

3.6

years
-1.3

Balances

Gross expenditure analysis
Staffing
IT
Change management and shadow planning
Other

£m
13.6
5.4
0.0
18.2
37.2

Gross reductions analysis
Corporate & Democratic
Service Costs
Other

£m
25.1
5.6
6.9
37.6

Staffing issues
Number
6,010 Percentage staffing change
47
-2.0%
-169
5,888

Initial staffing numbers as at 1/4/2007
Staff effect per additional expenditure plans
Staff effect per expenditure reductions
Assessed staffing at 31/3/2013

£m
2.4
1.0
£20,166

Redundancy to 2012/13
Early Retirement and pension fund cont'ns to 2012/13
Average cost of staff reduction per transitional plan

THE ABOVE INDICATORS WILL HAVE TO BE PUT IN MANUALLY IN SOME CASES

Affordability measure 7 – net use of balances over the transitional period
Used (-) or increased (+) over the period to 2012/13

£m

16.8
£m

54.3

Remaining at end of 2012/13

£m

%

3.3
£m

40.8
%

Affordability measure 8 – net balances as a percentage of base costs

16.2%

12.2%

Is this in line or better than the S151 Officer's advice?

yes

yes

£1,209

£1,209

490.2

490.2

£m
-13.5
£m
-13.5
%
-4.0%

Additional expenditure and expenditure reductions analysis - AS MODELLED

Gross expenditure analysis
Staffing
IT
Change management and shadow planning
Other

£m
19.4
5.4
0.0
18.9
43.7

Gross reductions analysis
Corporate & Democratic
Service Costs
Other

£m
25.1
4.4
29.3
58.8

Council Tax
Staffing issues
Population - LAs estimate as at June 2007

Col 1

Initial staffing numbers as at 1/4/2007
Staff effect per additional expenditure plans
Staff effect per expenditure reductions
Assessed staffing at 31/3/2013

Number
6,010 Percentage staffing change
-2.0%
47
-169
5,888
£m

Redundancy to 2012/13
Early Retirement and pension fund cont'ns to 2012/13
Average cost of staff reduction per transitional plan

2.2
1.0
£18,980

THE ABOVE INDICATORS WILL HAVE TO BE PUT IN MANUALLY IN SOME CASES

Sensitivity Analysis – Suffolk Remainder with Lowestoft

Sensitivity analysis model - including Securing the Future savings as expenditure reductions.

BOUNDARY COMMITTEE
SUFFOLK DRAFT PROPOSAL SUFFOLK UNITARY WITH
LOWESTOFT( ex Ipswich and
Felixstowe)

Response as submitted
Sensitivity applied at 10% for expenditure and 10% for
expenditure reductions
Sensitivity applied at 15% for expenditure and 15% for
expenditure reductions
Sensitivity applied at 20% for expenditure and 20% for
expenditure reductions
Reduction of expenditure reductions allowed assuming expenditure increases by 10% to achieve a break even for criteria 1
-35.6%
i.e. - they can
underachieve
-35.6%
their expenditure reductions by
to meet break even but may fail other criterion

Funds at end
of year 5 these need
to be input
manually for
each level of
significance

Level of funds
needed to meet S
151 officers
recommendation automatically
recorded from
Transitional
Master plan

£m

£m

54.3

16.9

44.2

16.9

39.2

16.9

34.3

16.9

28.1

16.9

Funds at end
of five years at
or above S
151 accepted
level

Net effect on
overall transition
plan these need
to be input
manually for
each level of
significance

Payback period these need to be
input manually
for each level of
significance

DCLG Criteria 1

DCLG Criteria 2

Transitional costs
overall must be more
than offset over a
period (“the payback
period”) by savings

In each year, transitional
costs incurred are to be
financed through • In year
revenue savings • Other in
year specified revenue
In each year, capital
savings that are additional
transitional costs
to annual efficiencies (e.g.
incurred are to be
The “payback
Gershon savings) •
financed through
period” must be no
revenue resources, or of drawing on available
more than 5 years;
prudential borrowing or revenue reserves, subject
to ensuring that
the use of capital
satisfactory amounts
receipts;
remain to meet
unforeseen pressures or
other potential calls on
reserves.

yes/ no - expenditure less Where 5 years
yes/ no - automatically
automatically
expenditure
show this could be
generated
generated
reductions £m
over 5 years

DCLG Criteria 3

DCLG Criteria 4

yes/ no automatically
generated

yes/ no - to be input

yes/ no - to be input

DCLG Crite

All costs inc
as a result o
reorganisat
must be me
locally with
increasing
council tax

yes/ no - t
input

yes

-26.3

2.8

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

-16.2

3.3

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

-11.2

3.8

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

-5.2

4.2

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

0.0

5.0

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes
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Council tax comparison – Suffolk Remainder with Lowestoft
BOUNDARY COMMITTEE SUFFOLK DRAFT PROPOSAL SUFFOLK UNITARY WITH LOWESTOFT( ex Ipswich and
Felixstowe)

Base Data
Column references relate to Finance
and General Statistics 2007-8
Budgets

Comparison of Council Tax levels before and after Unitary status

Babergh transferred from
Babergh
Apportionment
£000

D1 Council Tax base
D2 Council Tax

Col 9
Assessed Council Tax - Local Spend (inc parishes)
Assessed Council Tax - Major Preceptor

Council Tax yield

Mid Suffolk Suffolk Coastal transferred
St
transferred from
Forest Heath
from Mid
Edmundsbury Suffolk Coastal
Suffolk
Apportionment
Apportionment

23.300

£000
16.266

£000
31.600

£000
37.107

£181.13
£1,035.18
£1,216.32

£186.65
£1,035.18
£1,221.83

£182.13
£1,035.18
£1,217.31

28,340,149

19,873,946

38,466,931

£000

Waveney District transferred from
Waveney District
Apportionment

Tota

£000

£000

25.900

39.811

£197.89
£1,035.18
£1,233.07

£169.13
£1,035.18
£1,204.32

£144.86
£1,035.18
£1,180.04

45,755,809

31,191,763

46,978,556

21

Year 1

£1,209

COMPARISON - Council Tax in Year 1 as shown in the workbook

£1,206

COMPARISON - Council Tax in Year 2 as shown in the workbook

£1,210

Is the modelled Council Tax
below that calculated using
method 2?

yes

yes

£1,212

Is the modelled Council Tax
below that calculated using
method 2?

yes

yes

as calculated by the workbook

£1,211

Is the modelled Council Tax
below that calculated using
method 3?

yes

yes

Waveney District - transferred
from Waveney District
Apportionment

£1,180

Is the modelled Council Tax
below this?

no

no

Method 1 - Average Council Tax calculated using present individual Council
Taxes for constituent authorities, and apportioned (where necessary) Council
Tax bases for the constituent authorities, arriving at an average Council Tax
for the total Council Tax yield for the new unitary

Method 2 - Average Council Taxes using present individual Council Taxes
only

Method 3 - Average Council Taxes using Apportioned Base expenditure and
external finance for the constituent authorities, brought together for the new
unitary

Comparison to the lowest Council Tax in place in 2007-8

Year 2

£5.0 m per annum

Cost of moving to lowest Council Tax in 2007-8
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SUFFOLK COUNTY UNITARY
WITH LOWESTOFT
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BOUNDARY COMMITTEE REVIEW OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT STRUCTURES IN NORFOLK
SUFFOLK AND DEVON

REVIEW TO TEST WHETHER AFFORDABILITY
CRITERIA ARE MET
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT LETTER - BOUNDARY COMMITTEE
SINGLE UNITARY PATTERN FOR SUFFOLK (WITH
LOWESTOFT)
Name of Unitary pattern

Authorities involved

Lead Contact officer and contact number and
e mail

BOUNDARY COMMITTEE SINGLE
UNITARY PATTERN FOR SUFFOLK
(WITH LOWESTOFT)
Babergh, Forest Heath , Ipswich, Mid
Suffolk, St Edmundsbury, Suffolk
Coastal, Waveney, Suffolk County
Geoff Dobson, Head of Strategic Finance
Geoff.Dobson@accy.suffolkcc.gov.uk
Liz Moss, Programme Manager, Suffolk
County Council
Liz.Moss@resman.suffolkcc.gov.uk
workbooks being completed by Kathleen
Steel Kathleen.steel@csduk.co.uk

We acknowledge receipt of the financial workbook and supporting papers in relation to the above
mentioned unitary pattern.
We have allocated resources and timescales In order to complete the review of all 16 workbooks
and supporting documents within the timescales set by the Boundary Committee, to enable us to
achieve the overall timescales set by the Secretary of State.
Our initial reviews of the workbooks will be completed by mid October. Our process will be finally
completed in mid November at which time we will present reports to the Boundary Committee.
Our understanding is that these reports will then be made publicly available by the Boundary
Committee. An external ‘peer’ review of our reports will take place by early December.
Where appropriate, we may need to seek additional information at any time, and any issues we
feel will need further information or clarification will be raised as soon as possible. We will do this
initially through the contact officer shown above if we think that appropriate.
Our immediate review shows that all data requested has been provided / the following
information requested is missing and should be provided to us as soon as possible
Item 3 Outline overview and full business case setting out clearly the set up costs and
benefits to be realised
–
- I regret that at present I am unable to locate this item – unless you have
included that information in the document described as
– ’ LGR Unitary Suffolk (exc Lowestoft ) Business Case Item 3 190908 ‘
– could you direct me to the relevant document or forward it as soon as possible
–
( ref AL/00)
Item 4 Statement by each Section 151 officer who has contributed to the data as to the
level of unallocated revenue balances recommended to be retained from 2008-9 onwards
taking into account the position of the individual unitary authority and the risk factors identified
– I regret that at present I am unable to locate this item – could you direct me to the
relevant document or forward it as soon as possible ( ref AL/01)
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Item 7 Statement as to projected unallocated balances as at 31/3/2007 and likely balances
as at 31/3/2008
– I regret I am unable to locate this although the covering letter says that it is
attached -– could you direct me to the relevant document or forward it as soon as
possible ( ref/ AL02)
Item 8 Statement as to projected earmarked reserves as at 31/3/2007 and likely balances
as at 31/3/2008
- I regret I am unable to locate this although the covering letter says that it is
attached -– could you direct me to the relevant document or forward it as soon as
possible ( ref AL/03)

Item 12 A statement that the present capital programme (excluding any reorganisation
issues) is fully funded, or if that is not the case, the extent to which it is not presently fully
funded.
- I regret I am unable to locate this although the covering letter says that it is
attached -– could you direct me to the relevant document or forward it as soon as
possible (ref AL/05)
Item 13 A statement from each S151 Officer involved in providing figures for each unitary
authority identified in the draft proposals that figures contributed to the process by his or her
authority have been properly calculated – all constituent authorities have made certifications
all qualified
- is Suffolk County’s S151 going to forward a certification? (ref AL/06)
There are several references by Suffolk S151 officers to a joint risk assessment
described as follows –
‘the risk assessment that has been completed and agreed jointly by the Suffolk Section
151 officers (excluding Suffolk County Council).’
-

could you direct me to the relevant document if it is included in the submission , or
forward it as soon as possible (ref AL/07)

We have also initially reviewed the workbook to see if it has been properly or fully completed. We
have noted the following issues
There is a very significant figure of £53m included in the transition plan as a contribution from
other sources outside the transition– would you please supply further detail relating to this, or
direct me to where you have given further detail , especially with regard to how firm these are
and how far they are contractually or actually in place for 5 forward years (ref AL/O8)
Capital – there is a sum of £6.1m included as capital expenditure from Year 1 , said to be
financed from capital receipts but with no revenue implications – would you be good enough to
review this and let me have a comment urgently (ref AL/09)
Please check these workbook issues and let us have an immediate comment
These are initial comments only - further comments and requests may be made when
further detailed review takes place
May we take this opportunity to thank you and your colleagues for the extensive work you
have undertaken to meet the deadline at this stage of the process
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By e-mail 22 September 2008
Dear Chris
Further to your acknowledgement letter, please find attached and detailed below
clarification of the points you raised.
Ref: AL/OO - Item 3:
 Please find attached Item 3 - LGR Rural (Incl Lowestoft) Business Case Item
3 190908.pdf
Ref: AL/01 - Item 4:
 Please find attached Item 4 - LGR Revenue Statements Item 4 190908.PDF
Ref: AL/02 - Item 7:
 Please find attached Item 7 - LGR Unallocated and Earmarked Reserves Item
7 and 8 190908.xls
Ref: AL/03 - Item 8:
 Please find attached Item 8 - LGR Unallocated and Earmarked Reserves Item
7 and 8 190908.xls
Ref: AL/05 - Item 12:
 Please find attached Item 12 - LGR Capital Programme Item 12 190908.pdf
Ref: AL/06:

 Ref: AL/07:


Ref: AL/08:
 Query relating to additional savings (£53m) outside transition plan - some
information is contained in item 2 (Paragraph G1) as previously submitted
 Further information will be provided asap
Ref: AL/09:


The funding of the capital investment has been funded from capital receipts.
These receipts are assumed to come from normal asset sales plans of both
Districts and County, and do not come from either existing reserves or from
asset sales through LGR. It has been assumed that the timing of these
receipts will be broadly similar to the spending and therefore will have no
revenue impact on the business case. The finance workbooks do not reflect
any investment income from these normal asset sales or from capital receipts
generated or transferred from predecessor authorities. This reflects
the cautious approach employed in completing the workbooks.
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Apologies for any inconvenience caused by the way in which we submitted the
information originally - I hope this provides you with all the documentation you
required.
I will forward on a more detailed response to your query AL/08 asap.
If you require anything else, please do not hesitate to contact me.
Regards
Liz
Liz Moss
SCC Programme Manager
Endeavour House, Ipswich
Tel: 01473 260598
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LGR Suffolk: SCC Response to Boundary Committee Queries
Efficiency Savings (Securing the Future savings) – Applicable to queries raised against all
four SCC Proposals
I considered carefully how best to present the considerable savings programme that is currently
underway within the county council entitled Securing the Future (StF).
This programme will deliver over the period of the review and was considered likely to impact
differently on the different proposals. As such I felt it was an important element of the financial
evaluation and needed to be included. However the savings arising from the Securing the Future
programme are not caused by LGR, and I therefore did not wish to include them as though they
were.
The treatment in all cases (including North Haven) reflects this starting position.
I consider that the affordability test in all cases should include the Securing the Future savings.
The rationale for this is that if there was no programme during this period that was delivering
efficiency savings across county council services it would be sensible for one to be assumed
within the financial case. The reason that these additional savings are not assumed is that we
consider the StF programme will provide a sufficiently challenging savings target for a new
authority to deliver. An alternative position to present would be no current efficiency programme
and a set of generic efficiency savings “caused” by LGR.
StF is a programme of change that produces savings. It is well underway, with savings beginning
to be delivered in the current financial year. StF is an umbrella programme containing a series of
individual savings that all move the authority towards a more efficient model of commissioning
and delivering services. This is the model assumed for the new authorities in our financial cases
so we assume the programme will continue. The programme is managed using a robust project
management framework. A council wide programme board chaired by the Director of Resource
Management meets monthly to oversee the programme. Each board meeting receives a full
progress report on all elements of the programme. Currently, all savings to be delivered through
the programme are reporting their status as Green. Copies of reports or descriptions of the saving
programmes can be made available.
These savings are not necessary for the council to meet the annual efficiency savings targets to
2008 (the Gershon savings) set by central government as these have been more than achieved.
Clearly an element missing from all cases is the impact of the likely gap between future
government settlements and future cost pressures from inflation, legislative changes and
demographic growth. Securing the Future savings would have been used to reduce the need for
service cuts over the next five years. This complexity cannot, however, be adequately reflected in
the form so we have therefore not attempted to do so.
I would argue however that all cases must have sufficient flexibility to make sure that they can
manage this reality, which they would inevitably be facing if implemented. We would hope that
any assessment of the financial cases would look both at the affordability of the case as
presented and also the ability of the proposed authority to protect front-line savings through any
difficult financial period, including the one that currently faces us. The financial cases for Rural
Suffolk and unitary Suffolk have been designed bearing in mind that this future flexibility will be
required.
Whichever way the Securing the Future Savings are presented all four financial cases have
sufficient deliverable and sustainable savings to make the cases affordable.
Geoff Dobson
Section 151 Officer
Suffolk County Council
24/09/08
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Affordability – key indicators – Suffolk County including Lowestoft

COMPARES INDICTORS AS SUBMITTED
AND AS MODELLED

Key indicators - summary comparison

Transition plan additional expenditure and expenditure reductions

Affordability measure 1 - net savings to 2012/13
Gross additional costs
Gross reduced expenditure
Net expenditure reduction over additional expenditure 2007/8 - 2012/13
Affordability measure 1a - net savings to 2012/13
Gross additional costs per head of population
Gross reduced expenditure per head of population
Net expenditure reduction over additional expenditure 2007/8 - 2012/13 per head of population

Additional expenditure and expenditure reductions analysis - AS SUBMITTED

New
Unitary
Council submitted

£m
41.7
68.4

-37.3

-26.7

10.6

57.89
110.94
-53.05
£m

59.31
97.26
-37.95
£m

1.4
-13.7
15.10
£m
3.0
£p
4.2
%
0.7%
%
8.6%

£p
Affordability measure 3 – net ongoing savings per head of population

-34.42
%

Affordability measure 4 – net ongoing savings as a percentage of base costs

-5.1%
%

Affordability measure 5 – net ongoing savings as a percentage of gross transitional costs

New Unitary
Council differences

£m
40.7
78.0

-24.2

Affordability measure 2 – net ongoing savings

New
Unitary
Council modelled

-59.5%

-21.2
£p

-30.18
%

-4.4%
%

-50.9%

£m
1.0
-9.6

2.9

Affordability measure 6- payback period

years

years

3.3

Change management and shadow planning
Other

£m
21.6
6.4
0.0
12.7
40.7

Gross reductions analysis
Corporate & Democratic
Service Costs

£m
56.5
8.3

Other

13.2
78.0

Staffing issues
Number
9,273 Percentage staffing change
51
-371
8,952

Initial staffing numbers as at 1/4/2007
Staff effect per additional expenditure plans
Staff effect per expenditure reductions
Assessed staffing at 31/3/2013

-3.5%

£m
Redundancy to 2012/13
Early Retirement and pension fund cont'ns to 2012/13
Average cost of staff reduction per transitional plan

Payback period
years

Gross expenditure analysis
Staffing
IT

5.3
2.6
£21,274

0.3

Balances

THE ABOVE INDICATORS WILL HAVE TO BE PUT IN MANUALLY IN SOME CASES

Affordability measure 7 – net use of balances over the transitional period
Used (-) or increased (+) over the period to 2012/13

£m

52.9
£m

107.4

Remaining at end of 2012/13

%

£m

29.4
£m

83.9
%

Affordability measure 8 – net balances as a percentage of base costs

22.1%

17.2%

Is this in line or better than the S151 Officer's advice?

yes

yes

£1,221

£1,221

703.1

703.1

£m
-23.5
£m
-23.5
%
-4.8%

Additional expenditure and expenditure reductions analysis - AS MODELLED

Gross expenditure analysis
Staffing
IT
Change management and shadow planning
Other

£m

Gross reductions analysis

22.6
6.4
0.0
12.7
41.7

£m

Corporate & Democratic
Service Costs
Other

47.9
7.3
13.2
68.4

Council Tax
Staffing issues
Population - LAs estimate as at June 2007

Col 1

Initial staffing numbers as at 1/4/2007
Percentage of net expenditure which S151 officer has determined through risk analysis
should be retained for prudency
-7.49%

-5.36%

-2.13%

Staff effect per additional expenditure plans
Staff effect per expenditure reductions
Assessed staffing at 31/3/2013

Number
9,273 Percentage staffing change
51
-325
8,999
£m

Redundancy to 2012/13
Early Retirement and pension fund cont'ns to 2012/13
Average cost of staff reduction per transitional plan

5.3
2.6
£24,308

THE ABOVE INDICATORS WILL HAVE TO BE PUT IN MANUALLY IN SOME CASES
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-3.0%

Sensitivity Analysis – Suffolk County including Lowestoft

Funds at end
of year 5 these need
to be input
manually for
each level of
significance

BOUNDARY COMMITTEE SINGLE
UNITARY PATTERN FOR
SUFFOLK (INCLUDING
LOWESTOFT)

Level of funds
needed to meet S
151 officers
recommendation automatically
recorded from
Transitional
Master plan

£m

£m

107.4

24.9

95.5

24.9

89.7

24.9

83.9

24.9

69.8

24.9

65.4

24.9

53.8

24.9

48.0

24.9

42.2

24.9

28.3

24.9

Modelled on submitted figures
Response as submitted
Sensitivity applied at 10% for expenditure and 10% for
expenditure reductions
Sensitivity applied at 15% for expenditure and 15% for
expenditure reductions
Sensitivity applied at 20% for expenditure and 20% for
expenditure reductions
Reduction of expenditure reductions allowed assuming expenditure increases by 10% to achieve a break even for criteria 1
-47.8%
underachieve
i.e. - they can
-47.8%
their expenditure reductions by
to meet break even but may fail other criterion

Funds at end
of five years at
or above S
151 accepted
level

Net effect on
overall transition
plan these need
to be input
manually for
each level of
significance

Payback period these need to be
input manually
for each level of
significance

Transitional costs
overall must be more
than offset over a
period (“the payback
period”) by savings

- expenditure less Where 5 years
yes/ no yes/ no - automatically
show this could be
automatically
expenditure
generated
over 5 years
reductions £m
generated

In each year, transitional
costs incurred are to be
financed through • In year
revenue savings • Other in
year specified revenue
In each year, capital
savings that are additional
transitional costs
to annual efficiencies (e.g.
incurred are to be
The “payback
Gershon savings) •
financed through
period” must be no
revenue resources, or of drawing on available
more than 5 years;
prudential borrowing or revenue reserves, subject
to ensuring that
the use of capital
satisfactory amounts
receipts;
remain to meet
unforeseen pressures or
other potential calls on
reserves.

All costs incurred
as a result of
reorganisation
must be met
locally without
increasing
council tax.

yes/ no automatically
generated

yes/ no - to be input

yes/ no - to be input

yes/ no - to be
input

yes

-37.3

2.9

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

-25.4

3.3

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

-19.5

3.6

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

-13.6

3.8

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

0.0

5.0

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

-37.3

2.9

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

-25.4

3.3

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

-19.5

3.6

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

-13.6

3.8

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

0.0

4.9

yes

yes

Modelled on figures excluding Securing the
Future savings from year 1
Deleting Securing the Future savings from year 1 onwards
Sensitivity applied at 10% for expenditure and 10% for
expenditure reductions
Sensitivity applied at 15% for expenditure and 15% for
expenditure reductions
Sensitivity applied at 20% for expenditure and 20% for
expenditure reductions
Reduction of expenditure reductions allowed assuming expenditure increases by 10% to achieve a break even for criteria 1
-42.6%
i.e. - they can
underachieve
-42.6%
their expenditure reductions by
to meet break even but may fail other criterion

Council tax comparison – Suffolk Unitary including Lowestoft
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BOUNDARY COMMITTEE SINGLE UNITARY PATTERN FOR
SUFFOLK (INCLUDING LOWESTOFT)

Base Data

COMPARISON OF COUNCIL TAX FIGURES - BEFORE AND AFTER UNITARY IN
PLACE

Babergh

Forest Heath

Ipswich

Mid Suffolk St Edmundsbury Suffolk Coastal

Column references relate to Finance
and General Statistics 2007-8
Budgets
£000
D1 Council Tax base
D2 Council Tax

Col 9
Assessed Council Tax - Local Spend (inc parishes)
Assessed Council Tax - Major Preceptor

Council Tax yield

32.539

£000
16.266

£000
39.640

£000
34.289

£181.13
£1,035.18
£1,216.32

£186.65
£1,035.18
£1,221.83

£289.63
£1,035.18
£1,324.81

39,578,174

19,873,946

52,515,534

£000

Waveney transferred
from Waveney
apportionment

37.107

£000
48.500

£000
39.811

£182.13
£1,035.18
£1,217.31

£197.89
£1,035.18
£1,233.07

£169.13
£1,035.18
£1,204.32

£144.86
£1,035.18
£1,180.04

41,740,638

45,755,809

58,409,287

46,978,556

See note 1 on Introduction

Suffolk County transferred from
Suffolk County
apportionment

£000
248.2

304,851,944

Year 1

£1,214

COMPARISON - Council Tax in Year 2 as shown in the workbook

£1,228

Is the modelled Council Tax
below that calculated using
method 2?

yes

yes

£1,228

Is the modelled Council Tax
below that calculated using
method 2?

yes

yes

as calculated by the workbook

£1,228

Is the modelled Council Tax
below that calculated using
method 3?

yes

yes

Waveney - transferred from
Waveney apportionment

£1,180

Is the modelled Council Tax
below this?

no

no

Method 1 - Average Council Tax calculated using present individual Council
Taxes for constituent authorities, and apportioned (where necessary) Council
Tax bases for the constituent authorities, arriving at an average Council Tax
for the total Council Tax yield for the new unitary

Method 2 - Average Council Taxes using present individual Council Taxes
only

Comparison to the lowest Council Tax in place in 2007-8

Year 2

£1,221

COMPARISON - Council Tax in Year 1 as shown in the workbook

Method 3 - Average Council Taxes using Apportioned Base expenditure and
external finance for the constituent authorities, brought together for the new
unitary

Total

£10.2 m per annum

Cost of moving to lowest Council Tax in 2007-8
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RECORD OF S151 CERTIFICATIONS
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STATUS OF S151 CERTIFICATIONS AS AT 23rd October 2008

Status should show date
received and whether the
certification is complete ,
not able to give an opinion
yet, qualified or not received

Devon County Unitary draft proposal
(1)

Devon two unitary pattern - Exeter
and Exmouth

Devon two unitary pattern - Devon
County (1)

12/09/08 Base accepted but
insufficient time to undertake detailed
review of workbook and the related
assumptions

12/09/08 Base accepted but
22/9/08 Base accepted but have not
insufficient time to undertake detailed
received detailed explanations so
review of workbook and the related
unable to certify reasonableness of
assumptions
figures, particularly support staff
savings, redundancy, pay
harmonisation and efficiency savings.

Authorities involved

East Devon

Exeter
12/9/2008 - complete

22/9/08 complete.

12/09/08 Base accepted, but does
not agree that the amount of £3.2m
additional ongoing expenditure is
reasonable

Mid Devon

12/9/2008 - complete

12/09/08 Complete

North Devon

12/9/2008 - complete

12/09/08 Complete

South Hams

12/9/2008 - qualified: concern that
07/08 baseline undermines accuracy
and that savings on ICT appear overambitious.

12/09/08 Does not agree the base,
and considers ICT savings to be over
ambitious

Teignbridge

Torridge

West Devon

12/9/2008 - complete

22/9/08 Complete

12/09/08 Complete

12/9/2008 - qualified: accepts base but has challenged apportionments
but not consulted on affordability or
how costs and savings relate to
individual authorities.

12/09/08 Base accepted but method
of apportionment and calculations not
sufficiently consulted

13/9/2008 - qualified: base accepted
but concerns raised around adequacy
of ICT and Change management
provision.

12/09/08 Content with assumptions in
the model, but fees that ICT and
Change Management Costs might be
inadequate.

Devon County

13/9/2008 - complete

18/9/2008 - qualified - base data
accepted but transition plan
unrealistic - no risk assessment;
redundancy and early retirement
estimates; ICT integration issues: no
recognition of diseconomies of scale. 12/09/08 Complete
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STATUS OF S151 CERTIFICATIONS AS AT 23rd October 2008

Status should show date
received and whether the
certification is complete ,
not able to give an opinion
yet, qualified or not received

Norfolk County unitary
with Adjusted Lowestoft
(1)

Two Unitary authority
pattern A - Norfolk
Remainder (1)

not received

16/9/2008 - base
accepted - other wise not
able to give an opinion

not received

15/9/2008 - not able to
give an opinion

Two Unitary authority
pattern A - Norwich
Great Yarmouth and
Lowestoft

Two unitary pattern B Greater Norwich

Two unitary pattern B Norfolk Remainder (1)

Norfolk County Unitary Draft Proposal
(
excluding Lowestoft)

Two Unitary Pattern A
Two Unitary Pattern B
Norwich & Great
Norfolk Remainder
Yarmouth
( excluding
(excluding Lowestoft)
Lowestoft)

Authorities involved

Breckland District

Broadland District

Great Yarmouth Borough

Kings Lynn and West Norfolk
Borough
North Norfolk District

Norwich

South Norfolk District

not received
not received

12/9/2008 - base data does not agree
disaggregation of budget
, transition plan not able
to give an opinion as
insufficient data
not received

not received

12/9/2008 - not able to
give an opinion
not received

19/9/2008 complete

19/9/2008 complete

19/9/08 complete

Norfolk County

Waveney

19/9/2008 -qualified base data certified transitional plan unable
to certify reasonable
ness or otherwise

15/9/2008 - not able to
give an opinion

19/9/2008 -qualified base data certified transitional plan unable
to certify reasonable
ness or otherwise

19/9/2008 -qualified base data certified transitional plan unable
to certify reasonable
ness or otherwise
not received
not received

15/9/2008 - not able to
give an opinion

11/9/2008 - but no opion
given - time

not received

not received

not received

not received

not received

19/9/08 - qualified - base
data certified - unable to
certify reasonablensess
of the transitional plan

19/9/2008 -qualified base data certified transitional plan unable
to certify reasonable
ness or otherwise

not received

not received
not received

not received
not received

not received
not received

12/9/2008 - base data does not agree
disaggregation of budget
, transition plan not able
to give an opinion as
insufficient data
not received

not received

19/9/2008 complete

26/9/08 - complete

12/9/2008 - complete
not received
not received
24/9/2008 - qualified budget disaggregation,
staff savings ,
mangement costs and IT
19/9/08 complete
costs

19/9/2008 -qualified base data certified transitional plan unable
to certify reasonable
ness or otherwise

19/9/2008 -qualified base data certified transitional plan unable
to certify reasonable
ness or otherwise

Suffolk County
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STATUS OF S151 CERTIFICATIONS AS AT 23rd October 2008

Status should show date
received and whether the
certification is complete ,
not able to give an opinion
yet, qualified or not received

Ipswich and Felixstowe unitary(1)

Single Unitary pattern for Suffolk
( less Lowestoft)

Suffolk Unitary remainder (1)

Suffolk Draft Proposal - Suffolk
Unitary with Lowestoft
(
excluding Ipswich and Felixstowe)

Single Unitary Pattern for Suffolk
(including Lowestoft)

Authorities involved

Babergh

19/9/2008 - qualified: base data
accepted but concerns around
savings and costs (overstated /
19/9/2008 - complete ( but mentioned understated) and lack of challenge to
efficiency savings.
BC methodology)
19/9/2008 - qualified: base data
accepted but concerns around
savings and costs (overstated /
understated), waste costs and lack of
challenge to efficiency savings.

Forest Heath

19/9/2008 - qualified: base data
accepted but concerns around
savings and costs (overstated /
understated), validity of including
efficiency savings and adequacy of
5% contingency.

19/9/2008 - qualified - BC
methodology, timescale, HRA-GF,
Admissibility of savings, property
strategy, level of balances

19/9/2008 - qualified - BC
methodology, risk assessment, single
county unitary savings overstated,
savings outside reorganisation
agreed, timescales
19/9/2008 - qualified - BC
methodology, timescales, HRA
issues affecting GF, risks, property
strategy, admissibility and
19/09/08 - BC criteria questioned and achievability of existing Securing the
no consideration of impact of HRA on Future savings, level of unallocated
CT etc. Qualified certification.
balances

19/9/2008 - qualified: base data
accepted but concerns around
savings and costs (overstated /
understated), waste costs and late
changes to workbook figures leaving
insufficient time for final review.

19/9/2008qualified - savings
understated and costs overstated,
timescale

19/09/08 - Qualified re Risks,
Savings, and Efficiencies

19/9/2008 - complete ( but mentioned
BC methodology)

Mid Suffolk

St Edmundsbury

Suffolk Coastal

19/9/2008 - qualified: base data
accepted but concerns around
inclusion of efficiency savings and
19/9/2008 - qualified - BC
late changes to business case
methodology, savings, timescales to figures for Corporate support and
consider,
Community boards.

Waveney

Suffolk County

19/9/2008 - qualified - BC
methodology, savings

19/09/08 - Reservations and risks
included and believe that some of
overstated and others understated. 19/9/2008 - BC methodology, risks,
Concerns about savings from Waste. Rural Suffolk understated, Waste
savings , timescale
Insufficient time to consider detail.

22/9/2008 - qualified - BC
methodology, risks assessment by
Suffolk 151 officers, net savings may
be overstated,StF savings should be
included, insufficient time

Ipswich

19/9/2008 - qualified - concern over
BC methodology, savings level,
contingency and balances retained
levels, consistency with business
case

19/9/2008-qualified - risks to savings

19/9/2008 - qualified -risks as per
Suffolk S151 ex County risk
19/09/08 - Reservations on risks and assessment, Rural Suffolk savings v
savings, Securing the Future savings Suffolk Unitary understated, Securing
taken at face value, insufficient time the future savings rightly included but
at face value
to consider in detail

19/9/2008 - qualified - concerns on
savings levels, service delivery and
some insufficient data

19/9/08 - qualified - risks, efficiency
savings, timescales

19/9/2008 - qualified - Rural Suffolk
understated, inclusion of Securing
19/09/08 - Qualified with regard to
the Future savings, assumption they
savings and time frame, also effect of will be achieved, BC methodology,
timescales
Securing the Future programme.

19/9/2008 - qualified: base data
accepted but unable to certify
reasonableness of the figures in
transitional plan.

19/9/2008 - qualified - transitional
plan, risk assessment out of date

not received - but these figures were
completed by Suffolk County

19/9/2008 - qualified - admissibility of
savings, BC methodology, timescale
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19/09/08 - Unable to certify the
reasonableness or otherwise of the
figures.

19/9/2008 - qualified - risks

not received - but these figures were
completed by Suffolk County

ISSUES RAISED AND ADVICE GIVEN BY
INDEPENDENT FINANCIAL CONSULTANTS
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Date Issue
raised

Review of Norfolk Suffolk and Devon Local Authority Structures by the Boundary Committee 2008
Issues raised and advice given by Independent Financial Consultants
Update 20 – 26th September 2008
Raised by
Issue
Response

9/4/2008

Mason, Clive
(clivemason@nor
wich.gov.uk

8/4/2008

Stephen.Joyce@
midsuffolk.gov.uk

SPLIT OF BASE DATA
FIGURES
How does the workbook
reflect a split LA. If the
proposal is for a Norwich
on a greater boundary,
this may include going
out several miles from
the current boundary and hence a splitting of
a current LA. I would be
grateful if you would let
me know

RECHARGES
How will we avoid
figures being distorted
by councils' differing
approaches to CDC

In your example you bring Norwich's figures directly
into the workbook,( base data sheet) and then
provide a working paper in the same format as the
base data sheet splitting the figures of the other
authority between your unitary proposal and
whatever other unitary proposal is affected - this
paper can be cross referenced when you return
Appendix C ( Item 2 on the supporting documents
list) - and bring the element relating to your
proposals into the workbook ( base data sheet) this will allow the workbook to add up the two sets
of figures , together with the split of the County
figures and will enable proper treatment of
transferred County balances
PLEASE NOTE IN THE FINAL DATA
COLLECTION WORKBOOKS TO BE ISSUED IN
JULY, THIS APPROACH WILL ALREADY BE
INSTALLED IN THE WORKBOOK

We have avoided all issues regarding recharges etc
in the base figures by using the Finance and
General stats as presented - in the transitional plan
you'll be looking at changes to the base caused by
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Date of response

9/4/2008

10/4/2008

Date Issue
raised

Review of Norfolk Suffolk and Devon Local Authority Structures by the Boundary Committee 2008
Issues raised and advice given by Independent Financial Consultants
Update 20 – 26th September 2008
Raised by
Issue
Response

recharges? I would
prefer to focus purely on
direct costs/income

11/4/2008

15/4/2008

john.duvall@Bro
adland.gov.uk]

brian.mew@forest
-heath.gov.uk

PRICE BASE OF BASE
DATA FIGURES
You’re are asking for
2007-8 as the base year
but the guidance does
refer to 2008/09 on page
9

GUIDANCE ON
DISAGGREGATION
Is there any intention of
issuing a workbook /
recommended
disaggregation bases for
county budgets (para
5.3 in the guidance) ?
My thinking here is that
a range of submissions

Date of response

the movement to unitary status - since these will
mainly be concentrated on staffing changes and the
other issues highlighted in our affordability paper, I
would take the view that these are direct costs and
should not take any account of recharge issues
12/4/2008

Your reference to page 9 is Appendix A of the
affordability paper which lists the supporting
information for the workbook, where we are indeed
asking for some data relating to 2008-9 - internet
links to your 2008-9 budget and your 2008-9
onwards MTFS ( Items 5 and 6) and assessed
unallocated and earmarked balances for 31/3/2008
- this is to help us understand issues relating to the
movements and size of reserves shown in the
workbook , which is a key point for us since it is
likely that the transitional plan will be funded from
reserves in the short term

Our approach to this is that we hope that all the
districts in a county area can come to an
agreement as to what basis is used
Clearly there are a range of basis - population,
area, social elements - and we feel it would be
wrong for us to direct or indeed limit the approach
- we're not trying to work up a detailed budget
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15/4/2008

Date Issue
raised

Review of Norfolk Suffolk and Devon Local Authority Structures by the Boundary Committee 2008
Issues raised and advice given by Independent Financial Consultants
Update 20 – 26th September 2008
Raised by
Issue
Response

using various
disaggregation bases
were accepted and
verified last year, and
could form the basis of
this element of the work
required this year.

30/4/2008

brian.mew@forest
-heath.gov.uk

COUNCIL TAX
EQUALISATION
1.How does Council Tax
Equalisation emerge in
the Transition Plan. The
instructions suggest that
it is formulae driven, but
I’m not sure how these
operate. In addition, as
in reality the speed and
degree of Council Tax
Equalisation is a policy
decision for the new
unitaries, I would have
expected it to be a
specific input to
transitional costs

Date of response

here but trying to set a reasonable base against
which to measure the effect of the transitional
plan, so its best to keep it simple but acceptable
But if no agreement can be reached we and you
need to know the effect of that so we can
understand the risk involved

The notes re CT equalisation in the
workbook on the introduction page state
( Note - the effect of Council Tax equalisation is to
reduce the yield from the Council Tax, which has to
be made up from equivalent ongoing savings. This
will show in the Transitional Plan [Sheet 7] as a
reduction in the Council Tax figure, calculated by
using the increased savings included in the plan, or
by use of balances in the short term. It is therefore
not necessary to include any separate provision in
the Ongoing savings section [Sheet 4] )

Its clear that council tax equalisation has a cost and
this cost is either funded from savings which are
directly passed on to the council tax payer or by use
of funds - both of these are shown in the transitional
plan, but there is no need to include a specific item
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3/5/2008

Date Issue
raised

Review of Norfolk Suffolk and Devon Local Authority Structures by the Boundary Committee 2008
Issues raised and advice given by Independent Financial Consultants
Update 20 – 26th September 2008
Raised by
Issue
Response

Date of response

of expenditure in the expenditure sections of the
workbook
7/5/2008

brian.mew@forest
-heath.gov.uk

7/5/2008

brian.mew@forest
-heath.gov.uk

COUNCIL TAX
EQUALISATION
2. Unitary submissions
last year tended to
propose various options
for achieving
equalisation over 2-3
years rather than from
year 1 as the workbook
assumes. Is this
approach effectively
ruling out phasing in of
equalisation as a policy
option for the new
unitary authorities?
COUNCIL TAX
EQUALISATION
3. The simple average
approach to Council Tax
equalisation could
conversely indicate large
increases in the tax for
particular districts or
areas. Although there
are obviously other
factors when
determining the overall
effect on council tax

No we are not trying to restrict anything relating to
any timing of a CT equalisation plan - its up to those
putting forward the unitary figures to decide how
they wish to play this issue - we need to understand
it clearly and assess the risk affect of the approach

We fully understand the issue you are raising the advice given states that there should be no
increase in council tax on average for the areas
brought together in the suggested unitary - by
implication that means there will be winners and
loses - we will need to understand the size of those
variables when the figures come in and we cannot
prejudge the issue at this stage - but very large
increases for some CT payers may be an issue in
the final analysis - the decision as to whether to
recommend an option to the Secretary of State will
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payers, especially RSG
disaggregation, this
could be a particular
problem in the case of a
unitary option where a
relatively small numbers
of payers could
conceivably see
relatively large
increases.
RESERVES
ALLOCATED
TO SHADOW
Andy Radford
AUTHORITIES
[mailto:ARadford
How and when are
@SNORFOLK.GOV.U revenue reserves
K
allocated to an
Implementation
Committee/ Shadow
Authority by existing
authorities? I have seen
some guidance which
says that initial set up
funds are negotiated
between the existing
authorities and passed
over. I have seen others
(like the workbook)
which suggest that any
'surplus unearmarked
reserves' are passed

Date of response

be the Boundary Committee's taking these factors
into account

With regard to the actual detail of how and when
revenue reserves are transferred this is a matter for
the DCLG and should be referred to them.
You may wish to look at the statutory instrument
' The Cheshire (Structural Changes) Order 2008'
when seeking further advice on this issue from the
DCLG.
The wording of the advice which we have given is
as follows
'Based on the principles established by DCLG in
respect of the current Implementation Orders,
where a proposed unitary is a continuing authority,
( i.e. one district taking over responsibility
for County functions in their area) it will not receive
allocated reserves from an authority from
which it is taking over until the implementation date
Where two (or more) unitaries are created for the
whole of a county area and there is a shadow
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over.

Date of response

authority created by merging more than one current
district authority, this will be funded by all
constituent authorities. Thus reserves for a county
authority which will be affected when the new
authority is in place will transfer earlier to enable the
shadow authority to be funded - this will be
done by means of parliamentary orders, which it will
be aimed to be in place and effective in the
year before the implementation of the new unitary is
to take place)
This wording was agreed with DCLG officials.
For the purposes of the data collection workbook
only, the full reserves shown as allocated
to the new unitary from affected authorities including of course an affected county - are deemed
to transfer to the new unitary in accordance with the
above principles. This is purely so that the transition
plan can be shown as properly funded from this
source. As long as sufficient reserves are made
available to fund the shadow authority costs before
the set up of the new unitary this will make no
difference to the analysis being undertaken.

20/6/2008

INVOLVEMENT OF
S151 OFFICERS
Brian.Mew@Fores
Could you clarify the
t-Heath.gov.uk
position regarding sign
off by S151 officers,
please?

It is expected that each S151 officer of each
authority affected by each unitary proposal or
alternative will sign off the use of that authority's
base data in the data collection workbooks.
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Para 4.1 of the
Guidance Note refers to
a senior officer for each
unitary authority, and
says that “each S151
officer involved in
contributing to a
workbook for any unitary
will be required to state
that the figures have
been properly
calculated”. Item 13 in
the Schedule of
Supporting Information
also refers to this point.
The questions arising
from this are:
Are S151 officers
required to sign off the
output of a unitary
authority workbook as
well as their authority’s
individual input to the
workbook?
Are the Suffolk S151
Officers expected to
collectively sign off all of
the unitary authority
workbooks submitted?

It is also expected that the lead finance officer of the
lead authority who will be responsible for
completing the workbook will properly consult the
S151 officers of the authorities which are affected
by the unitary proposal or alternative
We think that the best way to do this is to ask each
S151 officer of affected authorities to certify their
involvement in the following manner
‘‘I have provided base data as required relating to
my authority for the completion of the xxxx Unitary
data collection workbook , and I have checked the
base data already included in that workbook, and I
am satisfied that these have been properly
incorporated.
I have been consulted on relevant issues in the
calculation of the figures for the transitional plan
shown in the data collection workbook where they
affect my authority, and find the figures to be not
unreasonable.’ ( if the figures were found to be
unreasonable, then a comment as to which figures
and why should be provided)"
You will shortly be receiving a note from the
Boundary Committee giving more information about
the format of the workbooks which will shortly be
circulated which we hope will be helpful and clear,
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and will include this requirement

14/7/2008

angie.sinclair@de
von.gov.uk]

POPULATION
FIGURES
The workbook contains
the census 2001 figures
and the authority's own
population estimate for
June 2007 - which one
are you expecting us to
use to apportion costs?
Also, the tab within the
workbook called
apportioned areas refers
to authorities uplifting
the census information
to June 2008 - is this a
typo and should it read
June 2007?

14/7/2008

We provided the 2001 data given by the Boundary
Committee as it is the only firm base they have at
ward level , and a solid indicator of the population
level at that time in the areas they are now asking
for exemplifications on- but the 2007-8 budget used
as the base for the review is driven/ affected by the
2007 population figures
What we hoped LAs could do was use the 2001
population at ward level and update this to 2007 this doesn't need to be a lengthy exercise unless
there are major shifts in population that you are
aware of, - if its a straight prorata of the 2007
figures using the 2001 ward figures if there is no
better approach that's perfectly acceptable - its up
to you and your colleagues to decide the best
approach, and we are categorically not advising
that population is the best apportionment base for
the overall exercise - there may be other better
ones - but it is certainly one which may be
reasonable and can be firmly calculated
With regard to your second point - yes the reference
to 2008 in the population figures is a typo and
should be 2007 - apologies!

24/7/2008

clivemason@norw

PARISH PRECEPTS

247/2008
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25/7/2008

25/7/2008

Adrian Jenkins LG Futures

Adrian Jenkins LG Futures

In the workbook it
appears that an average
parish precept is used.
Where a district is to be
split, such as Broadland
DC and S.Norfolk DC in
the case of a unitary
Norwich, applying an
average parish rate will
have a distorting affect
on the total Council Tax
figure. For Council Tax
equalisation, should we
establish the parish cost
and remove or are we to
continue to include.?
USE OF FINANCIAL
DOCUMENTS
To what use will the
budget book for 2008-9
and the MTFS strategy
be put in the review

HRA IMPLICATIONS
ON STAFFING
Do the base staff figures
relate to all staff of the
authority or only GF staff

Date of response

Its impossible in the workbook to account for
individual parishes - whilst I understand that there
may be some variance, we cant track it at parish
level - if you feel it is a significant issue, then it will
affect your council tax equalisation approach - for
example you may wish to keep council tax down not
just to the lowest district but the lowest parish - you
can do this on the transitional plan by using some
more of any savings you indentify to reduce the
council tax instead of passing them into reserves or
using them to meet expenditure

The key issue is to enable the use of funds to be
tracked. Review of the budget book can indicate
this, and review of the MTFS may support the need
or otherwise to use funds available in 2008-9 in
2009-10. The documents should be made available
only through electronic internet link.

25/7/2008

The base staff figures can relate to the whole
authority but need to exclude staff in schools
The workbook measures the change from that base
, both staff reductions and staff increases

25/7/2008
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Should any allowance
be made for the effect of
staff changes on the
HRA

25/7/2008

17/7/2008

Adrian Jenkins –
LG Futures

chris.sanders@de
von.gov.uk

BUDGET PRESSURES
UP TO 2009-10
How are officers to
highlight issues which
may have an affect on
funding after 2007-8 but
before the new unitary is
in place

DEADLINE FOR DATA
RETURN
At a meeting of chief
executives and council
leaders with the

Date of response

Again this will only affect any changes in
management structure which specifically affect the
HRA – unless these are felt to be really significant ,
the effect on the HRA can be ignored for the
purposes of this exercise

This should be raised in the supporting documents
as an issue with an assessment of the financial
effect. It is also likely to be highlighted in the MTFS.
It is likely that this would require use funds over and
above that which is necessary merely for funding
the new unitary through the transitional and lead up
year stages.
On the transition plan in the work book line 38
headed ‘Balances committed to the funding of
services – pre unitary – if any’ could be used to
input a negative figure which would indicate a use
of funds being made outside of the unitary change –
in this case a full explanation needs to be made in
the supporting information
This approach should be constrained to major
issues which could seriously affect the transitional
plan

25/7/2008

I can confirm that the Boundary Committee have
now confirmed the deadline for return of the
affordability information as 12th September

27/7/2008
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Boundary Committee
yesterday (Wednesday
16 July) it was stated
that the
workbooks were to be
completed by 12
September. The
Boundary Committee
letter of 7 July requires
completion by 5
September. Can you
confirm the
completion date?

17/7/2008

chris.sanders@de
von.gov.uk

POPULATION
FIGURES
It was suggested that
although 2001 census
figures were used in
the workbooks that given
the significant changes
in population since
then it would be
acceptable to use ONS
mid-year 2006
population
statistics. Can you
confirm that the change
has been sanctioned
and that
the workbooks will be

The division of wards and parishes where
necessary under the Boundary Committee
proposals and alternative patterns is shown in the
work books using population as at 2001 census
data as no firmer data was consistently available.
This data is for information only. The workbook
when it brings together data from all the constituent
authorities uses CIPFA's Finance and General
Statistics, budgets 2007, as the base - we
expected that LAs would update the population
figures at parish and ward level to the same date June 2007 - as the base data. This can be done by
whatever method is felt to be best - but the totality
of population for each of the apportioned districts
must come back to the total figure for that authority
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updated accordingly?

17/7/2008

chris.sanders@de
von.gov.uk

CONSULTATION
BETWEEN
CONTRIBUTING
AUTHORITIES AND
CERTIFICATION BY
S151 OFFICERS
Page 3 of the Boundary
Committee letter of 7
July set out what
consultation is to take
place with contributing
authorities and the
certificate required of
S151 officers. The
timescale for preparing
the
workbooks is tight and it
is almost certain that a
top down model of
costs and savings will be
prepared that will not
define in detail the
precise impact on
existing districts until

Date of response

as shown on the CIPFA statistics and the base data
as defined above. Consultation may well be
necessary between different authorities to ensure
that this is the case. We will be checking that when
the data is returned, in the same way that we will be
checking that any apportioned budgets equate to
the original notified totals.

It is expected that each S151 officer of each
authority affected by each unitary proposal or
alternative will sign off the use of that authority's
base data in the data collection workbooks.
It is also expected that the lead finance officer of the
lead authority who will be responsible for
completing the workbook will properly consult the
S151 officers of the authorities which are affected
by the unitary proposal or alternative
We think that the best way to do this is to ask each
S151 officer of affected authorities to certify their
involvement in the following manner
‘‘I have provided base data as required relating to
my authority for the completion of the xxxx Unitary
data collection workbook , and I have checked the
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further implementation
base data already included in that workbook, and I
planning has taken place am satisfied that these have been properly
incorporated.

-

how you anticipate
the consultation
taking place,

confirm that it is to be
completed and signed
off before the workbook
is submitted,

I have been consulted on relevant issues in the
calculation of the figures for the transitional plan
shown in the data collection workbook where they
affect my authority, and find the figures to be not
unreasonable.’ ( if the figures were found to be
unreasonable, then a comment as to which figures
and why should be provided)"
We gave briefings to all S151 officers of each of the
affected County areas in April and were heartened
to find that already those officers had set
up consultation either through present established
arrangements or to meet specific needs off the
exercise. Whilst the Boundary Committee was clear
that it did not want full blown business cases being
prepared prior to its announcement of its proposals
etc in July, we did encourage finance officers to
work together to prepare the base data ready for
the announcement from April onwards. We are
aware that has taken place, to a lesser or greater
degree. Of course even taking that approach
timescales in an exercise like this - which are of
course set overall by the Secretary of State - are
tight.

We do confirm that there is to be consultation and
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time allowed for consideration within the extended
timesacale to 12th September. We expect that the
lead officer will have consulted as above and will
make available a copy of the final workbook with its
supporting data to S151 officers of the constituent
authorities, showing where the figures they have
submitted as part of the base data have been
affected. The certification to be provided allows for
these figures to be seen as 'not unreasonable'
(please note that we are not asking for a new
detailed budget to be drawn up but a reasonable
measure of the change from the base data that the
workbook has calculated to meet the criteria or
otherwise.) We do not expect the deadline to be
delayed or not met - a period of a week for the
constituent S151 officers to be able to make their
certification does not seem unreasonable, less
where there is clear and full communication.

-

define or give
examples of
'relevant issues in
the calculation of the
figures' for an
affected authority

If however despite this the constituent S151 officers
are not able to say particular figures are reasonable
they will have to submit their certification with an
explanation as to what their reservation is, properly
argued. We will take into account their views when
reviewing the figures submitted.
Any areas where apportionment is necessary which includes population figures, base budgets,
external finance, and unallocated reserves in
establishing the base data for the new unitary - and
any significant calculation which affects the base
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data so arrived at in the transitional plan. This is
most likely to affect issues such as staff release
costs, or pay harmonisation issues, or service
delivery issues but could cover accommodation
costs, It issues and other headings. We fully
appreciate that this is not an insignificant exercise
and there will have to be a range of assumptions
made principally by the lead officer but after
consultation where necessary with the constituent
finance officers - again we are not looking for a
budget but a reasonable assessment of the effect of
change on the base figures
-

indicate when
figures could be
deemed
unreasonable?

We would reserve judgement on that until we saw
the figures and their calculations - but for example if
there is no clarity or agreement on how, as an
example, staff release costs have been calculated
or if this is well out of line with figures which we
would think reasonable that would increase the
level of risk which we would attach to that case.
We hope that has been answered above

What would happen if
some of the S151
officers found the
proposals reasonable
and others
unreasonable?

Yes we can confirm this
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Appendix B of the 7 July
letter requires a budget
for 2008/09
and a MTFS for 2008/09
onwards. Can you
confirm that these are
the
County Council's
existing documents,
unamended for the
unitary
proposals?

* Once the workbooks
have been returned can
you explain the role
of the financial
consultant and whether
further dialogue with
submitting
authorities will take
place to clear up any
uncertainties?

Much of the role we will undertake has been
indicated above. The submitted workbook will be
the stating point and that itself will indicate whether
the figures as submitted achieve the criteria set.
But we will take a standard approach to all
submissions including all supporting documentation
requested; we will test for reasonableness
throughout the figures, using a range of
backgrounds and data. But we will respond to the
needs of each submission as thrown up by our
review.

We will enter into a dialogue with authorities on
issues where we feel it necessary and important to
be clear as to whether the criteria are achieved or
not, and we will need immediate response to these
issues - the role of the lead officer in this,
identified in the April briefings , is very important in
this but if necessary and important we will consult
constituent officers
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anna.allison@norf
olk.gov.uk)

COMBINED FIRE
AUTHORITY IN
NORFOLK
For the two unitary
patterns, a Norfolk
Combined Fire Authority
will need to be set up.
This will need a share of
the County's reserves.
How do you want us to
deal with this in the
disaggregation of the
County's reserves, given
that no workbook is
required for the CFA?
We suggest either:

We would think the first of these would be most
helpful i.e.
Top slice reserves for the CFA and disaggregate
the balance between the two unitaries.
The workbook will not agree to total reserves,
but we would put a reconciliation in the supporting
information;
Are these the only costs and funding issues which
will arise from the CFA , affecting
the move to the new unitary ?

1. Top slice reserves for
the CFA and
disaggregate the
balance between the two
unitaries. The workbook
will not agree to total
reserves, but we would
put a reconciliation in the
supporting information;
or
> 2. Top slice reserves
for the CFA and
disaggregate the
balance between the two
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anna.allison@norf
olk.gov.uk)

unitaries. We would then
add back the CFA
reserves onto the
remainder County
reserves. Reserves for
the remainder county will
then be overstated, but
we would put a note in
the supporting
information
COMBINED FIRE
AUTHORITY IN
NORFOLK
This seems a reasonable approach
We are identifying the
additional costs of a
separate CFA and, since
these costs will be
recharged to the new
unitary(ies) through the
Fire precept, we will
include them as
additional ongoing costs
of the new unitary(ies).
The split between
unitaries will be done pro
rata to CT base (so
representing the precept
charge).

ACCESS TO
SUPPORTING
DOCUMENTS AND
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RELEVANT
AUTHORITIES

28/7/2008

bernadette.lawren
ce@accy.suffolkcc
.gov.uk

These documents are for the existing authorities.
We would hope that access to these could be made
available through an internet link and that would be
provided for all constituent authorities as well as the
present county - the purpose is to have some
Are these for the existing understanding on present plans and issues and in
particular to have some understanding on the effect
authority (i.e. Suffolk
of unallocated balances over this period
County Council) or for
the new authority?
We have assumed the
former.
Budget for 2008-9
Medium Term Financial
Plan/ Strategy - 2008-9
onwards

RISK REGISTER
ISSUES
Is this a risk assessment
for the financial case we
are developing or more
generally for
implementing
unitary authority in
Suffolk. Again we have
assumed the former.

The request relates to the risks that you see that
relate to the Financial case primarily, though we
would expect that there will be an overlap between
the two categories you mention

Now that the Boundary Committee have firmed up
the options which they wish to see taken to stage 4
we would hope to see an implementation plan
certainly with key timescales and with key actions ,
Do you expect a detailed which may be allocated over the time line ,costed to
accord with the workbooks and its supporting
transition plan with
information.
timescales or a plan
Evidence of contingency planning will also be
outlining key steps with
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costings to support it?

angie.sinclai
r@devon.go
v.uk

12/8/2008

ANALYSIS OF GROSS
EXPENDITURE AND
INCOME –
CORPORATE COSTS
The workbook has a tab
for Gross Reductions
that has a space for
Corporate Democratic
Core. I can't see CDC
shown anywhere else.
Should the 'Gross
reductions' table
actually, therefore,
contain net reductions?
For example there might
be say 400 councillors
for the 8 Districts and
100 for County, we
might decide that the
new Unitary for Devon
needs 150 councillors
(savings of 400 less
extras of 50). Should I
show on the workbook a
saving of 400 or 350? If
your answer is 400,
where do I put the extra
50?

Date of response

important.

In the example that you quote we are quite happy to 12/8/2008
see the financial and staffing effect of the net
change overall from the district and county total to
the new unitary total - so in your example the net
350 effect will be fine - please explain what's
happened in the box E9 on that tab or if more
explanation is needed on the word document that is
to accompany the workbook submission
But in general the principle is that new expenditure
is shown gross and savings are shown gross - so
for example we want to see all staff reductions
gross on the gross reductions tabs and additional
staff gross separately on the relevant gross
expenditure tabs , or extra costs arising from ICT
shown gross on the relevant gross expenditure tabs
with any savings which may arise shown gross on
the gross reductions tabs
Just in case there is any confusion that staffing
effect we need is the salaried staff not the councillor
numbers
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JOINT
ARRANGEMENTS
22/8/2008

Brian.Mew@For
estHeath.gov.uk

Paragraph 2.51 of the
Boundary Committee’s
draft proposals for
Norfolk and Suffolk
states as follows:
2.51 Accordingly, we
have tended towards a
preference that any new
unitary authority should
be capable of providing
or procuring, without
recourse to formal joint
arrangements, most or
all of the full range of
local government
services. Joint or
partnership working
between local authorities
may provide an
economic, effective and
efficient means of
providing services, but in
our view such
arrangements should not
be essential to the
delivery of quality
services. Instead, we

It’s difficult for us to advise on this. It certainly
seems logical that present key joint arrangements
you mention continue - Pension Fund administration
certainly (which is we think governed by legislation
anyway,) and Fire as you mention. But each issue
needs to be considered individually. We think that
we have to advise that it's for the lead authority in
consultation with the constituent authorities to
decide what they wish to propose in the light of the
Boundary Committee's - you may wish to take this
up with the Boundary Committee directly
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have sought to arrive at
unitary authorities of
sufficient capacity to
ensure that they have
the maximum flexibility
in deciding how local
services will be
provided, whether
directly by the council
concerned or through
some other
arrangement.
At present, the
workbooks currently
being formulated have
assumed that joint,
county-wide,
arrangements will only
operate where they are
already in existence; are
in the process of being
established; or would be
required by legislation (
e.g. joint Fire Authority
and single Pension Fund
administration under a
two unitary option).
Against the background
of the Boundary
Committee’s proposals,
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to what extent would it
be reasonable to
assume other joint
arrangements in the
formulation of the
workbooks?

3/9/2008

SCHEDULE OF
SUPPORTING
INFORMATION
Katherine.Steel@c
Item 4 of Schedule 2 (
sduk.com/
Boundary
Committee
harvey.bullen@
letter dated 7/7/2008)
norfolk.gov.uk
states "Statement by
each Section 151 officer
who has contributed to
the data as to the level
of unallocated revenue
balances recommended
to be retained from
2008/9 onwards taking
into account the position
of the individual unitary
authority and the risk
factors identified."

Could you clarify what

What we had in mind here was a means of
supporting the calculation on the workbooks
transitional plan wherein we have asked for the
percentage of net expenditure which the S151
officer has determined through risk analysis
What we hoped for was a simple schedule prepared
by the lead officer which showed the percentage of
net expenditure presently recommended by each
constituent S151 officer for their present budget, if
that is possible, and an assessment by the lead
officer of what percentage he or she would feel
comfortable with applying when the new unitary is in
place, and how he or she arrived at that figure. This
would be the percentage shown in the transitional
plan (cell O44). We appreciate fully that this would
be a figure drawn on present knowledge and would
obviously be refined when proper budgets were
drawn up but would take into account the lead
officers risk assessment of moving to unitary status
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this is asking for please

6/9/2008

CALCULATION OF
AVERAGE COUNCIL
TAX
anna.allison@no
I think some changes
rfolk.gov.uk
are needed to the
formulae in the district
Apportionments, Base
Data and Transition Plan
in order that the
Transition Plan figures
for weighted average
council tax
The Transition Plan
currently calculates
different figures because
it doesn't use the
weighted average
council tax for districts or
county.
I feel the District
apportionment needs to
calculate RSG and
NNDR pro rata to the
rest of the
disaggregation.

Date of response

from his or her perspective.

There are several things to consider in this issue
If we go back to the initial basis of comparison put
out by the Boundary Committee the wording says
this (Affordability Criteria advice paper, which was
circulated to all Section 151 officers in April 2008)

The Boundary Committee will expect that there
should be minimum effect of the structural changes
on the Council Tax payers. Consequently, the effect
of these matters on the projected Council Tax levels
for the successor unitary authorities must be shown
to be no higher than those presently in place for the
current authorities under the present structure, on
average.
The calculation of what is 'an average' is not
defined.
Your calculation is a reasonable approach - but so
also is the average of the individual Council Taxes
presently paid by residents in the unitary pattern,
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The RSG
disaggregations are only
notional figures anyway.
We are using the Norfolk
RSG as a balancing
figure to ensure a total
on the base data that
agrees to the new total
RSG for the unitary.

which is of course another calculation.
Yet another calculation is the average Council tax of
the base area of the new Unitary pattern, taking into
account the apportioned net cost and apportioned
external finance and the apportioned Council Tax
base, which is how the workbooks have been
constructed. What this is doing is calculating an
average council tax for the districts, and the
apportioned districts, which constitute the new
unitary pattern. The relevant County Precept is then
added to give a total base figure for comparison. It
is effectively saying that to get to the base figure we
have to apportion expenditure and grant in some
areas - these may not be apportionments on the
same basis but are necessary to get to the base
figures .
The issue of the split of external finance has always
been recognised as one which would be difficult.
The advice paper recognised this from the start and
states
‘Split of External Finance - this is an important
issue as this is allocated on a formula basis, and
therefore may be different from the allocation
relating to net expenditure’
We note your comment concerning the split of
external finance at District level - my discussions
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with LG Futures lead me to understand that they
could get to apportioned figures at District level
which they were happy with, although they are may
not to be in the same proportion as the split of
expenditure for the reasons that we all understand.
Overall, I think we may be struggling with
comparisons which may have to be outside the
confines of the workbooks. We will need to look
specifically at the different types of base Council
Tax - at least the three different approaches we
discussed above - the Boundary Committee will
need to understand this specifically in order to
present its advice to the Secretary of State. We
would have to consider the materiality and
relevance of those alternatives when reporting to
the Boundary Committee .
Our view therefore is not to change the format of
the workbooks , but to undertake the comparisons
I've mentioned as part of each individual review.
Norfolk authorities may wish , when they make their
submissions , to point out how they would wish the
comparison to be made, and no doubt the Boundary
Committee will take that view into account
I have copied this advice to the other lead officers
so they can understand the approach and make
what comment they wish when they make their
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Date of response

submissions.

UNALLOCATED
BALANCES AS AT
1/4/2008

Further advice from Independent Financial
Consultants
We would like to point out to you the position
regarding to collection of data relating to reserves
You will know that the workbooks collect base data
as at 2007/8, and as part of this the base data
includes figures for unallocated and earmarked
reserves as at 31/3/2007. Unallocated reserves are
then passed to the transition plan and used in
funding expenditure and calculating the Council
Tax. Provision exists in the transitional plan to
adjust these figures for specific reasons shown in
the workbook.
It is also possible that actual reserves as at
1/4/2008 are higher (or lower) than the estimate as
implied in the base data - where this is
significant, an adjustment can be included negative or positive as needed - in cells I38 for
districts, and K38 if it is clear that the County
balances will be higher or lower than that implied in
the base data. No adjustment can be included for
any projections of reserve balances past 1/4/2008
If this adjustment is used it will be important to
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include in the supporting information a clear
statement justifying the adjustment, and making
a clear commitment that there is no call on
these particular balances prior to the inception
of the new unitary in 2010 which is not included
in the workbook
All other base data remains at 2007/8.

CERTIFICATIONS BY
S151 OFFICERS

We hope this is clear and helpful
Further advice given by the Boundary
Committee
'It is expected that each S151 officer of each
authority affected by each unitary proposal or
alternative will sign off the use of that authority's
base data in the data collection workbooks.
It is also expected that the lead finance officer of the
lead authority who will be responsible for
completing the workbook will properly consult the
S151 officers of the authorities which are affected
by the unitary proposal or alternative
We think that the best way to do this is to ask each
S151 officer of affected authorities to certify their
involvement in the following manner
‘‘I have provided base data as required relating to
my authority for the completion of the xxxx Unitary
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data collection workbook , and I have checked the
base data already included in that workbook, and I
am satisfied that these have been properly
incorporated.
I have been consulted on relevant issues in the
calculation of the figures for the transitional plan
shown in the data collection workbook where they
affect my authority, and find the figures to be not
unreasonable.’ ( if the figures were found to be
unreasonable, then a comment as to which figures
and why should be provided)"
To make the position clear, however, each S151
officer of affected authorities is not being asked in
this certification to comment on how the new
unitary intends to operate, as that is the
responsibility of the lead officer of the lead authority,
and his or her authority . He or she is being asked
to comment as to whether given the approach to
service operation , has he or she been properly
consulted on the figures in the transition plan, and
does he or she find them to be not unreasonable.
The constituent authority may of course make
comment on how the new unitary intends to operate
and of course the S151 officer will contribute to that
comment.
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KEY COST DRIVERS
The Summary report refers to the key cost drivers which are the reason for the additional
costs which arise from the reorganisations.
This section looks at these graphically
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A key component is staff release costs, which relates to redundancy and earl retirement costs including contributions to pension funds. This is the
position across all submission as submitted (Boundary Committee draft proposal in each area is highlighted with the darker colour). The figures
show the total provision over the transitional period.
Redundancy
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In addition where a reorganisation takes place it may be necessary to bring the pay scales and the personal pay of staff from more than one
authority into line. This is called Pay harmonisation.

We have looked at this from the point of view of global financial provisions but also the average provision made measured against the average
staffing compliment at the beginning of the new unitary and after staff reductions have taken place.
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Pay harmonisation per average staffing compliment
Staff related costs per average staff level
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Information technology can be a great costs reduction driver in a newly formed authority. We have looked at this across submissions taking into
account particularly circumstances of the submission. These figures relate to revenue costs only, but include new staff -there may be some
additional capital costs shown in the capital sections of each submission.
Information technology costs including new staff
In the following graph it can be seen that Greater Norwich has substantial costs. This relates a contract which it is aimed will be a PFI contract over
15 years, the annualised cost of which is included here. All these costs should yield savings in terms of reduced staffing levels.
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In addition there may be a need to make a provision for additional staff, where for example County services are being taken over by a smaller new
unitary
Additional Staff
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Contract Novation costs could arise where it is necessary to terminate a contract in order to bring the organisation into a new way of working.
Contract Novation costs
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The submissions have needed to consider the effect of Localisation where “front office” facilities are required to interact with the community, as well
as bringing democracy to a local level. The level of additional costs needed will be affected by the level of current provisions in the constituent
authorities
Localisation costs
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Savings arising

£m

The main areas for savings are staff releases and efficiency savings. We have collected this data according to whether it relates to Corporate,
Service or Other costs.
Corporate services expenditure reductions
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Other savings – generally efficiency savings not allocated to the above headings
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SUMMARY OF ADDITIONAL
EXPENDITURE AND EXPENDITURE
REDUCTIONS FOR ALL SUBMISSIONS
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2

3

Gross additional
expenditure
£M
Staffing
Redundancy
Staffing
Early Retirement and pension fund cont'ns
Staffing
Pay Harmonisation
Staffing
Relocation
Staffing
Recruitment
Staffing
Additional staff
Staffing Sub-Total
Elections
Change management and shadow planning
IT
Accommodation
Closedown
Contingency
Contract Novation
Localisation
Communications/ branding
Other
0.0
0.0
Other
0.0
Other
0.0
Other
0.0
Other
Non-staff costs
Other
Other
0.0
Other
0.0
Other
0.0
Other
Other
Sub-Total
All
Grand total
Capital Financing
All
Grand total with capital financing
Staffing
all staff release costs
Staffing
Accommodation
Staffing
Information Technology
Staffing
Change management and Shadow planning
Staffing
Elections
Staffing
Localisation
Staffing
Closedown
Total
Accommodation
Total
Information Technology
Total
Change management and Shadow planning
Total
Elections
Total
Localisation
Total
Closedown

4

5

Two
Unitary
Norfolk
authority
County
pattern A unitary
Norfolk
with
Remainde
Lowestoft r
4.2
7.9
12.0
0.1
0.2
8.8
33.1
0.0
1.8
1.3
0.0
0.4
0.0
0.0
3.9
0.8
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
1.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
9.1
42.2
0.6
42.8
12.1
0.0
0.0
2.0
0.1
5.0
0.0
0.0
1.3
3.8
0.1
8.9
0.4

2.3
4.3
6.8
0.1
0.3
22.0
35.7
0.0
1.5
1.1
0.0
0.2
0.0
0.0
2.2
0.5
0.1
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
1.0
4.3
0.0
0.0
0.0
10.7
46.4
0.3
46.7
6.5
0.0
0.0
1.9
0.1
2.9
0.0
0.0
1.1
3.4
0.1
5.0
0.2

6

7

8

9

Two
Unitary
authority
pattern A Norwich
Great
Yarmouth
and
Lowestoft

Two
unitary
pattern B Greater
Norwich

Two
unitary
pattern B Norfolk
Remainde
r

1.9
3.6
5.3
0.1
0.3
24.9
36.1
0.0
1.5
1.3
0.0
0.2
0.0
0.0
1.8
0.4
0.1
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
1.0
3.3
0.0
0.0
0.0
9.5
45.5
0.3
45.8
5.5
0.0
0.0
1.9
0.1
2.1
0.0
0.0
1.3
3.4
0.1
3.9
0.2

0.8
0.6
0.8
1.4
0.0
3.6
7.1
0.0
0.4
21.1
0.1
0.0
0.3
0.0
3.2
0.3
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
2.7
1.6
0.0
0.0
29.7
36.8
0.1
36.9
1.3
0.0
0.0
1.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.1
21.1
1.4
0.0
3.2
0.0

3.2
6.4
9.0
0.1
0.4
13.9
33.0
0.0
1.6
1.3
0.0
0.3
0.0
0.0
2.9
0.6
0.1
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
1.0
5.9
0.0
0.0
0.0
13.6
46.6
0.5
47.1
9.7
0.0
0.0
2.0
0.1
3.9
0.0
0.0
1.3
3.6
0.1
6.7
0.3

10

11

Single
Unitary
Ipswich
pattern for
and
Suffolk
Suffolk
Felixstowe Unitary
without
unitary
remainder Lowestoft
2.8
2.1
1.0
0.6
0.2
5.2
11.9
0.0
0.2
0.0
0.9
0.0
1.0
0.1
1.0
0.2
0.5
0.1
0.2
0.0
0.0
0.4
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
4.6
16.5
0.0
16.5
4.9
0.0
1.0
2.4
0.0
1.2
0.6
0.9
1.0
2.6
0.0
2.2
0.6
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1.9
0.8
2.4
1.4
0.3
5.4
12.2
0.0
0.0
5.7
0.4
0.2
1.5
1.3
4.0
0.5
0.7
0.4
0.0
0.0
0.0
7.8
0.8
0.0
0.0
0.0
23.3
35.5
0.0
35.5
2.7
0.0
0.0
2.2
0.0
3.2
0.0
0.4
5.7
2.2
0.0
7.2
0.2

4.4
2.1
4.0
2.9
0.3
6.0
19.7
0.0
0.0
6.8
0.8
0.4
2.1
0.3
6.0
0.8
1.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.8
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
19.0
38.7
0.0
38.7
6.5
0.0
0.0
1.8
0.0
4.2
0.0
0.8
6.8
1.8
0.0
10.2
0.4

12

Devon
County
Unitary
draft
proposal
10.3
8.8
10.9
1.3
1.3
13.4
46.0
0.6
0.0
2.5
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
24.0
0.8
0.2
0.2
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
28.2
74.3
0.0
74.3
19.1
0.0
3.2
2.3
0.0
7.2
0.5
0.0
5.7
2.3
0.6
31.2
0.5

13

14

15

16

17

18

Suffolk
Draft
Proposal Two
Suffolk
Norfolk
Unitary
Two
Unitary
Devon two
County
Pattern A Unitary
with
unitary
Devon two Unitary - Norwich & Pattern B Lowestoft
pattern - unitary
Draft
Great
Norfolk
without
Exeter
pattern - Proposal Yarmouth Remainde Ipswich
and
Devon
without
without
r without and
Exmouth County
Lowestoft Lowestoft Lowestoft Felixstowe
1.9
0.3
0.9
0.0
0.1
0.7
3.8
0.1
0.2
4.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.2
0.0
0.1
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
4.6
8.4
1.1
9.5
2.2
0.0
0.0
0.7
0.0
0.0
0.1
0.0
4.0
0.9
0.1
0.0
0.1

7.4
6.7
7.5
0.9
1.1
14.3
38.0
0.4
0.0
2.6
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
21.6
0.6
0.2
0.2
0.0
0.0
0.0
12.8
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
38.4
76.3
0.0
76.3
14.1
0.0
3.8
2.3
0.0
6.4
0.3
0.0
6.4
2.3
0.4
28.0
0.3

4.0
7.7
12.0
0.1
0.2
8.8
32.7
0.0
1.8
1.1
0.0
0.4
0.0
0.0
3.6
0.8
0.3
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
1.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
8.9
41.5
0.6
42.1
11.7
0.0
0.0
2.0
0.1
5.0
0.0
0.0
1.1
3.8
0.1
8.6
0.4

1.7
3.4
5.3
0.1
0.3
24.9
35.7
0.0
1.4
1.1
0.0
0.2
0.0
0.0
1.6
0.4
0.2
0.1
0.0
0.0
0.0
1.0
3.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
8.9
44.5
0.3
44.8
5.1
0.0
0.0
1.9
0.1
2.1
0.0
0.0
1.1
3.4
0.1
3.7
0.2

3.0
6.2
9.0
0.1
0.4
13.9
32.6
0.0
1.6
1.1
0.0
0.3
0.0
0.0
2.7
0.6
0.2
0.1
0.0
0.0
0.0
1.0
5.7
0.0
0.0
0.0
13.2
45.8
0.5
46.3
9.2
0.0
0.0
2.0
0.1
3.9
0.0
0.0
1.1
3.6
0.1
6.6
0.3

2.4
1.0
2.4
2.0
0.3
5.5
13.6
0.0
0.0
5.4
0.4
0.3
1.5
1.3
4.8
0.6
0.7
0.4
0.0
0.0
0.0
7.4
0.8
0.0
0.0
0.0
23.6
37.2
0.0
37.2
3.4
0.0
0.0
1.9
0.0
3.6
0.0
0.4
5.4
1.9
0.0
8.4
0.3

19

Single
Unitary
Pattern for
Suffolk
including
Lowestoft
5.3
2.6
4.0
3.4
0.3
6.0
21.6
0.0
0.0
6.4
0.8
0.4
2.0
0.3
7.2
0.9
1.1
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
19.1
40.7
0.0
40.7
7.9
0.0
0.0
1.2
0.0
4.8
0.0
0.8
6.4
1.2
0.0
12.0
0.4

1

2

3

Gross expenditure
reductions
£M
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Corporate &Members' allowances
Corporate &Support Staff
Corporate &Senior Staff
Corporate &Information Technology
Corporate &Procurement
Corporate &Other
Corporate &Sub-Total
Service Co Education
Service Co Highways , Roads and Transport Services
Service Co Social Services
Service Co Housing Services (GF only)
Service Co Cultural and related Services
Service Co Environmental Services
Service Co Other
Service Co Sub-Total
Other
0.0
Other
0.0
Other
0.0
Other
Sub-Total
GRAND TOTAL
All

4

5

6

Two
Unitary
authority
pattern A Two
Norwich
Unitary
Norfolk
authority Great
County
pattern A - Yarmouth
unitary
and
Norfolk
with
Lowestoft Remainder Lowestoft
1.8
1.3
13.7
8.1
11.8
5.1
41.7
0.0
6.0
0.0
6.0
6.0
6.0
19.5
43.5
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
85.2

1.0
0.8
7.4
4.3
5.8
2.9
22.2
0.0
3.2
0.0
3.2
3.2
3.2
10.6
23.5
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
45.8

0.8
0.6
6.3
3.7
4.7
2.0
18.1
0.0
2.8
0.0
2.8
2.8
2.8
8.9
19.9
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
38.0

7

8

9

Two
unitary
pattern B Greater
Norwich

Two
unitary
pattern B Norfolk
Remainder

3.7
0.0
7.5
0.0
0.0
0.2
11.4
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
28.7
0.0
0.0
28.7
40.0

1.4
0.6
11.7
6.0
8.8
4.1
32.6
0.0
4.6
0.0
4.6
4.6
4.6
14.8
33.1
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
65.6

10

Ipswich
and
Suffolk
Felixstowe Unitary
unitary
remainder
0.0
6.5
6.8
1.8
3.0
0.0
18.1
2.1
1.4
0.7
0.0
2.1
0.3
8.1
14.7
1.1
1.1
1.5
3.7
36.5
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1.6
-0.7
8.7
0.8
1.8
2.5
14.7
0.0
0.6
0.0
0.0
0.0
4.1
0.0
4.7
5.9
0.0
0.0
5.9
25.3

11

Single
Unitary
pattern for
Suffolk
without
Lowestoft
3.6
10.8
15.2
2.4
4.4
6.0
42.4
0.0
1.2
0.0
0.0
0.0
6.7
0.0
7.9
8.9
3.0
0.0
11.9
62.2

12

Devon
County
Unitary
draft
proposal
7.2
24.2
14.4
16.4
8.5
3.2
73.9
0.0
0.6
0.0
5.3
1.1
8.5
0.0
15.5
3.8
9.2
0.0
13.0
102.3

13

14

15

16

17

18

Suffolk
Draft
Proposal Suffolk
Two
Unitary
Two
Unitary
Norfolk
with
Pattern A Unitary
County
Devon two
Devon two Unitary - Norwich & Pattern B Lowestoft
unitary
without
Norfolk
Great
Draft
pattern - unitary
pattern - Proposal Yarmouth Remainde Ipswich
Exeter
r without and
without
without
Devon
and
Lowestoft Lowestoft Lowestoft Felixstowe
Exmouth County
0.0
17.2
4.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
21.2
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
13.0
0.0
0.0
13.0
34.2

6.9
15.9
11.0
13.9
6.7
2.6
57.0
0.0
0.5
0.0
4.1
0.7
5.8
0.0
11.1
3.1
6.4
0.0
9.4
77.5

1.8
1.3
13.7
8.1
11.8
5.1
41.7
0.0
5.6
0.0
5.6
5.6
5.6
17.7
40.2
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
81.9

0.8
0.6
6.3
3.2
4.7
2.0
17.6
0.0
2.4
0.0
2.4
2.4
2.4
7.7
17.1
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
34.7

1.4
0.6
11.7
5.4
8.8
4.1
32.0
0.0
4.2
0.0
4.2
4.2
4.2
13.5
30.3
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
62.2

2.0
5.6
11.7
1.0
2.0
2.8
25.1
0.0
0.6
0.0
0.0
0.0
5.0
0.0
5.6
6.9
0.0
0.0
6.9
37.6

19

Single
Unitary
Pattern for
Suffolk
including
Lowestoft
4.0
19.6
18.6
2.6
5.0
6.7
56.5
0.0
1.2
0.0
0.0
0.0
7.1
0.0
8.3
13.2
0.0
0.0
13.2
78.0

RESPONSE FROM NORFOLK
COUNTY LEAD OFFICER TO
REQUEST FOR EXPLANATION OF
ADDITIONAL EXPENDITURE ITEMS
– WHICH COVERS BOTH
NORFOLK PATTERN A AND
NORFOLK PATTERN B
SUBMISSIONS
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Pattern A and Pattern B
Additional ongoing expenditure
5. Other additional ongoing expenditure items:
Senior management
For Patterns A and B, the budget disaggregation splits the funding of senior posts between two unitaries. It is
necessary to add back, as an additional cost, the complementary proportion of the budget to each unitary in
order to include the full cost of these posts in each unitary.
Additional senior management costs
Pattern A
GY N and
Norfolk
L
Unitary
£000
A
£000
Corporate and Democratic
509.0
434.0
Adult Services
819.0
360.0
Children’s Services - Education
1420.9
1196.1
Planning & Transportation
442.5
352.5
Other Services
518.4
441.6
TOTAL
3709.8
2784.2

Pattern B
Norwich
Norfolk
Unitary
Unitary B
£000
£000
716.7
575.2
1749.6
621.0
729.6
4392.1

226.3
215.0
577.9
105.0
230.4
1354.6

Corporate and Democratic
Eight senior posts in the County Council’s Corporate and Democratic core are considered to be required in full in any new Unitary Council.
The total cost of these posts is £943k (rounded)

The posts are:
Chief Executive
Director of Corporate Resources
Head of Democratic Services
Asst Head of Democratic Services
Head of Law
Asst Head of Law
Head of HR
Head of Policy and Performance
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Pattern A
For Pattern A with Lowestoft assume budget disaggregation of £943k at 46% to Wedge = £434k and 54% to
Unitary Norfolk £509k (based on population split)
Wedge budget = £434k Wedge requirement = £943k
Remaining Unitary Norfolk budget = £509k UN requirement = £943k
Additional costs are therefore



£509k for Wedge
£434k for UN

Pattern B
Assume identical approach to above but applying percentages of 24% Greater Norwich and 76% Unitary
Norfolk
This results in disaggregated senior management budget of
Greater Norwich £226.3k
Remaining County £716.7k
Greater Norwich budget = £226.3 Greater Norwich requirement = £943k
Remaining Unitary County budget = £716.7 Requirement = £943k

Additional Cost s are therefore



Greater Norwich £716.7k
Unitary County £226.3k

Adult Services
Total Staff costs of the senior management structure are shown below, at a total cost of £2.295m
Director of Adult Social Services

Head of Service, Care Homes
Head of Service, Community Care
Head of Service, Community Care
Head of Service, Community Care
Head of Service, Home Support
Commissioning Manager, Older People
Commissioning Manager, Physical Disabilities

Head of Community Teams
County Manager
Head of Psychology

1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
8.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
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Business Manager
Head of Client Side, Mental Health
Commissioning Manager, Mental Health
Commissioning Manager, Learning Difficulties

Head of Performance, Planning and Information
Head of Business Support
Transformation Programme Manager
Head of Supporting People
Head of Purchasing and Quality Assurance
Head of Commissioning and Partnerships

Head of Financial Management
Financial Strategy Manager
Exchequer Services Manager
Contracts Officer, NHS Funded Care

HR and OD Manager, Projects
HR and OD Manager, Strategy
HR and OD Manager, Partnerships
HR and OD Manager, Learning
HR and OD Officer, Health and Safety
HR and OD Co-ordinator
HR and OD Manager, Customer Service
HR and OD Officer, Social Inclusion and Diversity Officer

Total

1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
8.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
7.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
5.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
9.0
37.0

Pattern A
For Pattern A assume budget disaggregated on the basis of active service users by postcode results in a split
of 40% for the Wedge and 60% for Unitary Norfolk
Rounding total senior management budget to £2295k this results in disaggregated senior management
budgets of £918k for the Wedge and £1377 for Unitary Norfolk.
Due to their smaller size each new Unitary would require 14 less senior management posts each equating to a
saving of £558k but would continue to require the remaining 23
The requirement for the Wedge is therefore £2295k - £ 558k = £1737k
The requirement for the remaining Unitary is £2295k - £ 558k = £1737k
Wedge budget = £918k

Wedge requirement £1737k

Remaining Unitary budget = £1377k Remaining Unitary requirement = £1737k
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Additional Costs therefore
Wedge = £819k
Remaining Council = £360k

Pattern B
Assume the same approach but applying 24% to Greater Norwich and 76% for the remaining Unitary County to
disaggregate budget.
Budget for Greater Norwich = £550.8k
Budget for Remaining unitary = £1744.2k
Due to its smaller size the Greater Norwich Unitary would require 20 fewer posts saving £1169k leaving a
budget requirement of £1126k for the remaining posts
Due to its smaller size the remaining Unitary Council would require 6 fewer posts saving £336k leaving a
budget requirement of £1959k for the remaining posts
Greater Norwich Budget = £550.8k Requirement = £1126k
Remaining Unitary County Budget = £1744k Requirement = £1959k

Additional Costs therefore



Greater Norwich = £575.2k
Unitary County = £215k

Children’s Services (Education)
Total staff costs of senior management structure are shown below, at a total cost of £2.81m.
CSMT
Director of Children's Services
Dep Director - Early Years,Schs & Community

Head of Early Years, Childcare & Ext Schs
Head of Community, Learning & Development
Head of Secondary School Development
Head of Primary School Development
Head of Sch Performance, Organisation & Inclusion
Dep Director - Prevention, Early Intervention
and Specialist Services

Service Manager Corporate Parenting
Service Manager Special and Additional Needs
Safeguarding Service Manager
Modern social Care Children's Lead
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Major Projects & Investigations Manager
Asst Director - Commissioning & Performance

Perf & Comm Programme Manager
Information & Research Manager
Head of Partnership & Participation
CAMHS Stategic Development Officer
County Manager Independent Reviewing Service
ISA Strategic Development Manager
Asst Director - Resources & Efficiency

Head of Finance
Head of ICT
Head of Planning & Buildings
Head of Business & Efficiency
Head of Pupil & Student Support
HR & Organisational Development Manager

HR Manager - Schools
HR Manager - Department
HR Manager - Organisational Development
Wellbeing Programme Coordinator
Health & Safety Adviser
Teacher Recruitment& Retention Strategy Manager
Area Directors x 5

Pattern A
For Pattern A assume a disaggregation of senior management budget of 46% to the Wedge and 54% to the
remainder.
Budget for Wedge = £1292.6k
Budget for remainder = £1517.4k
Due to smaller size a reduction of 1 Area Director post could be achieved in each unitary with a saving of
£96.5k
County budget = £2810k - £96.5k = requirement for each Unitary of £2713.5k
Wedge budget = £1292.6

Requirement £2713.5

Remaining County Unitary Budget = £1517.4k Requirement = £2713.5k

Additional Costs therefore



Wedge = £1420.9k
Unitary Norfolk = £1196.1k
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Pattern B
For Pattern B assume disaggregation of budget of 24% to Greater Norwich and 76% to Unitary Norfolk

Greater Norwich budget = £674.4k
Remaining County budget = £2135.6k

Due to smaller size assume reduction of 4 Area Director posts for Greater Norwich with savings of £386k and
reduction of 1 Area Director post for the remainder with reduction of £96.5k

Greater Norwich requirement = £2810 - £386 = £2424k
Remainder requirement = £2810- £96.5 = £2713.5k

Greater Norwich budget = £674.4k Requirement = £2424k
Remaining Unitary budget = £2135.6k Requirement = £2713.5k

Additional Costs therefore


Greater Norwich = £1749.6k



Unitary Norfolk = £577.9k

Planning and Transportation

Director
Head of Strategy & Performance
Head of Economic Development
Head of Environment and Waste
Head of Programme Management
Head of Highway Operations
Head of Service Development and Support
Area Manager
Area Manager
Contracts Manager
Head of Passenger Transport Group
Area Manager
Strategy and Policy Manager
TOTAL

£1,125,471
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Pattern A
Assume disaggregation of senior management budget of 46% to the Wedge and 54% to the remainder
Budget for Wedge =£ 517.5k
Budget for Remainder = £607.5k

Due to smaller size it is assumed that savings of 1 Senior Manger post and 1 Area Manager post could be
made in each Unitary. This equates to a saving of £165k
Budget required for Wedge = £1125K - £165k = £960k
Budget required for Remainder = £1125k - £165k = £960k
Budget for Wedge = £517.5k Requirement £960k
Budget for Remainder = £607.5k Requirement = £ 960k

Additional Costs therefore


Wedge = £442.5k



Unitary Norfolk = £352.5k

Pattern B
Assume disaggregation of budget based on 24% to Greater Norwich and 76% to Unitary Norfolk County
Council
Budget for greater Norwich = £270k
Budget for Unitary Norfolk = £855k

Due to smaller size of new Unitaries a reduction of 1 senior management post and 2 Area Manager posts can
be made in Norwich saving £234k and I senior manager post and 1 Area Manager post can be made in the
Unitary Norfolk saving £165k
Budget requirement for Greater Norwich = £1125 - £234 = £891k
Budget requirement for Norfolk Unitary = £1125 - £165 = £960k

Budget for Greater Norwich = £270k
Budget for Unitary Norfolk = £855k

Requirement = £891k
Requirement = £960k

Additional Costs therefore


Greater Norwich = £621k



Unitary Norfolk = £105k
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Other Services

There are a number of other senior posts that we believe would have to be replicated in any of the Unitary
patterns. These posts are shown below
Post
Head of Libraries
Head of Trading Standards
Head of Communications and Customer Service
Head of Corporate Finance
Head of Pensions, Investments and Treasury
Head of Strategic Funding
Head of Museums
Archivist
Corporate Revenues Manager
Head of Corporate Procurement
Head of Adult education
£960,517

Total

Pattern A
Assume disaggregation of senior management other services budget to Wedge at 46% and Remainder at 54%

Budget for Wedge = £441.6k
Budget for remainder = £518.4k

No savings can be made as each Unitary would require these or equivalent posts

Budget for Wedge = £441.6k Requirement = £960k
Budget for remainder = £518.4k Requirement = £960k

Additional Costs therefore


Wedge = £518.4k



Unitary Norfolk = £441.6k
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Pattern B
Assume disaggregation to Greater Norwich of 24% and Unitary Norfolk at 76%
Budget for Greater Norwich = £230.4k Requirement = £960k
Budget for Unitary Norfolk = £729.6k

Requirement = £960k

Additional Costs therefore



Greater Norwich = £729.6k
Unitary Norfolk = £230.4k

Total Additional costs due to the need to replicate senior management allowing for reductions in
staffing levels to reflect the size of the new Unitary Authorities
Pattern A
 Wedge = £3709.8k
 Remainder = £2784.2
Pattern B
 Greater Norwich = £4392.1


Remainder = £1354.6k
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